We're not trying to give the most. We're trying to lose
the least. That was John Bowers' philosophy 40 years
ago, and it lives on in our new 600 Series. Speakers that
neither add to, nor take away from, the original sound. That
requires world- class science - and extremely experienced
ears. Because once we've selected exactly the right
components, we begin the long, careful process of tuning.
Listening and refining, over and over. Until the frequencies
combine to conjure asound so true, so alive, you want to
reach out and touch it. Dr John Dibb, Senior Development
Engineer and Fellow of the Society of Sound, on the new
600 Series.
Visit the Society of Sound at www.bowers-wilkins.com

B&W Bowers&Wilkins
Listen and you'll see
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wenty five years is along
wait to experience a
mould-breaking movie
the way it was intended.
The dual release on HD DVD and
Blu-ray of Blade Runner — The
Final Cut marked the conclusion
of this quarter-century hiccup
for fans across the globe.
Finally, we can witness Ridley
Scott's vision of adystopian and,
now, not-too-distant future in remastered, extensively re-worked
and utterly breathtaking 1080p
video. But while movie buffs will
relish the exquisite detail of the
bleak cityscapes, the vast blimps

I
always feared that this
distortion originated at source,
the heavy hand of adistracted
recording engineer slamming
Vangelis' mix clumsily into the
red. As the Blu-ray disc skipped
from menu to movie, Iheld
my breath. Was this to be yet
another audible catastrophy?
Ten seconds into the film, Ilet
out along sigh — the restored 5.1
channel musical score sounded
as clean, as pure and transparent
as if it were recorded yesterday.
Percussion rang with acrystalline
clarity while the thunderous bass
notes sounded rich, sonorous

'The restored 5.1 channel musical
score sounded as clean, pure and
transparent as if recorded yesterday'
and videoscreen hordings, all
shot in aperpertual twilight that
is rent with both rain and dispair,
it's the soundtrack that packs
the real emotional punch.
Ihave every copy of this
movie on VHS, Laserdisc and
DVD and all are utterly ruined,
not by the meagre Dolby Stereo
presentation but by the obvious
clipping of Vangelis' haunting
score, acrushing distortion that
breaks the movie's spell.

and mercifully free of the
indistinct boom Ihad endured
that past quarter-century.
This seminal Art House/
Sci-Fi movie was always a
triumph in my view, but only
now the musical score has
been resolved can the scope of
Scott's vision be fully realised. A
stereo release of the score is also
available on CD.

THE EXPERT PANEL
HiFi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio busine!.s. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.

RICHARD STEVENSON is HFN's multichannel
specialist and token hi-fi
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years
KEITH HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
30 years. and edited
HAFi Answers for nine.
All our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
KH's measurements
STEVE HARRIS edited
this very title from 1986
through to 2005. A
lifetime's experience in
audio and alove of jazz
makes SH agoldmine
N KESSLER is our
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
ngularly responsible
rthe renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'
BARRY FOX - techno
journalist supreme, BF
trained in electronics „
with the RAF and
worked for many years
as apatent agent
CHRIS BREUNIG for
many years the Music
Editor of HFN.
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
depth to his reviews

Paul Miller,
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ideally, great value - these

Not only does HiFi Nevis have exclusive
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access to a laboratory replete with
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audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has
designed world- class test solutions from
the award-winning Jitter Analyser to the
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multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
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'Hi Fi Confidential', including anew
flagship speaker from ATC, Cyrus'
surround solution, and aCD player/
amp combo from Leema Acoustics

12

Tokyo Show Blog
Robert Kelly reports back from The
International Audio Show in Japan

16

Futuretech
Barry Fox looks at trends in the world
of hi-fi and AV, this month focusing on
anew labelling protocol for HDMI

OPINION & ADVICE
81

Music Reviews
New classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases reviewed by our
music specialists

88

Opinion
The audio and video hot topics of the
day, as explored by our columnists:
Barry Fox, Ken Kessler, Jon Thompson,
Steve Harris, Andrew Harrison and,
writing from the USA, Barry Willis

94

Sound Off
Our new-look letters page is the
place to air your comments, ideas
and questions on any audio or
video topic. Plus ' Way Back Then':
Marantz's AX1000 digital computer, a
'convergence unit' from 1991
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Objects of Desire
What's coming soon to HEN, with the

74

Yamaha A- S2000 integrated amplifier
and Waterfall Victoria Evo loudspeaker
Hi fi ® Home
Born in Finland, raised in Sweden,
living in the UK — one audiophile's
home is ahaven for great music,
with acinema room option too

99

Audio Exposed
Hearing Explained Pt 2: Dr Doug
Mahar and Barry Willis continue a
discussion about the workings of the
ear, including spatial awareness

105 Inside Story: Vinyl tech
Jim Lesurf returns to the subject
of vinyl technology, this month
determining the practical recording
levels achievable on ' real world' LPs
112 Movers & Shakers: Noel Lee

TO THE INDUSTRY'S MOST INNOVATIVE HI-FI MAGAZINE

Paul Miller talks to founder and head
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of Monster Cable, Noel Lee, with a
discussion of the company's readiness
for an HDMI-cabled future

146 Classic Kit
He may have developed the first
British recording system in 1926, but
Paul Voigt is best known for his work
with horn loudspeakers. John Howes
has the story on this British pioneer
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Astin Trew AT3500
This upsampling CD player with valve
output stage could be an affordable
champion. Andrew Harrison discovers
potential for aTrew romance

24

TacT Audio RCS 2.2 XP
TacT's revised room EQ processor adds
dynamic level- dependent correction,
and needs no PC, finds Keith Howard

28

Siltech Pantheon
Dutch cable brand has created a
mighty two- box loudspeaker, named
after the temple of the gods. Keith
Howard checks its faith

34

Thorens TD 2030
Andy Whittle looks through Thorens'
transparent-plinthed turntable, and
likes what he finds

38

Pioneer PDP LX608D
Pioneer's latest 60in Full HD plasma
screen gets the watch- and- measure
treatment from Paul Miller

42

NAD T765
This seven- channel 100W AV receiver
may lack some features, but will it win
out in simple performance, wonders
Richard Stevenson?

46

Group Test: Amplifiers
Arcam A32, Creek Destiny, Primare
130, Roksan Caspian M Series- 1and
Unison Research Unico II

56

Sonus faber Cremona
A new verison of the Italian brand's
Cremona gets an ' M' suffix and some
thumbs raised from Ken Kessler

60

PS Audio Power Plant
More than amere mains filter unit,
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Creek Audio

46

Cyrus Audio

09

Emillé Labs

146

PS Audio's Premier regenerator gets
plugged in by Keith Howard
65

Goldring 2300 and
Ortofon 2M Blue
Andew Harrison lends an ear to two
new moving- magnet cartridges priced
at areasonable £ 100 and £ 135

68

Super Systems
Exposure electronics are blended with
Neat Acoustics standmount speakers
by Steve Harris in abi-amp system
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YAMAHA A- S2000 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Yamaha is another Japanese ccmpany that,
Ike Denon. Onkyo and Marantz before it, has
seized upon the demand for good stereo aLdio
equipment. Waving the flag fo - retro styling
comes the A-52000 amplifier, a 100W model
that boasts of afloating. balanced circuit
topology from input to output. Yahama
estimates aprice of around £ 1300.
vvvvw.yamaha.com
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New products and upcoming events...

BRITISH SPEAKER BRAND LAUNCHES NEW FLAGSHIP AT HONG KONG EVENT
Specialist loudspeaker
manufacturer ATC unveiled
its Limited Edition EL150 SLP
Tower speakers in Hong Kong
at an event held at the Eaton
Hotel, Kowloon in November
2007. The event was

manufacturers to build
the loudspeaker. The pure

x290mm ( hwd) and each

elliptical shape when viewed
from above is astructured
combination of wood plys
and MDF with aveneer

speaker weighs 82kg. The
speaker can be tri wired or
tri-amped, thanks to a
three-way connection panel
at the speaker's base.
The EL150 three-way

hosted by ATC's Hong Kong

layered over the top. Shown
here is aBurr Magnolia

distributor, Stereo Kingdom.

veneer, although any finish

Billy Woodman - MD

will be available to order.
The drive units comprise
a25mm HF neodymium

with an active version

tweeter, ATC's familiar SM-

speakers will be around
£24,000 and they come with
alifetime guarantee.
Also launched at the event

and founder of ATC - gave
ashort introductory talk
prior to the demonstration
of the loudspeakers to an
enthusiastic local audience.

planned in the near future.
Price for the EL150 passive

150 75mm soft dome for
midrange, plus a375mm
Super Linear bass driver.

The loudspeakers have
taken almost ayear to

Frequency response is
quoted as 25Hz-22kHz

complete and are set to
become ATC's flagship for the
next few years. Woodman
used computer- aided
design techniques and one
of Britain's top furniture

passive speaker represents
the first of aseries of seven,

was anew version of the
company's SIA2150 Stereo
Integrated Amplifier, specified

(±6dB), or 60Hz-17kHz
(±2dB), and apair matched
response of ± 0.5dB, with

at 150W/ch.
Loudspeaker Technology

sensitivity at 91 dB. Cabinet

Ltd, 01285 760561

dimensions are 1315 x650

www.atc.gb.net

CAMBRIDGE COMBO
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ADDS PRE/POWER AMPS
A separate preamplifier and stereo power amplifier
have been announced to join Cambridge Audio's Azur
series. Inside the 840E preamp is the company's latest
amplifier module, named Terrapin, used to replace
op- amp ICs in critical stages of the amp's circuitry.
Eight line- level inputs are available, two with
balanced XLR connections, and any input can be
renamed as required for display on the £ 750 unit's
large LCD panel. A resistor ladder/relay volume
control allows adjustment in ldB steps.
Specified at 200W into 8ohm, the 840W at £ 1000
can also be bridged to mono to produce 500W. It also
includes balanced inputs for connection to the 840E's
balanced outputs.

EMILLE LABS LANDS IN UK

Cambridge Audio, 0845 090 2288

NEW DISTRIBUTOR FOR KOREAN HIGH END AUDIO BRAND

wwvv.cambridgeaudio.com

Named after one of the largest

with the aid of adual-function

bells in the world, cast in the 8th

backlit meter. Inside, the amps use
gold-plated epoxy PCBs with heavy-

Century, Emilie Labs is aKorean
high-end audio brand specialising in
valve electronics. Its range includes
,

distinctively styled preamps, power
amps and aphono stage.

•
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At the top of the power amp
range is the KI-120 monoblock,
priced at £ 9500/pair. It uses 6550
valves and hand-crafted output
transformers to give aspecified
power output of 120W. Bias is

•
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adjustable from the front panel,
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gauge copper, Mundorf silver/gold
coup,ing capacitors and silver-plated
wiring.Line inputs can be singleended or balanced, with the help of
aLundahl input transformer.
Distributor Angelsound Audio is
also offering the KI-40L, adual- mono
integrated amplifier, at £ 4800,
which is specified at 40W/channel.
Angelsound Audio, 01923 352479
www.emillelabs.com

NAD'S NEW BUDGET CD
1111111.81.51.1•11.14.,...

Input 1
Dolby Digital

L—J

PROMISES TO BE BREAKTHROUGH IN VALUE
Said to be aperfect match to the budget reference
C315BB integrated amplifier, the NAD C515BB is the
company's new budget CD player at £ 165. It uses a
24- bit/ I92kHz Di); converter, along with carefully
chosen capacitors and other passive components in
critical areas. It is capable of playing MP3 files that
have been copied onto aCD- R, allowing around ten

CYRUS MASTERS AV

hours of playback from asingle disc. Coax and optical
digital outputs are also included.

INTEGRATING SURROUND- SOUND WITH STEREO SYSTEMS

Armour Home Electronics, 01279 501111

To allow an existing high- quality

surround modes such as DTS Neo:6

www.nadelectronics.com

stereo system to be used for AV and
surround- sound, Cyrus Audio has

and Dolby Pro Logic Ilx.
The power amplifiers comprise a
single 70W channel, designed for a

made the AV Master 8.0. It's a
7.1- channel surround processor/
preamp, which also includes three

centre speaker, as well as 2x30W
amplifiers which can be configured

channels of onboard amplification.
Under the lid can be found a32- bit
DSP engine, which also allows PCM

for rear or surround channel use.
A stereo bypass mode allows the
output from, say, aCD player to be

sources to be 2x upsampled. For

sent directly to connected power
amps. It includes two coax and two

home cinema use, the AV Master will
decode Dolby Digital, including EX
encoded discs, as well as DTS, DTS
96/24 and DTS-ES Matrix.
Other formats include MPEG
audio up to 5.1, and various matrix

optical digital inputs, as well as two
analogue stereo inputs. The Cyrus AV
Master 8.0 is priced at £ 800.
Cyrus Audio, 01799 531999
www.cyrus.co.uk

ACCUSTIC TUBE-DAC II
GERMAN HIGH- END BRAND ADDS VALVES
From Accustic Arts in Germany comes the first product
for anew Reference Series, the £ 4995 Tube-DAC
II. It uses 12 ECC83 triodes in its output stage, with
high- quality Burr- Brown OPA627 op- amps to provide
alow impedance balanced output. Accustic Arts has
employed a32- bit digital filter and 26 parallelled
multiplying processors. The Tube-DAC II can accept
digital inputs up to 24-bit/48kHz through its AESIEBU
(XLR) or S/PDIF ( RCA and BNC) inputs.
Audio Reference, 01252 702705
www.accusticarts.com

MARANTZ SR7002
TWO HDMI OUTS EXPAND DISPLAY OPTIONS

LEEMA COMES ON STREAM
NEW LOWER- PRICED CD PLAYER AND AMPLIFIER
Following on from its Antila and Tucana CD player and amplifier
combination, Leema Acoustics has anew lower- priced alternative in the
£1095 Stream CD player and £ 1195 Pulse amplifier. The Stream uses a

Marantz's latest AV receiver includes twin HDMI
outputs, facilitating the use of, for example, avideo
projector alongside an everyday display screen. The
SR7002 is a7.1-channel receiver, specified at 110W
per channel. It includes support for new lossless cinema
audio formats Dolby TrueHD and DTS HD via its four

similar multi-DAC circuit to the Antila, with atotal of 16 24-bit/192kHz

HDMI 1.3a inputs, with 32- bit digital signal processing

chips combined to make Leema's MD2 Active Differential converter. For

for TI-IX Surround EX, DTS-ES and Dolby Pro Logic Ix.

playback control, the Stream uses asingle rotary control, known as L- Drive,

Room calibration is also available courtesy of the
Audyssey MultiEQ system. Price is £ 1000.

said to provide an intuitive interface for the usual track play, pause and skip
operations, as well as open/close and direct track access.
The Leema Acoustics Pulse is an 80W integrated amplifier with six inputs,
including afront- mounted MP3 player input, and both moving- magnet and
moving-coil phono inputs. Both CD and amp units include Leema's LIPS
system to allow the units to communicate with each other, designed to
make the system easy to use for all the family.
Leema Acoustics, 01722 426600 www.leema-acoustics.com

Marantz, 01753 680868 www.marantz.com
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New products and upcoming events...

HARBETH UPS THE M40
BRITISH BRAND UNVEILS M40.1 UPGRADE

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

YOU

Harbeth's M40 loudspeaker, adrop- in replacement for
the BBC LS5/8, has been upgraded with anew bass
driver to M40.1 status. Designed by Harbeth itself, the

What Cambridgeshire does for
digits, Nottinghamshire does for

driver has been given an LF response more suited to

Dotted around the county are
small hi-fi companies fuelled by

'lively' environments, since the original was tuned for
the drier acoustic favoured by broadcasters. The new
Harbeth Audio M40.1 is priced at £ 7999.
Harbeth Audio, 0870 803 4788
www.harbeth.co.uk

THE

LATEST

HI- Fl

GOSSIP

the cottage analogue industry.

enthusiasts looking for aslice of
the market and an even bigger
slice of satisfaction knowing that
their products are giving equal
gratification to their customers.
One such person, Tom Willis
from Art Audio, knows well
the importance of smiles from

ABOVE: Tom Willis of Art Audio

his customers. He hopes his

stage, as well as atube- rectified
power supply using alarge 5U4GB.

Conductor phono stage, a
soon-to- be- released two- box
SET valve design with split- rail
regulated power supply, will meet
with their approval. At £ 4500,

CLEARAUDIO BREAK-IN
TURNTABLE SPECIALIST MAKES RUN-IN LP
Clearaudio has pressed avinyl
LP to help with the running- in of
phono cartridges. It features a
dozen endless grooves modulated
with pink noise. Other tracks are
included to assist with the setup of
turntable, tonearm and cartridge.
The Break In Test Record costs £ 45.

BELOW: ModWright's Transporter

With the valves sticking out of
the top of the slim unit it looks
more like aquestionable work of

they'll certainly need to be rich.

art than apiece of hi-fi. But it's a
brave, if yet another, valve device

Continuing his belief that
valves are best, it produces a

attempting to improve the sound
of compressed digital sources. Of

'The valves on top make it look
like aquestionable work of art'
warm, fast, and exceptionally

course, you can always use it as a

musical rendition from vinyl. Small
companies like Art Audio rely on

DAC fed from aCD transport via
S/PDIr. Or just play an LP.

word of mouth to promote their
products and this one's gaining

33RPM COMPACT DISC

astrong following, particularly
in the States, which accounts for
60% of Tom's sales.

If you can't make up your mind

Britain isn't unique when it

whether to play analogue or
digital, German company Optimal
Media Production might have

comes to cottage hi-fi industries.
Audiopax in Brazil is about to

an answer. Its new format, the
'VinylDisc', is a5in disc with aCD

bring out its first ever phono stage
to augment its amplifiers and

on one side and vinyl on the other.
It's abit like the DualDisc ( CD/DVD)

Roberts has an accessory for
iPod users, introducing DAB

speakers. And Audiostone from

from 2004, which was too thick

Norway, afamily business run by

to play on many CD players and

and FM radio, as well

Sven and Anna Olsen who produce
stone-shelf racks for other

flopped - like this probably will.

Audio Reference, 01252 702705
www.clearaudio.de

ROBERTS RADIO ROBi
CLASSIC RADIO MAKER ADDS DAB/FM TO iPOD

as remote control for
volume and iPod
track selection.
Price is £ 50.

people's hi-fi, is rumoured to be
producing its first audio product
-a $ 75,000 turntable that comes

Roberts Radio,

in the form of, yes you guessed it,
astone hi-fi rack. Novel.

1709 571722 www.
robertsradio.co.uk

GET TRANSPORTED
While some analogue aficionados
HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...
7-10 JAN 08 International CES 2008, Las Vegas, USA
www.cesweb.org
22-24 FEB

Sound & Vision 2008, Marriott City Centre

Hotel, Bristol www.bristolshow.co.uk
10-13 APRIL HDi Show 2008, International Exhibition Center
Moscow, Russia www.hifishowsu
3-8 APRIL
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Festival Son Image - 2008 Edition, Sheraton
Centre, Montreal www.fsiexpo.com
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continue to champion valves, one
American company now offers

Playing at 33rpm using aspindle
attachment, it provides the listener
with three-and-a- half minutes of
analogue audio. First release in the
UK is rock band Fightstar with their
single ' Deathstar'. Their next single
is due out as aUSB dongle, another
format released in an attempt to
stop the rot in the music industry.
Universal has already signed
up to this format, with the other

amod for Slim Devices' MP3

three major companies looking to

and lossless digital player, the

release as well... (.)

Transporter, to give it amore
analogue sound.
ModWright's 'Truth mod'
will set you back S2000,
upgrading the unit by
replacing the DAC output
with aClass A 6CG7 tube

I

Mezzo - An object lesson
in acoustic science

e4:0

Mezzo is an entirely new family of Mordaunt-Short loudspeakers which offer staggering
performance and earth- shattering design at incredible price points.
Mezzo features ahost of high- end audiophile innovations including the now legendary Aspirated Tweeter Technology (ATTTm)
and Sound Deadening Steel treatment to eliminate resonance and deliver acrystal clear midrange.
Taking care of the low notes is ahighly advanced subwoofer with Digital Sound Processing (DSP). This ace of bass completely
simplifies the often complex subwoofer set-up process for aperfectly integrated home theatre in any room.
To find out why Mezzo truly stands out from the crowd, visit your Mordaunt-Short specialist.
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NEWS
First sight of new products & techno,ogy

TOKYO
SHOW
2007

Report Dy Robert Kelly

T

he International Audio Show was held
in Tokyo from October 5th to 7th at

the Tokyo Forum Building, right in the
centre of Tokyo. This spacious and

conveniently located venue is often referred
to as `the boat' because of the interesting
shape of the roof structure. All the major audio
importers were represented, as were the

1. From Bulgaria we have the

leading Japanese high-end maKers. The total

Terra II Pro, from the Everything

attendance was 11,260, which is agood figure

But The Box Company. These

by anyone's standards and confirms that the

distinctive speakers produced

Japanese interest in high- end audio is still alive.

avery respectable sound using

The High End Show was held concurrently in

a4in Morel driver in anear-

the Kotsu Kaikan, five minutes walk away and

spherical aluminium enclosure,

provided an excellent venue for the smaller

with a27rnm SEAS tweeter. This

importers and manufacturers, software

one was strikingly finished in

distributors and parts suppliers.

haro stitched leather.

p .-

2 Part of the 'wall of fame'
display in the Accuphase
room. Accuphase is the most
popular home-grown brand in
Japan where it has avery loyal
following. In addition to excellent
sonics, the product is supremely
reliable and beautifully made,
attributes much valued by
Japanese audiophiles.
3 Mr Miyashita from Fostex
shows off aW400A-HR 400mm
woofer. The cone is banana
pulp with carbon-fibre and
bio-cellulose. It uses aspecial
pleating on the surround to
reduce resonances. Price is acool
£1000, explaining Mr M's firm
grip on the unit...
4 Mr Isobe of importers
Continental Far East with an
Adam Audio Tensor Alpha
speaker. The Tensor uses two
13in HexaCone woofers, two 8in
HexaCone low mid units, two ART
mid ribbons and one ART tweeter
and has aquoted response from
20Hz to 50kliz.

12
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1 Accuphase showed its new DP- 700 SACD/CD
player, with a projected price in lapan of £ 5000.
2 Japanese audiophiles love professional audio
GTE Trinity FMC

products and this valve based phono equaliser
from EMT is manna from heaven for them. It has
four phono inputs, each with its own dedicated
load adjustment.
3 The Trinity DAC from GTE in Germany looks
like anew benchmark technically, and from

N5.

DF"

what Iheard sonically too. It uses 32 specially
matched DiA converters ir its patented Lianotec
configuration.
4 Mr Horikawa from Stellavox Japan sets up
the tracking force on aRolf Kelch Reference DD
turntable. The Reference DD is a3-speed player
using aquartz-stabilised motor drive.

FEBRUARY 2008
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NEWS
First sight of new products & technology

1To celebrate its 20th

6The Lyra Connoisseur 5.0L

anniversary Esoteric has arange

preamplifier is highly regarded

of mouth-watering new products.

by Japanese audiophiles. It uses

Most surprising is the A-100

discrete components throughout

integrated valve amp, rated at

and the mono construction

45W with two KT88/ch.

extends to the external power
supply unit.

2This is not anew cabinet- less
loudspeaker but aspace model
to show the components of
JBL's S4600. The driver line up
comprises 19mm and 50mm
titanium compression drivers and
a350mm paper cone woofer.
3 The Esoteric G-ORb master
clock uses arubidium oscillator to
provide asignal with an accuracy
of 0.05ppb, more than 1000x
better than than the best VCXO
based clocks.
4 Industry stalwart Allen Perkins
was demonstrating his Spinal
Groove line of turntables and
arms in the Scantech room.
5. Celica Creations showed its
striking K&C2000 speaker. This
omni attracted alot of attention,
not least for the price - £ 26,000.
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Martin Logan ' Purity'
Fully powered with abuilt-in high- resolution
200 watt amplifier, Purity directly connects
to amyriad of sources— from personal
media players and flat screen televisions
to computers and receivers—to provide an
unparalleled sonic performance in all home
theatre and 2- channel applications.
Plug an iPod® directly nto the Purity
and prepare to be impnessed.

Krell ' KID'
(Krell Interface Dock)
KID is targeted toward the owners of highend audio systems and music enthusiasts
alike. It is the first product of its kind to
utilise the fully differential output of the
internal DAC for iPod® devices— unaltered
or modified—to deliver maximum sonic
performance from this portable media.
Just connect the KID tc your existing
Hi Fi or active oudspeakers, then connect
your iPod to the KID and away you go.
Using the KID, music an an iPod finally
becomes aviable source for quickly
accessing and enjoying many hours of
music - at the touch of 4:1 few buttons.

Child's Play
Take 1xApple iPod®, 1xKrell KID,
1xMartin Logan Purity ( Pair) and bring them
together for asystem that is simple, elegant,
sleek, beautiful and musically astounding.
Building the ultimate lifestyle system—
really is child's play now..

Oxford Audio Consultants
Canby House, Pcrk End Street, Oxford, OX1 1JD
Tel: 01865 790 879, Fax: 01865 791 665
info@cxfordaudio.co.uk, www.oxfordaudio.co.uk
design oudiogrcphy co ok
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FUTURETECH

Delving into the technology of tomorrow

NEED FOR SPEED
Can speed rating cables give consumers agreater understanding of the brave new world of
HDMI, and will anew labelling system help clear up some of the confusion, asks Barry Fox

U

Scompany Honeywell says one out of three
custom installers has recently had problems
with HDMI. Even the HDMI Licensing
organisation, which has created the problems

with aconfusion of standards and inadequate policing,
is now forced to admit that the consumer is vastly
confused.' The first HDMI standard was set in 2002 by
Hitachi, Matsushita ( Panasonic), Philips, Silicon Image,
Sony, Thomson and Toshiba and it has taken until
now for HDMI Licensing to introduce ascheme that
tries to ' bring consistency and meaning to the way
manufacturers market and retailers communicate
HDMI-related features to consumers.'
BELOW:
Monster's
new labelling

HDMI Adopters are now required to ' implement
Trademark and Logo Usage Guidelines' — but not until
October 2008.

system
is quite
different
from the DPL
and HDMI

MORE THAN A NUMBER

ABOVE: Monster is now speed rating its cables with
respect to data bandwidth over agiven distance

'Manufacturers can no longer just put aversion number
on HDMI equipment,' says HDMI spokesman Steve

Monster's slogan is ' Need for Speed' and the

Venuti, ' they must put the version number and the

company has cooked up a labelling system that is

Licensing

names of the features offered.' He gives the example,

quite different from the DPL and HDMI Licensing

schemes

'HDMI ( v1.3 with Deep Color, x.v.Color).' But very few

schemes. Standard Speed, 1.65Gbps for basic HDTV;

'Manufacturers can no longer just
put aversion number on HDMI
equipment; they must name features'

High Speed, 3.71Gbps for 1080p with 8- bit colour;
Advanced High Speed, 5.57Gbps for 1080p and
12- bit colour; Ultra High Speed, 7.43Gbps for 1080p
at 100Hz with 8- bit colour: and Ultimate High Speed
(to be launched next year), 11.14Gbps for 1080p,
100Hz and 12- bit colour.
In addition, Monster is using certification labels,
such as Certified 1080p+, x.v.Color, 100 Hz and

consumers will understand labels like this. ' Discussions

12- Bit Color. ' The HDMI organisation is in favour of

are under way on an HDMI logo that will be much easier

what we are doing,' Lee assures.

to understand,' says Venuti. ' It would tell consumers all
they need to know.., a laundry list of features. But it will
take at least another six months. It may not happen'.
Honeywell is offering cables with CURxE Light.
An active component in the plug compensates for
impedance mis matches to ' automatically correct

During a London briefing Lee and his engineers
ran ' eye pattern' tests to compare Monster cables
with unbranded cables and branded rival cables.
Capacitance and inductance in the cable round off

corrupted HDCP and EDID data', while LEDs give

square wave pulses, and if the distortion becomes

diagnostic feedback. But as Honeywell wants to keep
most of the technology secret and is reluctant to

too extreme the squares are no longer recognizable

provide review samples, it is impossible to say whether

said Lee, after mocking advice on the internet,

the company's claims stand up.

including some written by a 19- year- old student.

Noting that Monster Cable has been promoting data
speed as a benchmark for cables, Honeywell wants it

Overview for Monster Retailers — HDMI, the

as pulses. ' We need your help to educate consumers,'

Monster has published acolour brochure,

known that speed is only one of 13 parameters covered

Technology and Controversy, to help dealers educate

by In- Visions Technology's new Digital Performance Level

customers. This twice explains that Gbps stands for

rating tests. However, the Digital Performance Level

'gigabytes of data per second'.

web site fails to list the parameters.
Noel Lee, ' Head Monster' of Monster Cable, says
HDMI makes him ' feel born again.'
HDMI, he says, is ' both Beauty and Beast', a

16

GREAT GIG IN THE SKY

Surely Gbps stands for gigabits per second which is
an eight-fold difference from gigabytes?
After checking, aspokesman for Monster
confirmed: ' The document will now be amended

one- cable solution that is ' Scart on steroids' but crippled

—and, believe it or not, you are the first and only

by five back-to-back standards over the last five years.

person to have noticed it!' '

Compatibility issues ' add to the misery.'

•Paul Miller talks to 'Head Monster' Noel Lee, pl 12
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POINTS OF REFERENCE...
Specialist handmade speakers,
from specially handpicked retailers.

'Relative to its peers KEF delivers as much or more
detail and makes much better use of it '
Hi -Fi+, October 2007

HOME MEDIA LTD
24-26 UNION STREET
MAIDSTONE
KENT
ME14 lED

MARTINS HI-FI H/0
85-87 BER SWREET
NORWICH
NORFOLK
NR1 3EY

PRACTICAL HI Fl (Warrington)
88 BRIDGE STREET
WARRINGTON
CHESHIRE
WAI 2RF

SEVENOAKS (READING)
3-4 THE WALK SHOPPING CNTR
READING
BERKSHIRE
RGI 2HG

GLOBAL HI FI CENTRE LTD
87A CLAYTON STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
TYNE & WEAR
NEI SPY

LOUD AND CLEAR (Scotland) LTD
520 ST VINCENT STREET
GLASGOW
SCOTLAND
G3 8X2

MUSICAL IMAGES
AUDIO VISUAL LIFESTYLE LTD
173 STATION ROAD
EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX
HA8 7JX

SEVENOAKS ( PLYMOUTH)
107 CORNWALL STREET
PLYMOUTH
DEVON
PLI IPA

SEVENOAKS RRISTOL)
(
928 WHITE LADIES ROAD
CLIFTON
BRISTOL
BS8 2QN

KIMBERLEY HIFI (CROYDON)
352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE RD
CROYDON
SURREY
CRO 7AF

LYRIC HI-FI
429-431 LISBURN ROAD
BELFAST
NORTHERN IRELAND
8T9 7EY

NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE
120 ALFRETON ROAD
NOTTINGHAM
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
NG7 3NS

SEVENOAKS (CHELTENHAM)
14 PITTVILLE STREET
CHELTENHAM
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GM 2U

STONE AUDIO (UK) LTD
HOLMEAD WALK
POUNDBURY
DORCHESTER
DORSET
DTI 3GE

SEVENOAKS SOUND AND VISION
109-113 LONDON ROAD
SEVENOAKS
KENT
TN13 1BF1

UNILET SOUND AND VISION LTD
35 HIGH STREET
NEW MALDEN
SURREY
KT3 4BY

SOUND & VISION DEPT.
HARRODS DEPARTMENT STORE
87-135 BROMPTON ROAD
KNIGHTSBRIDGE
LONDON
SWIX 7XL

REFERENdeE

GP Acoustics (UK) Led.. Eccleston Road. Tovil. Maidstone. Kent. ME 15 6QP U.K. T: + 44 (0) 1622 672261. F: + 44 (0) I
622 750653
UniQ is registered, UniQ is protected under GB patent 2 236929. U.S. Pat. No 5.548.657 and other worldwide patents.
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WHY OUR REVIEWS ARE THE INDUSTRY'S BENCHMARK..

DIRECT ACCESS

offer aclear evaluation of all types of
audio equipment - two-channel audio

Want to skip directly to our detailed
description of sound or picture quality?
Then look for these icons:

from turntables, integrated, pre- and
power amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and
CD players, through to multichannel
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HiFi News has the most comprehensive
and trusted test regime of any hi-fi
magazine in the world. Each month we
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seamlessly Into ' Time' the
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PICTURE QUALITY...

DVD-A and SACD players. Not forgetting

..N1Wele mom, sNed

the myriad varieties of loudspeakers,
subwoofers and headphones.
HiFi News is also in the unique position
=••••••

of offering similarly in-depth testing of
home cinema products including DVD
players, AV receivers and processors plus
advanced display technologies, whether
plasma, DIP or D-ILA.
Our speaker Lab Reports are all
conducted and written by our Consuttant
Technical Editor, Keith Howard. All
electronics are measured using the
six-channel QC Suite testing station
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note UNDER THE BONNET
wit... Ever wondered what makes an amplifier,
°"l CD/DVD/Universal player or AV processor
b`"
tick? This is where HiFi News lifts the lid
on each and every review product to give
you the inside track on its key building
blocks. The blue ' speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
the product's inner workings.
As a rule, many of the highlighted
components or circuit details will be linked
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
dig
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
le/
box', visualising key areas of strength or
(
21;
weakness within a product permits a far
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.

MArrli Inel.N N.
Unr

proentan

developed by HiFi News' Editor,
Paul Miller, and now an industry standara.
Not only does this exhaustive testing give
HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are
also the only magazine to offer its full test
report data online. Log onto
www.hifinews.co.uk and follow the links
to obtain free downloads.
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'hey say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enabie comparsons between issues, one of the graphs
on each Lab Report wili be repeated for products of similar type. For
example, our reviews of CDIDVD/Universal players, outboard DACs and
AV processors wIl always include a graph illustrating how distortion
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both 1kHz ( black trace
or infill) and 20kHz ( blue in'ill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 10W/Hohm.
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
technical feature that's typicaty unique to the product under test. You
might see a graph showing abnormally high jitter from a CD player, for
example, or how the dynamic power output of an am plifi er var i
es w ith
different loudspeaker loads.
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WATERFALL GRAPHS
This specific 3D or ' waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the ' cumulative spectral decay' of a loudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line ir the plia' ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 20014z-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing some oJtput from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflection, within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker ( 3)
up to Smsec (five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.

ec reefing g
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Frequency in Hz »
(1)
(
3)

3D GRAPHS
Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate aspecific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output ot aCIXDVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level (the vertical or Y axis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roil off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the 'digital' dis:ortions ( 3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate ( something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd, 3rd, 4th... harmonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.
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THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about aproduct in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured
purple for products up to £ 1000, blue
between £ 1001-0000 and red for the
rarified high-end at E3000+.
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46 Group test: Five integrated amplifiers £1150-£1500
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PIE CHART COLOUR KEY

EQUIPMENT'
UP TO £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £3000

SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY
For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents abalance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

FEATURES & FACILITIES
This slice of the pie isvery straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while amultichannel preamp with
digital, analogue and HDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

lerrir— Trinrimvinr-r

SOUND

75%

o,
20 Astin Trew CD player

24 TacT processor preamp

28 Siltech Pantheon speakers

34 Thorens TD 2030 deck

eURES

l

75%
Pioneer PDP LX
- r-30blD plasma

42 NAD T765 AV Receiver

---••

ECONOMY RATING
Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity bills tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's alittleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

,tieheesieWedmerserup.A.T2s

BUILD

75%
ECO

75%

3dB

BUILD QUALITY
With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember,
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in astunning,
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like abrick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%.
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5year guarantee.

56 Sonus faber loudspeakers

6O PS Audio Power Plant

www.hifineWs.Co.uk
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CD PLAYER TEST

Trew Romance
ASTIN TREW AT3500 (£ 11 50)

Astin Trey,
/by name_ but is it
true by nature? With 24/96
upsampling and avalve output
stage, this player promises
high performance at a
sensible price

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

20
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Tested by Andrew Harrison

I

t's always heartening to find aproduct that gives a
taste of high- end sound performance at arealistic
price. And if that's agiveaway to the outcome of
this CD player's all-important listening tests, so be

it. Before we get there though, it's worth looking over
the mechanics of what's on offer here.
Like other products in the company's range such as
the entry-level AT3000 CD player and the pre/power
amplifers, the AT3500 is built around asturdy metal
chassis with extruded alloy side panels with aheavygauge top plate. Styled in adark silver finsih, the overall
look is purposeful rather than glamorous.
Over and above the company's entry-level AT3000
CD player, the ' 3500 offers the option of upsampling
to 24/96 digital format, before feeding the same
Burr- Brown PCM1738 DAC chip used in the ' 3000. The
upsampling clock takes its own dedicated power supply,
and all power for the player comes, unusually, from a
C-core transformer. Not as popular today as the nearubiquitous toroidal type, the C-core transformer was
found to offer identical sound quality but, importantly,
appreciable savings in cost, allowing the parts budget to

0

4SOUND

QUALITY

In marked contrast to most CD players at this price
point - and even too many at twice the price - the

be distributed elsewhere.
Other enhancements include aliberal smattering of
polystyrene capacitors, as well as large audiophile- grade
caps from Auricap. These were chosen by the designers

AT3500 has afree-flowing character, seemingly not
hemmed in either dynamically nor in treble extension.

-along with the rebiasing of the DAC's IC filters into
Class A - to tune out the final remnants of a ' strident'

it's worth mentioning that even in standard 16/44.1

quality found in earlier iterations.

PLAY AND DISPLAY
In use, the AT3500 was found to have mildly tardy
transport controls when skipping tracks, and abutton
press of the remote sometimes resulted in two ' skip'
commands being read. Otherwise the player behaved
well, with the clear front display usefully showing total
and current track numbers together. Upsampling can
be engaged either from the fascia controls or from the
comfort of the sofa via the remote.

But first aword about the upsampling option.
Given the choice of upsampling to 24/96 or not,
replay, this is avery well sorted CD player. Switching
in upsampling introduced some further widening of
an already impressively wide soundstage, and pushed
that stage back afoot or two; but it is not an essential

ABOVE: Simple
connection
options comprise
stereo analogue
outputs on wellspaced phono
sockets, plus a
coaxial digital
output (yellow)
to service an
outboard DAC

requirement to get great sound from the AT3500. In
fact, on some discs Ireally did find myself preferring the
marginally thicker, more corporeal sound in standard
replay, where Icould also better appreciate the player's

'The AT3500 has afree-flowing
character, seemingly not hemmed in
dynamically nor in treble extension'
understated rhythmic drive. Note that this was while
played through ahighly resolving and wideband
high- end system. Used with amps and speakers more
fitting of the AT3500's relatively modest price, 1he
additionally refined effect with upsampling switched on
may well be the preferred full-time option.

ASTIN WHO?
Astin Trew is anew name on the British audio
scene, the trading name of Air Audio Ltd based in
Hambleden, Oxfordshire. Behind the company is
one Michael Osborn, responsible for the products'

The player's flowing character was manifest as a
delicacy of touch when playing melodically descriptive
orchestral passages, letting the tonal colours of
instruments shine through. From the promenade of
Pictures at an Exhibition that Mussorgsky titles ' Ballet of

AUDIO

FILE
CD player with
switchable
24bit / 96kHz
upsampling and
triode valve
output stage

concept, look and feel, and final sonic tuning,
joined by afreelance electronics engineer who
takes care of electronic design. Osborn is alifelong
audiophile who made the decision four years ago
to build the kind of mid- market products he wanted

the Unhatched Chicks', the AT3500 was able to present

to see himself. After 18 months development, the
AT3000 CD player and AT1000 / 5000 pre/power

tone of orchestral violins, fleet and resonant, with

Made and
supplied by: Astin
Trew

effectively no ' digital' strain.
There was awell- lit perspective on all recordings,

Telephone:
01491 414494

amps were launched together, using hybrid valve-

delicate woodwind and strings that truly evoked a
pasticne of twittering canaries, and when the theme
was echoed in the seventh promenade with an accent
on strings and brass, you could hear the easy, natural

It's itself ahybridisation of Osborn and his wife's

showing plenty of presence in the uppeu mid and
treble, all the while never sounding ' bright' or wearing.

mothers' maiden names!

This single attribute alone deserves commendation,

solid-state circuits. And the name Astin Trew?

Price: £ 1150

Web: www.
astintrew.co.uk

since this is often the achilles' heel of many aCD G>
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ASTIN TREW

AT3500 CD PLAYER /£ 1150

RESULTS

Philips Y/AM1202112
theee beam, lineartrackiag CID mechanisn

_
-

The Crystal CS$420 is
an early ( launcled in
1999) asynchmous
sample rate converter
ll

r"

:o îi
et-i• '

e

.

-
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Astin Trew's choice of BurrBrown PCM1738 stereo

.
'

DAC has bee, scrubbed of

• 'A

identification - all in aid of
good sound cpeali-.y„ I'm surel

ABOVE: The Astin Trew AT3500 features the same circular

High quality C-care mains
transformer feeds traisport,
an alogue and digital ci-cuits

L
6.1

cut-out vents as the company's amplifiers, but here are
blanked off with sound-deadening material from inside
player. They either cover their tracks by tuning in a

A single ECC88 doubie
triode drives this playe's

darker presentation to conceal edgy confusion here, or
show their true colours in the name of ' detail', with a

analogue

outputs

metallic plating that introduces listening fatigue after

-,.`.
%à61-7-111WIL

the initial glossy presentation tires the ear. This Astin
Trew has no such concerns.

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

PEELING LAYERS
Layer after layer was being peeled away in Massive
Attack's masterfully produced Mezzanine, and ' Dissolved
Girl' stood out as an apt example, with looped sample
guitar and low dub bass joined by deliberate distortion
artefacts, kick drum and percussion, before Sarah Jay's
breathy vocal took centre focus. To hear this level of
resolution and sure-footed musicality is just about
unheard of at this price.
As if the open and transparent sound of the AT3500
were not already making agood impression, it's worth
noting that it's arelatively painless task to experiment
with different grades of valves in its output stage. And
since only one ECC88/6922 is used, there's no niggling
doubts about pair matching to get consistent results
on both stereo channels. Itried aNOS Philips 6922
provided by Astin Trew, substituting for the existing
Golden Dragon, and heard more air and in- room
presence, not to say bass weight, on the Squirrel Nut
Zipper's ' Ghost of Stephen Foster' [
Perennial Favourites,
Mammoth 354 980 169]. Meanwhile the Yiddish fiddle
intro and cymbal shimmers introduced more spinetingling atmosphere. So alittle experimentation with
D
glassware here can reap further useful dividends. O

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

lhere is no difference in distortion versus
digital level over afull 120dB dynamic
range between the upsampled and nonupsampled modes, so the graph illustrating
these trends at 1kHz ( black trace) and
20kHz ( blue trace) are true for bath modes.
Differences that might exist are largely
masked by the ECC88 double-triode output
stage, employed as part of Astin Trews
'tuning' process.
Measureable differences were recorded,
however, including an improvement
in overall A-wtd SiN ratio of some 3dB
(108.8dB vs 105.8dB) despite both modes
delivering precisely the same 2.43V peak
output with OdBFs data. Other features,
including the increase in distortion at very
low (20Hz) frequencies, where it climbs to
0.023%, are once again attributable to the
valve stage rather than the preceeding op-

amp- based analogue flter.
At ikHz it's closer to 0.012% which is still
high by modern CD standards. although it
falls to 0,0045% and 0.004% at - 10dBFs and
-30d6Fs where the lower signal levels place
less stress on the ECC88 output stage.
Distortion is equivalent at 20kHz
(0.014%) but the magnitude spectra are
very different in appearance. The nonupsampled spectrum shows aweaker
suppression of digital images ( 78.7dB versus
112.0d8> with apronounced skirt' of noise
surrounding the base of the main signal.
This is clearly reflected in the jitter
spectra for both modes, illustrated by the
green infill ( non-upsampled) and black infill
(upsampled mode) in the graph, below
right. Here then is aclear reason to prefer
the performance - and sound - of Astin
Trew's optional ' 24-bit¡96kHz' mode. PM
j a.
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LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at 1kHz ( black) and 20kHz ( blue)

A highly accomplished CD player

RIGHT: litter spectrum showing nigher uncorrelated ( noise- like) jitter for

regardless of budget. and all

non upsampled mode (green trace) versus upsampled mode ( black trace) i

the more impressive given

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

its £ 1150 price, able to play
music across any genre
without fear or favour.

Maximum output level

2.43Vrns

A-wtd S/N Ratio

108.8dB

It has a natural flow and
great grasp of dynamics,

BUILD

well-timed bass without

75%

unnecessary added weight
and classy, sweet treble that
can beguile. A very easy
player to recommend for its

ECU

89%

silky seductive sound quality.
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Distortion lkHz, OdBFsl-30dBFs

0.012%1 0.0039%

Distortion 20kHz, OcEFs

0.014%

Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz

-0.14dB to - 0.05d13

Digital Jitter

121osec

Resolution «$ - 100dE

t0.2dB

Stereo separation120Hz-20kHz)

>103c15

Shown Above: MI5 Surround Sound Process- , M25 Seven Channel Power Amplifier and the M55 Universal Digital Disc Prayer
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A Perfect Vision
Products Of The Year 2006
M25 Multi ChannelAmp
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NAD Master Serie

Award ' ir ne- Mr

M15/M25/M5:.

M15 Surrour

AGenuine Mastettroke. Masters Series from NAD. Our "Music First" design philosophy and the genius
of legendary engineer, Bjorn Erik Edvardsen, have earned NAD astring of five-star reviews over it 34
year nistory. Now Masters Series catapults technology and design far ahead and set an exciting new
benchmark of performance.

Ask for an audition at your nearest NAD Masters Series authorised custom retailer.

NAD Powered by passion
www.nadelectronics.com

Dis•sibuted ir the 1.1K by Arrnoui Home Electonics
Stamford Hall indLenïl Park, D...uno, Road. 31shcp Stortford, H.
ww ni.a•mour he :o , ;rde@a- .
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PROCESSOR TEST

ADifferent TacT
TACT AUDIO RCS 2.2 XP (£ 2700)

With dynamic room correction and
set up that no longer requires aPC,
can TacT's revamped EQ preamp
appeal to anew raft of listeners?

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED
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Tested by Keith Howard

R

eacquaintance can be afraught affair, as
anyone who has met an old lover after many
years will attest. You risk either discovering that
you are still in love with them, which is usually

bad news, or wondering whatever attracted you in the
first place. Neither outcome is good for the ego.
It's much the same when revisiting an audio product.
You might find that you now detest something to which
you once gave arave review, or admire something you
slated. But there is always the possibility of ahappy
outcome, when you find that equipment you previously
praised still presses the right buttons. So it proved here.
In many respects little has changed in the TacT RCS
2.2 X room correction preamplifier since we were so
complimentary about the previous model back in the
August 2004 issue. The 2.2 XP's box is the same solid,
distinctive design as before ( it even still says RCS 2.2 X
on it, without the Psuffix) and internally much remains
the same too in that the optional analogue input/output
modules and the digital input board appear unchanged.
Certainly they use the same ADC, DAC, op- amp,
digital receiver and sample rate converter chips as
before. Ididn't make anote of the DSP chips in the
previous model but they were probably the same too as
Texas Instruments has now ceased manufacturing the

to initiate and control the room measurement and

two TMS320s employed here.
Also unchanged is the unprepossessing plastic

ABOVE: Fully-

correction process without having to connect up aPC,

loaded with

as was the case previously.
If you are computer literate this may not seem such a

three singleended and

breakthrough but the plain fact is that many users dislike
having to use acomputer to setup audio equipment.

one balanced
analogue input,

remote control which could do with inheriting some of

TacT still supplies its PC software and the leads for

three coaxial,

the style and substance of the 2.2 XP itself.

connecting acomputer to the RCS via an RS232 serial

AES/EBU and

interface, and the software provides greater flexibility
in terms of choosing and refining target functions. But
good results can be achieved without it.
Making room measurements via the RCS is simple

optical digital

CORRECTION ON THE FLY
What has changed are two functional aspects. First,
the 2.2 XP now includes what TacT calls Dynamic
Room Correction. This sees the correction filter now
varied according to the setting of the volume control
in order to account for the ear's differing sensitivity

(although the document describing the process wasn't
supplied with the review sample - Ihad to download
it from TacT's website). First you place the supplied

inputs plus
single- ended
and balanced
2.2 channel
analogue
outputs. The mic

versus frequency characteristic at different listening

microphone at head neight at the listening position

is connected via

levels. This sounds to me like ahi-tech loudness control

and initiate the impulse measurement procedure from

an XLR socket

-not an immediately attractive prospect but afeature I
wasn't conscious of when using the RCS 2.2 XP. Second
-and of more practical significance - it is now possible

'The TacT worked aconsistent magic,
adding weight and tunefulness to bass
while clarifying the midrange'
the appropriate front panel menu screen using the
remote control. When the measurement is complete,
the RCS computes the target function and correction

DIGITAL PROCESSING: THE CONTROVERSY
Many in audio's academic community continue

automatically. Nine presets are available for storing
corrections for different listening positions or, if you use
the PC link, the presets can be assigned corrections for

to question the wisdom of attempting to correct

different target functions.

room acoustic effects electronically using digital
signal processing. There are two separate strands

CC REAL TIME EQ

to this: concern over the generation of audible

If you opt for the auto target function approach you are
not saddled with what the RCS dictates. Using the Edit

artefacts and, more generally, doubts about the
justification for doing it at all. It is widely accepted

menu you can apply equalisation in octave bands to

that undesirable artefacts can be avoided by
applying minimum phase correction, which only

tweak the tonal balance - afacility Imade good use of
in my listening. This EQ is not global but specific to each
preset, and operates in real time so you can hear the

partly cancels the room's influence - although
some question even that. On the broader topic of
whether DSP room correction is agood idea, the
key issue is the ability of the human ear/brain to
recognise and ignore room effects without any
electronic intervention [ see Audio Exposed, p99].

effect as you adjust the response on- screen.
Because most users will opt for the no- PC setup
procedure, this is what Iused for my listening. Other
system components comprised aKrell SACD Standard
player ( connected via S/PDIF), Krell FBI integrated
amplifier and apair of B&W B055 speakers, with 3->

AUDIO

FILE
Digital room
correction
preamplifier
with optional
analogue input
and output
modules
Made by: TacT
Audio
Supplied by:
Digital Sound
Innovation
Telephone: 020
8447 0123
Web: vvww.
tactaudio.com
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**Purchase a pair of the JAS Audio Orna
Speakers (£ 1399) at Shadow Audio and the

DIGITAL

incredible all- in- one Shanling MC- 30 ( normally

AudioNet ART V2 CD player (£24001

£1395

£500) can be yours for just an additional £ 249.

McIntosh MCD201,CD/SACD (034001

£2695

Musical Fidelity KW 2505 (04999)

£3795

-Shanling MC30 - Valve Amp, CD, Tuner, iPod Dock

Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC and Transport (£4000)

£2895

-JAS Audio ORSA - Twin Ribbon, 360 °port
- ( Free UK Delivery)

Resolution Audio Opus 21 (£2950)

£2395

Shanling CDT300 Omega Drive CD player (£4000)

£2295

AMPLIFIERS

Build abeautiful valve lifestyle
system for £ 1648.

Accuphase E408 Integratec (£5000)

£3995

Audio Zone AMP 1dual MC410 integrated £ 1595)
Bel Canto 5300i Integrated (£ 1799)

£1295

Bryston B- 10055T Integrated ( 03995)

£2895

Cairn 4810 Integrated (£2700)

£1795

Cyrus 8amp and PSXR outboard power supply
NEW
est Seller

DK Design VS- 1Reference (f2500)
Minimax Power Amp (1995
Flying Mole PA-51 Digital Pre 099)
McIntosh C2200 pre (£4850)

Mus cFidelity A5.5
New frcm Musical Fidelity is the A5.5 Integrated

' d
ert

special or the money! Call for details.

NEW Brand - Chord Cables
The fu I- range of Chord Cables are now

£649
£795
£3695
£995

Musical Fidelity KW5501itegrated ( 05000)

£3995

Musical Fidelity AS Integrated Amp (£ 1499)

f1095

Musical Fidelity KW500 Integrated 104000)

£2495

Nagra PSA Power Amp

£3195

Qinpu Al* Integrated 000)

£230

Qinpu A-8000 MK II Integrated (01295)

£795

TacT SDAi 2175 (£ 1245)

£749

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AEI Classic 118451

Amplifier and CD Player. Details are alittle scarce at
the moment but you can be sure of something very

£849
£1995

£650

ART Emotion Monitor(04000)
ART Loudspeakers Expression V610.3500)

£2450

Alt SCM2OSL (02400)

£1395

£3250

JAS Orior (£23001

£1495

JAS Audio Orsa (01399)

£1095

JAS Audio Sapestweeters 116491

£449

available from Shadow Audio.

McIntosh
Beautifully built, both inside and

Opera Callas Mini (£650).

From entry-level to state of the art, Chord Cables

out, their is nothing quite like a

PMC FBI+ (11695)

£1295

Mcintosh product.

Soundlab Millennium MS Electrostatic; ( 08995)

£2795

will bring out the very best in your system with
ease.
Regardless of cost, the same attention to detail
every Chord Cable.
To find out more, call or e-mail
Shadow Audio today.

Waterfall Iguascu Loudspeakers (01500)
Pre, Power and Integrated Amplifier

goes into the design, construction and testing of

components, CD/SACD/Music
Server components and state or-the- art loudspeakers give any
McIntosh owner, stunning musical

e

Leema Acoustics Xone (£22451

reproduction at an affordable price.
Call to find out more...

£1695
£450

£600

ANALOGUE
SME 20/2A (£6360)

£4495

MISC
Hovland Reference Speaker Cable (£ 12,10)
lsotek Nova (£ 17501

£795
£1295

Isotek GII Minisub(f545)

£399

Nordost Blue Heaven Speaker Cable (£695)

f349

PS Audio Ultimate Outleti(£400)

£295

—741f
1) Customer spend has to be £ 500 or
over. (,2) Customer entitled to afree one
year subscription to Hi Fi News, starting
with rext available issue. ( 3) Each issue
will be sent to the customer by post. ( 4)
Applies to UK only. ( 5) Promotion cannot
be used in conjunction with any other
promotion/trade-in or part exchange.

design: www.audiography.co.uk

ow audio home page)

Musical Fidelity A5 Pre 1014991

£1495
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TACT AUDIO

RCS 2.2 XP / £2700

RESULTS
Rotary shaft encoder and large, 1
,eavy
control knob provide a rrulti-turr
flywheel volume control n 0.1dr, steps.
The volume level is indicated on th e
front display and can also be adjusted
by remote control

Number- crunching or all the
measurement and oorrecti DI) proce
is performed in apair of Texas
Instruments C6000- series -V5320
floating-point signa proc

ABOVE: TacT's comprehensive display
indicates relative volume level, processing
mode, input sample rates and menu settings

and digital inputoutput functions.
The analogue input PCB uses an Anil
AK5394 ADC with Philips N5532A
op- amps while the analogue output is

mains power provided by aPS Audio

II

Power Plant Premier [ see p6O].
My immediate reaction to the
equalised sound — which can be quickly
compared to the unprocessed version
via the remote's Bypass button — was
mostly very positive. An upper bass/lower midrange
thickening was removed, deep bass gained in control
and extension, and stereo image precision was markedly
improved. But the sound was too upper mid-forward,
as with speakers having adeliberate presence region
boost, which made me call up the response Edit
function and apply some attenuation at 1, 2and 4kHz.
A KIND OF MAGIC
The reason for this forwardness became apparent
when Imeasured the corrected in- room response and
discovered abroad peak between 1and 2kHz. Whether
this is aconsistent feature Idon't know because I've only
tried the 2.2 XP in one room, but it looks suspiciously
like aploy to make the effect of the 2.2 XP's corred ion
immediately noticeable in dealer demos. If so then it's
quite unnecessary: the benefits are obvious without it.

logua

Plug-in

serviced through aWolfson Wfv187 4 0
DAC. Digital inputs are upsampled to
either 9E kHz or t52kHz via an Analog
Devices AD1896 asynchroncus SRC

HI-fl NEWS LAB REPORT
To assess the RCS 2.2 XP's effect in
automatic correction mode, its on board
measurement/correction procedure was run
and with TacT's supplied microphone then
replaced with ameasurement mic. MLSSA

At its maximum ' 99.9' volume position, the
RCS 2.2 XP delivers afull 5.42Vrms from
its balanced outputs, decreasing 0.1dB for
every ' 0.1' on the display over afull 100dB
dynamic range (± 0.1dB). The processor also

was then used to Œpture in-room frequency
responses, from the same room position,
both in bypass mode and with correction

benefits from amassive 112.9dB Awtd S/N

enabled. The results are shown in the first
graph below, where the blue trace is the
uncorrected response and the red trace the
corrected one. The TacT does afirst rate
job of flattening the response through
the bass and lower midrange, eliminating
peaks ira the range 60-400Hz that can be
expected to add aboxy coloration to the
sound, but the broad peak between 1and
2kHz, referred to in the main review, is a
less welcome feature, imposing an overly
'impressive', mid-forward character. RH

ratio relative to its full output. The graph
(below) shows that distarllon is incredibly
low at ~ 0.00015% through the midrange
over the top 10-20dB of this range, only
increasing to - 0.0007% at 20kHz.
Jitter is also well suppressed at typically
<30psec over all input sample rates ( 24-bit
data). A high-order digital filter operates
with 44.1i48kHz inputs, yielding an image
suppression of some 89dB, but 961cHz
inputs are more gently filtered: just -5.5dB
at 45kHz and -8.5dB at 52kHz. This is not
unlike aversion of Pioneer's Legato Link
filter at these higher input sample rates. PM

I'm going to break with style at this juncture and not
quote particular instances because the key to the 2.2
XP's success is that it brings its benefits to music of all
types. On classical, jazz and rock recordings, made in
all decades from the 1950s to the present, it worked a
consistent magic, adding weight and tunefulness to the
bass, clarifying the midrange and conferring enhanced
precision and stability on the stereo image. C!

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
TacT's was the original successful

ABOVE LEFT: In- room frequency response in bypass ( blue trace) and

wide- bandwidth DSP room

corrected modes ( red trac« ABOVE RIGHT: Exceptionally low distortion

correction product and, of

versus decreasing digital input level ( black trace = lkHz, blue trace = 20kHz)

those I've tried, it remains
the best. Its choice of digital
and analogue inputs and
outputs ensures that it is
extremely flexible, its new

H fl NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level (balanced outputs)
A-wtd

5.42Vrms
112.9dB

N Ratio

no- PC measurement option

Distortion lkHz, OdBFs1-30d8Fs

0.00015%(0.000s%

makes it a breeze to setup and,

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.0007%

with a little tonal tweaking,

Digital Jitter, 48kHz

30psec

it performs excellently,
transforming sound quality cn
all types of music.

96kHz

j 25psec

Resolution @ -100dB

±0.1dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>100d B
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Gods'
Temple
SILTECH PANTHEON (£ 65,000)

Dutch cable maker Siltech
has diversified into high- end
loudspeakers, start:rig with this
awe-inspiring two- box system,
designed with the aid of advanced
computer modelling

Tested by Keith Howard

S

iltech may be best known as acable
manufacturer but it already has atrack record

of branching out, in spectacular style, into other

product areas. High-end watchers will recall
that early in the new millennium Siltech introduced its
limited edition 80W Single Ended Mono Triode valve
power amplifier and matching preamp, which included
novelties such as aspecially manufactured output valve.
Now from the Dutch company comes astatement
loudspeaker design, the Pantheon, with aprice tag of
£65,000. Once again the engineering is novel and the
production run limited — only 39 will ever be made. The
difference on this occasion is that, whereas the amplifier
led nowhere, the Pantheon is intended to spin off a
range of more affordable speakers incorporating some
of the same technologies.
DISTINGUISHED PANEL
The extensive computer modelling used in
the Pantheon's development has produced an
unconventional design in many respects. Apart from its
sheer size ( it's 1.59m tall, 55cm wide and 49cm deep)
the first thing about it that catches your eye is the
curved electrostatic panel mounted atop the midrange
enclosure, which can be tilted forwards to point its
axis directly at the listener's head. This is vital because
while the curvature of the panel provides fair horizontal

Two- box threeway loudspeaker
with cone bass
and mid drivers
and electrostatic

dispersion, its 150mm height makes it about six times

panel HF unit

more directional than atypical 25mm diameter dome
tweeter in the vertical plane. Made specially for Siltech

Siltech BV

by Indian speaker manufacturer Cadence Audio, this
treble panel distinguishes itself from other electrostatics
by having an unusually thin ( 3 micron) PTFElindium
oxide diaphragm which is manufactured in Germany
using ahi-tech molecular process that does away with
conventional high resistivity coatings. As aresult the
diaphragm is said to be unusually stable and immune
to sparking. Also novel is the panel's HT supply,
which is provided by along- life multi- cell
battery built into the midrange enclosure.
This enclosure also contains the step-up
transformer that boosts the signal voltage for
application to the panel's fixed plates.
Supporting the treble panel and
compliantly isolated from the bass enclosure
SWEDISH MODELLING
Key to the Pantheon's design was the use
of asoftware simulation package called

Made by:

DistribJted by:
J.E Sugden
Telephone:
01924 404088
Web: www.
siltech.com

ABOVE: The Pantheon is connected to an amplifier
through apair of terminals in the lower bass unit, with a
daisy- chain connection upward to the mid/top unit
beneath it. the large midrange enclosure carries a6in
moving- coil driver built to Siltech's specification by
Danish company Audio Technology. Interesting design
features here are adecoupled driver magnet structure,
to prevent direct coupling of vibration to the front
baffle via tne driver chassis, and the use of dome- shaped
diffuser panels on the internal walls of the enclosure,
the purpose of which is to aid suppression of resonances
within the enclosed air. Although connected to the
bass enclosure by asupplied length of Siltech speaker
cable, the •-tidrange enclosure is self-contained in that
it incorporates the high-pass section of the bass- mid
crossover (crossover frequency 108Hz) as well as the
mid-tweeter crossover ( at 9501-fz), so bi-amping can be
used if desired. Bi wiring can be used too, of course, but
Siltech is not afan.

'But inside, hidden from view,
is asecond driver, operating in
parallel with the first'

Comsol, developed in Sweden, which is
described as a multiphysics' simulator

From the outside the bass enclosure looks
conventional save for its gently curved side panels

[www.comsoi.corn]. What distinguishes

and the fart that it's on steroids, with amassive

Comsol and similar products is that
they are, as the description suggests,
able to combine diverse physical

15- inch bass driver, also from ALdio Technology. But
inside, hidden from view, is asecond driver, operating

systems in asingle computer model.

it acoustically via asealed chamber in an isobaric

Comsol was used to investigate many
aspects of the Pantheon's design

arrangement. Although the two drivers are the
same size, they are of slightly dIferent design to

including suppression of enclosed air

optimise their properties for their different roles.

and structural resonances, directivity
and room interaction, and the form of

Comsol computer modelling suggested that alowQ bass alignment would make the Pantheon's bass

the mid cone. The models, which were
developed by Comsol itself and an

performarce as room- independent as possible, so the
bass response initially rolls off more slowly than in

external consultant, were so complex
that some took days to run.

conventional bass reflex designs.
In the sure and certain knowledge that some of you
reading this will choose not to dive into the Lab Report,

in parallel with the first and communicating with
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

afew words must be said here about the Pantheon's
measured performance. First off, it's an amplifier ballbreaker. Not because it is of low sensitivity - Imeasured
88dB, 2dB short of the claimed 90dB - but because of
its unfriendly impedance characteristic at low bass and
high treble frequencies. Siltech president Edwin van der
Kley tells me that he has used the speaker successfully
with low powered valve designs but Iwouldn't want
to partner it with any amplifier that wasn't able to
sustain its output into very low impedance loads. In
the circumstances Iwas glad to have the services of a
Krell FBI integrated amplfier, kindly loaned by Absolute
Sounds together with aKrell SACD Standard. Cabling

EDWIN VAN DER KIEV
'One of our goals was to make a
speaker that works well in various types
of room. To do that you have to know
why it is that big speakers normally
have problems in smaller rooms. We
did ayear- long analysis using Comsol,
and Comsol itself set up aspecial
consulting arm to assist us because it
didn't already have customers in the
audio industry and was interested in
anew application. We found that you

was almost all Siltech, with 2.5m Classic LS- 188
speaker cables, a 1m XLR-XLR pair of Compass Lake

can predict alot of things by proper

interconnects between the SACD Standard and FBI,

things in the process. High-end audio has traditionally been atrial-

and a 1.5m Ruby Hill mains cable feeding the SACD
Standard. That's more than £ 10,000's worth!

and-error business: you try something and it may sound better but
you don't know why. We've found with our cables that simulating

WELL CONTROLLED BASS
The second point of note is the Pantheon's bass
response. As described in the interview with Edwin
[right], use of an underdamped bass reflex alignment
is claimed with ashallow response roll off. But my
measurements tell asomewhat different story, of abass
response that has aprominent peak at 40Hz, about 8dB
above the 100Hz level, and ashallow dip in the upper
bass from about 60 to 150Hz.
Not that the Pantheon displayed aone- note or
boomy bass as this might imply. On the contrary, its
bass delivery was notably well controlled. It did indeed

simulation, and you discover new

the electromagnetic behaviour gets you 90 per cent of the way to
achieving good sound.
'With abig loudspeaker you usually get an extended bass response
-that's why you make it big. But the transient response is usually
underdamped. If it is then there will be akind of synchronisation
between the standing waves in the room and the loudspeaker
so that the standing waves are in practice reinforced. We found
from the Comsol modelling that if you overdamp the loudspeaker
then it doesn't behave like that. Whatever the room does, it is not
influenced by the speaker. So the speaker performs consistently in
different rooms.'
BELOW: The

my listening. Perhaps because of the shallow upper

upper end of

bass dip apparent in my measurements, the Siltech
Pantheons lacked warmth in this region and sounded
lean here as aresult, particularly on orchestral climaxes

seem less than usually affected by room modes, as
Siltech claims, and it played bass melodies with aclarity

the Pantheon's

and alacrity that eludes most other speakers. But when
Edwin briefly heard the speakers in my room, albeit

response is
reproduced

prior to the Krell equipment being put in place, he
commented on an apparent lack of output from the
bass drivers. The Krell FBI helped alittle here, perhaps

by acurved
electrostatic

because the Pantheon is such adifficult load at LF, but
my reaction remained the same as Edwin's throughout

panel,
manufactured by
Cadence Audio

which never quite delivered the lift-you-from-your- seat
impact that Iwas expecting.
e

BOTTOM STRING BALLAST

To get abetter idea of what was happening in the
extreme bass Idug out arecording of adirect- injected
Rickenbacker bass guitar, played by ex-HFN editor
John Atkinson, which he sent me awhile ago for a
Stereophile feature Iwas preparing at the time. This

'It performed admirably,
belying any expectations of
overblown LF delivery'
recording shows no sign of LF roll-off down to 10Hz
and includes some powerful notes on the open E
string at about 40Hz - just where my measurements
showed the Pantheon to have its bass peak. When I
played this track Iheard nothing untoward - only agile,
well extended bass - but there remains apossibility
that this is because the Pantheon's bass peak almost
coincides with the first width mode in my room at 41Hz.
In- room responses measured at my listening position
consistently show adip at about 45Hz, caused by me
sitting on the room centreline and therefore at the node
of this first width mode. It is possible, therefore, that the
Pantheon's bass peak was disguised by the room dip.
Whatever, my only abiding criticism of the Pantheon's
low-frequency delivery ir my listening room was its
aforementioned lack of upper bass weight. In other
respects it performed admirably, thoroughly belying any
expectations of ponderous and overblown LF delivery C'>
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

BELOW: The
Pantheon's
6in midrange
unit is made
specially for
Siltech by Audio
Technology of
Denmark

that its large, reflex- loaded bass cabinet and huge
woofer might encourage.
Another thing Iadmired about the Pantheon was
the inertness of its substantial bass and midrange
enclosures. This speaker is extremely heavy ( bass
cabinet 110kg, midrange/treble head unit 35kg) and
much of that weight has clearly been put to good use
in respect of enclosure stiffness. There was never ahint

the sheer scale of soundstage that I'm used to hearing.
This has at least something to do with the lack of upper
bass output I've already described, and an overall
mid-forward tonal balance that accentuates detail but
denudes the sound of some warmth. But Ifelt there was
something more to it than that, particularly in respect
of depth reproduction. The Pantheons threw images
behind them but both width and depth perspectives

of the cabinet ' bloom' that most box speakers display
somewhere in the lower midrange as aresult of internal

were less fully developed than Iexpected.

air resonances and/or structural resonances within the

MINUTELY DETAILED

enclosure. This means that the Pantheons create a
stereo image that really does appear to hang in space

The SACD release of the Dave Brubeck Quartet's

independent of the speakers themselves.
That said Iwas not able to coax from the Pantheons

'Take Five' [ on Time Out, Columbia/Legacy CS 65122]
provided acase in point. When asystem is really singing

Another thing Iadmired
was the inertness of its
substantial bass enclosures'
this has abig, big drum sound, with Joe Morello's kit
towards the left of the soundstage, and Paul Desmond's
big breathy sax centre- stage. Via the Pantheons the
track was minutely detailed but less spacious, less
weighty — and hence less able to teleport you back
40- plus years to the recording studio. But 'Three To
Get Ready', the following track, was as convincing
as I've ever heard it, with great control and insight
—an instance of how the Pantheon could charm and
disappoint within the same recording.
These observations were made with my room in
its normal condition, with foam absorbent panels
dotted around the walls above ear height to control
the room's reverberation time without interfering with
the spectral content of first- order early reflections. In a
telephone conversation with Edwin he recounted that
he'd achieved good results in rooms that are more live

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

hi-finews

LAB

RESULTS

The bass cabinet contains two
15in drivers, the second of which
is hidden inside the enclosure.
The two are driven in parallel and
acoustically linked by asmall sealed
enclosure to form areflex-loaded
isobaric arrangement
.;
i.
iiar
,
at

a.
The polarising supply for the
electrostatic treble panel is
provided by along- life multi-cell
battery pack contained within
the midrange enclosure. Battery
life should be many years and
replacement is straightforward

Although supplied with a
cable to carry signal from the
bass to midrange enclosures,
the Pantheon has its low-pass
midrange crossover within
the midrange cabinet so biamping can be used if desired

_
Aesthetic design was undertaken by
Traditional Arts Ltd. the trading arm
of the Prince's School of Traditional
Arts. Established by Prince Charles,
its profits are ploughed back into
The Prince's Foundation
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Siltech claims asensitivity of

the partnering amplifier never

90dB for the Pantheon but our

exceeds that demanded by a

measurements rated it at 88dB,

4ohm resistor. But at 38Hz the

averaged over the frequency

combination of low impedance

range 200Hz to 20kHz. This

modulus and high phase angle

is still sufficient for it to be of

reduces the equivalent peak

above average sensitivity, so in

dissipation resistance to just

this respect it does not make

1.1ohm while above 6kHz the

undue demands of an amplifier.

capacitive load presented by

The same cannot be said

the electrostatic panel causes

for the Pantheon's impedance.

the EPDR to plunge to 0.9ohm

Between 60Hz and 6kHz the

by 20kHz. Even though most

load it presents is unusually

musical energy occurs between

benign, such that the peak

these frequencies, where the

output stage dissipation of

Pantheon presents an easy load,

RIGHT:
Good pair
matching
with aslightly
elevated
output
from the
electrostatic
panel

95-

É

85
807570
200

lk

Frequen,y »

than mine, which encouraged me to try removing the
two absorbent panels nearest to each Pantheon. The

BELOW: The

result was better integrated, more convincing imaging.

Pantheon's bass
unit features a

Ironically, while attempting to create aspeaker that is

large forward-

room- insensitive at low frequencies Siltech appears to
have made one which is unusually room sensitive at
high frequencies - almost certainly because of the rear

firing reflex port
although the

radiation from the treble panel.
Ialso felt that the Pantheon demonstrated variable
communication skills, by which Imean that sometimes
it provided great insight into the essence of music
making - like it did on 'Three To Get Ready' - whereas
on other material it would sometimes fail to reach deep

bass response
initially rolls off

which elevates it to the unputdownable category when
reproduced well. Via the Siltech Pantheon speakers, the
result just wasn't rivetting enough for me.
CLEAN AND ENIGMATIC
As you will have gathered from the above, Ifound the
Pantheon an enigma: great in parts but not sufficiently

more slowly than
in conventional

well-rounded to deliver the life changing experience I
was anticipating. It is very clean, very unboxy and highly
detailed but has atonal balance that left me wishing I

bass reflex
designs

could turn down the level on the electrostatic panel. It
will, of course, sound different in different rooms and

enough. An example here was the Seon recording of
Mozart violin sonatas with soloists Sigiswald Kuijken and
Gustav Leonhardt [ SBK 62953]. As I've described before,
this sometimes edgy original instrument recording is
remarkable for the musical energy that flows between
the two musicians and through their performance,

with different partnering equipment. Ican imagine,
for example, that atonally warmer, softer sounding
amplifier might suit it better. But Iwould need some
convincing that it is optimally voiced and that it is
possible to combine amonopole, moving- coil midrange
section seamlessly to adipole, electrostatic tweeter,
particularly with acrossover frequency around 1kHz.
It's amarriage that others have attempted before and is
notoriously difficult to make work. ( 1)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Unquestionably this is astatement
product: one that impresses
physically, technically and in

75%

SOUND

aspects of its sound. It has well
controlled bass, little if any
cabinet coloration and its
electrostatic treble panel
delivers remarkable detail. But
every great speaker must be
more than the sum of its parts,
and here the Pantheon is less
convincing. For this reviewer it
doesn't quite gel into a musically
convincing, captivating whole.

these challenges at the frequency

treble panel angled to point it at the

frequencies - atype of bass alignment

checked this result by measuring

extremes demand an amplifier capable

measurement microphone, was quite

that B&W, for instance, has used for

both speakers, using adifferent

of driving unusually low impedances

flat overall but with evidence of the

many years. But my measurements tell

amplifier in each case, and obtained

without distress.

panel's output being slightly elevated.

adifferent story, of abass response

essentially the same result from each

Pair matching error is higher than the

that has aprominent peak at 40Hz.

of them. Siltech's own low-frequency

impedance modulus of 4ohm and

best I've measured but much of the

about 8dB above the 100Hz level, and

measurements. Ishould say, apparently

maximum phase angle ( positive

disparity occurs above 10kHz and

ashallow dip in the upper bass from

do not coincide with mine, for reasons

or negative) of 36° were not

may be due to slight differences in the

about 60 to 150Hz. Roll-off below the

which are as yet unclear.

substantiated. Our measurements

angling of the treble panels.

40Hz peak is initially approximately

Siltech's claims of aminimum

recorded aminimum modulus of 2.5

Anyone familiar with vented box

Apart from two small clusters

second-order at about 14dB per

of low-amplitude resonances the

ohm at 44Hz and maximum phase

design would expect from Siltech's

octave which is, as Siltech claims,

cumulative spectral decay plot is clean

angle of - 57° at 10.2kHz.

description of the Pantheon's bass

considerably more gentle than the

through the electrostatic panel's

alignment something like aQB3 or

ultimate fourth-order, 24dBloctave

passband, with just ahint of well

trend, measured at one metre on

SC4 response, with an initially gentle

roll- off of abass reflex design. But that

damped resonances at the top end of

the midrange driver axis with the

roll-off becoming steeper at lower

large 40Hz peak is asurprise. Idouble-

the midrange driver's operating range.

Overall frequency response

RIGHT: This

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

cumulative spectral

Sensitivity [ SM. at lm for 2.83V rms input)

88dB

Impedance modulus mini max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

2.5ohm @ 44Hz

Impedance phase minimax (
20Hz-20kHz)

-57° @ 10.2kHz + 32° @ 1.9kHz

Frequency response error (
200Hz-20kHz. each speaker)

±3.5dB ± 3.6d8

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

±2.9c18

decay plot betrays
no significant

es

resonances from

-4

Siltech's welldamped enclosures

15.0ohm @ 3.5kHz

-:2
-18
-24
-30

3oo

1000

LF(HF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz/10kHz)

24Hz/ >40kHz/>40kHz

THD 100Hzi1kHz/10kHz (for90d8SPLat 1m)

0.3% / 0.2% I < 0.1%

10000
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THORENS TD 2030 (£ 1725)

Leading the renaissance for modern-styled
turntables from the classic Swiss brand is the
TD 2030, asymphony in clear acrylic and
aluminium. Will it be an affair to remember?

Tested by Andy Whittle

T

he TD 2030 sits just below the top of Thorens
current range of turntables and retails for
£1725 including the TP 300 VTA tonearm, but
no cartridge. Thorens, thoughtfully, includes a

pair of cotton gloves to keep your dabs off the acrylic
plinth during setup, so gloves on and off we go.
Since the acrylic plinth has no suspension, it's a
simple matter to position the deck on asuitable surface/
table, and the plinth can then be levelled by screwing
in/out the tip of each of the three feet. The heavy platter
is an aluminium affair, weighing in at asubstantial 6.2kg
and is easily inserted into the pre-greased bearing. Just d
on't forget to fit the felt mat afterwards!
The motor housing, with its AC synchronous motor, is
aseparate unit and sits in arecess at the rear left corner
of the plinth. Positioning this is abit fiddly, as you need
to lift the plinth over the motor housing. The motor is
connected with the supplied lead and controlled via the
PS 800 power supply, which sports the on/off switch and
speed selection between 33 and 45rpm. The PS 800
unit is then connected to the mains via another box, the
mains adaptor transformer. The drive belt can now be

ABOVE: Sited
WIthe rear left

fitted; this runs from the motor pulley to the outer rim

With tracking weight set and bias dialled in, arm height

of the turntable's platter.

can be set by an adjusting collar on the TP 300 VTA,
and we are almost there. A supplied phonotophono

A CALL TO ARMS

lead plugs directly into apair of sockets at the base of

corner of the
plinth is the

Various ready-fitted tonearm options are available for

the arm, accessible from the rear of the deck. (This also

separate motor

the TD 2030 - either an SME M2-9 or 309, or aTP 300
VTA. The review sample came with the latter, and okay,
so it's aRega RB300 with asticker, but it's asimple

lends itself to possible upgrade at alater date.)
The styling and visual presence of the TD 2030 in

unit, which

clear acrylic is most stf iking, and its simplicity of design,
ease of setup and quality of engineering was first rate,

around its
circumference

easily giving the impression that it would last alifetime,

with asquaresection belt

matter of fitting an appropriate cartridge. For this
review Iinstalled an Audio Note IQ Ill, Audio Note's top
of the line MM with titanium cantilever and 10 diamond.

as well it should given the price. Thorens recommends
that the bearing is checked and the lubrication renewed

drives the platter

after about ' ive years.
With the TD 2030 now fronting up the rest of my
resident system - Audio Note M3 preamplifier, Audio

M

JL

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THORENS
Thorens was first registered in Switzerland in
1881, manufacturing musical boxes and clock

Its simplicity of design and quality of
engineering was first rate, giving the
impression that it would last alifetime'
Innovations Second Audio power amplifiers and Snell
Type C speakers - it was time to choose some vibes. But

movements. It moved to the new Edison-type
phonograph in 1903 while the first electrical motor

first, let's get some gripes out of the way, the first one
being the lack of an integral spirit level as per the TD
124. Second, with those adjustable feet, there is no way

driven product arrived in 1928. In 1966 the popular

of locking the thread once they have been extended,

TD 124 was updated to Mk Il status where the
cast iron platter was changed to anon-magnetic
heavy aluminium type, together with some minor

which leaves the whole unit wobbling. Alternatively,
you might screw the feet back in tight and use 5p
pieces to level the deck. Third, Thorens supplies a

adjustments to the controls. Arguably the next

tracking force gauge which looks as if it came from the

most significant Thorens product, the TD 160S was

same factory that supplies all those Christmas cracker

introduced in 1982. Essentially abeefed up TD 160

presents, and should be put straight in the bin. Final
gripe is : he separate control unit section of the PS 800

with stronger chassis and heavier bottom plate,
the TD 160S was more often than not partnered
with the ubiquitous SME 3009 tonearm. In 2002
Thorens restructured the organisation and anew

power supply; it would be preferable if this could be
incorporated into the PS 800, hum issues aside.

FILE
Belt-drive fixed
plinth turntable
with off-board
electronic speed
control
Price: £ 1725

Made by: Thorens
Services AG
Supplied by:
UKD

management team was appointed to relaunch the

0

Thorens brand. The fruits of the team's labours
are now in production and there is every evidence
that Thorens is set to continue serving dedicated

First up on the platter, The Pretenders' Learning to
Crawl, [
WEA 923 980- 1]recorded at Air Studios, London.

Telephone:
01753 652669

The first thing that struck me, in ' My City Was Cone', was
how soNd and stable the image was, similar to that of a
high-end CD player, and yes, that was acompliment.

www.thorens.
corn

audiophiles for many years to come.

PRETENDER TO THE PLATTER

AUDIO
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Separate motor unit is
housed in an aluminium
pod, sited within acutout in the acrylic plinth

An extra collar
base of the Rega-made
tonearm allows height ( and

ABOVE: Connection to an amplifier or phono stage is
made via RCA phono sockets at the base of the arm,
allowing auser to easily upgrade the supplied cable

therefore the cartricge VTA)
to be adjusted

The Thorens delivered an unwavering and robust
account of the artists' position with arewarding
perspective of depth and recording acoustic.

The 33mm-thick

Tony Butler's bass line underpins the intro, and was
both deep and with good timing. The second thing

platter weighs 6kg, and
is topped with afelt mat

polished aluminium

that came to light was the level of detail retrieval. The
layering and mix of the track was exposed without any
false emphasis or hype. From ' IHurt You', Hynde's vocals
appeared from an inky black darkness, the apparent
noise floor of the Thorens TD 2030 being so low, and
this helped to emphasise dynamics and tonal shading.

Even at this stage it was becoming apparent that the TD

Moreover, surface noise was also extremely low, adding

2030 added little or nothing in the way of coloration,

to the sense of dynamic, whilst encouraging higher than
usual listening levels. There was an unmistakable sense

effectively afull bandwidth platform for vinyl playback.

'There was an unmistakable sense of
drive and musicianship as McIntosh's
guitar cut in with Chamber's kick drum'

STAND BY THE MAN
On ' Walk Through The Bottomland' from the same
album, Emmylou Harris' backing vocals were positioned
just next to Lovett's with superb separation and
dynamics, and with her characteristic drawl easily
recognizable. Final piece on the platter was Gershwin
by Lindblom [
Proprius 9927]. This is an outstanding

of drive and musicianship as McIntosh's guitar solo cut
in with Chamber's drum kick. All in all, this was amost

recording of Lindblom's talents, and of course
Gershwin's! Played on Lindblom's own Steinway Cfrom

impressive and seemingly unflappable performance
from the TD 2030.

1919, the recording is simply outstanding. On ' I'll Build
A Stairway To Paradise', the keys almost rattled under
Lindblom's fingers, and the piano's soundboard threw

ALL WRAPPED UP
Next up was Lyle Lovett's Pontiac [
MCA 42028], and the

BELOW: A Rega-

track ' Black and Blue'. The attack from the DX7 keyboard
startled, while the saxophones appeared from nowhere,

can be adjusted

underpinned by McKinzie's deep and searching bass

for height,

line. Lovett's vocals wrapped themselves around the

thanks to a ' VTA'
adjustment collar

mix as the track unfolded, toying with the musicians.

made tonearm

full weight as the TD 2030 digged deep. Seldom has
piano sounded so right and on key. Piano reproduction
is one of the sternest tests of any deck, and the TD 2030
simply sailed through.
During the period of this review it became clear that
all genres of music, from Gershwin to Barclay James
Harvest, were played out in the same imperturbable
fashion. The TD 2030's character, or rather lack of,
never failed to inform, captivate or entertain me. My
only problem now - where to put it on my wish list? (1
)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
SOUND

Every time Ilook at the TD
2030 Ican't help thinking

85%

'simple but effective'. The
quality of engineering
has to substantiate the
styling, and being a

BUILD

Thorens this is agiven.
This is atop-flight deck,
and taken up to the next
level - with aSME Series V
and high- end moving- coil
cartridge - would be an
ear- watering prospect.
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ESL. Electrostatic Loudspeakers
A single 'point-source' driver, so incredibly linear

"I know of no other speaker I'd rather own,

and cohesive that nothing can prepare you for

regardless of price"

the revelation that will unfold. No colouration,

—Sam Tellig, Stereophile magazine

no distortion, no artefacts - just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.

"I have to say that this is the finest speaker on
the planet"
-Ken

Kessler, HiFi News

"By the highest standards, the 2905s get
everything right to a degree that had me
shaking my head in awe"
—Noel Keywood, HiFi World

EISA.. Best
AWARD: Product
• 2007-2008
AUDIO ACHIEVEMENT

QUAD
the closest approach to the original sound.

Quad Electiroacousiii sLid., IAG House, SovereigIourt, Huntingdon PE29 6XLL, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad-hifi.co.uk

PLASMA TEST

King Kuro
PIONEER PDP-LX608D (£ 5000)

The largest of Pioneer's Kuro-branded
plasma displays has the most dynamic
image quality yet

hi-fi news

EDITOR'S
CHOICE_,
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Tested by Paul Miller

J

udging by the evidence of our most recent ' Hi Fi @
Home' features [ see page 74], there is still astrong
preference for hang- on-the-wall plasma displays

instead of projection- based home theatre systems.
They may not match the ultimate performance of a
decent DLP-based projector and an 8ft ( plus) screen,
but the gap is closing, as evidenced by this latest 60in
Kuro plasma from Pioneer. Based upon the 50in PDP508XD [ HD Guide, Sept ' 07] the native 1920x1080 pixel
resolution of the PDP-LX608D display is fully optimised
for the 1080p digital video output of the latest HD DVD
and Blu-ray players. This is not just ' HD- Ready', this is Full
HD 1080p in all its glory.
GENERATION GAME
For this 8th- generation product, Pioneer has made both
physical improvements to the plasma panel and to the
image processing software inside, expanding many
options in its versatile ' Home Menu' setup guide. The
more advanced picture and colour detail settings are
accompanied by arather useful ` before & after' button

that facilitates abrief return to your pre- adjusted screen
image for aquick visual A/B. The ' Movie' picture mode is
closest to our ' Recommended Settings' [ p40], although
sharpness is much reduced. Incidentally, the ' Dynamic'
mode should only be used if you have no respect for
your eyes or the long-term performance of the panel!
Other options include £ 200 sidemounted speakers, a
£300 wall bracket and a £ 400 floor/tabletop stand, but
you can purchase cheaper third- party solutions that will
support its 50kg bulk just as adequately.

60in Full HD
(1920x1080
pixels) plasma
Made by:
Pioneer Japan
Supplied by:
Pioneer GB Ltd

ABOVE: Three SCART and one component analogue video
input are joined by three HDMI inputs, stereo audio in and
2.1 audio out, digital audio out, DTV and PC connections
FULL HD - ICURO STYLE
Once calibrated [ see p40], the PDP-LX608D was driven
from acombination of Sky's ND box ( set to 1080i) and
Pioneer's own BDP-LX70A with its HDMI 1.3a-compliant
output. The benefit of Pioneer's improved black level

Telephone:
01753 789789
Web: vvwva.
pioneer.co.uk

and smoo:her 0-20IRE greyscale is realised in its
resolution of detail in very dark or shadowy images,
including the scene where Captain Jack takes amidnight
stroll through the bowels of the Pearl in Pirates of the
Caribbean Il. The rough texture of its damp timber now
gleams with cold and slippery detail in Ihe flickering
lamplight just as the fleshtones of the key players are
revealed with an added depth and realism.
This enhancement of low-level colour was promised
by Pionee - aid broadly misunderstood by cursory
reviews of the Kuro panels. While the ; atest Direct
Colour Filter may expand the saturation and gamut

'The rough texture of its damp
timber now gleams with cold
and slippery detail'
of colours through mid to bright scene levels, it's the
reduced biasing and improved emissive layer of the
panel tiat helps preserves the purity ard saturation of
colours specifically in darker areas of the image.
KURO - WHAT'S IN A NAME?

REPRODUCING REPLICANTS

Translated from Japanese, Kuro means ' Black', areference to the

This is aboon for movies like Blade Runner - The Final

enhancements exercised by Pioneer's engineers in their quest to
design the darkest panel possible for these 8th gen plasmas. Without

Cut [
see p3] that are shot in aperpetual and gloomy

increasing the maximum (white) brightness of apanel, deepening the
black level is the most efficient method of boosting its contrast.
Turn any plasma on and - even with no image present - the screen

half light. Now, colour detail in the tunics and other
apparel of Sebastian's 'friends' seem to pop- out from
the picture, drawing the viewer deeper into the bowels
of his cavernous and frankly rather disturbing p:ed-à-

will look slightly lighter than when it's switched off. The residual

terre. Moreover, the rerrastered wide shots showing

brightness is caused by apre-charging or biasing of the plasma panel,

the pyramid- like structure of the Tyrell building, the vast
video hordings and aerial structures are all brought to

necessary to improve its response time when ' lighting' individual pixels
as, frame- by-frame, the images flash past. For the blackest blacks,
Pioneer has refined both the address electrode and emissive layer to
reduce the discharge voltage within each individual pixel cell [ see
illustration, p40].

life by the myriad points of light - pin- pricks of yellow,
green and red that burn from adeep and noise-free
black background.
Fortunately, there's more to the PDP-LX608D than
its record.setting contrast. The improved deinterlacing
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PLASMA TEST

Hi-fi news

LAB

PIONEER

PDP-LX608D PLASMA/ £5000
Illustration of asingle, encased plasma cell containing an inert gas
mixture ( typically argon/xenon/neon:. Pioneer Patent! pending

Front glass panel

A new 'Crystal Emissive Layer' delivers
auseable plasma discharge at alower
voltage. This lower priming voltage
enables adarker OIRE black level to
be achieved along with asmoother
greyscale in very dark areas of the
picture. Light leakage into adjacent
cells is also reduced,

fr

4r 4.

ABOVE: Basic functionality is embedded into
the side of the plasma but all else, including

#

Tfe LX6D8D is distinguishe
from the :lightly cheaper
L)56080 by its Plus' version
of Pioneer's 'Direct Colour
Fitter, fuether improving its
red gamut, in particular

.r

dp

•

oi‘t te

Pioneer's
revised addre
electrode
and electron
source ignites
the plasma
(above) at a
lower voltage
than in previo
generations o
its flat panel
displays

-

and dynamic noise- reduction DSP works a
4

treat with 1080i delivered by Sky's HD box,
uy light from the plasma discharge strikes
this phosphor coating which radiates red,
green and blue visible light back

an option recently enhanced by Channel 4's
HD service. Recent HD movie broadcasts,
including A Knight's Tale, positively hummed
with detail as even the busiest scenes of
knights careering on horseback failed to
disrupt the resolution of faces in the crowd behind.
There is atangible sense of security about these
images that are clearly free of the aliasing and other
artefacts that still afflict lesser brands of plasma. The
differences in resolution, sharpness and colour gamut

Rear glass panel

HI-FI NEWS RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
Picture Menu

AV Selection

User

Contrast

42

Sharpness

-1

Pro Adjust

colour Detail

I

Colour

between SD and HD broadcasts are quickly revealed by

wider colour palette, Pioneer's 60in panel is notably
more impressive than its 50in cousin.

MAMMOTH TASK
High-quality animations, including Ice Age 2 and The
Wild look dynamic and punchy, much as they do on
bigger projection screens. The millions of individual
hairs on these entirely virtual mammoths. sloths, bear
and bucks ( respectively!) bend and wave in response to
an equally virtual wind - but they look so vibrant, so full
of colour and life that they could almost be real. So if
you really cannot accommodate aprojector and screen,
then this is the first plasma that Iwould recommend for
ahigh-quality home cinema installation. c5

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

PICTURE

80%

Let's nail one misconception - the
PDP-LX608D is no mere telly on
steroids. Instead it represents
the very best that hang-on-

FEATURES

the-wall plasma currently

85%

has to offer, with the highest
contrast and widest colour
gamut of any Full HD display
in its class. Picture quality is
EUILD

superb with Sky HD but truly
sings with 1080p from HD
DVD and Blu-ray.

ECO

25%

80%
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Red High

0

Greenfligh +4

switching between BBC1 and BBC HD, and although
there's alesser leap in performance when moving on
up to 1080p/24 from Blu-ray, the improvement is still
marked. Particularly. Imight add, with Pioneer's 72Hz
refresh mode ( anotional 3:3 pulldown). When viewing
at this native resolution and with the potential for afar

Plasma
discharge fro
the emissive
layer (typicall
magnesium
oxide) floods
the cell
-containing
red, green an
blue sub-cells
with UV
radiation

orI _

'
4

access and navigation over the ' Home Menu'
GUI, is reserved for the remote control

RESULTS

Blue High -6
Red Low +1
Green Low +1
Blue Low -4

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Although the LX608 has alarger panel area,
its 1920x1080 individual pixel cells are
smaller than the 1365x768 elements within
the LX508's 50in panel [ HD Guide, Sept'On
Maximum brightness is very slightly reduced
to 36.9fL although the impressively ' black'
OIRE level is still sufficiently low to demand

450W, increasing to 600W as more of the
panel is driven to 100IRE (full white) over an
increasing percentage of its surface. Only
the most profligate of owners will fail to
notice the impact of this purchase on their
electricity bills! PM

specialist instrumentation for measurement.
The overall contrast ratio remains afabulous
8000:1, which is two to three times better
than Pioneer's immediate competition.
As supplied, Pioneer's 'Standard' AV
selection mode offers ahigh and blue-ish
colour temperature (8500K+) which is
some way below the black body radiation
curve shown on the CIE chart opposite. Our
'Recommended Settings' bring the colour
temperature down closer to 7000K while,

-

importantly, placing the white point from
20-80IRE right on top of the black body
curve for amore natural-looking image.
With SD and HD material, the average
power consumption of the panel is around

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Colour Temperature (Standard mode/calibrated)

8500K/7150h

Maximum brightness (100IRE, windowed)

36.9fL

Maximum brightness (100IRE, full screen driven)

16.6fL

Maximum contrast (ANSI )

650:1

Maximum contrast (0-100IRE )

8000:1

Supported HDMI 1080p frame rates (Hz)

24, 30, 50 8. 6D
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Hear them together
at these SEVENOAKS stores
ABERDEEN

01224 252797

FANDSTONE

BEDFORD

01234 272779

MANCHESTER

BRIGHTON

01273 733338

NORWICH

01622 686366
0161 831 7969

0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM

BROMLEY

020 8290 1988

PETERBOROUGH

01733 897697

PLYMOUTH

01752 226011

POOLE

01202 671677

CHELSEA
CHELTENHAM
EALING
EXETER
GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL

01223 304770
020 7352 9466

0115 911 2121

01242 241171

PRESTON

01772 825777

ono 8579 8777

READING

0118 959 7766

01392 218895
0141 332 9655
01483 536666
020 7837 7540
01482 587171

SEVENOAKS

has selected this combination of outstanding products from three of the UK's
finest - Cyrus, Spendor and QED.
Take some of your favourite CDs along to one of our stores nationwide and hear
them at their best.

01603 767605

BRISTOL

CAMBRIDGE

Sevenoaks has over 35 years' experience in the world of sound and vision and

01732 459555

SHEFFIELD

0114 255 5861

SOUTHAMPTON

023 8033 7770

FEATURED SYSTEM

Try them with the
award-winning QED
Silver Anniversary XT
speaker cables

Cyrus CD8 SE CD Player law)
Cyrus 8vs2 Integrated Amplifier
Spendor 55e Floorstanding Speakers
DON'T FORGET! ACCESSORIES MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces

STAINES

01784 460777

is determined as much by its accessories as its main

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

01892 531543

components. At Sevenoaks, accessories are not

KINGSTON

020 8547 0717

WATFORD

01923 213533

an afterthought - our staff can demonstrate the

LEEDS

0113 245 2775

WITHAN1

01376-5.
01733

difference the right accessories can make to your home

YEOVIL

01935 70
. 0078

entertainment experience.

LEEDS WETHERBY

01937 586886

LINCOLN

01522 527397

*RELOCATED TO WETHERBY

PLEASE MOTE
MI brands may MID Dabble at DI As start hsted Please combo,, before ttayearg Any published prkes wre wart at
&be of gokagiopeesaSpadal« aided f
Met, are not et ronytnthon with any other &let or promobon (NICWA00)
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 16/02/2008, E80E.

C-- `,7" US

spendor
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AV RECEIVER TEST

No-frills
thrills
NAD T765

(£ 1200)

Its feature- count won't have rivals
rattled, but NAD reckons this
seven- channel AV receiver will
pack apunch when it counts
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Tested by Richard Stevenson

1

have afondness for NAD. The brand has succeeded
over the decades by creating products just afew

degrees askew from those of everyone else; never
following the herd but, equally, rarely radical. In
two- channel audio this has often meant astrippeddown, fundamentalist approach with products having
an appealing Bohemian quality. However, when it
comes to multichannel AV, eschewing key technologies
in favour of a ' music-first' approach could be alittle too
existential for its own good. Enter the T765.
In asector of the market that is dominated by
metal-encased festivals of technology, like Denon's
AVR-3808 and Yamaha's RX-V3800, the 1765 is
yesterday's news. There is no on- board decoding for
Dolby TrueHD or DTS-HD Master Audio, no networking
functionality and the on- screen menus use stoic block
text. The HDMI implementation is switched only
(three- in and one-out) and the power figures of a
claimed 80W across seven channels look very humble
indeed by the standard set by the competition.
FEATURES: HANDY OR HYPED?

ABOVE: The NAD

Of course, NAD is keen to point out that within this

1765 offers six

„P GUTS ' N' MUSCLE

music-first approach, it dares to ' skip the heavily hyped
me-too features' and does not ' succumb to the lure of

line inputs, two
tape loops, 7.1

So it's all the more ironic that the T765 sounds rather
good. It has asmooth, punchy stance with huge low

wattage wars'. That's absolutely priceless considering
the 1675 offers me-too Audyssey room EQ and that NAD

channel inputs
and pre outputs

frequency presence that really underpins rock and pop
music. Hooked up to the big Tannoy Dimensions the top

spent most of the 1980s and ' 90s pushing the power

plus three
switched HDMI

end is anear perfect balance of extension and c'arity
that errs just enough on the side of caution to avoid

connections.
These are joined

aggression at high voiumes.

envelope with ever higher wattage figures.
Moreover, given the choice between getting proper
active HDMI implementation, Audyssey EQ or aroot
canal filling, automatic EQ comes in third every time.
I'm sorry, I'm not buying it. No matter how the
literature may spin it, the 1765 is painfully short on

by analogue
video, and three
each of optical

useful features that the competition has on models
half this price and the addition of Audyssey makes an

and coaxial
digital audio

absolute mockery of NAD's claim that this strippeddown approach comes as part of a ' do no harm'

inputs

philosophy.
Oh, the irony.

HOOKING UP WITH HDMI
The T765's three- in one- out HDMI configuration
is purely aswitching device. This means that
every HDMI connection to the T765 requires an
additional audio hook-up, the menus are only
available via analogue video outputs, and you
cannot access Dolby TrueHD or DTS-HD Master
Audio soundtracks unless your player decodes them
to multichannel analogue.
More annoying still, in my system the switched
HDMI output seemed to be incapable of driving
cables over five metres or so. Igot no picture at
all using my regular 10m in- wall HDMI run to the
projector, having to trail a5m cable across the
room just to get apicture [ see p112 for more].

Masters Series, having real musical energy and passion
that many AV amps miss completely. In stereo mode it
creates sound pressure levels with an ease that utterly
belies its modest 80W claim and it's no weakling in
multichannel, boasting guts and muscle aplenty.

'The T765 positively encourages heroic
use of the volume control followed by
impromptu karaoke sessions'
AUDIO

••••• PO

It is not the most neutral of presentations, but the
sonic signature is damn close to the reference NAD

FILE

There is no specific ' direct' mode but the straight
stereo input is remarkably clean at normal listening
levels. The string arrangements on Damien Rice's 0 CD
is beguiling and the NAD offers much of the sweeping
scale Iheard with some of the two-channel amps tut

7- channel AV
receiver with
Dolby D,gital

featured in last month's group test.
The tonal intonation is on the warmer side of neutral,

EX & DTS ES
decoding and

particularly as the strings swell on tracks like ' Eskimo',
but it never fails to craft the illusion of afull orchestra.

3 x HDMI. Rated
at 1001N/8ohm
Made by: NAD
Electronics
International
Supplied by:
Armour Home
Electronics
Telephone:
01279 501111
web: www.
nadelec tronics.
corn

SUITE SOUNDS
For multichannel music and cinema surround formats.
the T765 has afull suite of 7.1 channel analogue
inputs with an analogue bypass mode that disables
the DSP engine. On 1he side of justifying NAD's design
philosophy, if you have atop-notch SACD/DVD-A player
or an HD disc spinner, then the analogue input is almost
certainly the best connection anyway as you eliminate
any additional jitter in the SIPDIF interface.
And as such the 1765 doesn't disappoint. With a
Denon DVD-3930 feeding it adiet of multichannel
SACD the sound is warm and infectious in equal C-->
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NAD

T765 AV RECEIVER / £ I200
ourre

LII

1

Pnaloçue yideo board

Movi
•I.TING
WOE

RESULTS

TONE
101111001,

TOME
DEFEAT

HDA.41 switching board

ERONT"PUT ,
MP

•
.AfvliFkA tuner module (very fear
AV receivers also destined for ,
the US market ase equipped
with aDAB tuner)

ABOVE: Despite tempting features like Audyssey room
EQ, there is no on- board decoding for DTS-HD or Dolby
TrueHD, and OSD menus are not available via HDMI
measure. With Sting's Sacred Love and The Who's

Tommy the 1765 positively encourages heroic use of the
volume control followed by impromptu karaoke sessions

blighted only by the wife complaining and the dog
howling in anguish.

Very deep toroical
transformer
supports seven
powea amplifierr at
100Wl8ohm eadh

Digital in/output board
jithaTexas Instruments
iby Digetal/DTS ES
ocing solution

Seven chanmet of power
amplification are bolted
to this fan-assisted
am
a. heatsink
am

Likewise, Anne-Sophie Mutter's rendition of
Beethoven's Violin Sonatas has plenty of scale and
dynamic range but the smooth balance means that the
upper edge of the violin is just alittle too far back in the
mix. You can't help feeling that fine details are getting
lost in the enthusiasm of it all.
Conversely the 1765 did afine job of taming the
pig-awful remastered Genesis SACDs. The re- mix of Wind
and Wuthering in multichannel is entertaining enough
but the recording balance is very bright ( presumably to
make it sound ' clearer' on SACD). The NAD tackles this
with an even hand, smoothing the balance enough to
let the music really come through.
HIGH-OCTANE RIDE
While the NAD's robust and energetic stance is simple
but rather addictive with music, it really clicks with
high-octane movie soundtracks. Miami Vice on HD DVD
is full of large scale sound effects and is backed with
rock and dance music that the T765 simply excels at.
It managed to pick out afair degree of small details,
like the faint background whispering that builds the
atmosphere as our heroes walk through the Haitian
village in the opening scenes, but it's not so comfortable
with intense dramas. Female dialogue is certainly alittle
richer and chestier than ideal.

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Each of NAD's seven power amplifiers
are rated at 100W a-piece or at 80W in
7-channel mode. figures that stack- up
very favourably with 2x1601A//8ohm and
5x120W/8ohm being achieved in practice.
Power consumption increases to lkW at its
rated 5x100W, incidentally.
Power output improves still further under
dynamic conditions to 5x200W, 350W and
460W into 8, 4 and 2ohm loads before the
1765 protects its output devices at some
5x235W into lohm loads. You'll hear the
fan start-up with any continuous output
over 1W, Ishould add.
All good so far, but distortion, especially
at lower power outputs, is alittle high
from these amplifiers. Starting at 0.25%
at 1W/8ohm, this steadily falls to 0.06%
at 10W and 0.032% at 100W/8ohm. This
characteristic is constant through bass and
midrange but increases at HF, reaching 0.4%
El n.cao

at 20kHz (distortIon is 10x lower at lkHz).
The amplifier's response is tailored too, the
-0.6c18/20Hz and -4.2d8/5Hz bass roll-off
maintained in 'analogue bypass' mode.
The response is exaggerated in digital
mode (even with an 'All Large' speaker
configuration) and is joined by amatching
-1.9d13/20kHz treble roll-off.
Jitter is extended and untidy, reaching
1000psec with 48kHz data and 1650psec
with 96kHz data. In Dolby mode all
meta-data is executed positively but bass
management is atrifle odd: centre-channel
bass is redirected to the front but surround
(or centre + surround) bass is directed to
the sub. All-in-all, the technical performance
of the 1765 looks robust but still alittle
unsophisticated. For afull QC Suite report,
just log onto wwwhifinews.co.uk and follow
the links to wwwmilleraudioresearch.
com/avtech. PM
Else«

----- r

.111111

Having heard and been impressed with more
upmarket NAD receivers in this series, with their multiple
sets of Burr- Brown DACs and more robust power, Ican
only really say that the T765 is astrip-down special,
stripped just alittle too far. cb
0.001
10

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
The T765 is athoroughbred NAD,
complete with battleship looks,

100

SOO

II.11011

20

100

10

SOUND

55%

quirky choice of features and
an undeniable musicality
that nearly transcends

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into Bohm ( black
trace), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and 1ohm ( green) loads; ABOVE RIGHT:
Distortion versus frequency for a 5ch Dolby Digital decode ( LPCM in blue)

HI- Fl NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

its colourful if slightly

Power Output, 2/5 channels (< 1% THD)

16GAif 120W

muted reproduction. The

Dynamk Power, 814/ 2/1ohm

200W/355W/455W/235W

architecture clearly has

Output Impedance (20Hz-20IcHz)

0.153-0.23ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100IcHz)

-0.4dB to-3.48dB

potential but the basic HDMI
implementation and lack of

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW/100W)

23mV/235mV

make this receiver an also-ran

A-wtd SIN ratio (Front/Surround)

79.8dB/79.5d3

in today's AV receiver market.

Distortion. 20Hz-20kHz (Front /Surround)

0.06-0.3D% i0.062-0.406

on- board HD audio decoding

44
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Amazing
value, superb
performance,
beautiful build
quality, and real
dependability are
the cornerstones
of each and
every Jolida
product.
You don't need to pay
a fortune to enjoy the
magic of valves.
Shock!!! Prices start
from as little as £ 399
and delivery across the
UK is free. Please call or
e-mail for a full price list.

JoL do

integrated amplifiers
pre-amplifiers
power amplifiers
phono amplifiers
cd players
tuners

manufacture rs of quality audio equipment : www.jolida.com

UK Distributor
RPM- Audio
Tel: 07790 907 737
email: andrewç?grpm-audio.co.uk
web: www.rpm-audio.co.uk

Do you get confused trying to
choose your Hi Fi Cables ?
With every manufacturer telling you
that their product

will sound the best

how can you be sure you're making
the right decision ?
We hope that you'll find our approach
refreshingly different as we encourage you to choose the cables that
give you the best performance and
musical pleasure in your own listening
environment.
With the help of the Metallurgy
Department of Bradford University we
have been able to conduct specialist
research in the pursuit of engineering
perfection for The Missing Link range
of cables.

The Missing Link, Quality Britis iHi Fi Cables at Surprisingly Affordable Prices
01623 844478 or 07967 659333 E-Mail: Info@the-missirig-link.net

www. the-missing-link.net
If you would like more information
on our full cable ronge
Designed and Produced in
Great Britoil contact us today

At The Missing Link we offer atrue oespoke service with individually
hand built high performance cables in any length terminated lo suit
your preference and with achoice of colour.

The Missing Link

•Our cables are an exercise in electrical engineering excellence - as
good cable design should be.
•Our materials and construction
methods are the finest available.
•Our laboratory grade pure Silver &
Copper bullion has been scientifically
analysed down to parts per billion.
•We have developed our own unique
heat treatment process to create a
pure conductor that allows the minimum of disruption to the flow of the
electrons.
With the scientific facts to help you
make an informed decision we hope
you will feel encouraged to make your
own comparisons....
and because at The Missing Link your
satisfaction is our priority we offer a
'no quibble' full money back guarantee to give you complete confidence.

afresh insight into the recorded arts

A

GROUP TEST

•
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FILE
Arcam FM1 A32
£1300
Tel: 01223
203203
vvvvw.arcam.
co.uk
Creek Audio
Destiny
£1200
Tel: 01442
260146
vvvvvv.
creekaudio.com
PrimareI30
£1500
Tel: 01423
359054
vvww.primare.
net
Roksan Caspian
M Series- 1
f1150
Tel: 020 8900
6801
wwvy.roksan.
co.uk
Unison Research
Unico II
£1300
Tel: 01753
652669
wvvw.
unisonresearch.
COT
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£11501500 AMPLIFIERS

We take aride with five 100W, fully intecrated silver machines

LAB TESTS/INSIDE SHOTS BY PAUL M'ILLER

REVIEWS BY RICHARD S- EVENSON

1

lo\,e being Curdled and surprised by hi-fi.
Th -illed by those moments when you hear an

Separate and very high
quality MM/MC phono
equalisation board

old favourite track craft in acompletely new
11g it, and then genuinely surprised if Ican,

actually afford it. My personal amplification
preferences tad long since gone down apre/

Separate preamplifier
board with logic controlled input

power route solthought the chances of being
wowed by any a the five integrated models

switching
use of surface-mounted
and generous

assembled here to be fairly slim. Two week5 later,
:he odds have bee:n bucked and Iam debating
which one Iarm going to purchase for my second

components

One pair of Sanken's h
current SAP (thermally
reactive) power transisto
per channel are mounted
onto this substantial alloy
heatsink

system in the lounge...
With abudget of £ 1000-E1500 to spend o-ian
integrated stereo amplifier there is no shortage of
variety, both technical and cosmetic, on the marKet. At
one endl of tiis spectrum we have Arcam's trusty A32,
adesign that has stood the test of time having been
launched in 2002. It's a solid, traditional Class A/B design
with near text- book measurement and is inoffensive on

Large toroidal mains
transformer feeds separate
supplies on the preamp
and power amp boards

the eye. Conversely those with ai bent for somethir g

'With abudget up to £ 1500
there's no shortage of variety,
both technical and cosmetic'
completely different may fall for Unison Research's
Unico II ( aka Secondo) with its gorgeous Italian styling
and Flbrid valve-transistor design.
However, it was the Secondo that afforded me : he
most angst during tus test. It is very Italian, meaning
high- style, avant-garde features and all the practicality

CE

woo. 11.« unmet ten

E..» e

of achocolate tea pot. The look is inspired but the
light pairt finish on the tascia and satin casework are
very susceptible to dirty marks. And don't even get me

e

'MEW
of the unit. How many times did Iaccidentally turn it off

ABOVE: Arcam's

when Iplaced the remote beside it?

A32 offers both

Arcann A32

Speaking of the Secondo's remote, that is an
Italian sit-corn episode in its own rigit. Initially it is

MM/MC phono

Arcam's A32 is getting alittle long of tooth but

breathtakingly beautiful, hewn from asolid lump of

inputs, two

its electronic design is straightforward. Its solid
100W is promised across awide bandwidth

hardwood and carved so that it fits snug in the hand as
well as standing vertically on your coffee table. So why

tape loops and

largely because it heralds frcm an era when the
world thought SACD and DVD-A might actually

was the designer, who secured the fascia/battery cover
plate with two ugly cross- head screws and specified

be ; mportant. There's ample use of Arcam's
Stealthmat EMI technology d ong with housestyle vivid green display, matt grey finish and

buttons so small you need the fingers of aseven-year
old girl to operate it, not warned of the error of his ways
by waking up next to ahorse's head? He clearly wasn't

understated looks. Build is fine overall but against
the competition here the pressed steel case and

because the remote can only actually control the amp's
volume, and only then from no more than eight feet

started on why on Earth the power switch is on the side

inputs, five line

plastic controls are distinctly low- rent. The flimsy

away with the remote emitter and IR receiver lined up

remote, six rubber feet and, on our sample at
least, apower switch like aloose tooth didn't win

with laser- like precision.

the A32 friends with the style police either.

HYBRID HIGHLIGHTS

apre-in/powerout connection.
The parallel pairs
of L/R speaker
terminals may be
independently
switched from
the front panel

The electronic design is no less, er, whacky. Using
/11011111111111111MW\

double-triodes for the I.ne and driver stages with
an array of MOSFET transistors supplying the
output current theoretically offers the best of both
technologies. Unfortunately it also brings in variables
and foibles of each that are not entirely ironed out. ->
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The expertly crafted
Monitor Audio Platinum range
on permanent demonstration.
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Mordaunt Short Avant
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Including Blu-ray Disc and HD DVD
with Effortless Efficiency.
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GROUP TEST

Just take apeek at the distortion figures and comedy
frequency response highlighted on page 55. Still, if you

Very high quality, fully
discrete MC phono
, headarnp and RIM
equaliser on aplug-in card

own and actually love an Alpha Romeo, this is probably
the amplifier for you.
By contrast, Primare'sI30 manages high style and

creeks log
input se
volume co
over-curre
are all han
'
t

does everything with the feel, precision and accuracy
of aSwiss watch. The fascia is ahuge chunk of brushfinish metal set with fingerprint- resistant polished steel
knobs. Each turns as if on bearings, with the power
on/off knob and rotary input selector switch offering a
satisfying clunk at each step. There is a0/180 degree
phase switch on the front panel and the case is one of

ThelfR power
.
channels are each
from apair of trans
mourted onto separate
heatseks (ale channel
only is highbghted)

the most formidable here. The inset Primare logo and
neat design step between the case and fascia are pure
Swiss class. Which makes the remote control even less
forgivable as it's acheap plastic device straight out of a
Taiwanese parts bin. Idespair.

electrolytic eservoir
capacitors per channel.
makes for a'ow ESR
power suppy and, as
many engineers suggest, a
'quiclesounoing' bass

DECKS GET READY
Both the Arcam A32 and the Creek Destiny come to the
table with ahigh-quality phono stage as standard. The
Arcam offers atraditional switchable MM/MC device
and, far less traditionally, variable sensitivity on all line

Main ',cower supply
transformer and auxiliary
PSU fer Creek's economic

'You can even programme
the vivid display to offer you
apersonalised message'
inputs. This is accessed from the front menu screen and
includes tone- control presets for each input. Clearly
much of this software- based trickery is derived from
Arcam's work in the AV sector but I'm not convinced any

eceePeecee

serious hi-fi enthusiast will make much use of it. You can
even programme the vivid green display to offer you a
personalised message on start up. This Idid get plenty
of use from but that's only because I'm shallow.
The Creek holds no truck with such diversions,
concentrating on its ultra- modern look and hightech design. Behind the sleek fascia and motorised
volume is aunique logic-controlled input board and

0 0 0 0 Orel

power filter is incorporated to improved AC supply to
the large transformer, and the sheer number of 2200pF
capacitors in here suggests Creek got agood discount
for bulk buying. The Destiny can also be swiftly swapped

anumber of protection relays that do athree- note

between active and passive pre amplification mode and

clatter every time you swap source. A small mains

offers variable input gain via abase- mounted switch.

hi-f
i
news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

Nice touches include large Sorbothane feet for isolation

Creek Destiny

but once again, this superbly crafted £ 1200 amplifier is
supplied with aplastic remote control seemingly nicked

For the purist, the Creek's preamp section can be
run as apassive control stage, delivering aline-

from abudget DVD player.
Roksan's Caspian M Series- 1tares little better in

ABOVE: Creek's
Destiny amplifier

level input almost directly to the power section.
This is not always practical depending on the

the remote department but there is no faulting this
amplifier's robust build and quirky looks. Ihave never
'got' the old Caspian and now M Series- 1cosmetic,

combines four
line- level inputs

source output so the Destiny can be made active

with afifth ( aux)

at the flick of apanel switch. The active preamp
gain can be given an extra boost of + 3dB, + 6dB

as the bolts through the fascia, multi- coloured stencil

input that will

legends and feet from a 1970s toaster just don't work

also accept

or + 9dB via abase- mounted toggle switch should

for me. Still, inside is far more appealing with ahigh-

an MM or MC

you have source components with spectacularly
low output voltage. This sleek electronic

quality mains filter to buff the AC, and dual- mono, near-

phono card

symmetrical design after the enormous single toroidal
transformer. Two dedicated power rails are included for

option. Asplit

execution is complemented with Creek's CAN bus
serial link to network Creek components and to
use proprietary room controllers for multiroom
install — the only device here capable of doing
that straight from the crate.

an optional phono stage. The bulbous remote is another

construction
serves preamp

far east stock item ( and coincidentally identical- 1001(4)g

outputs and

to my Imerge 53000 server) but most frustratingly
on this test, didn't actually work. Good job the fascia

power amp
inputs while

volume and source select knobs are so nice to use then.

e

THE REAL THING

By happy coincidence 1attended two live performances
in the fortnight Ihad this group to test, allowing

excellent comparison of recorded music with the G,
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both of the A/B
speaker outlets
may be switched
for bi-wiring
your choice of
speaker
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Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder
Today's top end audio equipment doesn't just sound fantastic — it looks
amazing too. At Unilet we can demonstrate the very best designs because
we are one of the few dealers who keep the really special brands in stock.
With the latest models from companies such as Chord, KEF, Wilson Benesch,
Meridian, Quad, Bryston, Esoteric, PMC and Marantz, you can hear for
yourself what the Hi Fi News reviewers are waxing lyrical about.
When it comes to choosing the best hi-fi and audio visual components,
we have agood ear for sound quality and an eye for what is stunning.
Call us to arrange ademonstration now on 020 8942 9567.

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY

Tel: 020 8942 9567
dand \l '\

www.unilet.net

Hi Fi • Audio Visual • Multiroom Specialists

Check out our website
where you'll find all the
best brands we stock
including:
Acoustic Energy • Arcam
AudioLab • B&W • Bryston
Chord Electronics • Denon
Esoteric • Jamo • KEF
Lehmann • Marantz
Meridian • Michell Engineering
Mission • Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity • Panasonic
Pioneer • PMC • Primare
ProAc • Pro-Ject • Quad
REL • Roksan • Rotel • SME
Spendor • Stax • Tannoy
TEAC • Wilson Benesch
Wharfedale • Yamaha
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GROUP TEST

real, live thing. The first was the great Pete Lowe, an
unaccompanied solo flute and soprano saxophone artist
who has been recording haunting soundtracks to movies
and TV dramas for over three decades. The second was

iii
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Dutch Gothic- Metal band Within Temptation, so let's
just skip that one...

ITALIAN ATTRACTION

Constructed as two mono
amplifiers in one chassis,
the only 'asymmetry'
accurs in the physical
..isposition of its inputs
and PSU regulation for the
line and logic circuits (left
:flannel highlighted)

The Secondo's ' come hither' looks and hybrid topology
just begged to be first to the test bench. Having already
established areputation for mixing brilliance and
folly in equal measure, the sound simply enhanced its

rully balanced power
iupply with discrete
egulation for the lineevel, logic control and
aower amplifier sections
•
right channel highlighted)

typecast Italian reputation. It had the most wonderfully
lush midband, affording the solo sax tracks on Lowe's
Parallel Lines CD real body and presence in the room.
The notes were fluid and richly textured, the detailing
of each breath and tongue movement immaculate and
the Secondo got very near the perfect replica of the live

A pair of Toshiba
2SA194312SC5200 power
transistors, per channel,
are bolted to separate
alloy heatsinks. You might
jut see the NPN driver
transistors connected atop
these power devices for
oatimum thermal tracking

performance. You can listen to tracks over and over and
find more magic and tonal detailing with every track but
when the high notes extend past the Secondo's comfort
zone they are alittle muted and lack that dynamic edge
so prevalent when listening live.
At the other end of the spectrum, bass was far from
neutral but still wonderfully rich and prodigious. With
Beverly Craven's eponymous first CD the low-frequency
reproduction was simply enormous and washed around

'The Secondo's 'come hither'
looks just begged to be first
on the test bench'
me in big, dreamy waves that dug deep into the lower

ae(21.3t.' (
1

e

register. Craven's voice was warm and inviting but the

varies with volume. Low down in neighbour appeasing
territory it was at its lightest and most airy, with its

very upper registers lacked the sparkle of the Primare
or Creek and kept the soundstage relatively compact.

warmer and more robust nature coming through at
normal listening levels.

Not surprisingly Kate Bush's mellifluous and superbly

hi-finews

OUTSTANDING

PRODUCT

Beyond this the bass began to command the

produced A Sky of Honey CD really found favour with
the Secondo. The first few tracks came out so chilled

performance and the top end slipped further back into
the mix until the whole thing became rather congested

and laidback they were all but horizontal and by track
three Iwas sound asleep on the sofa.
The Secondo is smoother than Italian ice cream and

afair way before you'd get an ASBO. Having apersonal
penchant for realistic live music volumes, the Secondo
really wasn't helping itself to win me over.

in many ways equally addictive but its balance rather

SAFE AND SOUND
The very same is true of the Arcam. The A32's balance

Primare 130

was so safe it was the musical equivalent of fitting

The Primare might be afew hundred pounds
more than the competition but it has an enviable
build and finish on the outside and is no less

air bags and crash bars. The sound was every bit as
clean and polished as we have come to expect from
ABOVE:

dual- mono construction featuring fully- balanced,
mirror- image integrated amps with discrete

Arcam but compared to the potent Primare and frisky
Roksan, it sounded abit too ' easy listening' for me.
Certainly it allowed the A Sky of Honey CD to live up
to its name with agentle performance infused with a

power supplies. The substantial chassis sits on a

warm, enveloping bass neat. Bush's voice simply oozed

topology, the
Primare 130

trio of vibration absorbing feet - so don't lean on

sumptuously into the room with great tonal character
but you never got the impression she was going to leap
out of the speakers and ribble your earlobes - and I'd
always pay extra for that.

offers two

either back corner when making connection as it
will tip up. There is no phono input or option but
the assumption is that you would be looking for
aseparate phono amplifier... and Primare does a
very nice matching one, the rather tasty R20.

Beverley Craven was treated with an equally easy
hand and although my notes began with ' relaxed' and

inputs, atape
loop and

impressive under the bonnet. The design is true

::.

Complementing
its balanced

balanced (XLR)
inputs, three
single-ended

ended with ' to afault', 1here . svery little to criticise the

preamplifier

A32 for in terms of actually dong the job. The sound
is neat, tidy and, with agood handful of volume, is

outputs. Single,

solidly positioned in the room. My reference Sony SCD1

balanced
speaker outlets

CD player is not in itself alive wire of passion and fed

are provided,

through the Arcam the result was aluxuriant Sunday
afternoon experience that would never offend.

rather than a
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GROUP TEST

Switch to Pete Lowe and the presentation is text
book stuff with good bandwidth, solid dynamics and
precise imaging throughout. At times it shared some of

Large toroidal mains
transformer, partially
screened from the
amplifier circuits by the
mid- running alloy heatsink

the Secondo's warmth but while the Italian wild-card
had moments of both inspiration and madness, the A32
was, well, safe.
While rather comparing apples with oranges as three
of the units here don't actually have turntable inputs, I
couldn't help hooking up my GyroDec/RB300/
Blue Point Evo to the Arcam's phono stage. Blimey,
what atransformation. I'm guessing the phono stage
has quite an up-front demeanour on its own as within
the A32 the combination was quite breathtaking. A
swift romp through some Chesky test standards and

A pair of Toshiba
2SA1943/25C5200 power
transistors are used per
amplifier channel, all
bolted onto this heatsink

subsequently Rolling Stones Live in Japan offered superb
projection and dynamic detailing that made the line
inputs sound frankly dull. Clearly the A32 is agood amp
with potential for greatness but as Mr Jagger might have

Modest but compact
power supply regulation
situated close-up to the
power amp stage

described it, you can't always get what you want.
GET YOUR ROKSAN, HONEY
Iwould not be surprised if Roksan supremo Touraj

Discrete input buffer and
line amplifier stages with
generous use of surfacemounted components

Moghaddam didn't like abit of Stones too. In terms
of nailing pace, rhythm and timing in an amplifier, the

'I couldn't help but fall for
the Roksan Caspian's sheer
visceral charms'
Caspian was hard to beat and simply lapped up rock,
pop and dynamic classical. Despite having to nip up
and down to adjust volume, Icouldn't help but fall for
the Roksan's sheer visceral charms. Kate Bush simply
shouldered me out of the way coming into the room,
and let rip with an infectious combination of her vocals,
special effects and abass beat that set the room on fire.
Tight, fast with asnappy leading edge, each bass note

OOC0

At day-to-day levels the Caspian had much to praise

was well defined but never excessive and the Roksan
held afine tempo throughout the disc. As the volume
increased it was alittle short of sheer horsepower and

and Ican see apartnership with ahigh-quality standmount speaker making alot of sense to really capitalise
on the speed and punchy bass. It didn't have the top-

it was clearly beginning to struggle with the big Tannoy
Dimensions when close to 100dB in- room.

end detail and resolution of the Creek nor the overall
balance of the Primare, but the piano backing track

ABOVE: Roksan's
evergreen
Caspian
integrated
offers abasic
selection of five

on the Kate Bush CD came alive within the mix. Each
note was precisely defined in three parts with excellent

line- level inputs,
one tape loop,

leading edge rise, the actual note, and then asmooth

two preamp

decay and reverb, leaving nothing out. The birdsong
effects on the disc were also worthy of note being

outputs and

Roksan Caspian M Series- 1
Roksan clearly encourages brand buy- in with the
M Series- 1's cosmetic and upgrade features. First
step is likely to be an optional phono stage but

incredibly natural, but falling just shy of the effect that
will get you lookirg for abag of millet.

the Caspian's two sets of preamp outputs allow
for multiroom or multi- power amp expansion. The

Pete Lowe sat fairly well with the M Series- 1, the sax

M Series- 1Mono amp is half of this integrated's
power side in asingle case with its own 350VA

tracks in particular having adynamic pace that made

transformer. Adding two would allow you to bi-

at any second. There was plenty of weight and body
to the sound but the merest hint of midband smearing

you feel he was going to break into afree-form jazz jam

amp astereo pair of speakers with the Caspain
Integrated, and four Monos would offer full
tri-amping. Despite the box- count madness,
operation remains super- slick, with the Mono
amps switching on automatically through signal

let you know this is arecording, not live. Again, the
detailing was excellent with each lip movement on the
reed accounted for, but deep down Igot the feeling the
Roksan was sending me subliminal messages to play the
Within Temptation CD. Idid, and it rocked!

detection and the Integrated undertaking a
system diagnostic every time it's powered up.

PURSE PAIN
While the Roksan has several facets ot brilliance,
4111.1111111.1111.11L

the Primare was fabulous on so many levels it hurts
-mostly in my wallet. Prom the first notes of ' Leslie's
Theme' from Parallel Lines, the Primare translated its
commanding build and solid aesthetic into an equally

1:121211.1.
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apower amp
input. Single sets
of 4mm speaker
binding posts are
fitted

GROUP TEST

Russian-made
Electro-Harmonix 12AX7
double-triodes form the
lhe and driver stages for
this hybrid amplifier

concrete musical performance. The saxophone tracks
in particular had arobust, realistic quality with great
spatial imaging and the melody cracked along with
apace that revealed much of the work's jazz- like
qualities. But for sheer realism the I30's rendition of
the CD's flute tracks were arevelation in open-space

illison's 4mm speaker
bUding posts are
connected by PCB track,
rather than hard-wired...

presence and created atangible sense that Lowe was
in fact standing between the speakers. Wonderful.
Only the Creek came close to crafting this acoustic
'suspension of disbelief' in such aconvincing manner.
KATE BASS

Four pairs (two per
channel) of IRFP9240/240
power MOSFETs are
mounted ors this
suostantial reatsink

Switching to Kate Bush the Primare just got more
impressive with by far the most authoritative bass Ihave
heard outside of abig pre/power combo. Each drum
beat had superlative leading edge transient, indicating
the I30's excellent control of the Tannoy Dimension
drivers, and there was rich tonal detailing from the mid-

Sc -eened toroidal
transformer feeds
separate, regulated power
supplies for the amplifier's
valve and MOSFET stages

bass down to sub frequencies with no bass lag.
At the mid and upper end of the spectrum, the
heavily produced birdsong effects that percolate the
A Sky of Honey disc were projected with precision and
anicely hard edge that lended it aspookily realistic

'The 130 has by far the most
authoritative bass heard
outside of abig pre/power'
quality. As you live with the 130 you soon realise its
real allure is crafting ebullient passion with abespoke,
mil- spec precision. Beverly Craven's voice hit all the
right notes and swept into the room with asensual,
breathy quality. There was just the right amount of
natural sibilance to her vocal articulation, craft centrally
in an expansive front soundstage. Superb detailing of
specific instruments included afirst-class rendition of
the brushed snare and shakers on ' Missing You' and
the brass section exuded all the benefits of the I30's
great soundstage projection. This was an amplifier at
home with anumber of musical genres. It was volume
agnostic, balance neutral and dynamically exciting.

Unison Research Secondo
Bellissimo! The Second() offers heaps of Italian
design flair in every sense. The look is totally lush
with heavily textured fascia finished in ' almost
white', gloriously bold knobs and agorgeous
wooden badge. Unfortunately the fascia and

Add to this the fabulous design, great build quality and
healthy power, and 1am thoroughly smitten.

ABOVE: Unison

DATE WITH DESTINY

Research offers
aphono and
three line inputs,

The Creek Destiny got very nearly as close to my heart.

abalanced

Its balance was lighter and perhaps even more fluid
than the Primare with adelicate, sparkling top end that

tape loop and

gave Craven's voice an even more feminine edge. It was

apreamp ( sub)

emotionally supercharged and more urgent than ever,
demanding you listen to every line of every song and

line- level output.

really feel the lyrics. The bass was neatly presented, tight

speaker outlets

and tuneful, but lacked the sheer grunt of the Primare,
the ultimate pace of the Roksan, or the ground- rumbling

facilitate

depth of the Unison Research. The resolution of low-

bi-wiring

(XLR) input, one

Pairs of 4mm
are included to

frequency tones were not in themselves recessed or
cool but simply over-shadowed by the upper frequency
expansion into the room and open, airy presentation.

controls show up dirty marks with spectacular
precision and the deep texture finish makes them
impossible to clean. The satin case revealed the

tonal separation into quite outrageous volume levels.

fingerprints of almost every hi-fi reviewer in the
UK ( Scotland Yard were very interested...) and the

Unsurprisingly the Lowe tracks gleaned considerable
benefit from the Creek's fine micro- detailing and

change from wireless RF remote on the original
Unico to infrared on the Second() has added an

instrument clarity. The flute tracks stood out as
truly stunning with aquality so close to the real live

ugly IR receiver porthole.

performance it was uncanny. The sax solos were almost

Better still, it has the power reserves to maintain this

as impressive although the lighter bass seems to remove
just alittle of the solidity and body from the instrument.
Certainly with the Kate Bush CD the bass was accurately
reproduced but Ikept getting the impression there was

• 4)

just not quite enough of it. Ihave apersonal penchant
for rich and fulsome bass so this might not be aminus
for everyone, but the way you can feel every beat of the
A Sky of Honey deep in your chest with the 130 put the
Primare ahead of the Creek by anose in my books. (I:
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SPECIALIST HI-FI BRANDS INCLUDE

M ARTIN LOGAN

astintrew
audio analogue
audio research
copland
crystal cable
dream vision
final
focal ¡ mlab
gamut
grado
isophon
isotek
¡adis
koetsu
krell
lavordin
leema acoustics
martin logan
mimetism
music first audio
nordost
opera
pathos
prima luna
resolution audio
roksan
shanling
sme
sonus Faber
stands unique
stax
sterling broadcast
stratton furniture
sugden
sunfire
theta
transparent
unison research
velodyne
wadia
wilson audio
yter
& many more...
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NEW - ML Parity Speaker
Fay powered with cbuilt-in high-resolution
290 watt amplifier. Plug an iPod® directly
into the Marin Logan Purity or for the
Itimate in sound, die NEW Krell 'KID'
and discover the legendary clarity and
power of electrostatic sound.
Call :or more details.

GROUP TEST

AMPLIFIER VERDICT
offers abalance that generally makes The

This test has revealed anumber of
things, not least of which that Italian hi-fi
designers are quite mad, the Swiss ones are

Best of Motorhead sound like achill- out
album. In at number three, the Roksan M-

sophisticated and the Brits are just plain

Series has afast pulse and apenchant for

the dramatic. It's flexible, expandable and
eccentric. The Arcam A32 is as dependable
and comfortable as on old sock but about as the sound has incredible musical tautness
exciting and clearly in need of arevamp. As that will find much favour among rock and
afoil to the A32, the Unison Research Unico pop fans. Creek's Destiny has less soul but
more precision and in terms of sparkling top
end detail and jaw-dropping soundstage

Secondo is great looking and fantastically
quirky but beset by practical issues and

ARCAM A32

,
82%

50%

But in terms of striking the best balance
of sound, style and practicality, Primare's
130 is ahead of the game. The fulsome,
frighteningly realistic sound never fails to
leave you begging for more, the build is
exquisite and if you ever get tired of looking
at that sumptuous fascia, best check you
still have apulse. ()

ROKSAN CASPIAN

PRIMAREI30

CREEK DESTINY

it's hard to beat. Its resolution and light,
airy balance makes for ahi-fi dream system.

tur
88%

UNISON SECOND°

SOUND

75%

FEATURES

75%

FEATURES

70%
BUILD

70%

ECO

ECO

dynamic headroom reaching
270W/4ohm. There is some
current limiting which restricts
the output to 9.4A or 88W into
lohm. Power output drops to
2x100W/Liohm at 20Hz but
subsonic, bass and midrange
distortion is fabulously low
at ~ 0.0003%. As with other
Arcam amplifiers, this increases
through the treble, reaching
~0.03% at 20kHz. Output
impedance is amoderate
0.085ohm and the A-wtd SIN
ratio about average for the
group at 85dB ( re. OdBW).
Dynamic power vs THD into 8. 4. 2 &
lohm loads (black, red. blue & green)

65%

83%

CREEK DESTINY

PRIMARE 130

ROKSAN CASPIAN

UNISON SECOND()

First tested nearly two years
ago, the Destiny is largely
unchanged. There's been a
very mild improvement in the
consistency of its OR S/N ratio
(now 81dB on both channels

This is avery solidly engineered,
dual- mono, balanced amplifier
with ( unlike acouple of the
other amps in this test) a
correctly buffered volume
control that yields aconsistent
-0.12dB/20kHz response
regardless of position. Power,
too, is higher than the

From the familiar and
longstanding Caspian series,
Roksan's integrated model is
the least powerful on paper.
Rated at 85W/ohm it only just
makes this specification on test,
its 120W/4ohm claim beaten

As befits avalve/MOSFET hybrid,
the Secondo's performance is
agenuine blend of thermionic
and solid-state. Power output
is only just on the money at
120W/8ohm, increasing to

instead of 78dB/83dB) but
essential ingredients like the
105W/8ohm and 160W/4ohm
output, the low 0.03ohm
output impedance and 0.0050.015% bass/mid distortion
are indistinguishable from the
original. As is the response
-flat as apancake down to
5Hz (where afull 100W power
output is achieved) - but highly
variable at HF according to the
position of the volume control.
At 12 o'clock it's - 1.2d13/20kHz
and -9.0dB/100kHz, but at 3
o'clock it's -0.48dB/20kHz and
-5.0dB/100kHz.

other 100-watters at some
2x130W/8ohm and 2x200W/
4ohm, increasing still further
to 450W/2ohm under dynamic
conditions.
The Awtd SIN ratio is slightly
wayward for adual-mono amp
at 87.0dB (left) and 84.4dB
(right) but distortion is perfectly
matched between channels at
0.014-0.067%. Low frequency
power is strong at 150W/20Hz/
8ohm, with aslight subsonic
roll-off of -0.4dB/5Hz.
Dynamic power vs THD into 8, 4, 28,
lohm loads (black, red. blue & green)

Dynamic power vs THD into 8. 4, 28.
lohm loads (black, red, blue & green)
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74%

75%

ARCAM A32
As the integrated version of
Arcam's P35 power amplifier,
the A32 shares asimilar if not
identical specification. The
100W/8ohm rated output is
exceeded at 2x120W/8ohm
and 170W/4ohm with auseful

75
BUIL D

by just 5W on the bench.
Under dynamic conditions only
the Arcam A32 is less able to
grapple with low impedance
speaker loads. On the other
hand, its response is usefully
flat (-0.4dB at 5Hz to -0.12dB
at 20kHz), stereo separation is
good to 65dB from 20Hz-20kHz
and the A-wtd S/N ratio is very
consistent between Land R

160W, 280W, 430W and 520W
under dynamic conditions into
8, 4, 2and lohm loads. This is
delivered through amoderate
0.12ohm output impedance
-afeature of the low levels

increasing to 0.004% at 20kHz.

of compensation (feedback)
employed. The high-ish 0.10.4% distortion (see graph) is
also aproduct of the design,
although the treble roll-off
(-6dB at 20kHz and - 19dB at
100kHz) is excessive in my view.
The subsonic response is mildly
boosted (+ 0.5dB at 5Hz) but
power is maintained ( 110W at
20Hz/Liohm).

Dynamic power vs THD into 8. 4. 28.
lohm loads (black, red, blue & green)

Dynamic power vs THD into 8. 4. 28.
lohm loads (black, red, blue S. green)

channels at 86.0dB. Distortion,
too, is very low indeed, falling
to 0.0005% at 40W/8ohm
through the midrange and only

111111111107-
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CREEK DESTINY

PIUMAItE 130

UNISON SECON00

MOAN CASPIAN

Power output into 8/4011m

118W/170W

105W/160W

130W/200W

88W/125W

120W/180W

Dynamic output into 8141211011m

160W/270W/225W/88W

155W/270W/385W/300W

155W/290W/450W/440W

115W/195W/270W/290W

160W/280W/430W/520W

Distortion 20Hz-20kHz, 10W/8011m

0.0003-0.026%

0.0041-0.047%

0.014-0.067%

0.0007-0.004%

0.11-0.36%

Frequency Response, 20Hz-100kHz

+0.1dB to -1.45dB

+0.0dB to -9.0dB

+0.0dB to -2.4dB

+0.0dB to -2.4dB

+0.0dB to - 19.1dB

Output impedance, 20Hz-20kHz

0.084-0.13ohm

0.031-0.050ohm

0.059-0.080ohm

0.033-0.051ohm

0.12-0.15ohm

Med S/ Nratio. re. 1Willohm

86.0dB

81.5dB

87.0dB

86.0dB

82.8dB

>65dB

>52dB

Stereo separation, 20Hz-20kHz

>50dB

>49dB

>60dB
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Dial M for
Magic
SONUS FABER CREMONA M (£ 5394)

Extensive revisions to the floorstander
in the middle of the Italian brand's
range have resulted in the Cremona M

hi-finews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED
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Tested by Ken Kessler

A

pproaching areviewer to assess aproduct
is simple: the manufacturer or distributor
contacts the magazine and they arrange
delivery. That's it. One assumes that the

product is suitable for the magazine, and it's up to
the editor to assign the reviewer. But never in my 25
years as areviewer have Ibeen so nagged, badgered,
pestered, henpecked and begged to write areview. Not
even by Antony Michaelson of Musical Fidelity.
Given that Absolute Sounds represents adozen
brands, Ihad to wonder: why-oh-why was Ibeing
hectored into covering this speaker? Maybe there was
an incentive: Was Sonus faber going to give aFerrari to

the distributor who sold the most? Or aweekend with
Monica Bellucci? A case of Guado al Tasso with each
sale? Iwas baffled beyond my usual state of confusion.
Further investigation was required, but all Icould
wrestle out of Ricardo Franassovici was that he had ' 110
percent faith in the product' as one of the greatest to
come down the pike in his long career as apurveyor
of costly audio equipment. Ihad only seen him come
even remotely this close to such obsessive, incessant
behaviour with the original Koetsu Urushi, the Beveridge
speaker and the Audio Research CD3. Usually, he's
suitably blasé.
Why this preamble? Because - and it kills me to
admit it having avoided the review for months - he's
absolutely right.

FILE
Three-way
floorstanding
loudspeaker
Made by: Sonus
faber
Supplied by:
Absolute Sounds

NOT JUST ANOTHER SONUS FABER
Of late, Ihad played with the Memento, and the teensy
Cremona Auditor Elipsa waits in the wings. Iwasn't quite

Telephone:
020 8971 3909

Sonus faber'd out, but abreak was needed. But once I

Web: www.
sonusfaber.com

manhandled the 225 x430 x 1090mm ( wdh), 73kg per
pair beauties into place, Icould have kicked myself.
Using Yter cable - which Ibelieve is used inside
the M - Ihooked up the speakers in turn to the
McIntosh MC2102/C2200 and Quad 99 CDP II/II-eighty
combinations. Iused the Nagra CDP and Chord Red
Reference CD players as sources. Severe toe- in was
adhered to as per Sonus faber tradition.
Familiarity doesn't always breed contempt: it was

ABOVE: Behind the single-wired speaker terminals is a
'non- resonant' three-way crossover using second-order
filters, with crossover frequencies at 400Hz and 2.3kHz
review pair had been run in, because nothing changed
over amonth's use. They were both controlled and
relaxed as required, fast and sharp thanks to the 25mm
ultra-dynamic ring radiator driver that features in the
company's top models. And if it's mass you require, this
system moves enough air - thanks to the 150mm mid
driver and two 180mm aluminium/magnesium alloy
cone drivers - to trouble one's fillings.
Roy Wood, now having access to the Move's master
tapes, has been involved with the band's reissue
program, their brilliance reminding all of us how
damaging the rock press can be when it allows hipness
to overrule quality. The Move's majestic pop and rock,
from cabalet to ' 50s retro to heavy metal, always

could resist these. But the sound is what will sell them,

'McIntosh and Quad amps drove
the Cremona Ms to realistic
levels, regardless of material'

because the Cremona M is instantly inviting, with an
immediacy that reaffirms the opening of this paragraph.
Familiarity is the overriding characteristic. There is no

sound was aspecialty. What better litmus test could

like renewing old friendships, the string grilles, leather
baffles, lute- shaped enclosures and better-than- mostfine-furniture finish making me wonder how anyone

learning curve with the Cremona M. I'm guessing the
DIAL M FOR MODIFICATIONS
Although Sonus faber produces three ranges
-Domus, Cremona and Homage - physical
resemblance isn't the sole genetic link. ' M' appended
to the Cremona means ' modification', the mods
being trickle- down technology from the Elipsa, itself
aby-product of the Stradivari. New drivers, crossover
revisions, wiring changes, aesthetic fettling - as with
the changes from Guarneri Homage to Memento,
Sonus faber doesn't merely alter amodel's name
and one or two details. Better still, as it has proven
again and again, the changes are always for the
better. In this case, we have one of the best dynamic
floorstanders on earth under £ 10,000. Way under.

exhibitec both intelligence and craft, while layering the
there be than an epic like ' Don't Make My Baby Blue'?
Or ' Cherry Blossom Clinic'?
e

RARE COHESION

With all that studio jiggery-pokery and multi tracking,
one could assume that sheer artifice would undermine
the listening experience. Which is afair comment if you
prefer, say, Segovia over Queen. But the Cremona Ms,
because they simply treat the signal with equanimity,
presented this disarmingly complex material with a
cohesion I've rarely heard before.
The mass harmonies, which would become Wood's
trademark with his solo releases, approach the best
of religious recordings, with the clarity and detail
complemented by awholeness that made me think of
finely woven cloth. If aCorneliani suit ever turned into a
rock album... C->
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SONUS FABER
Other period studio works also took on anew sheen and

CREMONA M SPEAKER / £ 5394

RESULTS

greater presence - the Four Seasons' Walk Like A Man'
had such thunderous mass that the musical pun ( drum
and bass masquerading as thudding footsteps) revealed

This ring tweeter has
an annular doped

Upper port provides
reflex loading for the
midrange driver but
has ahigh- Q 700Hz

itself as no AM radio ever could. One powerhouse track
followed another in marathon sessions: acluster of

fibre diaphragm
around acone- shaped
central phase plug

resonance in its output

recent lools Holland CDs that demonstrated the M's
finesse with both piano and big band, early Man with

that suppresses
cancellations. Response
reaches out to over
40kHz from its 2.3kHz

wailing guitar breaks, abunch of ( Moby) Grape, some
Foo Fighters and Kings of Leon.

crossover frequency

It was abundantly clear that forceful music was not
achallenge. Both the McIntosh and Quad amplifiers

The 150mm midrange
driver has awood fibre
cone with randomised

were able to drive the Cremona Ms to realistic levels

fibre distribution,
doped to damp breakup
resonances, and low-

regardless of the material, and the lower registers,
whether derived from strings, keyboards or drums, were

distortion motor and

solid, palpable and controlled in the most convincing
and realistic manner you could desire.

suspension. Unusually,
it's reflex loaded

Still, Ican imagine some listeners preferring tighter,
more overly damped bottom octaves, in which case

Twin 180mm bass

Iwould suggest driving the Cremona Ms with highpowered solid-state amps to effect achange. The
speaker is so good, from top to bottom, that it would

drivers operate
in parallel up to

Lower port provides
reflex loading for the
twin bass drivers, and is
tuned to 39Hz

400Hz in aseparate
compartment of
the enclosure, have
aluminium/magnesium
alloy cones and no
dust cap

be ashame to sacrifice everything from the upper bass
onto the extreme treble for the sake of some dialled- in
constipation down below.
REAL POLISH
As ever, a run of quieter, leaner tracks revealed other
strengths. Ihad adistinct feeling that the Cremona M
would love acoustic guitar... which it did. A stack of old
folkie discs from Karen Dalton and Fred Neil, as well
as selections from the new Bob Dylan box set, fed the
ideal material to the Sonus fabers for demonstrating
the way the speakers preserve the 'woodiness' of the
instruments. At the same time, the closely-mic'd vocals
of the era were free of sibilance. But I've saved the best
for last: the way these speakers create the physical,
spatial properties of amusical event will overshadow
every other virtue. Scale was never an issue, whether
listening to the close harmonies of the Persuasions a
cappella, or the overwhelmingly majestic ' ICan't Believe
You' from the 1Geils Band's Sanctuary album. The
Cremona Ms just never quit.
Finding aspeaker this pretty and this musically
capable is like finding an Italian supercar that does
60mpg. There are no weaknesses. There are no rough
edges. It's practical, too: the speaker comes with
sensible stands and spikes, the terminals are intelligently
designed and there's even abottle of furniture polish
in the box. Sonically? It behaves like aclassic dynamic
speaker, with openness that almost approaches apanel.
Ithink the ' M' really stands for ' Magical'. (I)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Not every Sonus faber to have come my
way has measured well but the Cremona
M put in amostly fine performance in
front of the measurement microphone.
Although we couldn't match the claimed
sensitivity of 91dB, our figure of 89dB still
puts the Cremona M in the above-average
category. A shelved up treble output
above 8kHz contributes to this figure: at
lower frequencies the sensitivity is more
like 87.5dB.
Aiding sensitivity is the speaker's low
impedance, which displays aminimum
modulus of just 2.3ohm at 114Hz. This
low modulus, coupled with significant
phase angle at low frequencies, makes the
Cremona M astern test of its partnering
amplifier, its worst- case EPDR ( equivalent
peak dissipation resistance) being alow
1.2ohm at 86Hz.

The frequency response trend,
measured on the tweeter axis, is
pretty flat up to 2kHz, followed by a
mild presence region dip before the
aforementioned shelving up of the treble.
The frequency response error figures are
low as aconsequence, and the review pair
were well matched. Diffraction- corrected
bass extension is good if not exceptional
at 47Hz (- 6dB ref 200Hz) and the 25mm
ring tweeter has strong output to above
40kHz. Although the cumulative spectral
decay waterfall shows amostly clean.
fast decay in output from the tweeter,
below ? kHz there are some ridges in the
plot perhaps indicating the presence
of breakup modes rri the cone of the
midrange driver. A severe resonance at
700Hz is also present in the output of the
midrange driver's reflex tuning port. KH
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400
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ABOVE LEFT: A flat bass and midrange followed by a ' presence' dip and

Song's faber cognoscenti
rightly adore the Homage
series, but this model from

SOUND

88%

the middle range in the
family offers so much

uptilted treble: ABOVE RIGHT: Cabinet resonances are well controlled but

there are aseries of modes

- 2kHz

possibly originating from the mid driver

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity ( SPL at 1m for 2.83V rm, input)

89dB

bang for the buck that
it beggars the need to

Impedance modulus mini max

2.30hm @ 114Hz

spend more. Gorgeous to
look at, robust and grand

Impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz--20kHz)

-50° @ 7DHz

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

±1.2dB

enough to do justice to
huge works, delicate and

11.1ohm @ 20Hz

28'@ 1.5kPlz

BUILD

80%

ref 200Hz110kHz)

detailed - this deserves to

LFil-iF extension (- 6dB

be my speaker of the year.

THD 100HzilkHzilOkHz
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Tested by Keith Howard

F

or anyone familiar with the first-generation
Power Plants, the most surprising thing about
PS Audio's re-take on the mains regenerator, the
Premier, is how small, light and, yes, inexpensive

it is by comparison. The figures speak for themselves.
Whereas the old P1000 measured 23 x43 x51cm
(hwd) and weighed 39.5kg ( 871b), the Premier is 10 x
43 x42cm - less than half the height - and at 15.9kg
(351b) it is also less than half the weight. And yet the
Premier, in US specification, has arated continuous
output capability of 1.2kVA ( 1.5kVA in UK guise)
whereas the P1000's was only 1kVA.
The reason for this dramatic shedding of bulk and
mass is hinted at by the fact that whereas the P1000
had massive wave- shaped heatsinks on either flank,
the Premier has two much smaller internal heatsinks,
aided by apair of cooling fans that in normal use are
mostly stationary. Yes, the Premier is more efficient
than its predecessors - that's why it is smaller, lighter,
and cheaper. So much cheaper at £ 1799, in fact, that

accessible with ascrewdriver via the underside of the

ABOVE: The

PS Audio has abandoned the smaller variants of the old

case. ( For my listening and testing, Iset the output to
230V.) PS Audio's Paul McGowan tells me that these

regenerated
mains supply is

range in favour of this one model.
THE MAINS EVENT
Bulk, weight and price are not the only things to have
been shed, though. So have some features. Whereas the
P1000 offered arange of MultiWave options - non- sine
waveforms selectable for optimum sound quality - the

deletions were made in response to customers who

offered through

typically found the range of options bewildering.
In addition to providing five three- pin mains outlets,
each of which is isolated from the others to prevent the
coupling of mains interference generated by system

five, individually
isolated three-

components themselves, the Premier also offers CAT5

loop-through
connections

pin sockets.
Additional

on the supplied plastic remote control. The P1000's

and telephone in/out sockets which provide surge
protection. A DC trigger circuit allows the Premier to

front panel control of output voltage and sine output

be switched on and off remotely, using aDC voltage

protection

frequency has also been deleted, although the Premier's
output voltage can be varied via asmall potentiometer

in the range 5-15 volts. A new CleanVVave feature,
accessible via the remote control, adds aseries of

for CAT5 and

Premier offers only one, activated by the MW button

Le4

provide surge-

telephone lines

'It was by no means certain that the
Premier would elicit any improvement
from the Krells. But it did - and how'

MUM"'

MAINS REGENERATION
Unlike previous Power Plants, which generated a
balanced mains supply, the Premier is single-ended.
Essentially it is ahigh-voltage class Bamplifier,
the output of which drives the positive lines of

higher frequencies to the output waveform which
are claimed to degauss ( demagnetise) magnetic
materials in the downstream equipment. It takes just
five seconds to run, the front panel display showing a
countdown while CleanWave completes.
What exercises audio pundits about all mains filters/

its ' mains' outlet sockets. What made the original

conditioners/regenerators is the source impedance

Power Plants inefficient is what makes all class B
amplifiers inefficient ( albeit much more efficient

they present. The Premier's output impedance is

than class A alternatives): waste heat is dissipated

lower than the source impedance of atypical wall

in the output stage.
This arises because, while the output voltage

socket. Nor should the Premier current limit in normal
use. The old Power Point P1000 was rated at apeak

changes, the amplifier's DC rail voltages remain
notionally fixed. Thus large voltages are present
across the output devices at the same time as they

output current of 20A, soft- limited. The Premier has a
specified dynamic power delivery ( 0.5 secs) of 5000VA

High power
capability mains
regenerator

in UK form, equivalent to almost 22A at 325V ( the
peak mains voltage for 230Vrms). In other words, the

Price: £ 1799

plug fuse should blow before the Premier runs out
of current. My measurements confirm the Premier's

Made by: PS
Audio

are delivering significant current, the product of
this voltage and current appearing as heat.
This needless dissipation is significantly reduced
in the Premier - which on some loads is almost
twice as efficient as its predecessors - by arranging
for the supply rails to fluctuate in sympathy with
the output waveform, so that areduced voltage
appears across the output devices. PS Audio claims
to have patented the technology but it's an idea
seen before, notably in Indigo's BASH amplifiers.

specified as less than 0.015ohm, whicil is significantly

unimpeded current delivery, and that the distortion of
the sine output waveform remains low up to 500W, the
maximum power draw tested.

e

FILE

Distributed by:
Signature Audio
Systems
Telephone: 020
8480 3333

THE KRELL CHALLENGE

-o present

AUDIO

the Premier with asevere challenge in its

ability to make an audible difference, Ipartnered it first
with the Krell SACD Standard player [ see HFN Nov '03]
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consultants

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

Sophisticated elegance
-and that goes for the sound too.

o
a GamuT L7
b Opera Linea Classica
cSystem Audio Ranger
d Peak Consult Incognito X
e Spectral 3oSS preamplifier — tooS power amplifier
For further info about any of our products please visit
our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

ACUSTICA APPLICATA eACCUPHASE eAESTHETIX eAUDIO PHYSIC eAYRE ACOUSTICS e BENZ- MICRO eCARDAS

DAVINCI AUDIO L
ABS

ESOTERIC e FUTUREGLASS eGAMUT eGERMAN PHYSIKS e GRAND PRIX AUDIO e HARMONIC RESOLUTION SYSTEMS e L
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MIT CABLES e MONO PULSE

NAGRA e NORDOST e NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE eOPERA e PAGODE e PEAK CONSULT e QUADRASPIRE

SILTECH e SME LIMITED eSPECTRAL AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive
from either

M4/Junction

12 or M3/Junct on 6

with free and easy parking outside
the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

STAX eSYSTEM AUDIO eTHIEL eTRANSFIGURATION eVELODYNE eWHEST AUDIO

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays io:oo to 18:00.

Aldermaston

It is advisable to call us before visiting.

Reading

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration

Berkshire RG7 8JA

and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
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PS AUDIO

POWER PLANT PREMIER /£1799

RESULTS

incoming mains supply
is fitered.. rectified and
smoothec to provide high.
'voltage DC rails for the Class
- 3a-nplilier that outputs the
•
egeserated mains waveform
The

Loi
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I. •
* 101 .II.. le
p• en,
retains"'
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Two
each
carryinternal
apair ofheatsinks
output devices
,."

ABOVE: The front panel display reveals input and output
voltage and distortion, voltage correction and operation
of other features, including acountdown for CleanWave

1"%lie

and are cooled. .f necessary.
by apair of thermostatically controlled farts. These
engage briefly as the Premier
is powered up
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and FBI amplifier [ see HFN 50th Anniversary Issue], lent
Five three-pin oullkt, are provided.
Each briTs afilte-e.d ' IscZone' that
iso'ates any intererence generated
by the attached equ.pment. Crosscoata ilkration from 01E piece of
equipment to' another is thus prevented

by Absolute Sounds for the Siltech Panetheon review
in this issue. This Krell combination sounds great as- is
and Krell products are renowned for having great care
lavished on their power supplies, so it was by no means
certain that the Premier would elicit any improvement.
But it did - and how.
Ibegan by using it to power the SACD Standard
only. With the Premier in circuit the sound was
unquestionably more dynamic, better separated
and cleaner. Comparing sine output to MultiWave, I
preferred the sine option. Playing the SACD layer of
Suppé's lively Light Cavalry Overture (
Mercury Living
Presence 470 638-2) there was alittle more rasp to the
brass, the string sound was crisper and there was more
'air' to the image. Itried the CleanWave process and,
following the few seconds taken to execute the process,
did think there was amarginal further improvement.
NOISES OFF
Furthermore, powering the FBI via the Premier
redoubled the improvements - and not only in the
louder, more dynamic parts of the music. In the quiet
instrumental interplays of 'The Beautiful Galatea', from
the same disc, there was an enhanced sense of intimacy
and insight, and the acoustic space was more clearly
drawn with ' noise off' being more apparent too. The
result really was asignificant, subjective step closer to
the master tape.
Swapping the FBI for apassive pre and Musical

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
To check the Premier's effect on power
supply charging, Imeasured the mains
current waveform with and without
the Premier in circuit. The test subject
was aMusical Fidelity A5cr power amp
driving apair of 4ohm dummy loads with
a lkHz sine wave signal at acontinuous
220W per channel. The averaged current
waveforms are shown below (graph,
bottom left), the blue trace representing
the result from the Premier and the red
trace that from the wall socket.
The Premier gives atextbook result,
with no indication of the recharging
current being limited in any way, whereas
the wall socket waveform has atruncated
peak, principally due to harmon.c
distortion flattening the peaks of the
mains voltage waveform.
The Prenner's display of input and
output voltage was checked against my
own mains voltage meters and proved
to be within 1per cent of them in both
M

musical styles. Guess what: Iwant one.

12UrVA output into areactive load. KH
o

1

.10-

Fidelity A5cr power amplifier - another tough customer
for the Premier to improve because of its ' choke
regulated' power supply - the Premier wrought similar
gains, as it did on arange of different recordings and

cases, which is their own rated accuracy.
Also checked were the Premier's displayed
THD figures for the input and output
waveforms. According to my spectrum
analyser the input distortion read alittle
high while the output figure was alittle
low, but not by much in either case.
Output distortion depends, of course,
on the power being delivered, just as
with any other ampifier. Our HiFi News
Speciticatton table (below) lists distortion
(Total Harmonic Distortion and Total
Harmonic Distortion + Noise) at five
different output powers from 100W to
500W. Mains input distortions of afew
percent were not uncommon.
The second grapn ( below, right) shows
the magnitude spectrum of the output
waveform at 500W with reduced 50Hz
harmonics still extending well into the
midband. All the THD figures are within
PS Audio's quoted maximum of < 0.9% at

F
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HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Smaller, lighter and cheaper
than the old Pl OCO, the Power
Plant Premier - despite being
lighter in features - still

Power Output

THD+ None

100W

039%

0.89%

amplifiers. By decoupling

200W

642%

0.92%

system performance from
mains quality, it guarantees

300W

0.43%

0.93%

400W

0- 44%

0.95%

500W

0.43%

0.95%

All told: a bargain.

3000

Harmonic distortion spectrum from PS Audio's 240V output at 500W

by asignificant margin, the

best sound quality at all times.

2500

more linear waveform delivered by the Premier (
blue); ABOVE RIGHT:

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

source components and

2000

ABOVE LEFT: Distorted mains current waveform ( red) versJ; the significantly

retains the ability to improve,
sound even of much costlier

1500
Frecaency
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PS

LAPOWER

AUDIO

PLANT PREMIER

AC Power Regenerator

Everything you hear and see through your HiFi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality can and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protection products. If you want
to protect the investment in your system, and enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's cnly true AC regenerator that offers the full power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWave, CleanWave, remote
control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power analyzer, AC volt meter, and
outstanding AC isolation. All this for just £ 1,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now available in the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more information.
Digital Link III DAC £ 799

GCHA Headphone Amplifier £ 799

GCPH Phono Stage £ 799

te AWARD
WINNNER

'27

2ICXF

.18.LINDER £1000

"The Crowning Jewel... is
the Digital Link Ill. "

"Brilliant. Loads of power
and detail."

Absolute Sound, March 2007

ImageXperience, March 2007

"The Reference Phono."
"The PS Audio is an outstanding design. It gets more
from LP than anything I've heard to date. "
Christopher Breunig, HiPi News
May 2007 (Score: 20/20)

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
0208 480 3333 • info@signaturesystems.co.uk • www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome.

CARTRIDGE TEST

Poles Apart
plastic body with a metal wrap for its cartridge fixing.

GOLDRING 2300 (
E135)
ORTOFON 2M BLUE (£ 100)

All these cartridces use samaritkm cobalt magnets, with
Permalloy am-nature tubes. Arouind the fixed coils is a

Goldring and Ortofon have new
lines of moving- magnet cartridges.
We put the middle models together...

Super Perrnalloy shield to reduce no se. Stylus profiles
improve as you go up the range, sta -ting with asimple
elliptical an the 2100 and 2203, to

3

2SD cn the top

2500 - a‘,.ariart of the Shibata profile. Our 2300 here
takes aGyger Istylus. The Goldring 2300 weighs 7.6g
and has a -eccmmended tracking force of 1.75g.

Vested by Ancrew Harrison

W

Ortofon

itlh an ongoing revival nvinyl, tie entrylevel turntable scene flourishes w th
interesting and affordable re=orc players,
usually sold complete with an arm

and cartridge. These decks may cone fitted Ain a

is more renowned fpr its movinc-coil

The 2,3010 could positively throb with
energy, augmer_ting alow heartbeat'
designs, but as one of his last project's for the company,

competent cartridge, but there's potential here to lift

Long- serving designer Per VVindield started development

performance by fitting a better pickup.

of the 2M series Defore his retirement three years ago.

Spending £ 100 or more ° ugh -.to introduce.

First to appear! were the 2M Re.d and 2M Bluie, priced at

conspicuously better sound. Given that both Goldring

£60 and £ 10C, and 2007 saw : he arrival of the Bronze

and Ortofon have recently developed wholly new series

and Black versions, at £ 200 and £ 350 respectively. The

of moving- magnet cartridges, we've picked

a'
middle'

entry Red takes an elliptical stylus tip, while the Blue

model from each to see what's available around this

has acomolete.'nude' elliptical profile. Move to the

price. From Goldring we have the 2300 at £ 135, exactly

Bronze model and you get a Made Fine

in the middle of Goldring's new 2000 Series, and from

Line, and the top 2M Black uses a -,-

f-

Ortofon the 2M Blue at £ 100, second in a range of four.

'RINGS ON FIVE FINGERS

Even though moving- coil cartridges

Goldring's new 2000 Series starts a= £ 70 with the base

are usually deemed the beter

2100 model, and follows with the 2200 at £ 85, the

performing of the two breeds of

2300, and then the 2400 and 2500 at £ 116C and £ 185

pickup, the affordable end of the sector is still

respectively. Interestingly, this range overlaps with the

dominated by moving- magnet designs. Generally

extant 1000 Series, which runs from £ 95 up to £ 185

speaking. these are more rcbust in use and less

Or toton 2M Blue
Made by:
Ortofon AIS

Web: www.
ortofon.dk

costly to manufacture. They're also more user-

and made in the UK, the 2000 Series is made n Japan.

friendly - less demanding on phono amp quality

making fiddling with extra nuts unnecessary. The

Moving- magnet
cartridges with
removable styli

Telephone:
01235 511166

for the classic 1042. Unlike the 1000 Series, 'designed
Each of these new designs takes the same basic

FILE
Supplied by:
Henley Designs

MAGNET MOMENTS

rounded body shape and includes threaded mountings,

AUDIO

as they require much less gain, and they
also typically allow the user to
replace the leedle when worn or

2100 and 2200 use threaded brass inserts within their

damaged by simply plugging in a

plastic bodies, while the 2400 and 2500 take all- alloy

new stylus assembly.

Goldring 2300
Made by:
Goldring
Supplied by:
Armour Home
Electronics
Telephone:
01279 501111
www.goldring.
co.uk

bodies. The 2300 tried here uses acombination of a
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How the new 550K Supercharger
from Musical Fidelity
turns most hi-fi systems
into 550w dynamic power houses.

The new 550K Supercharger
is alow gain power amp that is
connected to the system just before
the loudspeakers.
Used in asystem with an amp rated
between 50 and 200 watts, it will
increase its power to 550 watts, and
improve the system almost
beyond recognition.
It dramatically increases dynamic
range and enables the amplifier
already in the system to function
perfectly.
The 550K turns even amodest
integrated amp into astate-of-theart amplification system.
It works with any make of amp, and
it works with valve amps, transistor
amps and hybrids.
Visit musicalfidelity.com to find out
more about the 550K Supercharger,
or contact your audio dealer for an
audition.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

CARTRIDGE TEST

RIGHT: The
Goldring 2300
is the third in

Nude Shibata, as seen on the Jubilee MC. Each 2M
model has achunky sculpted body shape, designed for
reduced resonances through computer simulation. They

aseries of five
MM cartridges
from the English

use neodymium magnets and aluminium cantilevers,
with the better Bronze and Black also receiving silver-

cartridge brand.
The 2300
model uses a

tracking. The Ortofon 2M Blue weighs 7.2g and has a
recommended tracking force of 1.8g.

combination
of plastic body
with ametal
'wrap', used for
screw fixing to
the tonearm
headshell

plated windings and softer suspension for better

Cartridges were tried on aLinn LP12/Funk Vector,
with LVIIB arm, via Trichord Diablo and GSP Era Gold V
phono stages. Curiously, the Ortofon worked fine from
new and cold, while the Goldring had amore obvious
running- in process, taking afew days to settle down.

e

MAGNET MATCH
First up was the Ortofon, and after I'd rewired the 2M
Blue Iheard awell-focused and relatively neutral sound,

tidy and tuneful. Unlike moving- magnets which can
sound alittle ' lumpy' in their frequency response, the
2M Blue was not so obviously contoured in the midbass and treble, sounding instead more focused around
alevel midband. It could find low bass where needed
but didn't draw attention here. From 'The Clap' on Yes'
The Yes Album, the thumping stage noise under Steve
Howe's solo acoustic guitar was less distracting, leading
one's attention more to the acapella guitar. This was
rendered naturally, with agreat sense of life conveyed.
Very high treble wasn't rendered so cleanly though,
seeming to be rolled off mildly to mask fine details
about the acoustic space. The venue's slapback echo

'Given rock or jazz material, the 2M
had avery impressive ability to sound
balanced, not favouring any aspect'
could be heard, but more confined than with agood
moving-coil. On classical, there was aslightly syrupy
feel to mass strings, while solo violin [ Sibelius violin
concerto, Chung, LSO] could sound boxy and lacked
some presence from the instrument's upper partials.
The most surprising aspect of the 2M Blue was the
way it struggled with worn records and/or complex

RIGHT: The
Ortofon 2M
Blue is the
second in anew
range of four

Moving to the Goldring 2300 is astory of chalk
and cheese. Having spent several years living with a
1042 cartridge since the mid-' 90s, Ifound afamiliar
perspective here from the 2300. Most obvious was
the tonal voicing, which gently lifts the mid bass and
high treble to give ascintillating and attention-drawing
replay to tickle the ear. The 2300 could positively
throb with energy, augmenting, for example, the low
heartbeat on Pink Floyd's The Dark Side of the Moon.
Perhaps underdamped in the low bass, Ialso found
it less clear and tuneful in the mid- and upper- bass,
denying some pitch definition on Waters' bass guitar.
CONTRAST AND COLOUR
Cymbals and hi- hats were unnaturally promoted, making
acrisp and exciting sound that also saw added zing
on steel- strung acoustic guitars. Violin strings were
rendered with more air and detail, while the 2300 made
abetter attempt at following demanding vocal layers
on the Lado album. Sometimes its balance could be a
little skewed, drawing forward elements of the mix in
apartisan fashion, but the 2300 also sounded more
dynamic, with more contrast to accompany its colour.
On one side, the Ortofon 2M Blue has more neutral
voicing and impartial rendering of instruments and

vocal harmonies. From Croation folk group Lado,
the sound of keen female harmonies had distracting

voices; the Goldring has the glitzy and sweetened

breakup, leaving the singers sounding ragged and

would make agood upgrade from acirca- E50 moving-

two-dimensional. But given rock or jazz material, the
Blue had avery impressive ability to sound balanced,
not favouring any aspect of the mix strongly, allowing a

magnet. The Ortofon almost gave ataste of agood MC's
evenness, let down only by its poorer tracking, while the

performance to be listened into with ease.

losing out in terms of anatural tonal balance. (.5

voicing, better able to track high treble detail. Either

Goldring went out of its way to sound impressive, only

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Two quite different
cartridges. the Ortofon

GOLDRIND

ORTOFON

will suit aryone after a

SOUND

SOUND

moving- magnet
cartridges from
the Danish

suiting arange of
material as it kept

specialist. Note

the mix balanced,

more natural sound,

its pin out

with excellent scale

connections,

and propo -tion. The
Goldring aids life

which don't
keep the usual

and excitement to

white/blue ( left

records wi:h good
tracking, slowing

channel) and
red/green ( right)
pins grouped
together

65%

63%

BUILD

60>

BUILD

62%

solid if exuberant
bass and crisp treble.
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SUPER SYSTEMS

Ser PhiG0ET
Systel 1
is
hi-finews

I

tdoesn't always happen, but
sometimes you come across
acombination that sounds
strikingly good from the very

first switch-on. Ihadn't planned to
listen seriously to the brand-new,
cold-as- ice Exposure electronics and
Neat speakers until they'd had a
chance to run in, or at least to warm
up. Ihad just unpacked everything,
wired it up all quickly and shoved in
aCD, really only to make sure that
none of the review items had arrived
'dead in the box'.
But as Isat down to get my
breath back after heaving all the
cardboard boxes out of the way, I

realised that the music was playing
Mixing up two enduring brands from the British hi-fi
in avery enjoyable way.
scene, Steve Harris tries some Neat loudspeakers from
Actually, the sound did get even
better later, and after afew days, I
the north of England, with Exposure electronics from the
very south. With extra bi-amping for good measure...
Exposure 3010S CD (£ 1199)

Neat Momentum 3i (£ 1745)
There is more inside this 380mm-high
two-way box than meets the eye. Each
speaker contains asecond 165mm bass unit,
in an isobaric configuration. These dopedpaper cone units are built for Neat along
with the inverted titanium dome tweeter by
an OEM supplier. Ideally, the Momentum 3i
should be used with the dedicated sandfillable stands seen here, priced at £ 195 per
pair. Standard finishes are Cherry, Maple,
Oak and Rosenut while Walnut, Black Ash
and others are available to special order.
Grilles (which attach magnetically) can be
supplied, if required.

Claiming some further refinement of performance
to justify the ' S' suffix, the 3010S marks astep
up from the base model 20105. Twin Burr- Brown
PCM1704 24- bit mono DACs are used instead of
the single PCM1716 which serves in the 2010S.
Vaunted features common to both models are the
large toroidal mains transformer with separate
windings for the CD transport and audio stages,
and use of high-quality double-sided circuit boards
for optimum layout and screening.

-11-elts s ti.114
-1-1,11 1
1.1.111 1 f

Exposure 3010S integrated
amplifier (£999)
Since the launch of the the 50W/channel
2010 amplifier several years ago, Exposure's
'affordable' product line up has expanded and
grown more powerful. The current 20105 is
rated at 75W/channel while the 30105 claims
110W/channel, 8ohm. There are six line inputs,
with the option to fit aphono module ( MM or
MC) for £ 199. There's also aseparate preamp
output. Full remote control is possible, the
same handset also operating the 30105 player.
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the remaining cabinet volume

Musical Fidelity. John Farlowe,
who started the Brighton- based

smaller models, all embracing
the isobaric principle.

behind it, with aport exiting
on the back panel. Tuned to
around 40Hz with alow Q, as

For 2005, Neat introduced

Bob Surgeoner says, this port

building guitar amplifiers and
other pro equipment. Perhaps

think, Iwas hearing what this
equipment could really do. But

range called Ultimatum, the
flagship MF9 followed by three

first, some background.
REET PETITE
Like many another British

an ' entry level' series, the

speaker brand, Neat was

Motive range, using more basic
construction. Then, finally,

originally an offshoot of a
retail shop, in this case run by
Bob Surgeoner. In 1991, he
launched the first Neat speaker,
the little two-way Petite. Later,
asubwoofer called the Gravitas
was developed to partner the
Petite, rather in the manner of
the Wilson WATT/Puppy, and
this was Neat's first application
of the isobaric bass loading.
The floorstanding Vito, now
discontinued, was effectively a
Gravitas and Petite in asingle
box, but by 2001 Neat had
come up with ahigher- priced

acts as a ' controlled leak',
rather than as aconventional

company in 1974, had worked
in rock recording and began by

not surprisingly in view of this

bass reflex.
Made famous, of course,

background, he was avowedly
more concerned with musical

by the Linn lsobarik, the
essential principle has been

impact than with textbook
accuracy. Somewhat like Naim,

used by other makers from
Wilson Benesch to Leema to

Exposure won aloyal cult
following with asound that

Siltech. With the double driver
arrangement, you have twice

differed from the norm, tending
to grab hold of the listener

is visible, but behind this is

the motor power for the same
cone area, giving much better

rather than allowing him to
sit passively like the proverbial

asecond identical unit, also

bass control.

facing forward and mounted
in an internal partition, so

BRIGHTON ROCK

couch potato.
In 1997, Exposure branched
out and built its first CD player,

came the new Momentum
4i floorstander and the
standmount Momentum 3i
reviewed here, both derived
from the Ultimatums and again
using isobaric bass loading.
In this design, only one
6.5in ( 165mm) bass/mid unit

that there is in effect asealed
chamber between the two.
The rear driver is loaded by

Always an amplifier specialist,
Exposure has been around
longer than Arcam, Meridian or

with Chris Bryant ( of OreIle
fame) contributing to the
digital design while Farlowe

AUDIO

FILE

MOMENIWO

Exposure
Electronics Ltd,
The Works,
59 North Street,
Brighton BN41
1DH
01273 423877
www.exposure

Exposure 3010S power amp (£799)

hi-fi.com

Uniform with the 3010S integrated, this power
amplifier is specified to the same 110W/channel
rated output. To create amore powerful bi-amped
system, you simply connect apower amplifier to your
integrated's preamp-out sockets. In fact, the power
amp also offers the option of mono operation, set by
arear- panel switch, with the benefit that the whole
power supply now has to feed only one channel. So to
go astep further, you can add two power amplifiers in
mono mode, instead of one in stereo, to your 3010S
integrated amplifier.

Neat Acoustics
Ltd,
298 Harmire
Enterprise Park,
Barnard Castle,
County Durham
DL12 8XT
01833 631021
www.neat.co.uk
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looked after the analogue side. It
got agood reception, but proved
«

to be something like aswansong as
far as John Farlowe was concerned,

-qr. —

$

because not long after this he
decided to sell the company, in
order to retire overseas.

•

When an initial deal with aUK
company proved abortive, Exposure

•••••••00 -...
.»

was bought by aMalaysian group,

1.111116.1 —seam

66
. .66
•

==--

which provided Far East production
capacity as well as new capital. By

ee-

2000 or so, the traditional Romannumeralled model line had become
the ' Classic Series' and there was a

oo•
•

1111111111111

1

new lower- cost range centred on a
50W integrated amplifier. This, the

'I door when Isuddert y
found myself arrested
ythe realism of the
rum solo coming
from within and for a
moment Icould have
believed that Iwas
hearin )az real drum kit'

2010 series, was soon followed by
more powerful 3010 models.

S-CLASS
Both of these ranges have now
been revised with an Ssuffix, and
for this review we acquired the
complete set of 30105 components
-CD player, integrated amplifier
and power amplifier. According
to chief designer Tony Brady, the
sound quality of the 3010S ' is now
closer to that of Exposure's higherend products.' Moreover, he adds
'the amplifiers are now even more
capable of driving sophisticated
loudspeaker systems, especially
in bi-amping mode', where the
integrated is used to drive the
tweeters while the power amp
drives the woofers.
That is just what we intended to
try, to see whether the addition of
aseparate power amplifier would
really be aworthwhile upgrade.
All the 3010S products come in
plain but well- made, well-finished
all-aluminium casework of standard
440mm width ( although the CD
player is alittle slimmer than the
amps), and are simple and foolproof
in operation thanks to the Exposure
system remote supplied. Exposure

ABOVE LEFT: The
Neat Acoustics
Momentum 3i
is amediumsized two-way
standmount
speaker, utilising
isobaric bass
loading with
the help of an
additional bass
driver mounted
behind the main
driver

on repeat for 24 hours by way of a
burn- in - Iwas ready to listen.

(ai OUTSIDE THE BOX
It is an old audio truism that you can
tell 'now good asystem is by how
good it sounds from outside the
room. Iwasn't consciously thinking
of this, but happened to be just
outside the door when Isuddenly
found myself arrested by the realism
of the drum solo coming from within
and - should Ibe saying this? - for a
moment Icould have believed that I
was hearing areal drum kit.
This was from Jazz At The

hasn't yet succumbed to the blue

ABOVE RIGHT:
From top to

light disease, but has stuck with
traditional red LEDs - now including

bottom - the
Exposure 30105

the obligatory indicators on both
volume and source-select knobs.

CD player, 3010S

7879]. Once I'd sat down to listen,
Ifound myself carried along by

integrated
amplifier and

the Swedish jazz group, and was
particularlly impressed by the

30105 power

attack and timbre of the piano, as
well as the convincing bass and

The CD player display is
unspectacular but readable. It can
be turned off from the remote,

amplifier

and in this mode the display still
helpfully reappears when an
operating key is pressed. Speaker
connection on both integrated and
power amplifier is via flush- mounted
4mm sockets (two pairs on each), as
the usual- but- seldom- used binding
posts are omitted.
With everything hooked up and
warmed up - I'd run the system
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Pawnshop [
Proprius PRSACD

by the feeling of clarity, evenness
and fairly effortless extension in the
bass, which Ithink helped to give
perspective to everything else. This
was certainly true with the lovingly
recreated ' Pink Panther Theme'
on the album Ultimate Mancini
[Concord SACD-1034-6].
Here the system seemed to put
even more space than usual into
this wide-open recording, with
arevealing presentation of the
immaculately played but rather
dryly- recorded bass.
On this cut, the system also
seemed to revel in the wiIflly
widespread recording of Gary
Burton's vibes, which make Lars
Erstrand's Pawnshop aberrations
sound like mono, and the similarly
cinematic presentation of Joey
DeFrancesco's Hammond organ,

Bibb's album Diamond Days [
Telarc

which is captured in almost
anatomical detail.
Idon't think the Neat is actually

CD 83660], the sound was lithe,

the most detailed speaker in the

rhythmically compelling, with atruly
invit .ng quality and the system did
particularly well in bring.ng out the

world, but its presentation of detail
is usually charming and involving.

vivid palette of instrumental colours
along with agreat sense of space.

DOUBLING UP

percussion sounds. Turning to Eric

As Iwent through apile of CDs,
Iwas more and more impressed

To assess the sound in bi-amped
amplifier mode, Ifirst retJrned to
Jennifer Warnes' Famous Blue

over

Isu

orranus

will
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THE BRISTOL SHOW

24th February 2006 10am -5pm every day at the Bristol Marriott City Centre Hotel

GREAT DEALS and special

HI-FI, HOME CINEMA, FLAT SCREENS,
PROJECTORS, CUSTOM INSTALLATION
-IT'S ALL AT BRISTOL
and there are lots more surprises in store'

AIM

offers only available at the
show. WIN 21 superb prizes
in our 21st Birthday Show
Competition!

Here's a sneak peek at some early proauct launches...
B&W - the first public outing for
the Zeppelin, a fantastic new
iPod speaker system.
CYRUS - the official launch of
the CD6SE, CD8SE and CDXtSE
CD players and transport. All
based around Cyrus' new Servo
Evolution (SE) platform.

GETTING TO
THE SHOW

DYNAUDIO - Ceiebrating 30 years with the UK's first
perfo'mance of he Sapphire.

Or from the M4 take
J19 (M32 - Bristol).
Follow signs for City
Centre and RAC signs
to the Show.

MONITOR AUDIO - UK show oebut of the PL100
stand mounf speaker.
PROJECTIONDESIGN - Fist UK showing of the M25 the •A'orlds smallest full HD projector.
VITA AUDIO - look out for the launch of the R4 radio...
it's sure to be another hit!

e

BY CAR: Take the
pain and strain from
parking and use the
Park & Ride from
the University of
West England Just off
junction 1of the M32.
Please be aware that
due 'o redevelopment work in the City
Centre not all car
parks will be available
and we strongly suggest you use the Park
& Ride.

KEF - see the stunning audiophile XQ series.

cioucesrut
CP. FFNMAM

BY TRAIN: Temple
Meads Station is a
short distance from
the Marriott.

DENON - receiving is UK launch... the AVP-Al HD THX Ultra2 High
Definition home cinema pre/processor. Approx twice as large
and heavy as it's humuncous predecessors and sporting more
technology than anything else on the planet ( possibly!)

WILSON BENESCH - UK debut of the Trinity loudspeaker and
the Full Circle turntable stand.

be 171

SOUND
SIeISION

We recommend
that you check our
website for the latest
travel Information
where links to the
relevant sites can be
accessed.

ADMISSION
Adults £ 8.00;
Students
and Senior
Citizens £ 4.00;
Accompanied
children under
16 free

\
8,

Organised by

audio

EXCELLENCE

www.audio-excelle

e.co.uk

audio T
www..Judio-tco.uk

In association with

WHAT HI*FI?
SOUND AND VISION

BRANDS ON SHOW INCLUDE ACCJStiC Arts. Accus -ic Energy, Acoustic Solid, Aesthetix, Apart, Apollo, Arc -am, Atacama Audio. Audio, Audiolab, Audione7, AudioQuest, AV Fcrums. AVI, B&W
Lotid ipeakers, Block Rhodium, Brys-on, Ceratec, Chord Electronics, Oaritas, Clearaudio, Clearight Audio, Cyrus. DaLite, Dali, Denon, Dynaudio, EBTB, Eclipse, Einstein, Exposure, Faoudja, Fatbaby,
Fafboy. Fatman, FIM, Pying Mc.le. Focal, Furik Firm, Funtech, Futureglass, GamuT, Graham Slee,Hadcock,Hacro.,HI-Fi Choice, Hi Fi Plus, HiFi World, HIFI Critic, Hone Cinema Choice, i.US, Icon Distribution,
cn .31-Jnds, 'so tek,,..Ug Racks, JVC, KEE <ubala Sos -ia Cables, Last, Leerna Electro Acoustics. Lehmann, Loewe, Marantz, Meridian Audio Merlin, Michell Ergineering, Mission, Mitsubishi Electric,
M. ACOUStiCS, Monitcr Audio Monster Cable, NAD, Nairn Audio, Neat Acoustics, Nordost Nuforce. Oehlbach, Onkyo, Optoma, Ortofon, Pioneer, Plinius, PMC.Pro-Ject, ProAc, Projectiondesign, Q
AcoLstic3, QED, Quadraspire. Radbrd, REL Acoutics, Roksan, Roth, Ruar<, Sennheiser, Shakti. Shun Mock. Shure, Slm2, Sonoro Audio, Sonos, Soundstyle, Sparta Cables, Spectral, Spendor, Stamford
kidlo, Stands Unique,13 Magazine, Tannoy, Tech-FL -1k International, Teriatec, The Cartridge Mon, The Chord Company, The MultiRoom Company, Tivoli, Totem Acoustic, True Colours Industries,
feont:„ Usher Audio.Uvem. van den Hul. Vincent, Vinyls Best, Vita ALdio, Voix, VPI. What HiFi? Sound 8( Vision, Wilson Benesch and World Designs with more booking weekly...

For the very latest information please visit www.bristolshow.co.uk

Mark Levinson pre- amplifier

Thiel loudspeakers [ NEW]

Grand Prix Audio turntable [ NEW]

-
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Ayre amplifier

SUPER SYSTEMS

Raincoat [
Classic RTHCD 5052]. There was

something like concert- hall volume, there

an obvious feeling of greater power in the
bass, abigger sound, afeeling of greater
solidity and punch, obvious from the

was adefinite sense of strain.

start of ' First We Take Manhattan' on the
opening keyboard sounds and the snaredrum offbeat. Now, it was as if Warnes had
moved alittle closer to the microphone,
declaiming powerfully as much as singing.

Moving to the bi-amped solution helped
alot, and it did now seem possible to
find alevel setting that accommodated
the dynamic range of the recording well
enough. The powerful tympani and lower
strings were now well conveyed, with
agood feeling of woody realism to the

Ihadn't particularly noted before, even
discovering anew meaning in familiar
lyrics. So the bottom line is this. When
you start listening with intent to analyse,
but repeatedly find you are just enjoying
the music, the system must be doing
something right. !,

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Ray Vaughan guitar became gutsier and

double- bass sound.
However, Istill had the niggling feeling

even more substantial.

that there was atrade-off in aspects of

in the admirable Neat

coherence and general ease. Iam afraid
that after all this Beethoven, Ifelt buffeted

speakers, the Exposure

sound was ' all of apiece'.

by it rather than uplifted.
This system was, Ifelt, generally a
great success. The combination managed
to achieve abalance between liveliness

great results on all non-

and smoothness that made for an inviting
sound, while the bass performance was.

forte. The bi-amped

BI-ANIPED BEETHOVEN

Ifelt, outstanding. Adding the separate
power amplifier in bi-amp mode did

the right choice,

improve the sense of scale and dynamics,
but Ithink many users will be very happy

value dynamics,

with the basic system - at least until they

above sweetness,

get the itch to upgrade again.
Time and again Ifound myself listening

ease and a general

What's more, that wonderful snakey Stevie

On the other hand, Ifelt there had
been aloss of delicacy, and aloss of the
basic system's easy coherence, acertain
diminution of its reliable and stable
imaging and its comfortable sense that the

Next Itried my favourite classical- dynamics
torture-track recording, the LSO/Haitink
Beethoven 5 [ LSO Live LSO 0590]. With
the basic CD/integrated combination, the
system put afairly good showing, as there
was asense of space in the hall and the
orchestral climaxes were not too squashed
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HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER
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SOUND

afresh to familiar tracks, enjoying aspects

down. Yet if Itried to listen to the music at

El 20

Revealing some fine qualities

-120

The performance of this player is an intiguing mix
of the digital, defined by the PCM1704 DACs,
and the analogue, defined both by Exposure's
implementation and its ensuing output stage. The
DAC ensures alow 134psec jitter, awide 107.5dB
S/N ratio and afine > 112dB rejection of digital
images. But distortion is higher than Iwould have
expected at 0.0011% ( left channel) at 1kHz/OdBFs.
Not only this, but the trend of increasing distortion
versus decreasing digital level, illustrated by the
graph above (black trace = 1kHz, blue trace =
20kHz), is unusually erratic. Look back through our
CD player reviews of 2007, and you'll see this graph
typically looks like acouple of reasonably linear,
diagonal lines. Other features, including the > 96dB
stereo separation, the mild -0.4dB/20kHz response
and excellent 0.04dB channel balance suggest
Exposure's analogue engineering is pretty solid. PM
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Both Exposure's integrated and power amplifiers
offer afull 2x135W/8ohm and 2x220W/4ohm
with dynamic outputs of 170W, 310W and 530W
into 8, 4 and 2ohm loads. respectively. Both are
protected into lower, 1ohm loads and both have
an impressively low 0.017ohm output impedance.
The integrated amp has ahigh + 41.4dB overall gain
(and aslightly below average 80dB A-wtd SIN ratio)
but this matches the + 24dB gain of the separate
30105 power amplifier if the latter is driven via the
preamp outputs of the former.
While the gain matching is crucial for bi-amping.
the two are not otherwise perfectly in tune, as
the integrated model offers - 0.014% distortion
at 10W/8ohm against - 0.005% from the power
amp. The 3010S power amp also has abetter noise
performance and flatter response (- 5.2d13/100kHz
versus - 12.5dB/100kHz). PM
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Veat Acoustics' claim of 88dB sensitivity for
:he Momentum 3i is somewhat optimistic: we
measured 85.5dB, and that figure includes the 3i's
'ising response above 8kHz. At lower frequencies,
evhere most musical energy lies, the sensitivity is
more like 82dB, so this speaker will need alot of
amplifier power to play loud. On-axis frequency
response is dominated by the sharply rising treble
output and adeep but narrow cancellation notch
at 3.3kHz, which together account for the 3i's
large response errors.
Bass extension is good for aspeaker of this
size whereas treble extension beyond 20kHz is
only modest. A minimum impedance modulus
of 3.6ohm and minimum EPDR ( equivalent peak
dissipation resistance) of 2.0ohm at 470Hz make
the Momentum 3i afairly challenging load for its
partnering amplifier. KH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
135W/220W

Sensitivity (SPL at imi2.83V)

85.5dB

Dynamk Power, 81412ilohm

170W/310W/530W/340W

Impedance modulus (minims)

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.017-0.010ohm

Impedance phase (mm/max)

à61
°7
h
0T1 z 0 .e(Tz
-40°
50°
03.2kHz (à)939Hz

0.018%

Freq. Response (201,4x-1001&14

+0.0dB to -12.5dB

Freq. reap. error (200Hz-20kHx)

t12.6dB

134psec

Input Sensitivity (OdBWillOVV)

24mV/254mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hx)

46Hz

Resolution @ -100c18

±0.5d8

A-wtd SIN ratio (OdBWIl INV)

80.0d8/100.4d8

heble extension (-6dB re. 10IcHz)

26.1kHz I26.8kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>96d8

Distortion (10W, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.004-0.15%

2.01Vrms

Power Output, 8I4ohm (<1% THD)

A-wtd S/N Ratio

107.5dB

Distortion 11(Hz, OdBFs1-31MBEs

0.0011%/0.012%

Distortion 20kHz., OdBPs
Digital Jitter

Maximum output level
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When one man moved from Sweden to the
UK, he also imported his love of music and
high- end audio. Now using dCS, Krell and
Wilson for his principal two- channel music
system, Steve Harris also discovered a
separate home cinema room with good sound
from MartinLogan loudspeakers...

I

t's only natural that lard's luxurious home has a
Nordic look. Born in Finland, lull was brought
up in Sweden and lived there until afew years

ago, when his job brought him with his family to

England. After living in arented Victorian townhouse
for awhile, he and his wife Maria spotted asuperior
new house just being built. Jarri jumped in, and so the
couple were able to get everything finished just the
way they liked it.
That was three years ago. Now, as well as a
dedicated home cinema room, lard has atruly
exceptional music system in the spacious main living
room. It's afar cry from the system he put together
back in his student days.
'My first proper music system was when Iwent

the siren call of American high- end, and MartinLogan
speakers. lard courted asuccession of them.
'What happened was that Ihad agood friend
ABOVE RIGHT:
The main

to university. Iwas also working at apetrol station,
so Imanaged to get some money. Ibought myself a

music system

Swedish system, made by Sonab. It looked very nice,
with ablack finish, very posh, very modern, and Ihad
Carlsson speakers with it. They were always known in

is housed in
acupboard,
styled to

Sweden as real hi-fi speakers, but were relatively cheap.
'And Ihad aDual turntable - Ialways wanted a

match
the room,

Thorens, but never managed to get one. Iwould still

incorporating

like to have one, but Idon't know if Iwould play it!

athree- box
CD/SACD

SWEDISH HIGH -END

player from

'When Igraduated, Istarted to buy different things,

dCS on one
side, and a
Krell FPB300

by exchanging and adding abit more money, and the
quality of the equipment Ihad got better and better.'

amp on the
other

Swedish hi-fi, with aBladelius CD player and amplifier,
and aCopland CD player. Then he was seduced by

Soon Jarri was exploring the upper reaches of

74 I www.hifinews.co.uk
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who had ahi-fi shop where Iwas living, and he had
MartinLogans. Ionce went to his home and listened
to them, and Iwas immediately, you know " Oh God,
what?" Because of the transparency, the soundstage,
that really captured me. And since then I've always liked
this type of speaker, but at the same time I've always
had aproblem with them being hybrids, with the bass
-the ReQuests never worked together, the bass and the
midrange. And the bass was also boomy.
'My first system that Iwould say was really high-end,
was when Ibought my Mark Levinson amplifiers, which
would have been about 12 years ago. Iremember,
because Iself-imported them from the United States.
'And do you know what Idid? Itravelled from the
middle part of Sweden, west of Stockholm, all the way
by car to Amsterdam to pick them up. When Icame to
Amsterdam, they refused to release them! So Ihad to
go back, and aweek later Ihad to do the journey again.

5.5m
THE ROOM
lard's main
double- length
music room has
abare wood
floor, softened
acoustically
by aheavy rug
rl
SoO

in front of the
speakers. To
the right of the
picture is abare
window, which
is due to be
curtained soon.
This should
reduce some
little liveliness'
still apparent in
the room

'Without this system Iwould go nuts at work. I
work under alot of oressure, and it's nice to come
home and corne in here. And the dogs join Irle!'
'The second time Ibrought the family with me and

'I ended up trying the Prodigy, but still it didn't work

ABOVE: All
wiring is
neatly dressed
when viewed
from the
front. Behind

we had ashort holiday in Holland. But the boxes for this
equipment were huge, so we couldn't have that much

out well with the way that the bass was playing. Ihad

the custom

even more difficult circumstances - room difficulties - in

separates

luggage with us!'

Sweden than Ihave here.

cupboard

'I tried all sorts of things. Ibought things that I

is an Isotek

ALL LEVINSON SETUP

put on the ceiling, and Itook them down. Iput a

Titan mains

Inevitably, perhaps, to match his Mark Levinson No 320
preamplifier and No 335 power amplifier, Jarri soon

curtain along the whole wall, then Itook that down.

conditioning

Iput up dampers made of something that looked like

unit and a

replaced his Copland CD player with the excellent Mark

sponge. And finally Ialso bought some kind of tubes,

plethora

Levinson No 390S.
'That was probably really when Ifelt, that: " Jarri,

if Iremember them rightly, from the States. They were

of Nordost

made from some kind of special material used in the

Valhalla cabling

now you've got proper stuff!" But Ithink that the
Copland was agood compact disc player, IwoJIcl still be

aerospace industry, in the rockets that went up to the

prepared to buy one today.'
Despite his enthusiasm for the Logan sound, Jarri was
having problems with room acoustics.

moon. And it was supposed to help, you know, and I
put them behind, moving them all over the room. But I
never got it really sounding good. Ithink that Ihave had
more problems with rooms than with anything else!'

FEBRUARY 2008
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ABOVE: Athreebox digital
front-end from
dCS Limited
includes the
Verdi CD/SACD
transport,
Purcell
upsampler and
Delius DAC

ABOVE RIGHT:
The cinema

Before this though, Jarri's affections had strayed to

didn't have the kind of bass that Iwanted to have.

other speakers. When he tried out the big Focal-

Then finally, Igot to hear the Wilson System 8 in

JMIab Mezzo Utopia, they didn't work too well in
his room either, but the seeds were sown for along

Manchester at the hi-fi show there, and John Roberts
(of Midland Audio Xchange) was playing them. And
they sounded so good!

and happy relationship with the alluring French
brand, most lastingly with the Alto Utopia.
UK TOWNHOUSE
'We'd decided to move over here to the UK, and
when we came, the room we had in our old town
house was not big, but the ceiling was very high. So
from that point of view it was quite good. But then

room includes
MartinLogan

Ihad the Altos, and they didn't really work there.
'So Isold them to my friend back in Sweden.
And then for ashort period, Ihad the JMIab Micro
Utopia. And they were actually very good in that

Vantage as

room, they worked out surprisingly well.

front speakers,
with aFujitsu
50in plasma
screen
BELOW: Wilson
System 8
loudspeaker

'When we moved here, Irealised the Micros
were too small for this room, so Iused them for the
surround system in the other room, and Ibought
the Diva Utopia. But after awhile irealised that,
well, the Divas were nice, and Iliked them, but Istill
missed the Altos.'

'And then, Istill didn't have them playing as well
as they do now. But Iknew they had the potential,

'I got to hear the
System B. And
they sounded
so good!'

'My friend was making ajoke of it: " You sold
the Altos to me, and you sent then, all the way to

and Iknew if Icould just get them tweaked and get
them right, and do something more about the room,
eventually I'll be there.'

Malmo. And now you have bought yourself another
pair of them!" But Iwas happy again, ahappy man.'
More changes soon followed though, leading to
the completely different system Jarri has today.

MARTINLOGAN FOR CINEMA
Meanwhile, of course, there was the cinema room.

'I had brought the Mark Levinson amplifiers
here, but then Isold them to aguy in Birmingham,
advertising in the back of one of the magazines,
and got areasonably good price for them. Ikept
the Mark Levinson CD player for awhile, but that
was when Igot the Jeff Rowland 10 amplifiers.'
The Rowlands were soon replaced by aKrell

Here, Jarri was able to return to his first love,
MartinLogan, with Vantage speakers at the front and
Frescos for the rear and centre. The big Vantage is
well integrated and there is no need for asubwoofer.
He's kept the Denon DVD-Al XV from previous
systems, but an earlier Denon receiver has been
replaced by aKrell Showcase processor and Showcase
amplifier. This made ahuge difference to the sound.

FPB300 amplifier. The Levinson player finally went
when Jarri was able to hear ademonstration,

'Before the MartinLogans, Ihad JMIab Electras at
the front and Chorus rear speakers, and Ihad the

comparing aWadia with the dCS, which walked all

Micro as the centre speaker, laid it down instead of

over the Wadia. ' Ijust realised, these are the ones
Ineed, and Ibought them.'

keeping it upright and Ihad the Electra sub. It all
worked out very well! Before that, in Sweden, we

Finally, there came achange or speakers. Jarri
tried the MartinLogan Summit but was really

had simpler systems, with aLoewe TV. Very nice, but
nothing like what we have now!
'I think it was probably sound, more than picture,

smitten with the Sonus Faber Amati. ' 1loved
the looks of them, Iloved them for many other
reasons, they were great speakers, but they
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'I went to his shop and listened to them there.
Then he was kind enough to bring them here. Ialso
tried the Sophia. And Ilistened to them and compared
them with the System 8, and finally Ijust came to the
conclusion that " These are my speakers!"
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that made me get acinema system, because it
gave me the opportunity to see these DVDs, with

ear.1 nI. the organ of hearing in human beings and animals
The human ear is an incredible device. In terms of frequency, it can hear sounds as low as 20 Hz all
the way up to 20,000 Hz. The ear is sensitive enough that it can detect sounds which are so weak that
the air molecules move less than the diameter of an atom! But yet it is also able to handle much louder
sounds without overloading and saturating ("maxing out") which would cause undesirable distortion.

Why not give it a grand day out then?
The Northern Sound & Vision Show 2008
Now
The Northern Sound & Vision Hi Fi Show is now afirm
date in the UK calendar and firmly established at this
top flight Hotel which amongst other awards won
'Best Business Hotel in the World around the time we
moved there.
With over 40 top class and varied suites plus another
60+ smaller suites, the show has the potential to just
grow and grow.
It's also the only Hotel in the UK with direct
undercover links to Domestic and International
flights, plus Coach and Rail links.
HI- Fl BRANDS ON SHOW INCLUDE ( As at the
10.12.07. See web site for the latest details):
Arcam, Amphion, H- cat, Lavardin. Jorma Design, Marten.
Music First Audio, VPI, Audio Note, Acapella, Alojo, Argento,
Cabosse, CAT, Clear Audio, Gamut, Graham, Halcro, Shatki,
Shun Mook, Transfiguration, B&W, Classe, Chord, Naim, Dali,
dCS, Diverse Vinyl, Electrocompaniet, ErnieIle, Focal JM Lab.

in

its

ninth

year!

Parking has never
been easier!

The Showshop
Returns!

To ensure you can park all day

Back by popular demand! Grab yourself abargain.

at Manchester Airport for just £6!
you need to Pm-book at:

ex-demo stock, end of season and clearance
lines.., all branded products and ahuge variety.

vvww.manchesterairportco.ukinsv
Once again the organisers of the UK's most popular
Sound and Vision Show can offer it's visitors their
own dedicated CARPARK, BUT YOU MUST PREBOOK TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT AND DELAYS.

,
\J6C1-4E2t\J

NMI
sQus«)

MI

The web site will be able to take your reservations
up until midnight on the 25th January 08. After that
point, you can pay on the day for £ 10.

let. 1111 411 Sall
"Hu

Id OMNI.
PM AMMONIUM

Harman, Project, Fatman, Ortofon, Roksan, Van den hul,
Audio, Lehmann, Hi Fi Critic, Hi Fi+, Hi Fi World, Graham Slee,
InVideo, Black Rhodium, PixelFile MS, METAvision UK, Usher
Audio, Acoustic Solid. The Cartridge Man. NuForce, Hadcock,
Marantz. Tonnoy, Opus, True Colours, Totem, Lumagen, Rako,
Sonos, Themescene, Flatline Acoustics, Pronto, Nevo, Bliss
ColorFacts, McIntosh, Meridian, Monitor Audio, Mowgan
Audio, Audiostatic, ATMA-Sphere, Coincident, EMM labs,
Pass Labs, Symposium, Zu, Orpheus, Slim Devices, Thiel, Ayre,
Velodyne, Artison, Moon, Abbey Road, Robson Acoustics.

26 - 27 January 2008

REMEMBER!

Radisson SAS Hotel, Manchester
Sat 10 00 - 500 Sun 10 00 - 4 00

You can also save £3by

Complete and bring with you to pay just £ 7

downloading your privileged

instead of normal £ 10 show entrance fee.

ticket from:
www.chestergroup.org

OmniMon, Sapphire Screens, ART Audio, Ensemble, Podium
Sound, PS Audio, Snell, Stamford Audio, Transcriptors.

0 14:
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Hi Diamond, Kemp Elektronics Monrio, Opera, Pathos
Acoustics. Triangle, Unison Research. Vertex AQ and more...
eiria

Tel: + 44 (0)1829 740 650
Fax: + 44 (0)845 280 0065
W: www.chestergroup.org
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"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI Fl WORLD

W

inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004, 2005 & 2007 awards

‘‘A
"

.1

SOVEREIGN DECK

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREO TIMES

One of the truly special products Lye reviewed in the past 18 years"

Ultimate performance

STEREOPHILE
*****

f
or your system
(‘
(4e4(4(4 2005 World Awards

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sers anew reference."
STEREO TIMES

on

the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

Tonearm Models - from
El 24 - L4,900
Enterprise, Conqueror, Illustrious

O
RIGIN
LIVE

Encounter, Silver, OL1 + upgrades
Rewiring and upgrades for Rega arms

Demonstrably better

I

Full information on web site

ORIGIN LIVE LTD
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: origmlive@originlive.com
www.originlive.com

Audio Destination
Tiverton. Devon
01884 243 584
Brighton Hi-fi
Flimwell. East Sussex
01580 878 101
Divine Audio
Market Harborough. Leicestershire
01858 432999

SO

dproof
Moon Electronics by Sim Audio, manufacturers of high
end audio since 1980.

Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington, Cheshire
01925 828009

Multi award winning CD Players, Integrated Amplifiers,
Pre- amplifiers, Power Amplifiers available only from
specially selected dealers.

Loud & Clear
Bonnington Mill, Edinburgh
0131 555 3963
Loud & Clear
Finnieston Glasgow
0141 221 0221
Mike Manning Audio
Yeovil, Somerset
01935 479 361
Music Matters
Solihull, Birmingham
0121 742 0254
O'Brien Hi-fi
Wimbledon. London
0208 946 0331
Progressive Audio
Rainham. Kent

01634 389004

•
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Velodyne

Art7n9r4

ABBEY ROAD CABLE •

Distributed in the UK by Redline T: 0131 555 3922 E:info@red-line.co.uk
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www.red-line.co.uk
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musicians playing. And I've always been
interested in watching films...
'Something that immediately comes to
mind is when James Bond is diving through
the air, after an aeroplane that is going into
aravine, and he gets into the plane. And the
next picture is the top of amountain, and it's
totally quiet. And all of asudden, the plane

ABOVE: An
Apple TV unit
provides a

comes over that mountain top — vrrr000mmm!
'Just hearing that sound and those effects, you
know, Ithink that's great. That comes with AV.

connection

It's not music, but it is sound. It's that surprising

to music and
video from aPC

feeling, you almost feel like the earth is shaking
beneath you.'

MUSIC FOR THE SOUL
Even so, it is the big music system that really
soothes larri's soul. ' Without this, Iwould go nuts at
work. Iwould! This is the space which allows me to
cope with hard work. Iwork under alot of pressure,
and it's nice to come home and come in here. And
the dogs join me!'
'Everybody talks about tweaking your speakers
by moving the position. With the Altos, after a
while, Istopped trying to tweak them, because I
couldn't hear that much of adifference. But with
these speakers Ican hear the difference.

`Because you know, Ilike cars as well. And apart of
the process of actually buying anew car, is what Ifind
to be nice. It shouldn't happen too quickly, because
Ilike to think, should Ihave that extra or not, what
colour, the seats, all of that stuff. It's part of the

UPSAMPLED SMOOTHNESS
'It's agreat hobby. It's so rewarding. Ihave some
CDs where Ilike the music, but the qual;ty of the
recording is lousy, you know. But this dCS equipment
is also good because you can upsample to 24- bits,
and old discs can sound better all of asudden, it really
smoothes them out.
'And finally, what Ithink also is interesting
here: ' would like to believe that am armost
like aconductor, because Iam building my own

'And to me, it's like this: I'm not really that
unhappy if it doesn't sound as good as it could!
Because that makes it possible for me to continue
tweaking. Because that's my hobby!'
And did the Wilson Audio loudspeakers respond
to some tweaking?
'Yes, they respond. Ihad those speakers
previously on those black heavy blocks. Because
they worked with the Altos, so Ithought, they must
work on these. But they didn't!
`That was also afun experience. Ihad my whole

Frescos are

family bending to lift them on and off! They are so
heavy, you can't do it on your own.

used for the
centre and rear

'You know, Itook time to buy these speakers, I
listened to the Amati, Ilistened to Sophia, Ilistened

channels of the

to different speakers. It's apart of the process, it's a

home cinema

part of what is fun about it.
'And then, when you notice that some speakers
can sound so different, then all of your records...

room

DVD player with aKrell Showcase processor and power
amplifier, joined by aSky HD satellite box

whole experience, isn't it?'

'Just hearing that
sound and those
effects, Ithink
that's great. That
comes with AV.
It's not music, but
it is sound'

BELOW:
MartinLogan

ABOVE: Powering the cinema room is aDenon DVD-Al XV

because you know, I've got about 1500
records here, and Istarted to
listen to almost all of them
again, because it was anew
experience! So this is the hobby,
this is what makes us anoraks!

soundstage, by deliberately choosing the pieces of
equipment, and how Icombine them and even the
cables, and how Ido it. So Isense somehow that I
can exercise my love and interest in music by actually
making something of my own.
'I played piano when Iwas young. Iregret that I
stopped. Idon't have the time today, because of my
work, to pick it up again. But this compensates the
loss of my piano!'
And, although Jun is contemplating aBlu-ray
player for the cinema room, it looks as if the music
system will stay as it is, except for some experiments
with room treatment.
'My next project will probably be that Iwill sell
this house, and when Iretire, Iwill build anew house.
Iwill buy aplot somewhere, both Maria and Ilike
design, so we will design it ourselves. And we will
build one separate room for the hi-fi system, and
another separate room for cinema. And then Iwill see
to it that it will not be the room that hinders me from
getting the best out of my system.'
`That's my vision. If it doesn't happen, I'm not really
complaining. But you should always nave avision,
and if it doesn't happen, at least you will have tried to
fulfil it! At least you had avision. What would life be
without that?' (),
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the audio room
hi-fi specialist

Arcam, Ayre, Bowers and Wilkins inc 800 series, Classe, Cyrus, Densen, Dynavector, lsotek, Linn,
Mark Levinson, Meridian, Naim, Nordost, Proac, Rega, Rotel, Stax and others.

36 months interest free credit available on selected items - mail order available on selected items
three demonstration suites available - free parking

the audio room, 2george street, hedon, hull, east yorkshire, hul2 8jh
01482 891375 - www.theaudioroom.co.uk

Selected .? x-dem and second hand equipment
Audio Research VS55 Valve amp..£1.700.00
Boston Mico 90x, 90c and VRS spkrs..£299.00
B&W DM603 S3 ( Calvados) Sprks..£299.00
Copland CTA 305 Pre amp. 11,350.00
Copland CTA 306 5Ch Power ampli . 495.00

visit our web site for full second hand listing

A

desicoustic

Acoustic Arts
moved to aresidential

Creek OBH12 Remote pre- amp. 149.00

demonstration facility.

Densen B400+ CD player.£950.00

Now you can park,

Harman Kardon AVR7300 AV reciever..£1,275.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 706s Spkrs..£180.00
Focal , M Labs Chorus 714s Spkrs..£349.00
Focal 3M Labs Profile 918 Spkrs..£1499.00
KEF KHT9000 Centre spkr + Stand £450.00
Krell KAV400ilIntg amp..£1,875.00
Krell KSL Pre amp. £ 595.00
Krell KRC Pre amp..P0A
Project Tubebox Valve phono stage. £225.00
Primare P30 Cinema processor. £499.00
Primare V10 DVDPlayer..£99.00
Prima Luma Prologue 2Ingt valve..£898.00
Rotel RA01 Intg amp..£185.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Spkrs..£3.250.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor Spkrs + stands.11,750.00
Transparent Ultra Balanced 20' cable. £ 999.00
Transparent Super Bi Cable 10' Spkr cable..£950.00
Theta David CD Transport f999,00
Theta Voyager CD/DVD/LD Transport..£1,900.00
Theta Fro Prime 2Balanced DAC..£599.00
Theta TLC Jitter buster. 199.00

relax and enjoy
Independent audio consultants

ii

sonus faber cremona m

wilson audio system 8

your demostration.

martin logan summit

large selection of ex-demo stands available,

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM

full listing on request

t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach clearaudio . copland . denon . densen . focal jm-labs . grado. harman kardon . hutter . kef. koetsu . krell
martin logan michell ortofon qed quadraspire . rotel sonus faber theta transparent audio velodyne . wilson audio
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Violin Concertos

Lisa Batiashvili, Finnish RSO/Sakari Oramo;
Sony Classical 886971 29362

Lisa Batiashvili couples alive
performance of the concerto that
launched her career in 1995 and
apremiere recording of Magnus

'Moonlight', 'Waldstein' and ' Les Adieux'

itself something of ahomage to

together, with as profound areading
of Beethoven's late sonata Op.110

coloured and epic continuous piece
-only the huge swell before the
cadenza seems too contrived. But
it's wholly approachable, Sibelius
through the prism of Berg and
later composers as it were.
Batiashvili's Sibelius, as personal
as Anne-Sophie Mutter's, ranks
highly in acrowded field. CB
sibbUS
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MAHLER/SHOSTAKOVICH

Symphony 4 ' Romantic'

Symphony 10 (Adagio); Symphony 14

Lucerne Festival Orch/Claudio Abbado;
from wwwlucernefestivaLch

Yulia Korpacheva, Fedor Kuznetsov, Kremerata Baltica/
Gidon Kremer; ECM 476 6177

Recorded live at Suntory Hall Tokyo in

Kremer's group eschews conventional
repertoire and on this disc the Mahlerian

2006, this is another example of the
extraordinary orchestra founded by
Abbado six years ago, and largely drawn
from the Mahler CO, where everyone
plays as if in avast chamber ensemble.
You can hear it in the way Bruckner's
phrases pass from one instrumental

Nelson Freire; Decca 475 8155

Lindberg's new and gripping work,
Sibelius. Modestly scored for a
classical orchestra it is arichly

BRUCKNER

BEETHOVEN

Piano Sonatas Opp.27:2, 53, 81a, 110

principle of expanding Schubert
and Beethoven string quartets for
performance is inverted in astrings
arrangement from his incomplete
Tenth Symphony. A logical disc- pairing,
Shostakovich's penultimate symphony

as you will find anywhere. This is no
less musically significant than Freire's
Gramophone Award-winning Brahms
Concertos on Decca. The pianist explores
these pieces as if newly discovered,
finding dark implications in the opening
of the ' Moonlight', for example. If only
the sound were better - the cloudy
acoustic blurs fast passages and accents
above forte ring uncomfortably. CB
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VIVALDI

Double Concertos etc

Akademie fur Alte Musik Berlin; Harmonia Mundi HMC 901975

Vivaldi performance has come along
way since the recording days of IMusici,
and no-one could listen to these four
concertos ( RV265, 522, 531 and 535)
and two concerto grossi ( RV156, 574)
thinking all his music sounded the same.
The vigour and precision of the playing
by this Berlin period- instruments group
perfectly complement the vitality of the
writing - largely for strings, but with two

section to another. At the core of this
performance is ahaunting Winterreise-

was dedicated to Britten and is in the
form of asong-cycle on themes of

like Andante, though the problems of the

death, scored for strings and percussion

oboes in RV535 and RV574, which also
boasts bassoon and two horns. A lively

finale aren't quite nullified here. CB

(without tympani). Intense but spare! CB

acoustic adds zing to the tuttis. CB
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PATIO

"the unorthodox approach"

Cinema-X

Digit

Smart integrated amplifier,
for both 2-channel and
5-channel use
110/450 Watts.

Front-loading CD Player.
Elegant simplicity with
reined sound.

Endorphin

Logos

A CD Player like no other,
made for pure listening
pleasure.

Integrated amplifier
2x110 watts.

InPol 2

Classic-One MkIII

Integrated amplifier
50-watts, with
Pathos' patented
InPol circuitry.

Integrated amplifier
2x70-watts.

Therougnbred

Audio

Products

Home of the finest hi-fi
telephone : 01753 652 669

I e-mail : info@ukd.co.uk

I web site : www.ukd.co.uk

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Jazz
DAVE BRUBECK
Indian Summer
re/arc CD 83670

He can't really go on forever, but
this delightful solo piano set, cut in
March 2007, will make you think he
might. Comprising 16 tracks in all,
Brubeck kicks off with atune for his
wife Iola, areminder of their days
as separated sweethearts in World
War II. And yet ' You'll Never Know'
that this was recorded by aman
of 86. Selections like ' Memories
of You' to ' September Song'
are really songs of regret, but
Brubeck never descends to mere
nostalgia or weighs us down
with melancholy. Musically, this
really is an ' Indian Summer' for
the patriarch of jazz piano, and
long may it last. SH
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MARIA RITA

TIM GARLAND
Due North

lazzaction JA11

Tim Garland has agift for cooking up jazz
that is accessible but still wholesome.
Moving north as composer- in- residence
at Newcastle University, he gathered top
players from the region in a 13-piece
version of his London- based Underground
Orchestra. Hannah Jones, most successful
on the opener We Got A Future Together,
spices up three tracks with her big
voice and astyle that echoes the great
soul divas. Elsewhere, the funk/fusion
ingredients become stodgy, but there is
variety and great playing to enjoy. SH
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BILLY TAYLOR & GERRY MULLIGAN

The Private Collection

Samba Meu

Live at MCG

Nairn nanncd108 (2CDs)

Warner WEA Music 256498109

MCC Jazz MCC11025

Recorded at his 50th birthday party in
1987, now reissued to mark his 70th,
the first half of this two-disc set captures

Despite amusical heritage ( mother,
celebrated vocalist Elis Regina: father,
pianist Caesar Camargo Mariano), Brazil's

On the MCGlazz label, Taylor's regular
bassist and drummer give quietly

the bassist with Ernie Watts (tenor),
Alan Broadbent ( piano) and Billy Higgins
(drums), live with an admirable feeling

new samba queen Maria Rita won the
crown on her own merit. This third album

excellent support for the nimble,
graceful and good-humoured interplay
between piano and baritone sax.
Romping intelligently through abunch

of ' being there'. The last track, though,

follows two hits on the home market and
her conquest of the Montreux and North

belongs sonically with the second disc,

Sea jazz festivals. From tongue-twisting

of standards ( and Mulligan's own ' Line
For Lyons'), they trade phrases, quotes

a 1988 concert recording in alarge hall
(with Paul Motian on drums). Naim's

baby talk (' Cria') to the tenderness of

and half- quotes, then indulge in aBach/

longing (` Pra Declarar Minha Saudade'),

baroque- style chase through the chords

original 1994 CDs are long out of print,

she always sounds relaxed and melodic.

of 'All The Things You Are'. Mellow,

and this material richly deserves reissue.
It will also be available on vinyl. SH

If you wish pop could still be acoustic,

steeped in tradition yet still with avital
spark of discovery. SH

musical, and jazz-tinged, try this. SH
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Plhe all- new

M-senes

fromROKSAN

High performance hi-fi separates
that will make your heart sing

r
to,

illimilleeek

.AmmiMPFIR.Ifflie

......

To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates
from Roksan, and where you can buy them
visit: vvwvv.henleydesigns.co.uk

E
N
LE

www.henleydesigns.co.uk
ROKSAN

CENTRES

OF

EXCELLENCE

Audio Merchants, Glasgow • Audio Republic Ltd., Headingley, Leeds • HG Rapkin, Northampton • Hi Fi Sound, Darlington • Home Media, Maidstone
Kronos Hi Fi, Dungannon • Merlin Music, Melrose • Music Unlimited, Leverton, Boston • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Yeovil
Sevenoalcs Sound & Vision, Southgate • Sevenoalcs Sound & Vision, Holborn • Technosound Systems Ltd., Dunstable
Unilet Sound & Vision, New Malden • Videotech, Huddersfield • Zouch Audio, Asby-De-La-Zouch

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Rock
Album I.
OF "Emontn

ROBERT PLANT AND ALISON KRAUSS
Raising Sand
Rounder, Decca 475 9382

It's hard to fault this on any technical
level. Plant reveals awinning way
with slightly funky, vaguely swampy
roots pop, and Krauss's country rock
credentials are peerless. Pull in
T Bone Burnett as producer, rope in a
fabulous session crew, give Plant and
Krauss aclutch of good ol' tunes to
warble, and heavenly sounds will
ensue. Unfortunately, despite a
handful of superb interpretations,

cS an

there are several dull stretches
and exactly what inspired them
to reinterpret the ' 60s comedy
rocker Fortune Teller as deep
soul is amystery that makes
The Da Vinci Code look like
The Daily Star crossword. JB
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MARAH
Angels Of Destruction
Munich Records MRCD 287

I've harboured afondness for this
waywardly rockin' Philadelphia sextet for
several years now. They're inconsistent
but, when good, as on this particularly
edgy outing, they're fabulous - arguably
the planet's finest old-fangled ballsy
rockers. Religion is amajor theme, but
brothers David and Serge Bielanko deliver
it via oblique, near- psychedelic lyrics
like, ' Igot zapped by some sort of Moses
hand shooting lightning from asausage
thumb'. Think of the rockier side of Big
Star but amped up well into the red. /8
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TINA DICO

PALLADIUM

BONZO DOG DOD DAN BAND

The Way It's Not

Pour L'Amour des Chiens

Count To Ten

Virgin CDV 3038

Storming Music SMC 2601

Finest Gramophone FINEST 12 CD

The huge buzz around this London- based
session player quartet suggests that a)
their PR department is brilliant and b)

Few words send ashiver of terror down

She's still best known in the UK as the
stunning singer on such Zero 7tracks

my spine as readily as ' comeback' and
few musical genres are harder to do well
than comedy rock. So, on hearing that

as 'The Space Between' and ' Home' but,

the Bonzos were back with their first

aGrammy winner for her songwriting

new album in 35 years, Iadded abottle
of Kwells to my shopping list. Happily, I

prowess. This, her secord solo album,
shows why. Working with atight but

debut album, recorded in LA with Kooks'

didn't need them. This is far and away
the most consistently funny album

unfussy country-rockin' band, the
attention is all on her voice, her tunes

producer Tony Hoffer, has alot to prove.
For me, Peter Pepper's mannered vocals

they've ever made and, with guest slots
from Stephen Fry, Ade Edmondson and

and her words. Soaring hook-filled ballads
like ' Open Wide' are her forté but she

and Rostas Fez's catalogue of nicked
Steely Dan licks simply don't cut it/8

Phill Jupitus, Neil Infles' madcap musical
brilliance is immaculately interpreted. 113

also delivers some finger- picking angst
and even acouple of lighter moments. 113
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they're going to be gigantic. The worry
is that all their media acclaim is based
on two alarmingly contrived singles that
sound like all the worst bits of 10cc and
The Buggies mixed together, so this
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back in her native Denmark, Ms Dico is
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Time to pick up a bargain. With savings of at least 25% off the original RRP, these end-of- line* hi-fi and
home cinema separates, speakers and accessories are outstanding value. But hurry, stocks are limited.
BRISTOL

. 7.1 2;77

Arcam DiVA AVR280 AV Receiver £1,199.00
Arcam DNA VR350 AV Receiver £1,549.00
Arcam DNA DV137 DVD Player £4,949.00
13&W AS2 Sub Woofer
£349.00
KEF i02C Centre Speaker
£149.00
KEF iQ8DS Surround Speakers £399.00
Linn Classik Alusik CD System £999.00
Linn Ninka Speakers
£1,275.00
Linn Sizmik 10.25 Speaker £1,259.00
Linn Trikan Centre Speaker £569.00
Monitor Audio GR20 Speakers £1,499.03
Sim2 C3X ' Bright' DLP Projector £9,999.00
Yamaha DSPAX761E AV Amplifier £499.00
Yamaha DSPAX861SE AV Amplifier £699.00
Yamaha DVDS1700 DVD Player £399.00
Yamaha RXV2700 AV Receiver £1,299.00
Yamaha TX761 DAB Tuner
£399.00

EALING
AVI Labs Series Amplifier £969.00
Fujitsu P42XHA58 Plasma Display £ 1,229.00
Harman Kardon AVR347 AV Receiver £485.00
Harman Kardon AVR630 AV Receiver £389.00
Hannan Kardon DVD37 DVD Player £ 159.00
Musical Fidelity KW291S Amplifier £3,575.00
Primare 121 Amplifier
£485.00
Roksan M Series Amplifier £485.00
Yamaha RXV759 AV Receiver £355.00

EXETER
M&K K5 Surround Speakers £75.00
M&K KX12 Sub Woofer
£409.00
Maranta CD50010SE CD Player £ 185.00
Maranta PM40010SE Amplifier £ 185.00
Meridian 051 Receiver £ 1,299.00
Nairn Anivas Speakers
£875.00
Nade AV2 AV Surround Processor £ 1,899.00
Nairn NAP175Amplifier £ 1,049.00
Primare CDI10 CD Player
£899.00
REL R-305 Suo Woofer
£599.00
REL Stampede Sub Woofer
£405.00
Sim 2Domino 035 (DLP) Projector £2,249.00
Sunfire 012 Sub Woofer
£585.00
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player £749.03

GLASGOW 0141 33',
Arcam DNA A80 Amplifier £409.00
Arcam DNA AV700P AV Processor £939.00
Arcam DNA P1000 Power Amplifier £1,099.00
Audica CS-T1 Speakers
£339.00
Audica CS- C1 Centre Speaker £89.00
Audica CS- S1 Satellite Speakers £109.00
Audica Sil Speaker Stands
£
79.00
B&W DM600 (S3) Speakers £149.00
B&W DM601 (S3) Speakers £185.00
Bob Carnier WBBC D8 Sub Woofer £419.00
Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver £649.00
Denon AVR4306 AV Receiver £969.00
Denon S101 DVD System
£579.00
Denon AVCA11XVA AV Amplifier £1,799.00
KEF KT 100 DVD System
£649.00
KEF KIT 100 Stands
£95.03
Maranta SA11S1 SACD Player £1,299.03
Maranta PM11-S1 Amplifier £1,599.03
Monitor Audio i
Deck iPod Dock £109.00
Monitor Audio GS20 Speakers £ 1,125.00
Musical Fidelity X- Ray V8 CD Player £499.00
Musical Fidelity XT100 Amplifier £579.00
Primare DVD26 DVD Player
£649.00
Primare SPA21 Amplifier
£ 1,299.00
Quad 99CDS CD Player
£419.00
Quad 99P Power Amplifier £349.00
REL Stampede Sub Woofer
£355.00
REL Strata 5Sub Woofer
£499.00
REL Storrn 5Sub Woofer
£649.00
Wharfedale SW150 Sub Woofer £ 159.00
Yamaha RXV459 AV Receiver £259.00
Yamaha DVD5559 DVD Player £79.00
Yamaha DSPAX759SE AV Amplifier £349.00
Yamaha YSTSW1500 Sub Woofer £449.00

KINGSTON 170 F35-1 7 27 17
Arcam AVP700 AV Processor £939.00
Arcam P1000 Power Amplifier £ 1,099.00
Audiolab 8000CD CD Player £389.00

www.ssav.com

Audiolab 8000P Power Amplifier
£259.00
Audiolab 80000 Pre Amplifier £389.00
Audiolab 800aS Amplifier £31900
Cyrus 8Power Amplif ier
£44900
Cyrus Smart Power Plus Power Amplifier £449C0
Denon AVR2807 AV Receiver
Denon DF 102 CD System
£25900
Denon DVD1930 DVD Player £159.00
KEF KHT3005 AV Speaker Package £649.00
Loewe Concept L32 LCD TV
£77900
Loewe Individual 32 Selection LCD TV .... £ 1,299.00
Loewe Xelos 826 LCD TV
M&K Xenon AV Speaker Package £1,559.00
Maranta SR4001 AV Receiver £245.00
Maranta SR7001 AV Receiver £57903
Primare CDI10 CD Player
£1339£0
REL R-205 Sub Woofer
£389.00
REL R-505 Sub Woofer
£649330
Roksan Kandy KA 1Amplifier £419,00
Roksan Kandy KC- 1Pre Amplifier £419.00
Teac CR H255 CD System
£179.00
Teac Reference 300 CD System £339.00

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540
Arcam FMJ CD36 CD Player
£1,085.00
AVI Pro 9+ Speakers
£675.00
Cyrus CD8x CD Player
£649.00
Denon AVR1907 AV Receiver
£259.00
Denon AVR2807 AV Receiver
£519.00
Denon DVD3930 DVD Playa
£715_00
KEF KHT3C05 AV Speaker Package
£649_00
KEF io5 Speakers
£259.00
Maranta DV9600 DVD Player £83993
Maranta SR7001 Universal Remote Control£649.00
Nevo SL Universal Remote Control £485.00
Project RPM5 Tumtable
£295.00
0 Acoustics 1010 Speakers £59110
Cl Acoustics 1030 Speakers £145.80
Yamaha CDRHD1500 CD / HDD Recorder £389.00
Yamaha RXN600D AV / DAB Receiver £449.00

LEEDS
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Alphason SS20 Speaker Stands £25.00
Arcam Solo Movie 5.1 DVD System £1,799.00
Artcoustic 65/50 Surround Speakers £649.00
Artcoustic Mini Diablo Surround Speakers £449.00
Atacama Equinox AV Rack Shelf £24590
Atacama Equinox Hi Fi silver base/Shelf
Atacama Nexus 10 Speaker Stands

£2135.00
£55.00

Atacama Nexus 5Speaker Stands
us.ce
Atacama Nexus 6Speaker Stands £45.00
Audica CS- C1 Surround Speakers £105.00
Audica CS- Sub 10 Sub Woofer £195.00
Audica CS-T1 Speakers
£389.03
B&W AS2 Sub Woofer
959.00
£
B&W ASW703 Sub Woofer
£749.00
B&W M1 Speaker Stands
£95.00
B&W VM1 Stands
£75.00
Bose 131 Speakers
£17503
Bose 151 Outdoor Speakers £ 175.03
Bose 161 Speakers
£149.00
Bose 321 Classic DVD System £749.00
Bose Acoustimass 10 AV Spkr package £599.00
Bose Acoustimass 15 AV Spkr package £785.00
Bose AR1 Wireless Audio Receiver £109.00
Bose Companion 3Desktop Speakers £149.00
Bose Floor Stands
£95.00
Bose Lifestyle 28 / Ill DVD System £1,499.03
Bose Lifestyle 38 / Ill DVD System £2,099.00
Bose Lifestyle 48 / Ill DVD System £2,625.03
Bose Room Mate Speaker System £259.03
Bose Room Mate Speaker System £209.00
Bose SA2 Amplifier
£179.00
Bose SA3 Amplifier
£225.00
Bose Sound Dock i
Pod Speaker Dock £175.00
Bose Speaker Stands
£109.03
Cyrus CD8s CD Player
£799.00
Cyrus Link Server HDD Music Server £2,625.00
Cyrus Pm VS2 Pm Amplifier £449.00
Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver £749.00
Esicent Fireball HDD Recorder £699.00
KEF i01 Speakers
£169.00
KEF i05 Speakers
£299.00
KEF i06c Centre Speaker
£225.00
KEF i07 Speakers
£449.00
KEF KHT2035 AV Speaker Package £349.00
Kuban KFS400 Equipment Cabinet £405.00
Maranta DV6001 DVD Player
£
219.03

Maranta DV9600 DVD Player £799.00
Maranta PM4001 Amplifier £ 115.00
Maranta SR7001 AV Receiver £749.00
Maranta SR8C01 AV Receiver £899.00
Monitor Audio Bronze In- Ceiling Speaker £69.00
Monitor Audio Gold In- Ceiling Speakers £ 185.00
Monitor Audio Gold In- Wall Speakers £225.00
Monitor Audio Radius 270 Speakers £375.00
Musical Fidelity X-LPS V3 Phono Stage £199.00
Optimum AV2COSL AV Rack
£259.00
Pioneer DVR530H DVD/HDD Recorder £299.00
0 Acoustic 1000 Sub Woofer
£75.00
Q Acoustics 1000 Centre Speaker £ 149.00
Cluadraspire 04 AV Rack Shelf £255.00
Samsung LE23R86WDX LCD TV
£325.00
Soundstyle ST100 Glass Equipment Rack £249.00
Soundstyle 57105 Glass Equipment Rack £275.00
Soundstyle WG3AV Equipment Rack £285.00
Speaker Craft CRS8/II In- Ceiling Spks £ 149.00
Stands Unique Sound Tower
£285.00
Toshiba HDXE1 HD DVD Player £485.03
Yamaha DSPAX761 AV Amplifier £299.00
Yamaha RXV461 AV Receiver £249.00
Yamaha TX761 DAB Tuner
£249.00
Yamaha YSP1100 Sound Projector £599.00
Yamaha YSP9C0 Sound Projector £399.00

Loewe Xelos A37 LCD TV
£ 1,349.00
M&K LCR750 / II Surround Speakers £389.00
M&K Surround 55 Surround Speakers £519.00
M&K VX860 Sub Woofer
£649.00
Musical Fidelity 85 Amplifier £999.00
Project Debut III Turntable £ 119.00
Quad Lite AV Speaker Package £599.00
Yamaha DVDS1700 DVD Player
f.299.00
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player £749.00

PETERBOROUGH 01733 89769

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567

CyrJs CD8x CD Player
£749.00
Fujitsu P42XHA58 Plasma Display £1,275.00
Harman Kardon AVR745 AV Receiver £1,275.00
KEF it:A6c Centre Speaker
£195.00
KEF iO8ds Dipole Surround Speakers £259.00
Meridian GO6 CD Player
£1,269.00
Meridian GOB CD Player
£1,685.00
Meridian G98DH DVD Audio Transport £2,175.00
Pioneer VSXLX50 AV Amplifier £559.00
PMC FB1+ Speakers
£1,269.00
PMC OBI Speakers
£855.00
PMC OB1 Speakers
£2,019.00
PMC T82+M Centre Speaker £339.00
0 Acoustics 1000C Centre Speaker £75.00
0 Acoustics 1000S Sub Woofer £ 149.00
0 Acoustics 1020 Speakers £95.00
0 Acoustics 1030 Speakers £169.00

Arcam DNA AVR300 AV Receiver £999.00
Arcam DNA DT81 DAB Tuner
£485.00

Yamaha RXV1700 AV Receiver
Yamaha RXV2700 AV Receiver

Arcam FMJ AV8 AV Amplifier £2,359.00
Arcam FMJ C30 Pm Amplifier £1,119.00
Arcam FMJ CD33 CD Player £ 1,009.00
Arcam FMJ P1 Power Amplifier £899.00
Arcam FMJ P35 Power Amplifier £689.00
Harman Kardon AVR630 AV Receiver £669.00
Harman Kardon AVR7300 AV Receiver.... £ 1,269.00
Monitor Audio Silver FX Surround Spkr £259.00
Onkyo DVS555 DVD Player
£269.00
Onkyo TXDS989 Tuner
£1,869.00
Pure DRX701ES DAB Tuner
£ 119.00
Vienna Acoustics Shoneburg Speakers £969.00
Yamaha DVSL100 IND Player £69.00

NORWICH
Arcam DiVA DV78 DVD Player £429.00
Arcam DNA 761 Tuner
£ 175.03
Arcam Solo Movie 5.1 DVD System £ 1,499.00
Atacama Nexus 5Speaker Stands £49.00
Atacama SL400 Speaker Stands £65.00
Audica CS Centre Speaker
£99.00
Audica CS Tower
£389.00
Audica CS- S1 Surround Speaker £ 129.00
Audica CS- Sub 10 Sub Woofer £ 195.00
Audica MPS1 MP3 Speaker System £ 185.03
Audiolab 8000M Monobloc Amplifier £259.00
Denon AVR1907 AV Receiver £249.00
KEF 6000 Ace Surround Speakers £ 399.00
KEF i01 Speakers
£149.00
Lexicon CX7 AV Power Amplifier £2,275.00
Lexicon MC8 AV Processor £3,749.00
Lexicon RT10 DVD Player
£1,775.00
Primare A30.2 Power Amplifier... £899.00
Primare Pre 30 Pm Amplifier £899.00
Rotel RC-03 Pre Amplifier £ 199.00
Sound Org Z1 Speaker Stands £59.00
Spectral PL61 Plasma Stand
£289.00
Spendor C5e Centre Speaker £419.00
Spendor Sf3e Speakers
£1,359.00
Van Den Hul The First Interconnect Cable... £129.00
Yamaha MCX1000 MusicCAST Client £1,349.00
Yamaha RXN600D AV/DAB Receiver £449.00
Yamaha YSP1000 Sound Projector £585.00

NOTTINGHAM . 1115 911 2121
Apollo Concerto LCD-3AV Stand
£185.00
Apollo Soprano AV Stand
£289.00
Apollo Soprano Hi- Fr Stand
£169.00
Harman Kardon AVR145 AV Receiver £335.00
Harman Kardon AVR245 AV Receiver £449.00
Harman Kardon Digital Lounge HS200 £635.00
KEF KHT2005.2 AV Speaker Package £449.03
KEF KIT100 DVD System
£649.00
Loewe Individual 40 Selection DR+
£1,949.00
Loewe Spheros 32 DR+ LCD TV
£2,249.00
Loewe Viewvision DR+ LCD TV
£395.03

£449.00
£649.00

STAINES 01784 460777
Apollo Mezzo Soprano Hi Fi Stand £375.00
Arcam Alto Speakers
£285.00
Audinni AU106 AV Cabinet £409.00
Blok 403 Hi Fi Stand
£245.00
Blok 600 AV Stand
£335.00
Denon DV2930 DVD Player
£419.00
Monitor Audio GSLCR Surround Speaker £319.00
Monitor Audio GS60 Speakers £1,299.00
Monitor Audio Radius In- Ceiling Speaker.... £49.00
Monitor Audio Radius R90 Speakers
Monitor Audio RSW12 Sub Woofer £419.00
Monitor Audio Silver In Ceiling Speaker £95.00
Project Xpression 2Turntable £ 185.00
Quadral Argentum 02 Wireless Speakers £419.00
Quadraspire QAV AV Stand
£359.00
Soundstyle WG3 Hi- F1 Stand
£149.00
Spectral PL60-BG Hi Fi Stand
£299.00
Yamaha RXV1700 AV Receiver £649.00
Yamaha RXV2700 AV Receiver £844.00

SOUTHAMPTON '
123 8033 7770
Arcam DNA DV135 DVD Player £669.00
DEW CMC Centre Speaker £259.00
DEW PV1 Sub Woofer
£709.03
DEW XT4 Speakers
£1,299.00
Cyrus 6Power Amplifier £329.00
Denon AVR3808 AV Receiver £969.00
KEF Model 11 Surround Speakers £699.00
Maranta CD50310SE CD Player £179.00
Maranta PM40310SE Amplifier £179.00
Maranta PM7001 Amplifier £259.00
Maranta SA7001 CD Player
£299.00
Maranta SR4001 AV Receiver £249.00
Maranta SR6001 AV Receiver £499.03
Maranta ST15 Si DAB Tuner
£519.00
Maranta VP11 Si DLP Projector
£6,499.00
Pioneer BDPLX70 Btu- Ray Player £649.03
Pioneer DVRLX70 DVD Recorder 7
£49.00
0 Acoustics 1000 Sub Woofer £129.00
Samsung PS63P76FDX Plasma £3,499.00
Teac Ref 300/III CD/DAB System £399.00
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player
Yamaha RXV1700 AV Receiver

YEOVIL

£649.00
£499.00

700078

Cyrus CD6S CD Player
£485.00
Cyrus CD8X CD Player
£749.00
Cyrus CDXT CD Transport £519.00
Musical Fidelity AS Amplifier £975.00
Pioneer VSX1017AV AV Receiver £409.00
Yamaha MCX2000 MusicCAST Server .... £ 1,169.00
Yamaha MCXA10 MusicCAST Client £389.00
Yamaha RXN600D AV Receiver £389.00
Yamaha RXV2700 AV Receiver £649.00

'Some items are ex- display but all are sold with full warranty. These products are only available from the stores listed and are subject to availability - please confirm before travelling.
All prices were correct at tune of going to press. End of- line and clearance offers are not available in conjunction with any other offer or promotion. Advert valid until 16/02/2068. E&OE.

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Audiophile
Album
-. non

MARC COHN

r

OF

Marc Cohn

Mobile Fidelity () DC° 767 Gold CD

Everyone's heard Cohn's piano-driven
exquisite ' Walking in Memphis',
covered by at least 25 artists - from
Cher's smash hit to arecent lounge
version by Paul Anka. And you'll be
pleased to know that it's typical
of Cohn's stunning 1991 debut,
captured here in all its intimate
glory. In terms of genre, Cohn
added adiscernible level of
sophistication to the generally
country-flavoured, hippiesque
singer-songwriter blueprint of
early James Taylor. You can
see this set melting the heart
of anyone who adores adult
rockers from Boz Scaggs to
Stevie Winwood. KK
\1

RECORDING

U

JOHN FAHEY

The Yellow Princess
Pure Pleasure/Vanguard V51379293 180g vinyl LP

Not just afeast for wannabe acoustic
guitar wizards - this is an LP to share
shelf space with Leo Kottke and Richard
Thompson albums - it's aprime example
of US roots music as well as ashowcase
for Fahey's influential style. The Yellow
Princess veers from nautical to political
to spiritual and it's typically ' Vanguard',
in the way that jazz albums can be
'Blue Notey'. Archivists will cherish
appearances from no less than members
of Spirit/Jo M Gunne/Firefall, with an
erstwhile Byrd for good measure. KK

mamma
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FIVE AMERICANS

NATALIE MERCHANT

RECORDING

MOBY GRAPE

Early Americans

Tiger Lily

'69

5undazed/BeatRocker BR143 180g vinyl LP

Mobile Fidelity MF5L 2-45008 45rpm 180g vinyl double LP
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 771 gold CD

Sundazed LP5228 180g vinyl LP

One of those 'worthy' albums that you
can imagine Hillary Clinton listening to,

for the entire Moby Grape saga: this
back-to- basics follow-up to the excess

Tiger Lily signalled Merchant's departure

of Wow/Grape Jam equals the best
proto-country-rock albums of the same

A US band from the 1960s that had ahit
or two and then vanished into the annals
of collector lore, the Five Americans
embody all that the subculture provided.
If you've seen Tom Hanks' film, That Thing
You Do, you'll understand what British
Invasion- inspired bands of the era went
through: this set of pre-'Western Union'
material shows atougher outfit than
their biggest hit implies. Electric- organ

from the folk- rocky 10,000 Maniacs,
into something slightly more adult
-certainly more country-ish. That is due
to Merchant's voice occasionally dipping
into Emmylou Harris/Tammy Wynette

'Ain't That A Shame' could be the motto

year. Nearly on apar with the concurrent
efforts of the Byrds and Gram Parsons,
it also illustrates why some critics even
considered the Grape to be as valuable

territory. Equally, astrong rock groove

aWest Coast asset as the Buffalo

keeps it from sounding too ' Nashville'.

Springfield. For some, it may be too

driven garage band rock, with an ironic
footnote: no less than The Searchers

Similar to the mood of Marc Cohn's

laidback in places, and the loss of Skip

would cover ' Western Union'. KK

debut above - just less grown-up. KK

Spence didn't help, but it's aclassic. KK

I
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KEN KESSLER

o

o
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No need to sacrifice sound for style
With convenience, cost and size now mantras among the non-audiophile public, it's time to
champion companies bringing products to market that embrace these considerations without
compromising quality of sound. Ken Kessler reckons he's found one such product in the form
of acute speaker from Italy. The next challenge is to persuade non-audiophiles to buy it...

[Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

luxuraud ,

Blow me down with afeather: it took
n(011brU

systems. The miniColibry, while certainly
costing more than the market median
'£29 per pair', manages to deliver decent
enough sound from aminuscule and

sound systems, Ipay scant
attention to mini-systems of
any sort. The only portables I

stylish enclosure, with nary apiece of
injection- moulded plastic in sight.
Let's deal with the size/convenience
issue first: If you stood apair of these

use are for recording interviews - period.

MP3 player, computer or other sources
doesn't appeal.
Nothing political,
nothing precious, nothing
pompous: Isimply don't,
in the same way that I
don't play golf or watch
reality TV or eat wild boar.
It's merely achoice, like
reading on aplane instead
of watching the in-flight
movie with the thrum
of the engines in the
background... even with

read in computer magazines that aquality
subwoofer-plus-satellite system selling
for £ 499 is ' expensive'. This is pretty rich
when you consider what Apple addicts are

'If you stood
these behind
an LS3/5A,
you woulc.n't
know they
were there'

prepared to pay for amonthly
fee for their iPhones - not far
off £ 400 per year on top of
Another example
aggravating my reflux: Iam
currently helping a
non-audiopnile friend to
choose astate-of-the-art
system. Money isn't an issue,
and he loves music with

noise- cancelling headphones.

LIP-SERVICE

every single speaker on the
planet that can't go in-wall: no

coming from these self-same influences,
manufacturers with no interest whatsoever
in sound quality despite their lip- service.
So Ifeel that we ( by that Imean activist
audiophiles, employed in the industry or
not) are obliged to champion products

boxes, no panels, nothing
free-standing, away from the
wall. He'll end up with swill.
But back to the non-quitters.
Among the sound-makfflg ( Iwon't
deign to call them 'audio') crap
marketed for computers and MP3
players are countless injection-

such as Meridian's F80 table-top system.
Krell's KID iPod Dock. or B&W's Zeppelin

moulded atrocities that tick all
three boxes: 1) small 2) cheap

-products from companies doing their
best to polish the proverbial turds.

3) easy to install. So, is it possible for
acompany with hi-ti in its blood to

Convenience, cost and size are all

behind an LS3 / 5A, you wouldn't know
they were there. Each cylinder measures
only 60mm diameter by 150mm tall. The
sample pair is finished in gloss white, with
solid timber discs forming the base, baffle
and top plate. The active ingredients?
A full- range 30mm mid/bass driver,
described as ' acrossover- less two-way.'

the cost of the phone.

apassion. Yet his
interior decorator has rejected

Unfortunately, changes currently
affecting proper hi-fi As We Know It' are

atweaky, freaky Italian cable company HiDiamond through its luxuraudio division
-to come up with something that just
might insinuate its way into mainstream

-\A/- edded as Iam to full-scale

Transportable audio just doesn't matter
to me because, aside from whatever car
system is in play, music via phone, iPod.

prepared to spend. What about those too
tight to realise this is the 21st century?

FAST RELIEF
Specs? 103dB maximum SPLs at 1m,
medium sensitivity of 86dB/1W and a
frequency response of around 120-20kHz.
Bass? Very little: this speaker begs atiny,
hidden subwoofer. But Istuck ' em on the
ends of my desk, driven by the
Marantz PM-4. The sound was
taut, fast and open, with great
imaging thanks to the upward
firing, omnidirectional driver.
They're seriously pretty. They
sound better than any iPoddock-with-speakers I've heard, and
at € 450 per pair they won't break
most banks. True, they need to
be hooked up to an amp - NAD,
FatMan, et al - but my goodness,
they're arelief from the ordure
that's out there. So tell me: what
does it take to get acomputer
geek to spend more than £ 29 on
apair of speakers? (5

that matter now to non- audiophiles,

offer something that's small,
cheap-ish and simple to set up?

who outnumber us 100,000-1. Recent

Krell's KID shows what

LEFT AND TOP: For more
information on the miniColibry

evidence: Iam still deeply saddened to

can be done for people

speaker visit www.hidiamond.it
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BARRY FOX

ION THOIVIF'SON

Keeping up
with the
standards
Fox on the trail

Apple may well be revolutionising the way consumers
access music and movies, but it's the providers of this
content who hold all the cards. Could Apple's trailblazing
approach ultimately cost it dear, wonders Jon Thompson

[Jon Thompson
Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company The Hat Factory.
He brings you the inside
view on AV

T

entertainment. Look closely and it's
evident everyone is moving into this
area. Apple has its Apple TV, which

videos on your PC.
Each company involved wants its
portal to rule the roost but the problem
is that content is king and few of these
companies own content. In fact, only
Apple has links to acontent provider,

content. Yet the revolution lies

and that is Disney.

in its interface and the way we interact
with it. In many ways this is as much of

APPLE VERSUS FOX

arevolution as when Apple released the
Macintosh computer back in 1984. This

is very clever. He owns Sky and the Fox
network in the US and, of course, 20th
Century Fox — one of the

also changed the way
users interacted with a
technological device,
thanks to its desktop and
intuitive user interface.
Apple was copied
by many — does anyone
remember Commodore's
GEM system — yet only
Microsoft's Windows is still
around today. And while it
may be on more PCs than
the Apple OS, many say
Microsoft is continuing to

Ah, but what about Sky? Mr Murdoch

'The big battle
for online
users will
be between
the Fox
Corporation
and Apple'

six studios that basically
runs the movie business.
He also owns The Sun and
The Times newspapers and
so is able to reach readers
across the widest socio economical spectrum and
direct them towards the
Sky network. This leaves

befuddle the consumer. Like this...
Super Audio CD is asingle-sided

hybrid with aRed Book CD layer and a
DVD-like layer which holds DSD betterthan-CD stereo or surround. So it plays
either on aCD player or SACD player. A
DVD-Audio disc has MLP lossless audio and
Iossy Dolby Digital on one side, but no
CD playback. Dual Disc is a ' flipper' with
CD on one side and DVD on the other.
Copyright royalty issues made the original
idea of offering audio and video versions
of aconcert far too expensive. The DVD
side can hold DVD-Audio, so Panasonic et
a/ saw Dual Disc as aneat way for DVDAudio to challenge the hybrid SACD.
But along came Sony, with heavy

battle for online users

investment in SACD. So Sony-BMG's G,

will be between the Fox
Corporation and Apple.

Sony, of course, could
come out to play, but so far its activities

ONLINE UTOPIA

in this market appear to be limited
mainly to the Far East.
Once, Rank used to own everything

waiting for. Called VDSL, this technology
promises broadband speeds in excess of
100Mbis and with it autopia of personal

F

1 ormats come and formats
go. They go faster when they

me thinking that the big

play catch up.

Still, high-speed data is the thing we are all

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

streams content from its iTunes store
to your TV via your PC while BT has BT
Vision, which offers Freeview TV and

he ¡ Phone is about to change
the way we access multi- media
not in what the device does, but

Formats that continue to
confuse, agreat- sounding
Blu-ray release let down by
cable-TV-type sets, and aBruce
Springsteen Blu disc to which
The Boss has added grain.
Barry Fox shakes his head...

in the consumer entertainment area
in the UK, from movie production to
motorway service stations to the Hard
Rock Cafe. Where did it all go wrong?
The fact is that Rank failed to
respond to changes in the market.

Acomplete chgital TV package
with no annual contract

Empires grow then die, and we will see
this with Apple. Indeed, it has spent
time in the wilderness before, when it
nearly went bust in the 1990s. Could its
clever interfaces and the fact that these
are bringing increasing numbers of

ABOVE: Unlike Apple, BT offers access to

consumers to the net for content prove

ABOVE: Sony's PS3 reads the SACD layer of

online content that it doesn't own

to be its Achilles' heel? (!)

ahybrid but then downgrades the sound
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ANDREW HARRISON

30Mb/s.
The pictures
are soft, grainy N„
and dingy, despite

N

the fact that overlaid
titles and credits are sharp
and clear, and the surround
audio is fine.
The video was shot in HD with
nine cameras, but the video quality

DVD-Audio
oes r'.
the DVD-A format still
hanging on, Andrew Harrison
looks toward playback on aPC

[Andrew
Harrison]

'is as the artist wanted,' Adam Sosinsky,
vice president of new technology at
Sony BMG Music Entertainment, has

Andrew Harrison joined
Hi Fi News in 1998. Now
deputy editor, he loves
cil audio from iPods
2nd computer audio to
2nalogue and vinyl

now explained. Springsteen wanted
granularity added to give the product
amore analogue feel, Sosinsky told a
colleague of mine at arecent ' Blu-ray
Festival' in Hollywood.
'That's Springsteen,' Sosinsky said,
adding that The Boss won't pass an
audio- only CD recording until he has
played it on aCD
Dual Discs had CD stereo

'Degrading
an HDTV
master means
everyone
wonders why
there is all this
fuss about blue
lasers'

on one side and Dolby
Digital surround on the
()tier. As most DVDAudio discs were being
'sold' on their ability to
play sounds round the
room, regardless of soLnd
cpality, it did not mater
whether the DVD side of
aDual Disc was MLP or
Dolby Digital.
By any measure the
format flopped anyway,
along with the audiophile

SACD and DVD-Audio.
Sony-BMG recently announced that
Barry Manilow's Greatest Songs of the

boombox to hear how
listeners will hear it.

y

ou

don't see many column inches
devoted to DVD-Audio these days.
Nor SACD for that matter, but the

DVD-A issue was raised when I
was sent anew album this month that had
been mastered for DVD-A. And my efforts

BOOMBOX
CHECKING
Springsteen is not alone
in boombox checking.
Studio engineers have
for many years played
master audio tapes
through small speakers,
to make sure the music
sounds acceptable over
the radio or on radio

or budget and in- car
systems. But the music still sounds better
through agood hi-fi. Degrading an HDTV

Seventies would be on aDual Disc with a
v.deo of ' Barry reflectirg'. But the DD is

master video recording means that noone sees HD, and everyone wonders why
there is all this fuss about blue lasers.

only in the higher- priced Deiuxe version.
The PR company hired to promote the

Is it perhaps possible that Springsteen
has had enough of new formats and is

release had to admit 'the promo copies

making apoint? c5

to play this disc as intended uncovered
one of the issues that have contributed to
its low acceptance. Be warned: this may
involve the use of aC word.
Porcupine Tree's Fear Of A Blank
Planet DVD-A has the complete album
in DTS 5.1 anc LPCM in the DVD-video
section of the disc - playable on aregular
DVD player - and additionally in MLP'd
24/48 stereo and 5.1 within the DVD-A
section. Since losing my sc -een and AV
system in aburgulary last year, Ihaven't
been able to use DVDs through what you
may call aconventional home cinema
system. Instead. Iplay films and music
DVDs from an Apple MacBook Pro laptop,
using its Toslink output with external DIA
conversion into the music system.

ON THE MENU

we were given were not Dual Disc'.

Unfortunately, and despite what its

GRAIN ON THE PARADE

promoters told Ls when it finally limped
onto the scene two years behind schedule

Philips and Sony have gone very quiet

in 2001, you do need ascreen to be able

on SACD. in fact. !_ inn is one of the few

to navigate DVD-A discs. Now with the
MacBook comes the ability to dual- boot
into Microsoft Windows, and it was to

companies promoting SACD music. Sony's
PS3 reads the SACD layer of ahybrid but
then downgrades the sound. Panasonic's
DMP-BD10 Blu-ray player had DVD-Audio
playback, but the new DMP-BD30 doesn't.

Windows Iturned to seek away to play
DVD-A - with ascreen to navigate the
format's user- hostile menus - believing
that in the six years since its inception.

Sony BMG has been releasing music
videos on Blu-ray. ATony Bennett disc
has adance routine with John Legend,
which looks so good that Sony has been

—

using it for Blu-ray demos. The Legends of
Jazz Blu disc is acollection of good jazz
performances in HD, but with bare set

1

—/ BLAST

r)—
( F¡

production values tnat are on apar with a
community cable TV channel.
The Blu-ray version ot Bruce Springsteen
Live in Dublin is of Standard Definition
DVD or VHS quality, even though it is

ABOVE: ' Springsteen degrades HD in
search of analogue feel' shocker

coded with MPEG-4/AVC-Ft.264 at 25 to

TOP: Jazz Legends - shame about the sets
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ABOVE: One solution for DVD-A playback,
the Creative XFi card for alaptop

Precision engineering
A passion for the music

Ortofon Cartridges
at last you will
find all the music
in your vinyl

To find out more about the full range of

Jaen
iccuracy in sound

ENLE

hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and
where you can buy them visit:
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

www.henteydesigns.co.uk

You don't know what you're

missing

—until you try avan den Hul
cable in your hi-fi system
en Hul a
prov
o your music that will cleJ
accurately and as completely
as possible
To find out more about the full range of
interconnects, a/v. I-DMI and speaker cables
from van den Hul, and where you can buy
them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

wee
INLEal

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

BARRY WILLIS

Market speculation

even with
its low-key
presence,
enterprising

.f home is where the hi-fi is, then the uncertainty Americans
are experiencing in the housing market is bound to have
repercussions for the electronics industry. Barry Willis sees
consumers switching to mid- market goods as stores slash prices

companies would be
offering software players
to enable aDVD-A album
to be heard from aPC.
My search dredged up some
interesting, if sad, realisations.

[Barry Willis

There seems to have been only three

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

PC software players made for DVD-A,
and then only for the Windows platform.
InterVideo WinDVD no longer supports
DVD-A; Creative XFi requires you to use
the company's own soundcard hardware
for authentication, leaving CyberLink
PowerDVD Deluxe as astandalone
software product. Ihope to try at least
one of these soon and will report on
how well they work.
There was ahint of change two
years ago when, in July 2005, away to
bypass the CPPM encryption scheme
used in DVD-A was devised. This had
the potential, like deCSS for DVD-V, to
make the format alot more universal, as
it would free up where and how to play
the music that one had collected. Those
efforts went almost unnoticed though,
after lawyers threatened the site hosting
the newly- developed software tools.
And so was lost an opportunity for
DVD-A to be promoted more widely.

SEARCH CONTINUES...
So, back to using the C word to
illustrate the point, we have to accept
the inexorable movement toward

B

ythe time this column sees
daylight, the winter holiday will

be mere memory. So will the
Consumer Electronics Show, the
world's largest annual exposition. And here
in the States, we'll be well on our way to
electing anew president, one who may
have achance of undoing
some of the damage done
by the outgoing one.
Between here and
there lies territory only
partly knowable. Despite
continuing low federal
interest rates, the US
economy is suffering
from aslump brought
on by troubles in the real
estate market, the result
of avolatile combination
of overly aggressive

driver, the repercussions have hammered
businesses at every level, from major
institutional investment funds to local
handymen. The custom installation
industry has been hit hard. Dependent in
every way on athriving real estate market,
members of the Custom Electronics
Design and Installation Association ( CEDIA)
have seen business drop off as new home
construction has stalled.

HIGH -END DOWN
Only two years ago, homes sold briskly.
They now remain on the market for many
months, with sellers slashing their asking
prices and making other concessions to
ink adeal. One result: attendance at the

'Electronics
giant Best Buy
was offering
a42in 720p
plasma TV for
$900 and aSony
Viao computer
for 400'

2007 CEDIA Expo, held
in September in Denver,
was off at least 50% ( my
estimate) compared
to the previous year.
A custom installer and
electrical contractor
based in San Diego
recently told me that his
business is off 60%.
One might reasonably
presume asimilar effect
on the electronics
industry in general

Convergence. Maybe we don't all
need cameras and music players on
our mobile phones, but there is a

salespeople too closely allied with
generous tenders, and heedlessly eager

and the A/V sector in particular, but
early reports from ' Black Friday' indicate

definite trend for linking hi-fi systems
to computers, typically to allow alarge
archive of recorded music to be played

buyers whose faith in their ability to earn
more money outran the clock on their
adjustable rate mortgages.

that retailers did well, due in part to

with good fidelity over an established
music setup. Thankfully, in the case of

major sport ard aprimary economic

In the US, where real estate is both

massive advertising and deep discounts.
Electronics giant Best Buy, with more
than 6000 stores in North America,
was offering a42in 720p plasma TV for

the new Porcupine Tree album, disc
mastering engineer Neil Wilkes has had
the foresight to include unsullied stereo
24- bit audio within the DVD-V section,
so DVD-A compatibility is not essential
to hear the album in high-grade stereo.
My search continues for the best
solution to use DVD-A on aPC. (b

ABOVE: Cyberlink PowerDVD for DVD-A?
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ABOVE: Inside Best Buy where ' door buster' offers have had consumers queuing overnight

STEVE

$900 and aSony Viao
computer for $ 400. These \
sorts of ' door buster' offers \
kept consumers standing in
line through the night for the

N

chance to be first at the checkout counter. Not as ominous as it
sounds, Black Friday is the lateNovember day after Thanksgiving and
the traditional beginning of the winter
holiday shopping season, when retailers

HARRIS

Hi-fi? It goes
on and on...

Do you have asystem of
cherished components that
sings as sweetly as the day it
\ was unboxed? Steve Harris
examines the reasons why

begin to see profits for the entire year.
The Wall Street Journal reported that

[Steve Harris

retailers — including electronics stores,
favored by holiday shoppers — enjoyed

Steve Harris edited HFN
between 1986 and 2005.
Now relaxing as our jazz
music contributor, he
loves the blues, vintage
hi-fi and anything that
brings music to life

an 8.3% increase in sales over the same
day the previous year, ringing up $ 10.3
billion in sales. There was also a22%
uptick in online sales that day, estimated
at $ 551 million by Internet traffic-andsales tracking organization comScore
Inc. November 2007's numbers were
up 17% from the previous year. 'Visits
to consumer-electronics sites, the top
category, more than tripled from last
year.' the newspaper reported.
Saturday. November 24 was also
agood day for retailers, whose $ 6.1

H

ow long shoLld hi-fi last?
Ten years? Or 20, 30, 40

years? It seems Ikeep on
meeting people with old
systems that keep on going.
Recently, Iretrieved ano- longer-wanted
hi-ti from my mother's house, abudget

hi-fi repair, Mike Solomons
of London Sound ( see www.
londonsound.org). He attributed
the amp's longevity to adesign
that ran the output devices well
within their limits.
But Mike, who has himself lasted a
good 40 years as arepairman, finds that
most recent products don't survive as long
as older ones. ' Look at the typical lifespan
of 1950s/ 19605 equipment and compare
this with that of equipment of 15 or 20
years ago,' he says.
He recommends that all hi-fi should
be checked and serviced every five to
ten years, so ageing components can
be replaced before they fail completely.
Capacitors in older valve equipment
are bound to need replacing, but Mike
deplores the way that some high- end
amplifiers need large-scale capacitor
replacement after 20 years or less.
'The reason for more modern
capacitors failing,' he says, ' is either, they
are run to or in excess of their rating
limits, or that they are no good!
'I can think of an amplifier where a
capacitor rated at 50V gets hit briefly by
65V every time you switch it on. The rest
of the time it is running at 48V. These

billion take was a5.4% increase over the
corresponding day in 2006.

system l'd bought for my late father in

OUTLOOK OPTIMISTIC
While overall business was brisk, the

1981. Like thousands of others at the
time, Ihad chosen aDual 505 turntable,
aNAD 3020 amplifier, and apair of KEF

FAILURE BUILT IN

amount spent per customer declined

Coda Il loudspeakers.

Sometimes, he says, such failures may be

3.5%. Despite acontinuing drop in prices
for large flat- panel TVs, most electronics

It hadn't been used for several years,

capacitors will last five or 10 years.'

due to planned obsolescence.

customers went for mid- priced gadgets

so Ifired it up with trepidation. Would the
turntable belt have disintegrated? Would

'The net result is like something Iheard
from acar battery manufacturer. At asales

like video games, laptop computers and

the speakers scrape? Would the amplifier

meeting, somebody stood up and said:

digital cameras, as well as DVDs and CDs.
The average electronics store customer

make ahorrible noise, or just expire with a
smell of burning plastic?

spent an average of S347.44 on Black
Friday, an expression of faith in life's joys
despite abad economy.
It was uncertain whether the buying

SAFETY IN NUMBERS

applied to my little Dual INADIKEF system.

When Ibought that 3020, the
product was just overcoming its early

Ineedn't have worried. The turntable ran

frenzy might continue through Christmas,
to end the year on an up note.
My guess: highly likely. Americans are

reputation for unreliability. The importer
had countered criticism by issuing

notoriously optimistic, and hate to be

aphotograph showing arack full of
arrpl fiers on soak test, and stating that

deprived of the latest toys. For many, the
long-awaited new home entertainment

failures in service were less than 1%.
This may still have been high by

system might be another couple of years

Japanese standards, but whatever the

away, but for now, anew iPod would

true 'ate of infant mortality, the 3020

provide plenty of amusement. ()

triumphed by sheer weight of numbers.

"This battery is guaranteed for 24 months.
If it lasts for 30 months, we've failed!"'
Fortunately. none of this seems to have

up to speed, the speakers seemed good as
new, the amplifier behaved itself.
And how did it sound? Well, that is a
story for next time.

Apart from minor disorders, such as
the well-known tendency of the plastic
buIons to come off with the user's finger,
they usually stayed healthy.
Coincidentally, the 3020 came up
when Italked to the outspoken doyen of

ABOVE: CEDIA 2006, where the author
reckons attendances were down by half

ABOVE: The NAD 3020, and an early Dual 505 model being tested before despatch
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'Tests are
awesome!'
A MARKETING MANAGER WRITES...

Send in your views to: Sound Off, Hi Fi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or e-mail your views to:
hi-finews©ipcmedia.com — please use ' Sound Off' in your subject field
Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit letters for publication.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice
will be answered in print on our Sound Off pages, but due to time constraints we regret we're unable to answer questions on
buying items of hi.fi or any other hi-fi queries by telepione, post or via e-mail

NEW SYSTEM FOR
UNDER A GRAND
READER DRAWS INSPIRATION FROM SHOE-STRING SETUP OF THE ' 80S

SOUND

OFF
OF THE

When Ken Kessler challenged us letter
writers to come up with asub-£ 1000
system [
HFN Nov ' 07] the following
setup popped into my head immediately.
The NAD 315BEE for £ 180, aRega Apollo
CD player for £480 and apair of Usher
S- 520S speakers for £280. That leaves £60
for speaker stands and cable. Stretch to
£1040 and you could use Kimber or van
den Hul cable at around £ 10 ametre and
buy speaker stands for £60.
Having just moved to Canada and
left my LS3/5As, Sugden A2 la, Garrard
401/SME 3009/Goldring 1042, and DPA
Renaissance behind in storage in Blighty,
Ifind myself using an old Sony CDP-270.
This cost £7.50 from acharity shop. Brand
new Centrios bookshelf speakers cost
£10 from Source Electronics and an old
Harman Kardon S-401 amp was £50 from
asecondhand hi-fi shop. Speaker cable
cost me 75p for 15ft. Ilove the sound of
this system. It's better to be blown away
by something that cost £ 1000 than quietly

smell of glue wafting
MOM
from the ports of my
brand new B&W DM110s
and how heavy they were when bringing
them home on the bus. Then it was time to
make up better links between the pre and
power sections of my NAD 3120 (better
than the 3020, no tone controls). Soft
clipping on or off? And making speaker
stands out of two old kitchen cupboards
from my mum's garage.
And how about taking the fuse out
of the plug on my amp so my brother
couldn't use my hi-fi when Iwent off on try
first holiday with the lads!
Mark Goddard, Canada
Hi Fi News replies: ' This month Steve Hams
dusts down some ' 80s components, with
surprising results. See Opinion, p93.'

disappointed by something that set
you back £5000.
lisilli
Oh for the ' 80s - exciting
times for hi-fi enthusiasts
on abudget. How I
miss those first years
putting astarter system
together. First aDual

-N

turntable, and Ican
still remember the

WIN A PAIR OF £ 100 HEADPHONES

glre q14
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As if firing off aquestion, anecdote or
hearty rant wasn't cathartic enough, those
generous people at Audio Technica are
giving away apair of award-winning ATHAD700 headphones (
HiFi News, Oct ' 07)
for the best ' Sound Off!' letter of the month

FEBRUARY 2008

I've recently subscribed to
HiFi News, and have to tell you
that the lab tests are awesome!
I've never seen anything like
it. In fact they're one of the
major reasons why Idecided
to subscribe. The magazine
really gives an independent
reality check in aworld of
manufacturers' marketing speak.
And Ishould know!
Mike Sandyck, Téchnical
Marketing Manager,
Avnet MEMEC

In praise
of `Chifi'
HIGH- END HI-FI FROM HONG KONG

In order to cut the cost of my
new ' high-end' system Idecided
to take the 'Chifi' route. I
purchased, via Hong Kong, the
following: aDome 6CD player,
aDome 5preamp (with MM/MC
stepup) plus aCayin 88T 6550
integrated amp.
All components are handbuilt, use valves and all employ
point-to-point wiring. What's
more, the total cost of these
components, including door-todoor delivery, was £ 1800 - and
they arrived with free Analog
Research Raincoat speaker
cable and interconnects.
Ialso imported apair of Ohm
Micro Tall speakers. This cost
me £600, door-to-door. A bargain.
All in all, these products
offer amazing value and sound
fantastic. There might be
warranty problems down the
line, but the quality of this kit
makes it arisk worth taking.
Dave Anderson, via e-mail
Hi Fi News replies: ' Risk is very
much the watchword when buying
products not formally distributed
into the UK.
Are the products CE and RoHS
compliant, for example, as well
as adhering to more fundamental
safety standards? The adage
'buyer beware' could take on a
whole new meaning if you end up
with 120V samples...'

HIGH NUMBERS: A LITTLE BIT MORE...
MORE BITS MEAN GREATER ACCURACY, NOT A BETTER SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

I'm not sure Ifollow what
James Boyk was talking about
in Barry Fox's piece entitled
When the Numbers Don't
Add Up' [
HiFi News Dec '07].
Before asignal is digitized,
whether from amicrophone
or any kind of electronic
instrument, it is accompanied
by noise. At room temperature
and in a20Id-lz audio
bandwidth, the lowest
possible level of electronic
noise, called thermal noise, is
close to - 125dBm.
Now, an orchestral
fortissimo chord will produce
alevel of around -50dBm from
agood ribbon microphone,
thus resulting in abest
possible unweighted signalto-noise ratio of 125-50 =
75dB. The internal electronics
of acapacitor microphone
may cause it to produce a
greater output, but it produces
more noise too, and in fact its
signal-to-noise ratio is usually
worse, sometimes much
worse, than that of aribbon.
So sure, the last few bits
of a24-bit digital word, with
its 146dB theoretical dynamic
range, will not be improving
the signal-to-noise ratio - that

of the ADC into 65,536 (2' s)
discrete levels, whereas a
24-bit system splits it into
ahuge 16,777,216 (2"), so
greater accuracy means aless

analogue recording. He can
now be much more relaxed
about his levels, leaving
perhaps as much as 10dB
in hand before the crunch
point in order to cater for the
possibility of an unforeseen
peak. Normalisation to peak
level can then be left until the
later remixing or mastering
processes, together with
dithering down to 16 bits for
CDs if required.
Mike Hall, Somerset

'granular' conversion, or less
audible distortion. Indeed, 32bit processing may in fact be
used within the electronics of
the recording process in order
to preserve signal accuracy
during the mathematical
operations of mixing and
signal processing - adding
effects of one kind or another.
As it happens, the huge
signal-to-noise ratio provided
by the greater bit depth is
of immense benefit to the
recording engineer who
no longer has to be so
concerned about recording
peaks right up to the allowed
maximum, as maybe he would
have been with fewer bits,
or certainly in the days of

Keith Howard replies: ' Mr Hall is
correct that input noise places a
limit on the signal-to-noise ratio
that is practically achievable.
The best modern A/D converters
achieve aS/N ratio of about
120dB but realising this in amusic
recording is effectively impossible
because of microphone noise.
Rode's NT1-A, which is claimed
to be ' the world's quietest studio
condenser microphone', has
A-weighted equivalent self-noise
of 5dB SPL, meaning that you'd
have to subject it to apeak
sound pressure of more than
125dB SPL to get close to 120dB
S/N overall. Most capacitor mics
have an equivalent noise level
nearer 15dB so would have to

was already established
before the signal hit the
analogue-to-digital converter
(ADC). Therefore, this is not
really the issue. Surely the
point about more bits is that
they provide better conversion
accuracy? A 16-bit system
splits the input voltage range

In afix over this 'fair' exchange
ONE COMPANY'S TAKE ON EUS LIKE- FOR- LIKE LAW FAILS TO SATISFY THIS READER

It was with special interest that Iread
Jim Lesurf's ' Investigation' piece in
your October 2007 issue. In April 2003
Ibought aDVD player/recorder from
aglobally known brand which cost
me more than € 1000. After around
nine months' use the warning `No
Disc' or ' Disc Error' appeared, at
first intermittently then regularly. This
happened after Ibought and used
new DVD+RW disks made by the very
company that manufactured the player.
Iwent back to the shop where Ihad
purchased the player and was told to
contact the manufacturer's customer
service. On doing that, Iwas told that I
needed to contact the shop.
Sick of this, Idecided to try a
different brand of disc and bought
some new ones from Mmore. Same
problems! Then the player decided that
it wasn't going to play DVD films either.

Not self-recorded films, but pre-recorded
versions bought in ashop. This told me
that it wasn't the discs but the recorder
itself that was at fault.
At this point the manufacturer agreed
to repair the player under guarantee.
However, the repair took six months. On
getting the player back everything was
fine, until six discs later playback began
to suffer from stutter.
Back to the repair shop only this time
to be told that the player could no longer
be repaired as the company had run out
of laser units for this model! Oh, and by
this time the guarantee had run out.
The company now regarded the
machine as awrite-off yet the only thing I
was offered was ahard- disk recorder for
areduced price of €200.
That is what this company is doing with
EU rules that say amanufacturer has to
repair or replace aunit for up to five years

be exposed to peaks of more
than 135dB SPL. The fact that
24-bit recordings don't achieve
24-bit performance because
that is physically impossible has
been known from the outset,
so James Boyk is hardly telling
us anything new. The benefit of
24-bit processing is that it allows
multiple signal manipulations
to be applied, each properly
dithered, with negligible impact
on the final S/N ratio.'

LEFT:
Rode's
NT1-A
condenser
mic, said
to be the
world's
quietest
-911111111MINF

after it was sold or offer an equivalent
machine as areplacement. No freeof-charge replacement, just an inferior
hard-disk player offered, at cost to
me, as replacement for amachine that
originaly cost me over € 1000!
Bob van der Wardt, via e-mail

ABOVE: Jim LeSurf first drew attention to
the EU's like-for- like rules in October 2007
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ON THE LEVEL?
WHY WON'T MY SMEEQUIPPED DECK TRACK THE HFN TEST RECORD?

Ibought aHiFi News Analogue

nine at all. Is this also normal? The

Test LP. Iam using an SME V
arm and aKoetsu Urushi Sky

anti- skate seems to need setting
higher than 2' to be correct. Is this

Blue cartridge, tracing at about
1.98 grams. If the anti- skate is set

normal if tracking is set at about

Keith Howard replies: ' This problem

six without playing it at all. Is
this normal? When the anti- skate

merits urgent investigation. It sounds
to me as if the turntable is not level,

is set properly, it tracks six just
fine, but there is awarble in

causing the arm to swing across
the record. The anti- skate applies a

both channels on tracks seven

counter- clockwise torque to the arm

and eight, and it will not track

that will oppose this swing due to
gravity, explaining why you need to
use ahigher than normal setting.

Analogue

Test

LP

Dangerous ground - that% what you'd call
tie selling of black boxes. Add-on devices
have never been welcomed in ' serious'
hi-fi circles, however much Capri-driving,
Sunreading knuckle-dra%ers might see
agraphic equaliser as astatus symbol.
Saddled as we are with ainninimalist
mindset that deems ever oalance controls
ad. the Devil's work, it's hi id to write about
ablack box which - on pa Der - commits
eiery cardinal sin. Hell, it's not even black.
But the AX1000 Digital Computer is the
fi-st ' black box' to come down the pike
which actually inspired asense of loss
when it was removed from my system.
Well, for acouple of days anyway...

BAnnelle, via e-mail

Check that the turntable is exactly
level both front-to- back and side-to side using asmall spirit level. With a
sprung subchassis turntable you need
to check that the platter is level rather
than the plinth, for which the spirit
level must be as light as possible.
If levelling the deck fixes the
problem then you shouldn't need to
do anything more than reset the bias
and perhaps the tracking force. If not,

ABOVE: Buy the HFN Test Record
from The Accessories Club, p144

This moth we dip into HFN's archives for an early
foray into convergence courtesy of Marantz's AX1000
Audio Computer from 19S1. Ken Kessler took alook...

1.98 grams. Please help!

too low the cartridge just flies
across the lead-in of side one to
track six, then right across track

Hi-Fi News

[
Way Back The

The prototype owner's manual is ahalf-inch
thick so summing it up here is impossible.
IvIcre reevant is how the AX I0C4 worked in
its primary mode, equalizing aroom. The most
viv devidence of its presence was ashifting
of : he soundstage to aline in front of the
speaker!. Stage depth was virtue ly unchanged:
it was a! If the whole performance had been
moved forward, with the musicians given a
bit more space. Vocalists benefited most: in
one example -Tina Turner singi% ' Nutbush
City Lim Ss' - the repositioning suggested
mcvement of acouple of metres. not that I'd
mied having Tina Turner sat in me lap.

then call in areputable local dealer
immediately to check everything over.'

BALANCE OF POWER
CAN YOU HELP DIAGNOSE PROBLEM WITH ORIGINAL PIONEER AMP?

Ihave aPioneer A400 amp, but
the left channel seems to have
less power than the right.
I've given the inside a

their own game. The A400 was tuned
to sound nice rather than to measure
well in the lab, and omitted all those
supposedly sound- compromising

thorough clean out, treating
all switching units and the

front- panel facilities like tone and

volume control with switch
lubricant. This took away some

Cleverly, though, the A400 did
offer control of channel balance. What

of the scratching' noise Icould
hear when turning the volume
between just after minimum and
the 12 o'clock position, but it

looks like asingle volume knob is

didn't cure the problem Ihave
with the differing levels of power
on the two channels.
Robert MacKinnon, Glasgow

balance controls.

actually split for the two channels,
the front section controlling the
right channel while the ring part
behind controls the left.
The two normally move together,
but you can hold one and adjust the

-*"

other relatively, to set the balance
—which should then remain as you

Steve Harris replies: ' In 1990,

set it, when turning the front part of

Pioneer decided to beat the British
makers of ' minimalist' amplifiers at

the knob in normal use. If you missed
this, you'd think there was afault"

I'd like to see astripped version of tie
AX1000. And it would sell like hotcakes once
the dealers learned how to demonstrate it.
Because, if you can overcome your loathing
of add-ons, you min nt find that youi room
needs the load of help which can oily
otherwise be provided by chunku of foam or
weird-looking pane.. Too bad Bose already
grabbed the name room mate'.
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STOCK CLEARANCE
SAVE AT LEAST

imno/

it:1

There's at least 50% off the original RRP on these end-of- line* hi-fi and home cinema
separates, speakers and accessories. Stock is very limited, so hurry.
BROMLEY

20 8290 1988

Samsung PS42P511 Plasma TV
Samsung PS42P7HDX Plasma TV

GUILDFORD )
1483 53666b
SEVENOAKS
29555

1599.00
1699 00

Samsung PS50P7HDX Plasma TV ..........................£99938
Sharp Xvz200e DLP Projector
£949.00

Arcam DNA 0078 DVD Player

£349.00

.

£799.00

KEF 107 Speakers

f249.00

LG 23LC IR LCD TV ..................................................£199.00
LO 32L1311:113 LCD TV
£399.03
LO 421,810 LCD N....................................................£54938
LO BH100 BluRay/HO OVO Combo
LG R7901

9 S0

LCD TV

£499 CO

£299.00

LO RZ37LP1D LCD TV .
MiLK 015 Surround Speaker

£ 129.00

£75.00
£ 12500

Ophmurn CAB1100 AV Rack
Ophmum CA13900 AV Rack

.£499.00

Panasonic TUPT600b Plasma Tuner Box...

£2,99900

Pioneer PDPS13L11 Plasma Accessory Speakers £139.00

Toshiba 27WL756 LCD 7V
£299.00
Tosloba RDXS30 CND Recorder
£ 179.00

MAIL VX760 Sub Woofer

.(1349.90

Pioneer PIDPS25LR Plasma Accessory Speakers .£125.00

Yamaha DPX1000 DLP Projector.
Yamaha DSPAX759 AV Amplifier

£499.00
£ 179.00

Loewe Spheros 42Plamna TV

£125.00
£149 00

Maranta RC1400 Universal Remote Control £39.00
Maranta RC1200 Universal Remote Contra £491/0

Pone. PDPS40 Plasma Accessory Speaker

Marantz 131/4200 CND Player

Pincer PDKTS25B Plasma Pedestal Stand.

£9g.00

£99.00

£85.00

Pif me, PDKTS04 Plasma Sable Toç Stand

£115.59

£ 1,299.00

Marantz RC5400 Universal Remote Control.£195.00

Polk RCN). In- Ceding Speak°.

£
9939

Yamaha MCXA10 Multiroom .. C249.00
Yamaha YSP1000 ()meal Surround Projector £449.00

Maranta SR7500 AV Receiver.. . E349.00
Maranta 069500 OVO Player.£749.00

Samsang LE4OR74BOX LCD TV
Sharp Agues LCD TV Stand

£499.00
£ 10.00

Onkyo 131/S535 OVO Player
Pioneer PDP427XD Plasma TV
..

Wharfedale 9SR Surround Speakers

£49.00

BRIGHTON

733338

Amaro DNA AVR250 AV Receiver ......._ .......... .........£499.00
Arran, DNA AV71300 AV Recever.. ............. £649.00
Arcarn DNA DV79 CND Player.............,... ..... . £499.00
Arcarn FMJ CD33 CD Player

C575.00

KEF Ci400 Cr Speaker.
KEF Reference 204C Centre Speaker...................... £995.00

KEF 002 Centre Speaker.

M81( LCR750 Surround Speakers ....................£249.00

..

Monitor A.M. RSLCR Crece Speaker

Mordart Short Genre Stands. ............................£9.59

f49 (10

Linn Surn.k Sub Woofer_

£99 00

MOO LCR750C Centre Speaker

Mrmon114305 Surround SPeakers.

Harman Kenton The Bridge iPod Dock

Harman Kenton TC1000 Ureverml Remote Control£99.(10
Linn Sekrd In Wall Speaker
£ 1751.0

Yamaha DSPZ9 AV Receiver

'merge S2CO2 160GB Harddnve

.£399.D0

Fujitsu P42116540 Plasm. Monitor ......................£1,496.00

Teac AL700P Power Amplifier
£99.00
Toshiba 2OWLT56 LCD N
£249.01)

SIM2 Dommo D35 ...................................................£1,499.00

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

Denon DVD3910 OVO Player.

..

Musical Fidelity KW250S System

£299.00
£2499 00

£99.00
£ 1,099.00

Ouadrasp re 05 Rack ............................................1035.50
Yarnahe YSP1000 Digital Sound Projector.............. £449.00

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717

Horman/Kardon Meta Least° 540 System .......£ 1,875.00
Musical Fidelity KW250S CO .....
Ofel I- Scan Pro Videe Procesmor

£ 1,999.50
f249.50

Tivoli Songbook Por'Ab'e Analogue Radio

£79.50

Wnarfedake Dmmond 9CC Centre Speaker .............. f49.50

Denon TU1800 Tuner.

Wharfedale DmrnorM 9.4 Speakers......................... £ 149.50
Yamaha MCX1000 filkisicCAST Server . £799.50

£99.00

Denon AVR38.36 AV Receiver
. f499 00
In Focus 1072 DLP Prcjector ____ ..... .......... ........ £324 00

Yamaha MCXAIO MuscCAST Chord ......................£
299.50

KEF HTC6000 Centre Speaker ....................£124.59

Oued LCentre Centre Speaker ....... £124 00

Fujitsu P5OXHA40 Plasma Display..........

£49.00

t5 F11 ":

Acoustfc Energy Evo Centre Centre Speaker........... £74.00

Philips RC9800 Unwersal Remote Control .............£19900

Meridian 091 DVD Audm Player

NOTTINGHAM

Sysiernhne MRA4 AV Power Amplrher..................... £299.50

Mission M- Cube Stanis ......................£99.00

EXETER

Yerana DVSLIO0 OVO System.

£1,949.00

PETERBOROUGH
Dal, Concept Centre Speaker. ..... ..._....
Ornen AVR21307 AV Recorrer........-

£399 00

Opus MCU500 Three Zone Syetern.................. £ 1.669.00

Panasonic DMRESIO OVO Recorder IMRemon)..... f99.00

Roksan CR5 Centre Speaker

Panasonic TH37PX600-CAB Plasma TV................. £849.00
Panasonic T1137PX600-WAL Plasma TV
£84900

Rued, Crusader Ill Speakers

f1,399.00

Wharfedale Diamond 9.1 Speakers

Srm 2FIT300 ( DLP) Projector

t2,499.00

Wharfedale Diamond 9DFS Rear Speakers .............. £74.00

Ronco CL610 (DLP) Projector. .............. .................. £2999.00
Teshoba 110-E1 HD OVO Player. ... £ 175.00
Wharfedale Diamond 9101 Centre Speaker............... £75.00

Yamaha YSP1000 Digital Surround Projector......... £449.00

Yamaha MCX2000 Music-CAST Server

Panasonic TH4219X8CO-WAL Plasma TV
Panasonic TX32LXD600 LCD TV

11949.00
£599.00

Phases 37PF9731D LCD TV
Phdps 42PF9731D LCD TV

C999.00
£999.00

Sarnsung BDP1000 Bki-Ray Player

£349.00

Samsung Dvdhr725 DVD/HD Recorder
Samsung HT0100 21 OVO System
Samsung U23134113% LCD TV

£ 199.03
£ 169.00

.

£249.00

Samsung LE40F71BX LCD TV .................................£699.00

GLASGOW
Arcam DIVA P80 Power Arnold..

£219.00

LEEDS ; 113 245 2775

Arcam FMJ T31Tuner
Arcam DNA 0978 DVD Player...

£229.00
£375.00

Amain DiVA DV135 D17D Player
BOW FPM4 Surround Speaker Stand

Arcam DIVA AVR250 AV Receiver .

£495.00

Bose RC48 Remote Control

Annam DNA 0679 OVO Player
Arome DNA AVR300 AV Receiver.

£495.00
£649.00

Fujitsu P55XA4OUS Pasma Monitor
M8K OIS Surround Speaker.

Boston Mmro Sub Woofer.

. £75.00

MOO LCR25 Surround Speaker

Denon DVD3300 DVD Player

. £99.00

MOO LDME450SH Speaker Stands.

.£449.00
£50.00
085.00
£2995.00
£95.00
£119 00
£19.90

.

£899.00

SOUTHAMPTON
khrage Unitheatre Surround SpeaAer ..... £349.00
Former PDKTSIO Plasma Table Stand.

£ 109.00

Poneer 9 DKTS24 Plasma Table Stand
Prone.er PDPS22 Plasma Ac..essory Speakers

£79.00

moo

Sm2 C3x Link ( DLP) Projector
Yamaha MC X1000 M.-et:CAST Sever .

M99.00

STOCK CLEARANCE AT LEAST 35% OFF THE ORIGINAL RRP ON THESE PRODUCTS
BROMLEY
GUILDFORD
SEVENOAKS

020 8290 1988
01483 536666
01732 459555

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543
Annam A90-7.1 AV Amplifier ...... £599 00

Denon DCD201 CO System

£149.00

Maranta RXT7 RF Emitter

£93.00

Samsung DVDHR735-Ft2DVD/HDD Recorder__ £ 189.03

Denon OFIT5COSD AV System

£299.05

Maranta 5134001 AV Amplifier

£239 30

Samsung DVDR1 22 DVDP. ord. ..................£109.00

Denon DVD1930 OVO Player.

£149.05

Maranta 5145001 AV Reoeiver.........................£349.00

Samsung DVDVR321) OVA Recorder ( ARegion)... £129.03

Denon DVD2910 OVO Player....................................£349.96

NAD 1743C1 AV Amplifier

Samsung HTP1200 AV System

Denon DVDA1 OVO Player

£ 1,499.00

Onkyo DS- Al MP3 Dock

£ 1,599 00

Demon S101 OVO System .........................................£399.00

Onkyol3S-A2 MP3 Dock
£40.00
Pace Bsky133100 Sky/Sat Receiver £119.00

Denon S-301 AV System.

Pace DS8100E HDTVSatellite Recelver

.

Denon DVDA1XV OVO Player

£649.00

.

£221100

.

£35.00

£229.03

£49g 00

Samsung LE19R71110( LCD TV
Samsung LE19R71WX LCD TV

£ 199.00
£199.00

Samsung LE23R71BX LCD TV
Samsung LE26R74BOX LOO TV

£319.00
£
349.00

Humax HDC120130 HON Satellite Receiver £ 199 00
InFocus SP5700 Projector . . £749.00

Pace PVR3 Sky+ Receiver

£95 00

Panasonic DMPBDIO Blu Ray Player

£899.00

Arcem Diva P80 Power Amplifier ..............£589.59

1nFocus SP7205 Projector

00

Panasonic DMRE65 CND Recorder ........................£149.00

Samsung LE32R74130X LCD TV

£449.70

Arcarn FMI 0929 OVO Player

£799.00

InFocus SP7210 Projector

£ 1,799.00

Panasonic DMRE85 DVDFIDD Recorder. .. £279.00

£389 00

KEF 011730055.1 Speaker Package

.
£ 1,399.00
£599.59

Arcam Drue A80 Amplrher

..

£419.00

f599 00

Panasonic DMREX/3.5 060/HOD Recorder £24. 00

£399.00

KEF KfT100 AV System

£649.00

Panasonic DMREX95V-MR DVD/HDD Recorder £369.00

Samsung YP-KSJAMP3Flayer.

KEF 00350 AV System

£969 00

£136.00

BOW FS- XT Stands

£129 00

WSW LCR600 (S3) Centre Speaker
Channel Plus 3425 2Channel RF Modulator

£149 00
U49.00

Channel Plus 5515 RF Modulator

.

£319 00

Audica CS- System 1AV Speaker System
BOW FPM2 Speakers

.

Samsung LE32M73BDX LCD TV
£599.05
Samsung LE32R71WX LCD N
£469.00
Samsung LE46F7I
ICON
SarnsJng PS4207HD Plasma TV

Audoca AVR-1 AV System
Audica Geo AVS Stand

1
1,399

.

Panasonic TH65PX600 LCDTV ..........£5,469.96

Sharp DVHF130031 DVD 7HDD Recorder

KEF PSW3000 Subwoofer

£389 00

Pansonic DVDLX97-S-MR 9' Portable OVO

Sharp DVHR35011 DVD/HDC Recorder

KEF 005 Speaker's

£
069.96

Philips 50PF9631D 50" Plasma N

£199.81
£1,649 00

Lexicon 7001 Learning Remote ..............................£990.00

Philips Secev1000 Pronto Leering Remote

LO 191,8414 LCD TV

Philips SBCRU950 Pronto Learning Remete

£ 179.05

£1,099 00
f219 00

Sharp LC37XD1E LCD N
Sharp LC42XD1E LCD
Sharp L1346XD1E LCD TV

£699 00
£799.59
£999.50

£189 00

LG 20LCIRB LCD TV ....................£199.00

Philips SSCRU960 Pronto Leaning Remote

Channel Plus 5672 NIcam 2Channel Encoder__ £279.00

LO 351,5414 LCD N ....................................................£249.96
LO 37LC2D LCD N ................£499.05

Pioneer BDPLX70 BluRay Payer

£64900

Siliccn Image iScae Pro Line Une Doubler

Pioneer 2V3800 OVO Player

£39 00

!4m2 COO Lite DLP Projector .................................

LO 42LC2D LCD N

Pioneer 13V4701( OVO Player

Cyrus 6VS Amplifier

£
39938

Cyrus 8VS Amplifier

£549 00

Cyrus COGS
Cyrus CD8X
Cyrus COOT

£599 00

£75.05

Sharp 1rs9XD1E LCD TV

£ 1299 00
£389.00

9,496 .55
£

Sim2 Domino 20-H DLP Projector

£ 1,499.00

Sirri2 FT-300 Xtra DLP Projector

£4,499.00

£419.96

LO 5OPY2R Plasma TV ...........................................£1,149.05

Pioneer 06490 IND Player (Multi Region)

£69.00

£
649.90

LC 6OPY2R LCD TV ................................................£2,999.00

Pioneer DV989AVIS OVO Player

£489 .00

£519 00

LO 71PYIM Plasma Display Panel .......................£7,999.18

Pioneer DVR440HXS DVD/HDD Recorder

£299 03

LO 011175 OVO Recorder ...........................................£99.00

Pioneer OVR940HXS DVD/HDD Recorder 899.05
£

Sunfire True Sub Ea Subwoofer

£1,049 00

£399 00

Teac CRH2500A8 CO System

£148 00

Cyrus Lock Power Amplifier
Cyrus lankport CO Payer

LO DR19641 OVO Recorder ......................................£119.00

Pioneer PDF958 Mul6- 9lay CD Player

Cyrus Unkserver 250 CD Player . .. £1,999.00

LO KI17L7.21 LCD 7V/DVD Combi

Pioneer PDP4270XD Plasma N

Cyrus Pre OVO Pre Arne mr

LO IJfr8740 AV System

Denon ADV55CISD AV System

£259 00

£89.00
f319 00
£349 00

£599 CIO
£269.59

Denon AVCA11-OVA AV Amplifier
Denon AVCA1-XVA AV Ampldne

£1,799 00
£3,099 00

.

£249.00
£249.00

Pioneer PDP507XD Plasma N

LG RZ15LA70 LCD 7V

Pioneer PDP607XD Plasma TV

£ 149 00
£539 00

tie 00

£998.00

Pioneer PDP5000EX T Plasma Monitor

LO R14199145 OVO Recorder ....................................£249.00
LO Rime 9SRV LCD N

um 00

fikadire 012 Subwoofer
%nitre 08 Subwoofer

-eac

£579 00

£419.59

DRL700 OVO Riesver.

.

£319.00

£2,999 03

'Iliac TH300 Tuner .............£79.59

£1,199 CIO

rend Audio Song Book Pcstablenadio £14000

C3,749 00

Toshiba 17WL746 lCD N
£
379.59
roshibe HDE1 60097 Player
£ 159.00

Pioneer VSXAX2AV AV Receiver

£440.00

LO RZ32L)(2R LCD TV ..............................................£399.00

Pioneer VSXAX4AVI AV Receiver

£549 00

Von 13%02 Subwoofer .............................£89.00

Denon AV131907AV Amplifier £249.00
Denon AVR2105 AV Receiver
£
249.50

LO RZ42P)(513 Plasma 7V

Primare SPA21 AV Receiver

£999 00

Yamaha DVXS30 AV Seism

Denon AVR2307 AV Receiver

£399 CO

Denon AVR2807 AV Receiver

£549,96

Denon AVR3805 AV Amplifeer

£599.00

Denon AVR1707 AV Amplrfmr

£17900

£599 00

MAX KX10 AV Speakers

£249.00

Yamaha MCX1003 Kind Disk Server

£
299.55

Marantz CD50010SE CD Player.............................£149.00

Clued L-ite Sub Sub Woofer

9.00

Yamaha RXV1700 AV Amplifier

£449 00

Maranta 067600 OVO Player....................................£349.96

REL Storm 5Subwoofer

£649.00

Yamaha RXV2600 AV Amplifier

£579 00

Maranta RC3200 Learning Remote

Rotel ROV995 OVO Player

Yamaha RXV2703 AV Ampl4ier

£649 00

£99 00

£229 00

Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver

£699 00

Maranta RC50(10. Learning Remote

£ 189 00

Rotel RKB250 Power Amplifier

Denon AVR4306 AV Receiver

£999.59

Maranta RC5200 Learning Remote

£249 00

Samsung DVDHR727) DVDHDD Recorder

www.ssav.com

£349.00

Projection Design Afton Model 2Projector £1,899 00

£18900
£18900

Yamaha YEFST1 YSP Strand

1089.90

Yamaha TOP- 1Sourd Projector

£499.90

'Some items are ex- display but all aresold with full warranty. These products are only evadable from the stores listed and are subject to amilabillty- please confirm before travelling
Al) prices were correct al time of going to press. End-okhne and clearance offers are not available in conjunction with am other offer or promote...Advert mild until 16/02/2008, ESSE
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Àüewdio
Exposed
HEARING EXPLAINED: Pt 2
This month Dr Doug Mahar and Barry Willis look at how the
auditory system localises sounds and how understanding this
can help you realise the audiophile's holy grail of ' being there'

L

ast time we took you on atour
through your internal hi-fi - your
auditory system - to explore how
information about the spectral
composition of sounds is extracted
from the acoustic signal. This spectral
information is the raw material which
lets you know what you are listening
to - Bach or Beyoncé. Of course, this is
only half the story for audiophiles. We

its azimuth, or location in the 360°
plane around your head; its elevation,
or location in the vertical plane; and its
distance from you. Your auditory system
extracts different cues from incoming
signals to localise sounds in each of these
three dimensions. One estimate is that
we can identify the source of asound to
an accuracy of less than 1°.

also crave that sense of ' being there'

The perceived distance of asound is
usually related to its intensity, afactor

that comes from agreat soundstage
-knowing where sounds come from. In

confounded by the absolute intensity of
the sound. It has been suggested that

learning how acoustic cues allow the
auditory system to localise sounds, you'll

we learn how loud common sounds

discover why it is so hard to get alifelike

appear at different distances and use
this information to judge the distance of

soundstage from your stereo system.

asound source. Experience provides us
with an internal database against which

PLANE TALKING

all new sensations are compared. Second,
sounds which come from agreater
distance tend to reverberate ( echo) from

In order to determine where asound is
coming from, your brain needs to know
its three-dimensional spatial coordinates:

anumber of surfaces.

Similarly, as distant sounds tend to
encounter more obstacles on their path
to us than do nearer sounds, highfrequency information may be selectively
filtered as distance increases. In addition,
longer wavelengths tend to have greater
energy. This is why rock bands heard
from adistance are mostly drum beats
and bass notes; and why sunsets are
red. This relative balance of high- and
low-frequency components acts as acue
to sound source distance. Of course, as
different sounds vary in their spectral
composition, this information is only
useful if we have learned what each type
of sound usually sounds like.
Further, it has been shown that the
visibility of aplausible source for asound
also affects our judgment of the distance
of the sound source. Finally, there's the
well-known Doppler Shift, wherein wave
peaks are compressed or expanded
respectively as asound source moves
towards or away from us - think of how

`Sounc.s that come
from agreater
distance tenc. to
reverberate'
an ambulance siren changes in pitch as
the vehicle approaches then recedes.
This provides auseful cue to changes in
the distance of asound source.
Perhaps the best understood
localisation processes are those
associated with the azimuth plane,
where the head- shadow ( or HeadRelated Transfer Function, HRTF)
provides anumber of cues to horizontal
position. Unless asound is coming from
either directly in front of ( 0°) or directly
behind ( 180°) the listener, one ear lies
in an acoustic shadow cast by the head
[Figure 1]. In this case the sound has a
longer path to travel before reaching the
shadowed ear and the sound wave may
also lose some of its energy as it diffracts
around the head to reach the shadowed
ear. These interaural time and interaural
intensity differences are central to
localising sounds in the azimuth plane.
MICS AND MANNEQUINS
Researchers have measured interaural
time and intensity differences using
sensitive microphones mounted in the
ear canals of mannequins as the sound
source is rotated around the head. These
studies have shown different effects
depending on the frequency of the
sound. As lower frequency sound waves
have large distances between their
peaks, they are better able to diffract (-4

\Mr-
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AUDIO EXPOSED

180'

around the head to the shadowed ear than are the shorter
waves of higher frequency sounds. Below 1000Hz interaural
intensity differences of less than 2dB occur - while they may be
as large as 10dB for a5000Hz sound. Thus, interaural intensity
cues are only useful for localising sounds, or components of
sounds, with frequencies greater than about 3000Hz. However,
granted the fixed speed of sound through air and the greater
distance between the sound source and the shadowed ear,
interaural time differences occur regardless of the sound's
frequency. As the extra distance to the shadowed ear is not
great, even when asound is presented directly opposite one

• 90* Right

90' Left •

•
Diffracted
Sound
• • . .

ear, and thus the sound shadow is maximal, the difference
in the arrival time of asound between the shadowed and
unshadowed ear is just 0.8ms. However, the temporal resolving

ABOVE: Figure 1 - The sound-shadow created by the head leads
to interaural intensity and phase differences which facilitate the

power of the ear is so great that we can detect interaural time

localisation of sound sources in the azimuth plane

differences as small as 0.1ms!
in the azimuth plane is the so-called Two- Process Theory,
which purports that we use interaural intensity differences

NOT JUST A PHASE
While interaural time differences provide adirect cue to the
location of asound, they also give rise to asecond type of cue
-differences in the relative phase of the soundwave at each

to localise high-frequency sounds and interaural phase

ear. Sound waves consist of cyclic changes in air pressure. The
'phase' of asound is the position of the soundwave within

differences to localise low-frequency sounds. But as can be
seen in Figure 2, there is acentral frequency range in which
neither of these cues is very effective. Thus our azimuth
localisation accuracy is relatively poor in that range.

this cycle at any instant. This difference in the arrival time of a
sound at the shadowed and unshadowed ear often means that
the sound will not be at exactly the same point in its cycle when

cues does not prove that we use them to localize sounds.
Microelectrode studies, where fine metal electrodes are

'There is no absolutely correct
sonic perspective. The only
correct one is the one you 3refer'
it arrives at each ear. For example, as a 1000Hz sound takes
lms to complete acycle, an interaural time difference of 0.5ms
yields aphase difference of 180 ° ( half acycle) between the
shadowed and unshadowed ear. In this case, the sound wave
will be at peak pressure in the shadowed ear at the same time

Of course, the mere existence of these various interaural

placed in individual nerve cells in the auditory pathway, have
shown that we ( or at least the cats and birds on whom such
studies are usually conducted!) have nerve cells which can
detect and compare interaural time, phase, and intensity
differences between the two ears.
Clearly, this is strong evidence that these cues are of
use in localising sounds - and in the creation of aplausible
soundstage with aplayback system. Such knowledge can be
exploited to create more satisfying listening environments:
rooms with the right acoustic balance to make alarger
proportion of recordings sound more realistic, more often.

that it is at minimum pressure in the unshadowed ear.
However, as the frequency of asound is increased, the time
between wave peaks decreases and thus it becomes less likely
that an interaural phase difference will occur. Research has
shown that beyond about 3000Hz these phase differences are

AN AUDIOPHILE OBSESSION
Audiophiles often obsess about the phase relations of
recordings and the equipment used to capture sounds and
play them back. A curious aspect of this is that no two ears

no longer useful as cues to location in the azimuth plane.

and no two listeners in aconcert hall ever hear exactly the

The combination of sound shadowing effects and the
temporal and spatial characteristics of sound waves yields
useful differences in the relative intensity of sounds at each
ear only for higher frequencies and useful differences in the
relative phase of sounds at each ear for low frequency sounds.

Low

spatial location can result. Of course, we have all been victims
ssauanipaln anD

Localisation Error (°)
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1000

Here's further proof of the ability of the auditory system to
localise sounds based on interaural differences. If we present
sound to listeners via headphones with artificial interaural
amplitude, time or phase differences, acompelling illusion of

Given this, the most popular theory of sound localisation
30

same set of phase relations, but everyone in the concert hall
hears the same music. There is no absolutely correct sonic
perspective. The only correct one is the one you prefer.

10000

Frequency ( Hz)
ABOVE: Figure 2 - interaural intensity cues enable azimuth
localisation for high-frequency sounds while interaural phase
differences enable azimuth localisation for low-frequency sounds

of this type of illusion because this is just what astereo
recording and stereo system tries to achieve - an illusion of
location based on these interaural cues!
The missing element in typical audio systems is elevation,
or cues from the vertical plane. As asound presented at
varying heights directly in front or behind you will not cause
interaural differences of the kinds just discussed, other cues
must be used to localize sounds in this plane. Just as the
head casts asound shadow that is useful in determining the
azimuth of asound, so too does the upper body as awhole
cause changes in the acoustic signal reaching the ears: the
so-called Anatomic Transfer Function.
Sounds are reflected from your torso, shoulders, head and
by the convolutions in your pinnae, or outer ears. This process
is sensitive to the location of the sound source in the

FEBRUARY 2008 Iwww.hifinevvs.co.uk
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elevation plane, because the spectrum of any sound depends
on the elevation of the source. A prominent peak in the
spectrum of asound coming from in front of your head
is evident at about 3000Hz, with similar peaks evident at
7000Hz for sounds coming from above and at 1000Hz for
sounds coming from behind. Because we have no way of
knowing whether these peaks are due to the location of the
sound, or are simply characteristic of the particular sound we
are listening to, we move our head, monitoring the effect this
has on the spectral composition of the sound. In so doing, we
confirm its location.

JUST AN ILLUSION
By exploiting the effects of the Anatomic Transfer Function,
along with the interaural differences discussed earlier, it is
possible to generate very realistic illusions of spatial location
when presenting synthetic auditory stimuli via headphones.
Auditory images so generated are perceived as external
to the listener with alifelike soundstage - unlike images
generated when only interaural differences are manipulated,
which, though lateralised, seem to exist only within the
listener's head rather than in free-space.
You may now see why your hi-fi is not as good as your own
ultimate internal soundstage generator. There are two areas
that limit the capacity of astereo system to generate truly

ABOVE: Measurements made using microphones and mannequin
heads show that lower frequency sounds are better able to diffract
around the head as they have large distances between their peaks
There are many obstacles to the recreation of original
acoustic events. One is the practical limit to the number
of recording channels. Another is the fact that virtually all
commercial recordings are based on amodel of laterality - left,

life- like spatial images: the method by which the material is

centre, right, rear left, rear right, etc. There are no vertical cues
encoded in most recordings, despite what hi-fi reviewers may

recorded and the physical constraints imposed by using only
two spatially distinct channels to replay the material.

say about ' height of the soundstage'. As sound reproduction
exists today, the replay of recorded sounds from two speakers

Live acoustic music comes from vibrating objects which
each have adefinite location in the three dimensions we have
explored. These sound waves travel across space to reach
our two ears, interacting with physical objects in their path
(not least of which are the various components of your body
which contribute to the Anatomic Transfer Function), to give
our auditory system arich mix of monaural and binaural cues
to the location of the sound sources.
In spite of the best efforts of sound engineers, it is unlikely
that the microphones used to record music will be sufficient
in either number or in placement to gather all of the relevant
cues. Unless mics are placed in alistener's ear canals much
relevant information can never be recorded because neither
the effects of the sound shadow nor of the Anatomic Transfer
Function will be registered.

can never recreate the original acoustic event at your ears.
The most realistic replay is still via headphones, playing
so-called ' binaural' recordings done with two microphones at
the ear positions in adummy head. Such recordings can be
startlingly realistic played back over headphones. The illusion
collapses when played over loudspeakers in free air, of course.
So what can you do to maximize the soundstage of your hi-fi
system? Obviously you must choose recordings that contain
the maximum amount of detail with respect to various auditory

'There are no vertical cues
encoded in recordings, despite
what hi-fi reviewers may say,'
cues. And you need to position your speakers and seating for
the best results with the widest variety of recordings. Because
sonic cues consist of fine differences in timing, amplitude,
phase, and spectral composition, you need electronics capable
of retaining this information in the process of translation
from recording to speaker output - qualities such as detail,
transparency, dynamics, impact, and all the other buzzwords we
audiophiles toss about.
Yet most important is suspension of disbelief, the willingness
to be absorbed into operas and plays, movies and music. After
science and engineering have given all they have to give, in the
end it's human imagination that makes the magic possible. (!)
Dr Doug Mahar is aresearch
psychologist who works in the area
of sensory perception and memory
at Australia's Queensland University

ABOVE: The lack of vertical cues encoded in recordings means two
speakers cannot fully create the acoustic of areal concert hall

of Technology. He has published
widely in the areas of auditory
information processing and the
design of devices to assist the deaf.
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GET THE FULL PICTURE r
Specifications:
•Improves picture quality
•Extends the life of all televisions
(LCD, plasma or CRT) arid projectors.
•Improves the performance of OVO players
and set- top boxes.
•Improved picture and audio performance
•Eliminates mains noise including RFI and EMI.
•22.500A of instantaneous current absorption.
•Massive surge protection.
•Dedicated aerial protection.

INSTALL MIRA
Improved

picture

quality

and

an

improvements :o : he on-

screen performance - crisper and more

key

stable images,, deeper blacks and more

benefits

delivered

by

IsoTek's

amazing new Mira mains filter. Whether it
is used in a full-blown home cinema
system or as a simple upgrade for an

LCD or plasma TV, Miras advanced
circuit4
delivers
immediate
and

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

significant

extended product lifespan are two of the

vibrant, natural colours

I
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Activ Distribution 01635 291357

LET US BLOW YOU AWAY!

VISIT US AT

Bristol Sound & Vision
ROOM 209
If you're curious about mains conditioning,
make sure you drop by the ROOM 209 at this
years Bristol Sound & Vision Show. Power
filtering specialists, IsoTek will be concucting
an engaging series of seminans and
demonstrations, giving visitors a unique
insight into its multi- award- winning product
range. The show sees the worldwide launch
of IsoTek's Sirius power conditioning strip,
sporting breakthrough tachnologles like
'Inductive- Resistant Gate' and ' K.E.R.P'
(Kirchhoff's Equal

Resistance Path)

demonstrations will

while

include the new and

Jnique audio-visual power conditioning range
alongside IsoTek's more audio- focused
designs. If you want to know What mains
conditioning can do for your system, make a
beeline for IsoTek!
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
Activ Distribution 01635 291357
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INSIDE STORY

hi-fi news

This month Jim Lesurf throws more light on the dark art of mastering and cutting vinyl
with alook at some real world examples, from Brahms to The Dark Side of the Moon

L

ast month Iexamined some
of the physical factors that
limit the maximum sound

levels we can expect to
be recorded onto avinyl LP. The
main findings were that we should
expect that the maximum possible
modulation velocity levels will
be around + 20dB relative to the
standard reference level of 5cm/sec,
and maximum accelerations will be
ABOVE: AShure V15 1111 cartridge
was chosen for the tests here due

around 5000 gravities. These limits
will depend on the details of how
the LP was made and played back,

to its ability to track LPs with high
modulation levels easily

as discussed last time. There are also
other factors which Iignored that
can affect the results. Having done
the theory, what kind of results do

the horizontal ( mono) and vertical

we get in practice?

the LP instead.

STRIPPING OUT THE RIAA

PANNING THE MIX

(stereo difference) modulations on

Figure 1 [ below, far left] is based on

To investigate, Imade digital
recordings of some LPs having first

and the peak levels during each

ABOVE: Peak

the track ' Smoke on the Water' by

calibrated my recording system
using the reference levels on some

block determined. The graphs then

levels are as

display probability histograms. In

Deep Purple. It is the first track from
one side of the LP Machine Head,

test discs. Iused my old Shure
V15/IIIMR cartridge to make the

effect, they show what percentage
of the time the music is reaching a

predicted on this
traditionally-

recordings because - despite its
age - it can still easily track high
modulation levels.' Ithen processed

given peak level.
The graphs reveal two important
but separate sets of data. The

the results to undo the RIM
correction and recover the pattern

upper graph of each pair shows
the velocities encountered on the

of velocity variations on the LPs.
Figures 1-3 [ see below] are

disc, while lower plot(s) reveal
the accelerations. Furthermore,

illustrative of these patterns. The

instead of showing results for the

audio waveforms were divided into

Left and Right channels, these

aseries of 100 millisecond blocks

plots are colour- coded to reflect

and has an unusual recording history.
Looking at the velocity plots we can
see that the peak levels do approach

BELOW: Figures
1-3 show stylus

the level predicted in my last article.

velocity and
acceleration in
both horizontal

However, we can see that the
maximum accelerations experienced
during the track were around 1000

and vertical
directions

gravities - high, but well below the
theoretical maximum. This is good

across three LP
selections

stylus that has ahigh tip mass!

news if you are playing the LP with a

18

10

Smoke on The Water
Machine Head
Deep Purple
TPSA 7504

which Ibought some decades ago,

manufactured LP

8

5

Firebird Suite ( 1919 version)
SzeII / Cleveland Orchestra
SAX 2556

My Head's in Mississippi
ZZ Top
12" 45rpm
W0009T

16
14
I

8

4

12
10
8
6

a

2-

4
2

-20 - 10
velocity (dB rel to 5cnVs)

10

20

o

-40

10
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.40
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veloofy ( dB el to 5crri/s)

10
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-

Horizontal ( Mono)
Vertical ( Difference)

o
10

100
acceleration (gravities)

101
00

3000

10

100
acceleration (gravities)
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Melody Pure Black 101d Valve Preamplifier
In avery short time Australian designed Melody amplifiers have achieved world-wide acclaim. The company's Pure Black
101d valve pre-amplifier, for example, has already won recognition amongst Japan's hi-fi cognoscenti where it is now
considered to be one of the three finest pre-amps in the world - regardless of price. Not surprisingly, this highly specified
pre- amp features superior components throughout its state-of-the-art circuitry by specialists like Aerovox and Jensen.
What is surprising is the price, at just £3,295.
Now Melody amplifiers are available here in Europe and already the French specialist magazine " Revue du Son et Home
Cinema" has awarded the Melody Pure Black 101d its highest accolade, commenting "... this pre-amplifier is worthy of
association with the best in the world ..." Please call for further information.

www.melody-europe.com

© 2006 selectaucho

INSIDE STORY

One intriguing feature of the
results is that the horizontal and
vertical distributions are noticeably
different. The results look as if
the horizontal levels have been
compressed upwards in volume, or
that there is alarge amount of ' pan
pot' near- mono sounds added to
the mix.

12

Various specialist manufacturers
make claims, describing the lengths
they go to in order to get excellent
results. Some of the methods they
adopt won't have any impact on

For Figure 2 [ p105] I've chosen a
very old classical music LP bought in
the 1960s. As you might expect for
orchestral music, this shows amuch
wider spread of modulation levels,
and is typically much quieter than
the rock/pop examples.
In fact, The Firebird is a 'filler' on
the LP. It starts partway across the
side, and continues to the end-ofside. Hence it will be limited to
lower peak modulation velocities
than the first example.
Here the shapes of the
horizontal and vertical modulation
distributions are much more similar
to one another than in the Deep
Purple example. This implies that the
recording was more natural' in the
way it was made, with significant

Bach

0

Reference Recordings
RR-23

the maximum levels that can be
recorded, but they may have other
benefits. For example, one such
benefit is lower levels of surface
noise. But do they also deliver

QUIET PLEASE

Trio Sonata BVVV1037

io -

-30

higher peak levels and provide
better dynamics for that reason?
Some makers also cut discs at
45rpm, which should allow for an

-20
10
0
velocity (dB rel to 5cm/s)

10

20

15
Horizontal (Mono)

increase in the peak modulation
levels. Since 45rpm is 35% faster
than the standard LP it should allow
for just under a3dB increase in the

Vertical ( Difference)

o
10
o
o

maximum modulation velocity.
Figure 3 [ p105] shows the results
from a45rpm 12in single by ZZ
Top, chosen simply on the basis that
it sounded ' very loud'. This does
reveal maximum velocities which

10

100
ameleration (gravities)

1000

3000

are slightly higher than the previous

Coelittbia

ABOVE: Figure 5 - plots for aBach LP,

4111)

which was mastered at half speed

MOUSSORGSKY PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION
STRAVINSKY FIREBIRD SUITE

LEFT: EMI-Columbia's recording of
Pictures at an Exhibition / Firebird

GEORGE SZELL/THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRt.

amounts of randomly phased

examples. But the maximum

ambient sounds, etc. It also implies
that the producers were less worried

accelerations aren't much different,
despite it being amuch more

about getting loud results and the
cutting/tracking problems that high

modern recording.

levels may cause.
The above examples are relatively
old, traditionally- manufactured

is alarge discrepancy between
the mono and difference signals,
with the most common difference

33rpm LPs. Ilooked at avariety
of discs and although the details

level generally being over 10dB
below the typical mono level. The

varied, the above results seemed
fairly typical. But what about more

distributions look like the sound has

modern discs - in particular, ones

processed for maximum loudness.

that are appreciated for their

Perhaps fair enough in this case,
and Idoubt that ZZ Top fans will

Note that once again there

been heavily level-compressed and

'audiophile' credentials?

be bothered much by the lack of a

Vertical ( Difference)

Horizontal ( Mono)

natural acoustic!

30

MAIN FREQUENCIES
As well as producing information
on now often various velocity
and acceleration levels occur, the

20
25

analysis Idid can also shine some
light on what frequencies in the
signal patterns are dominating the
results. Figure 4 [ see left] shows

15

some ' 3D' histograms taken from
the ZZ Top example.

10

Here the peak level for each 100
millisecond music block is plotted
against the dominant frequency
5

10
15
Frequency ( kHz)

20

10

15

of the waveform(s) in that period.
The coloured rectangles within

20

the grids show how often agiven

Frequency ( kHz)

ABOVE: Figure 4 - plots showing the peak level for 100 millisecond samples of the ZZ Top single.
The colours indicate the occurance of given combination of frequency and velocity

combination of frequency and
velocity occurred. The plots spread
out the general distributions and G>
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC
Red

5.g

Wine

Audio

BEAUTY ON A
SMALL SCALE

30.2

ww/Phre Sonus

faber Auditor Elipsa

Last month we challenged the hi-fi snobs'
bible by featuring the iPod as a viable and
thoroughy enjoyable source when teamed
with the Krell KID dock. Now here we are,
trying to tell you that a little
speaker
plonked on a bookshelf can really cut it in
the high end stakes.
Is Pinewood losing it after 20 years in the
business? Far from it: we may have what
many consider to be the finest system in
the country - but our feet are still firmly on
the ground.
The evidence is here in the form of the
beautiful little Sonus Faber Auditor Elipsa,
with looks and performance that will please
everyone and upset no one.
Agents for Krell, Sonus laber, Jadis,
W lson Audio, Audio Research, Copland,
Martin
Logan,
Koelsu,
Transparert,

North East Dealer:
www.wavefrontaudio.co.uk
Tel: Andy on 01642 482393

Distributor:
www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01923 352 479

angelsound audio

Crystal Cable, Finite Elemente

The Pinewood Music
Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

Horizontal ( Mono)

Vertical ( Difference)

vied for success. The result was
predictable, and explains why you

30

may never have encountered any of
them. The systems all died out!

25

The SQ process used by EMI used
phase delays between the Left and
Right signals to encode information

e

É
e2°

1000g

8
7<)
> le

for the rear channels. As aresult, if
you are familiar with the techniques
used at the time, you might expect

Percentage that the results would give similar
of Time
horizontal and vertical modulation

lo

e

levels. Yet Figure 6shows this
isn't really so in the case of the SQ

5

5

10
15
Frequency ( kHz)

show what relative contributions
come from various frequency bands.
I've also plotted abroken red line
to show where agiven combination
of velocity and frequency would
require accelerations of 1000
gravities. The two plots in Figure 4
[p107] are for the horizontal and
vertical modulations. The results
confirm that in this example the
behaviours are noticeably different
in these two modulation directions.

20

5

10
15
Frequency ( kHz)

encoded Brahms Violin Concerto LP
I've examined.
In practice, the amplitude and

20

phase of this extra info had to be
carefully controlled to avoid the

the vinyl pressing is exceptionally
good. In this case the horizontal and
vertical modulation distributions are

ABOVE:

audio having an odd ' phasey sound'

Figure 6 - the

when heard using astereo system.

very similar.
This is all consistent with afairly
simple recording technique that
captures the natural ambience.

and frequency
statistics for the

There were also worries

modulation

that large amounts of vertical
modulation might cause problems
for non- hi-fi systems. Hence the
'surround sound' tended to be

The low modulation levels will help
minimise any distortions when the

Bach LP. Most of
the time signals
are at low
modulation

disc is played, and the quiet LP
surface should avoid this leading to

BELOW: EMI's

7shows results that have vertical
modulations which are at alower

applied sparingly in classical
recordings. This may be why Figure

level than the horizontal, just like

By the way, the frequencies
shown here mean that components
only make aminor contribution to

annoying background noises.
Figure 6shows the modulation/

SQ-encoded
recording of

typical stereo examples.

frequency statistics for the Bach.
As you would expect this confirms

Brahms uses
phase delays

TO THE DARK SIDE...

the peak velocity and acceleration
detected during each block. It

that the signals on this LP track
spend most of their time at low

to store music
for the rear

shown in Figures 8 and 9 [ p111].

doesn't mean that they don't exist

modulation levels. The patterns for

channels of a

at all. Also, bear in mind that these

horizontal and vertical modulation

Quadraphonic

These are for the Mobile Fidelity LP
of Pink Floyd's The Dark Side of the

results are for the ' raw' modulation

are also very similar in this case.

system

Moon. Icouldn't resist including this

on the LP. RIM correction would
tend to reduce the relative
amplitudes of high-frequency
components.
If you did asimilar analysis for
the RIM- corrected output the
distributions would tend to shift

Results for the final example are

because it is so well known as an

'Perhaps people have been
right to lose interest in tip
mass as astylus parameter'

audiophile recording!
As with other pop/rock
recordings this one also shows
distinct differences between
horizontal and vertical modulation.
However, the modulation C,-›

downwards in frequency. So the
results show what is on the LP, not

Purely for the sake of curiosity

RIM correction.

Ican also give the results for two
other cases. Figure 7 [ p111] shows
the results from aQuadraphonic LP

BACH TAILS

which was produced in the 1970s.

As acomplete contrast to ZZ Top,

the spectrum you hear after normal

Figure 5 [ p107] shows the results

Younger readers may not remember
Quadraphonic sound. This was

from arecording of Bach's Trio
Sonata in C [ Reference Recordings

an early attempt at getting music
lovers to surround themselves with

BVVV1037] as performed by hap
Schroder, Stanley Richie and

speakers. The difficulty was that the
manufacturers needed to squeeze

others on ahalf- speed mastered LP
produced around ten years ago. The

the extra spatial information onto

plots show amore limited dynamic
range for the performance than the

Brahms
,
Afil
.
1%

1

Vd in Concerto

Kremer
Herbert von

the existing LP systems in away that
was also tolerable when played on a

for asmall-scale chamber work.
The extended low-level ' tails' of

standard stereo setup.
The result was systems that
tended not to work very well, and
which could sound poor in stereo.

the distribution do indicate that
the actual recording has alow

fiasco of competing manufacturers

background noise level and that

pushing incompatible systems which

Firebird example - hardly surprising

EMI

Plus there was the usual commercial
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So how do you get your hands on this catalogue ? Simply give us a
call on 0870 241 2469, it's yours FREE!
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INSIDE STORY

CARE NEEDED
The impression Ihave gained from
the results obtained ( only some of
which Ihad space for here) are that
audiophile recordings primarily rely
on careful production and the use
of good quality materials to obtain

Vertical ( Difference)

Horizontal ( Mono)

levels are generally much lower than
examples like ZZ Top, and the music
covers awider dynamic range!

30

30

25

25

20

20

15

15

E

1000g

0
o
tp
o

excellent results.
They may also deliberately avoid

Percentage
of Time

10

high modulation levels in order to

5

minimise distortion problems when
replayed. The price is the need to

5

have very quiet vinyl pressings, and

5

to treat the LP with care so as to

10

15

5

20

avoid damage by dust, etc.

•
10

15

20

Frequency ( kHz)

Frequency ( kHz)

ABOVE: Figure 9 - the modulation and frequency statistics for the

Mobile Fidelity pressing of Pink Floyd's The Dark Side of the Moon
Violin Concerto

Unsurprisingly, classical
recordings have wider dynamic
ranges than commercial pop/rock

Brahms
Karajan BPO
ASD 3261 ( SO)

and tend to spend less time pushing
the envelope of what can be
recorded. Intriguingly, though, even
with classical music, there seems
to be aconsistent tendency for the

-40

-30

10

-20
- 10
0
velocity (dB rel to 5cnVs)

20

15

vertical modulation levels to be
lower than the horizontal.
The exceptions Ifound were

Horizontal (Mono)

the Reference Recordings Bach,

Vertical ( Difference)

followed by the old Firebird
recording. This difference between

ABOVE: Mobile Fidelity's release of

vertical and horizontal, along
with the tendency for the peak
accelerations to be well below

The Dark Side of the Moon tested
here was first released in 1979

5000 gravities, are perhaps the
most interesting general results
from the survey.
10

1000

100
acceleration (gravities)

companies like Shure Brothers and

3000

EASY ON THE NEEDLE
Taken overall, the results indicate
that atypical LP - even an

10

Time
Dark Side of the Moon
Pink Floyd
Mobile Fidelity
MFSL 1-017
2

•
-40

15

-30

20

-20
- 10
velocity (dB rel to 5cm/s)

I

Horizontal (Mono)

need acartridge that can track up

have been largely right to lose

to high modulation velocities.
In terms of the theories Ioutlined
last month, the results seem to be

interest in tip mass as astylus
parameter. Judging by the examples

within the predicted limits. All being
well, Imay examine that again in a

I've examined, atip mass around a
milligram or so would probably be

future article and see what reasons

fine in terms of allowing the stylus

falling short of what simple theory

to stay in the groove.
This should be taken with
caution, though, as there are other

predicted would be possible. ()

100
acceleration (gravities)

1000

3000

there may be for the accelerations

References:
1Yes, everyone else has decided
they prefer MC cartridges, but I
still prefer the Shure for the way
it effortlessly tracks whatever
you throw at it. Ikeep hoping

ABOVE LEFT: Figure 7 - plots for the

someone will find an old crate of

Brahms, with its Quadrophonic mix

genuine NOS Shure replacement
MR stylii for my V15/III. If they do,

LEFT: Figure 8 - Dark Side... has lower
10

the ones I've examined here you do

demanding in terms of stylus
accelerations. So perhaps people

peak modulation velocities well

o

others used to put forward seem
justified. If you wish to play discs like

audiophile one - may not be very

factors I've not yet discussed that
might alter such aconclusion.
Importantly, some discs do show

Vertical (Difference)

above 5cm/sec. On that basis the
old `trackability arguments that

modulation levels than the ZZ Top
12in, yet dynamic range is greater

please let me know!
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MOVERS & SHAKERS
INTERVIEW •

NOEL

LEE •

MONSTER

CABLE

INC

Wired for
Sound
Monster Cable helped define the worldwide
industry for after- market interconnect and
speaker cables. Paul Miller talks with its
founder, entrepreneurial engineer and
'Head Monster' Noel Lee
RIGHT: Noel
Lee, the Head
Monster and
dynamo behind
the Monster
Cable brand

B

ythe late 1970s, cable ' sound' was finally let
out of the closet. It was perfectly acceptable to
suggest that changing your speaker leads could
improve the sound of your system and Monster

Cable, headed by Noel Lee, was in the vanguard of the
revolution. Thirty years later and we now have hundreds
of brands and thousands of cables to delight, confuse
and generally frustrate the commited audiophile.
HiFi News caught up with Noel Lee at Monster's
recent ' Need for Speed' HDMI Press Conference [ see
Barry Fox's FutureTech, page 16] and was granted an
exclusive interview.

BELOW:
Monster's latest
HDMI cables
are graded
and packaged
according to
performance

The Head Monster: Iam genuinely excited about this
interview because HiFi News was also responsible for
educating consumers about the cable controversy.
When Istarted the company and invented the first
Monster Cable it was done primarily through listening
-experimenting with different gauges of copper, how
you twist it, choice of dielectric. They all had an effect
on what the ear hears in trying to produce the perfect
audio cable. Before this there was no real knowledge
that cables could make adifference and so my first trip

to the UK almost 30 years ago, to the Wig and Pen Club,
was really to educate the press. Iwrote apaper called
'Life Is Tough For An Audio Signal' and, ironically, Ihave
asimilar paper today called ' Life Is Tough For An HDMI
Cable'. So it feels like Iam born again!

PASSION FOR CABLES
HFN: You launched the original Monster Cable some
30 years ago. How did the company evolve from that
point? Iremember that you migrated your cable into
the professional sector, including recording studios
-taking it right back to the source. Was this akey
strategy from the beginning?
THM: Well, in those days Iwasn't a business guy, Ididn't
know how to run acompany, so Ihad no strategy. Iwas
so passionate about music and also passionate about
the gear, Ijust wanted to reach as many people as I

a
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could. Idid demonstration by demonstration, store by
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consumer after consumer because I
had no money. Istarted the company
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store, trade show after trade show and

on ashoestring. Iwas struggling with

mn

an embryonic business in acategory

> 101124>

that didn't really have any meaning!
Over time we helped educate not
just on Monster but on the whole
genre of cables and really created
the industry we know today. Now
cables have become asignificant
business for retailers and also ahot
topic for audiophiles who continue
to discuss and argue about the best
types. We aie happy to be part
of that creation. Professionals, by

,

contrast, were not so crazy. They're
more serious than audiophiles
ri
HOT%
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but were still able to hear some
of our technologies, innovations

MOVERS & SHAKERS

like bandwidth balanced, multi- gauge time-correct
windings. They used our cables on microphones,
consoles for internal wiring and it made asignificant
difference to their recordings in those early days.
HFN: At that time, there was asuggestion that
these bandwidth balanced cables partitioned higher
frequency signals down thinner gauged strands while
lower frequencies travelled through thicker sections
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of the cable. You received some criticism for that. Is
this something you regret or do you feel that you were

'..

„\..\, '.

misquoted or misunderstood?

11* MGM IDEHNITION SPEAKER WIRE

THM: Well, Iwas definitely misunderstood because
nobody really realised what Iwas talking about.
Fortunately, gentlemen including Malcolm Hawksford,
writing in HiFi News, tackled the different speeds of
travel through different thicknesses of cable. He talked
about the depth of penetration of the signal inside a
copper conductor and other materials. So he wrote the
equations - it was fantastic! This was validation from a
scientist that alot of these things do happen.
HFN: Any other memorable stage posts along the way?
TFM: Speaker cables came first because these were
the easiest to design. But you have very high current
levels, so Icouldn't figure out this fascination for thin,
solid- core cables in the UK. It took me afew years to
realise that this was adifference in taste between the
UK consumer and the American consumer. We were
fascinated in those days by big IBL loudspeakers and
Cerwin-Vega woofers. We wanted powerful bass while
the UK wanted that polite sound, those LS3/5As that
Iam aproud owner of, and KEF speakers that really
focused on the midrange. But this still validated the
concept of multi-gauge speaker cable, the fact that the
British consumer had, by ear, determined what wire was
the best for midrange. British consumers did not care so
much for really low bass or high treble frequencies, they
cared about that glorious midrange.
Video cables brought their own problems. In the

ABOVE: The

early days of

original lowresistance,

home theatre
it was still all

multi- stranded

about audio, as
pictures were being

Monster speaker
cable. For a

reproduced on a 13in
Sony Trinitron or some
such. These were sold by TV
dealers, not by audio dealers. Readers will remember
when it was blasphemy for audio dealers to have aTV
in the shop, but we had to make that transformation
as video resolution improved and cables became more

time, along with
QED's 79- strand,
it ruled the
audiophile roost
in the UK

important. The Hi-Def era really exposed the differences
between cables, but digital video transfer was a
revolution. Our first HDMI 10 cable was introduced four
years ago and we considered it the best available until,
of course, the launch of our new series...

BELOW: Powerline 3, one of Monster Cable's 'Time
Coherent' speaker cables available through the 1990s

SOCKETS AND LOSSES
HFN: Consumers regularly report losses in
authentication when hooking- up their HD- ready TVs,
often caused by bulky ' high- end' HDMI cables deforming
what are typically fairly flimsy, board- mounted HDMI
sockets. Have you addressed this issue?

'British consumers did not care for really
low bass or high treble frequencies, they
cared about that glorious midrange'
THM: The mechanical problems of HDMI, the variability
not only in the PCB connection but the source/sink
chips themselves are all potential problems. Different
components may have different HDMI specifications.
Do you have HDMI 1.1 or 1.3 for example? The popular
misconception is that all HDMI are the same, but there
have been five different vefsions of HDMI since 2003.
The latest demands asophisticated cable that requires a
lot of testing and alot of precision in its manufacturing.
Furthermore, the HDMI connection has no provision
for locking, unlike aDVI cable. A lockable HDMI
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4.
NI MONSTER'

STANDARD
SPEED

LEFT: Monster's
HDMI1000EX cable
is protected by the
company's ' Cable
for Life' scheme

«»*

>2.23 Gbps

that promises to
match upgrades
in technology with

Il MONSTER

replacement cable

HIGH‘
SPEED

FAR RIGHT:
This exploded
view inside
aMonster
HDMI cable

available up to 6m
•High Speed, 1080p/8- bit colour/60Hz,

comprehensive
screening
of cores and

elablosr.

available up to 6m
•Advanced High Speed, 1080p/12- bit

II MONSTER'

connector,
including builtin strain relief

miNcanucir
SPEED

connection would have to be part of the some
future specification that also took into account
the limited space available to athin flat- screen TV,

6.68 Gbps

for example. Although we made the first lockable
banana plug ( the Xterminator) we will never be able to
do the same with HDMI without the agreement of the
hardware producers.
HFN: Give us asynopsis of your latest HDMI
technologies and bring us up to speed with 'the
need for speed'.

LEFT: Monster's HDMI cables are
distinguished by these medallions
•Standard Speed, 720p/1080i/8-bit Colour,

4.95 Gbps

illustrates the

*titt4

colour/60Hz, available up to 6m
•Ultra- High Speed, 1080p-t-/ 12- bit & xv
colour/120Hz, available up to 75ft ( 22.9m)

THM: Ican't give you all my secrets but Ican
tell you some of the things that are important.
Some are visible, some are not. Like other cable

types, shielding is important. We use afully encased
metal shield that goes all the way to the tip of the

Id MONSTER'

connector which is stamped, clamped and soldered
to the shield so it is very ruggedly connected.
Ruggedness is important because you are
working with such high data rates that if you
bend acable, the mistermination could affect
its data bandwidth. Internally, the quality of
the dielectrics is important to maintain the high

THM: HDMI cables are in danger of becoming
commoditised as everyone thinks they are all
alike. So, in November we introduced the first
speed- rated cables, which match the performance of
different digital video sources and displays. HD video
has gone from 720p through to full- HD 1080p and now
1080p plus 100Hz displays. This represents an increase
in bandwidth as does the development of xv colour.
It would be really naive to think that one cable does
all. You may have one cable that does all at avery low
data rate like 720p, but it won't necessarily
work as you up the data rate to
accommodate new sources and
screen technologies.

1\\\

I
t

The other factor we

bandwidth, very low losses especially at long
distances. This also needs to be rugged because
HDMI cables are going to be bent, run through walls
and possibly nailed in place with astaple gun.

'Silver is agood marketing
story but it doesn't get us
making better HDMI cables'
HFN: Have you experimented with different conductor
materials, silver in place of copper for example, in line
with analogue cables?

introduced was the mpact
of long cable lengths. We showed
that some cables worked fine at
short but not longer lengths. So Iwould say
'buyer beware' as HDMI cables are completely
unregulated as to their quality. We now express
the performance of our new cables by their
capacity to handle agiven data rate over a
minimum cable length.

THM: Well, we tried asilver-coated HDMI cable but
we found that other differences were so much more
dramatic that silver offered little to nothing. Silver is
agood marketing story but it doesn't get us making
better HDMI cables.
HFN: How about the prospect of HDMI cable
directionality. Is this something that we need to think
about?

HFN: What are the engineering differences between
acable destined for 720p and one more suitable for
higher 1084 data rates and beyond?

THM: We have avery good reason for cable
directionality, but other folks have yet to prove to me
that symmetrical cables actually perform differently

RIGHT: Inside an M1000- series HDMI cable showing the
active TMDS (Transition Minimized Differential Signal)

when flipped. Our interconnect cables are terminated
differently at each end, one end is open while the other

core conductors, the drain wires and dual- screening

has the screen and return soldered together. So here is a
very legitimate reason why you can hear adifference, if
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Turntable Range
1400

2800

2100

2802

2500

Art

Debut

C)

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimiyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PS-FT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix
Mundorf

BASIS AUDIO
F

/0

BASIS

4'

2500 with Vector arm

selectdealers
AudioLines
T. 01476 591090
Brighton Hifi Exchange
T. 01580 878101
Retro Reproduction
T. 0131 558 9989
Grass Dance Audio
T. 01764 650573
Hazeirrere Audio
T. 01494 865398

2500 Turntable

PS -17 wiring loom

Debut Signature

From £1795 to £57,995

Basis 2200 & Calibrator
For almost three decades Basis Audio has enjoyed aworld-wide reputation for producing turntables of
uncompromised ability with some models enjoying legendary status.
Building aturntable is within the capability of many manufacturers, but to create atruly great turntable requires
the highest level of technological expertise, an understanding of the characteristics of contemporary materials
and, most importantly, adeep appreciation of music, characteristics that are embodied within all Basis products.
Vinyl continues to provide an astonishingly realistic source of recorded music for discerning listeners and Basis
turntables offer atrue realisation of its potential. Basis turntables and the incomparable Basis Vector tonearm
are available from aselect number of authorised dealers in the UK.
Basis Audio. There is no comparison.

Walrus

www.basisaudio.com

T. 0207 7247224
The Sound Surgery
T. 01392 662920

Please Note: Basis Vector tonearm sold separately. Price on application.

e 2003 selectaudio°
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you flip the cable you are listening to an open capacitive

1978
Monster Cable
is founded.
Production begins
in Noel Lee's San

load as opposed to one that is terminated. Other than
this, Ido not really believe that how the copper is drawn
or all the other controversial cable directionality themes
are legitimate. As the long answer to your question,

NOT ALL HDMI CABLES ARE THE SAME tn. mow., Advanced r« How Ns
Monster Advanced for HDMI Maximum Bandwidth
HD performance, 1080p and Beyond

0.74 6bps • 574. SIN; Hilt

HDMI cables are not directional. There are no arrows on
aMonster HDMI cable.

Francisco garage
HFN: Where do you see HD audio and video headed?

1979
The famous
multistranded
Monster Cable is
debuted at the
Summer CES

1983
Monster receives
its first patent
for the lockable
Xterminator 4mm
banana plug

1991

THM: I'm excited about where the future of digital
video is going to take us, but it's going to happen alot
faster than it did with analogue where enthusiasts are
still dealing with tubes versus transistors. With digital it
is going to be measurable, it's going to be quantifiable.
Differences in the size and quality of pictures are going
to be important with new developments in faster screen
rates leading the way for faster sources and faster
content. 1080p displays lead to new sources, like HD
DVD, Blu-ray and Sony PS3.
Ibelieve we are going to see bigger displays

original cable

1992
The high- end Mseries audio and
video cables are
launched

1998
Monster ' Clean
Power' mains
conditioners are
introduced

2000

These advanced HD displays are available today for
professional use and it is only amatter of time before it
trickles down to the consumer.
HFN: Do you realistically anticipate aconsumer source
that is greater than 1080p in its native resolution?
THM: Higher definition already exists in your PC, so the
folks who use, say, a 10-megapixel camera with agood
capture chip will be resolving colours that go beyond
video that is available today. But what can you replay it
on? You have to play it on ahigher resolution computer
monitor. These will take astill picture but we want
the same performance with movies. Garners are going
to push the limits. Today you can see gaming that is

of the Year' by
accountants Ernst
& Young

2005
Launch of the
MPA 5150 Home
Cinema Music Five
Channel Reference
Power Amplifier.

2006
Monster is official
audio/video

Monster's data
rate comparison
for existing and
future HD source
components

LEFT: Head
Monster in
the making, a
youthful Noel Lee
pictured in 1980
THM: Stores did not want to carry three versions of
Steely Dan. Ultimately, the failure of these formats was
not afailure of the technology but because retailers
could not properly demonstrate it. It happened at a
time when we were moving towards big video and flat
screens, so HD video took everyone's breath away and
the audio went by the wayside. Today it is very difficult
to get an audio demonstration, much less amusic
demonstration over six channels. However, we have

difficult to differentiate from real- life video so the games
and animation markets will drive the technologies for

started arecord label called Monster Music to try and
keep multichannel high- resolution alive.

movies. Ican see Spiderman on IMAX and have it look
perfectly clear and sharp, but Iwant to see Spiderman
blast across the screen with the same colour depth and

DO THE MONSTER MASH
If you listen to aMonster Music disc it will absolutely

sharpness in my home.

floor you. You'll sit there and revel in asurround stage

HFN: And how will these next generation ' Super HD'
movies take shape?

so convincing that you'll never go back to two- channel.
It's so dynamic and incredible that you'll say ' why didn't
anyone ever play this for me before?'. Well, we failed to

Noel Lee is dubbed
'Entrepreneur

ABOVE:

with even greater ( 1440) pixel counts and above.

Monster XP
replaces the

>11.14 laps • 10811p, 10011z, 12466
fibre bebsvatkp ND Compussebt

DVD-A and SACD failed
because retailers could not
properly demonstrate it'
THM: HD Audio provides the model. In the old days it
was direct-to-disc. We wanted to improve analogue so
we cut it direct to the record. Then came computer
recording, but it was many years before this bettered
analogue. The truth is that recording at 192kHz/24-bit
on aprofessional desk offers aclarity and resolution that
is indistinguishable from analogue. But for years there

educate the consumer and Ihope we don't fail again,
because the capabilities of either HD DVD or Blu-ray
video cannot be adequately demonstrated. Ironically,
192/24- bit audio cornes along almost free so now, with
HDMI, you also have the world's best audio cable.
HFN: Any final thoughts about the future of HD content
and Monster's role in its delivery?
THM: My advice is to buy all the Blu-ray, HD DVD and
DVD-A discs you can, while you can. At the moment I'm
enjoying them and think they're worth every penny.
Technology changes and we have to be able to embrace
it and we also have to be able to educate on it. So this is

cable provider

was no way to play it. We would down res this content

for Microsoft's

why Iam so excited to be here at the beginning of

to 44kHz/16-bit to fit it onto CD. So we were listening
to alower resolution version of what was actually
recorded. DVD-A and SACD finally allowed us to hear the
original content.

high- definition, and Iam so glad that people still need
cables to make it happen! At least Monster will have a
job here for the next five to ten years.

Xbox360 in the US

2007
Speed- rated HDMI
cables launched

HFN: Sadly, few consumers have bought into this
revolution...
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•Watch Noel Lee talk about Monster's HDMI testing
regime, as demonstrated at recent press events www.monstercable.com/hdmiladvancedhdmi.asp

Aura note is atrue high- end top- loading CD player and FM/AM Tuner
...that also provides
•50 watt / channel MOS-FET single- ended power amplifier.
•1USB input ( Atype) for the devices (MP3 / WMA / OGG files)
like MP3 player or USB memory.
•1USB input ( Btype) for PC Connection to playback any
files from your PC.

selectaud

exquisite audio products

•1Auxiliary input
•1Headphone input
*Designed by Kenneth Grange of U.K.

t. +44 (0)1900 813064
e. select.audio@tiscali.co.uk
www.selectaudio.co.uk

hi-fi news

Subscribe to
HiFi News...

and receive these interconnects from Crystal Cable
The young Dutch company Crystal Cable proves how technology, metallurgy,
measurements and high-tech production facilities can bring about the ultimate
synergy between hi-fi and music, rendering the most beautiful, lifelike
performances through the most advanced audio equipment.
Crystal's primary material is aunique, ultra- thin silver conductor with gold
infusions to fill the molecular gaps, isolated with Kapton for the most perfect
insulation on the market. The Piccolo interconnect is abeautiful, flexible,
exceptional sounding product. This special edition has aretail value of £ 1501.
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HOME CINEMA PLASMA AND LCD TV

Pioneer KURO 42/50" PLASMAN • HD READY • FREEVIEW
Featunng Pioneer's new ultra black panel technology and an amazing contrast ratio of 16000:1, these
8th generation plasma screens produce ever deeper blacks than befrre. Vie your local store and see
the deference.

37/42" PLASMA N

TH-37142PX70
HD READY FREEVIEW

Loewe

Finished in aclassy gloss black finish the PX70 screens will blend into
any room. With abuilt-in Freeview tuner and excellent Connectivity,
hey effortlessly handle motion and produce vibrant, natural colours.
A choice of mounting options and screen sizes are a. • I - hie.

SaillSUng LE32R87BD - 32" LCD TV • HD READY. FREEVIEW
This HD ready 32" model features all the latest technology and is guaranteed to deliver an amazing
home cinema experience into your home. Key features include a built-in digital tuner for accens to
Freetiew channels, picture-in-picture, SRS TruSurround and agaming mode.

Sony Bravia KDL-40W2000
40" LCD TV • FULL HD READY • FREEVIEW

idividual

32" LCD TV • HD READY • FREEVIEW
With achoice of five different front cc,loi..r; and interchangeable
side panels rnne different colours, thee screens will match any
decor. A wide rardge of mourfing options are available.

With asuper wide viewing angle gMng you agreat picture from
almost anywhere and afast response time, this award-winning
LCD TV includes abuilt-in Freeview tuner, 1920 x1080 resolution
and Iwo HDMI inputs.

YEAR WARRANTY

included with all Plasma and LCD televisions purchased at our normal selling price*
CHOOSE MODELS FROM
LOEWE • PANASONIC • PIONEER • SAMSUNG • SHARP
WITH A 26" SCREEN OR LARGER
Not in conjunction with any other offer or promotion E&OE.
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Visit the

NEW Sevenoaks

website. Just click on

SRP ( Sevenoaks Retail Price)
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Visit the NEW website for additional
SALI offers. wwwssay.com

SOUND

MOVIE 5.1 ALL- IN- ONE DVD SYSTEM

Sim2
GRAND CINEMA HT380
1080P FULL HD READY

Solo Movie 5.1 represents anew dimension in experiencing
music and movies. An all- in-one home cinema system that

Sim2 Multimedia is aworld-leading manufacturer at the forefront
of home cinema technology and a
name synonymous with high-end

•5.1 Surround • 50 Watts Per Channel RMS

home cinema projection.

delivers the most advanced sound ... ever.

•Universal disc playback • HDMI digital output

TX-SR875 AV RECEIVER

—"-Exceeding even the highest expectations, the
TX-SR87E features on-board decoding for all

•FM Radio & DAB digital radio
•Integrated iPad control via r-Lead/rDock
•Black Finish

the latest key sound formats.

InFocus

VISION

ARCAM SOLO

ONKYO AV RECEIVERS

DLP PROJECTION

TX-SR605 AV RECEIVER
'With asurfeit of talent, especially where movie

IN81/IN82

1080P FULL HD READY

&

SAI.E

sound is concerned, this is amust-hear una"

Two outstanding projectors from
InFocus. The IN81 produces aterrific
picture with HD content while the
IN82 has all the strengths of the IN81
but with an even better picture.
AND V1•10111

"Image quality is simply gorgeous: it's sharp,
vivid and packed with detail... The Movie 5.1 is
something to get excited about,"

I
Nie
N0.1•10f1, 200:

emu/n.41 , ...,00.0

13=1111M0

HOME CINEMA
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EPARATES AND SPEAKERS
WHATHI FI?
AWARDS 700>

Yamaha

Sony

Arcam

Denon

DV137 DVD PLAYER
AVR280 AV RECEIVER

DVD1940 DVD PLAYER
AVR2808 AV RECEIVER

RDR-HXD970 HOD. DVD RECORDER
STR-DA5200ES AV RECEIVER

DVD-S1700 DVD PLAYER
RX-V1800 AV RECEIVER

Delivering 80w across at of its 7channels,
Arcam's new AVR280 produces terrific sound
with both movies and music. It is an ideal

Featuring 1080p upscaling, this award-winning

Building on the abilities cf Sony's award-winning ' HXD860, this recogder features both
analogue and digital tuners, an HDMI output,

Designed for top-notch sound quality, the new
Yamaha FIX-V1800 has 4HDMI inputs and can
decode HD audio formats. A host of impressive
features hides behind its facia. The multi-format
DVD-S1700 disc player is an ideal partner,
complementing the 'V1800 with both its looks
and performance.

along with standard DVDs, the 137 impresses

DVD player provides first-class picture and
sound quality and is aLso compatible with botn
MP3 and WMA audio discs. The New AVR2808
receiver features indentical quality and power, 110
watts, for all 7channels, HDMI inputs/outputs and

with its chsp. vivid images.

auto set-up and room EQ.

partner for Arcam's DV137 universal disc player.
Compatible with DVD-Audio and SACD discs

a250GB hard disk plus aUSB input. When
partnered with the STR-DA5200ES 7channel
receiver the combination delivers excellent
sound and vision performance.

KHT3005SE
5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

Pioneer BDP-LX70A
BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER

This revised vehsion of KEF's GSA
award-winning KHT3005 backs- up its
impressive looks with superb surroundsound. Powerful enough to fill even the

Enid./ outstanding high
definition images with this
award-winning Blu-ray
disc player.

AWA•DS 2007

largest of rooms. this SE version is a
must audition speaker package,.

Don't forget!
Accessories make
the difference
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces is determined
as much by its accessohes as its main components.
At Sevenoaks, accessories are not an afterthought - our
staff can demonstrate the difference the right
accessories can make to your home
entertainment expehence.

"The new KHT3005SE is sensational"

REL

SU BWOOFERS

The R-Series is designed to augment the performance of "full range" speaker systems and to
provide linear response down to beaw 20Hz. The R series comprises the 205, 305 and 505
All models feature class D amplification and are available in apiano black lacquer finish.
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B&W Mini Theatrr
MT- 30

AWARDS 2007

5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE
SOUN DSTYLEV

With acombination of the latet R&D tecnniqueE and apassion for
music, B&W produces adiverse range of produc:ts befitting the largest
audio manufacturer in the UK.

;DAM?.
*Or

both home cinema and hi-fi applications.

PLEASE NOTE
eproducts/brands are not asaltarle at all stoles. Please confirm
titore travelling. Any published prices were coffee': at time of going to
s. Special or added value otters are not in conjunction with any
other otter or aromotion ( NICWA03).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 16/02/2008. ESOE.

GRADO

all1111111” 2007

The Mini Theatre MT-30 delivers excellent performance and is ideal for

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive_
in nie event you can find Me sanie products and excellent service
at alower price, please tring it to the store manager's attenhon.

Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www ssay.com

QED

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
le01/10` 1inan, u`

Spread the cost of buying.
options are available on the najority ot products we stock

tWritten details on request
Licensed credit brokers Minimum balance £400. Subject to status.
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KANDY LIII INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER MKIII

EMS
Arcam SOLO MUSIC SYSTEM
Monitor Audio RS1 SPEAKERS

Orlky0 CR-515DAB
CD RECEIVER

Kandy integrated is now refined way beyond what would be
expected of amplifiers approaching almost twice t.s price! The
new Kandy sounds delicate yet powerful, far more dynamic yet

This award-winning CD system
is arare thing: atruly musical
micro system. It delivers a
great performance even when
compared with budget hi-fi
separates. (
Excludes Speakers)

so musical and easy to listen to and sets anew standard for
affordable hi-end amplifiers in its class.
WHATIUFI?
$$$$$
AWARDS 2007

A great package
coupling Arcam's
award-winning all-inone hi-fi system with
the excellent RS1
speakers.

Teac

Ask in-store about
our recommended
cables and stands.

REFERENCE 300DAB MKIII
MUSIC SYSTEM

"The new Kandy sounds spectacular...we sweated buckets
of blood trying to make the Kandy LIII uncomfortable, but
without success - it's atrue all-rounder, excelling with every
type of music you play through it"

Comprising three classy looking
units, this CD player, DAB/FM/
AM radio and amplifier system
combines style with outstanding
sound quality. Simply choose
speakers from our extensive range
in-store.

Monitor Audio

Spendor S Series

KEF 1J Series

Across aspeaker range rich in
its choice of style, shape and
application, Monitor Audio's thirty

Each Spendor 'S' series speaker
delivers abalanced energy output
to guarantee aconsistent sound
and aseamless sound stage in

From the second you spot the soft
sheen of titanium on the main diver
cones, youleow you're hfor scimething
special And you won't be disacpointed.

year heritage of technical expertise guarantees great sound with
tonal accuracy that is shared
by every speaker. From on-wall,
in-wall, ceiling and floor. Monitor
Audio gives you the freedom to
enjoy high-quality sound in every
room of your home.

adiversity of living environments.
Each model features:-

Utilising KE:F's trademark lJri-0
technology, the it) series delrvers

•Hand-made 'e' generation
bass-midrange drive units

consis:ently dealed imaging and
unrivalled off-axis response so
everyone in the room gets the full
benefit, whereve they sit.

•Dynamically damped cabinets
which reduce energy re-radiation
to inaudible levels.

iQ5SE

Designed for on-wall installations,
the SR5 (above) delivers exceptional
sound quality and is ideal for hi-fi and
turre cinema applications.

Ranges include Bronze Reference, Silver RS, Gold Signature and Radius

"These SEs ee far more entereining
than the originas yet leave the old
speakers' fuss-free nature in tact."

Rotel RA04 AMPLIFIER & RCD06 CD
Bowers & V,
685 SPEAKERS

"A new class- leader atrue all-rounder"

Excellent
perfomance and
exceptional value
for money. This
combination creates
asound that, the

Marantz
Marantz products range from higl-end hi-fi to
HD-ready DVD players and AN rece'vers. Its hi-fi
range includes the CD50010SE and new M6002 CD

more you hear it, the
better it gets.

H"

Primare
With class-leading build quality, and aunique blend of sophisti-

players and the PM40010SE amplifier, offerig ataste of
high-end audio at an incredibhj competitive price.

cated Scandinavian design, Primare build elegant, reliable, easyto-use systems that promise years of high quality performance.

Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to music
before, try listening to it through a
Cyrus system. With every product
tuned by ear, Cyrus represents a
quality of sound, which is rare at
any price.
•High-definition audio and video
performance
•Wide choice of both hi-fi and
AN components
•Uniquely broad upgrade
options
•NEW CD6 SE, CDS SE CD
players and CDX tSE transport
03

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO
Project
Revive your record
collection with
Pro-ject turntables
The range
includes the new
award-winning
RPM1 Genie.
This belt drive, two
speed player comes
complete with Ortofon
cartridge and combines style
with excellent sound quality.

Sonos
This wireless, multi-room digital music system, lets you play your
favourite tunes all over the hoi rse — and control there from the palm of
your hand. You can even play different sags ir different rooms.

Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssay.com

Visit the NEW website for additional
SALL offers. www.ssay.com
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nearest store

www.ssav.com
MANCHESTER
69 High Street, City Centre
0161 831 7969

BEDFORD
29-31 St Peters St
01234 272779

NORWICH
29-29a St Giles St
01603 767605

BRIGHTON HOVE
57 Western Rd
01273 733338

NOTTINGHAM SHERWOOD
597-599 Mansfield Rd
0115 911 2121

BRISTOL
92b VVhiteladies Rd, Clifton
0117 974 3727

u.

OXFORD
41 St Clements St
01865 241773

III

PETERBOROUGH
36-38 Park Rd
01733 897697

CHELSEA
403 King's Rd
020 7352 9468

POOLE
Latimer House, 44-46 High St
01202 671677

EDINBURGH
5The Grassmarket
0131 229 7267

al

SEVENOAKS
109-113 London Rd
01732 459555

EPSOM
12 Upper High St
01372 720720

III

SHEFFIELD
635 Quœns Rd, Henley
0114 255 5881

▪

SOUTHAMPTON
33 Londoi Rd
023 8033 7770

•

HOLBORN
144-148 Grays Inn Rd
020 7837 7540

a•

• SONY

1
1

RRP/SRP ON ALL

OFF

II •

in • ne t ystems
•All-in-One AV Systems
•Projectors

igab
•Hi Fi and AV Separates
CD PLAYERS, AMPLIFIERS,DVD AV RECEIVERS

•Subwoofers

Excludes Arcam FMT, Cyrus, Onkyo, Project, Ruksan and Sonos
-but please ask and find out what we can fo!

STAINES
4Thames St
01784 460777

u.

•HiFi Speakers
F • AV Speaker Packages

u.

SWINDON
8-9 Commercial Rd
01793 810992
SWISS COTTAGE
2.1 Northways Parade, Finchley Rd
020 7722 9777

HULL
1Savile Row, Savile St
01482 587171
KINGSTON
43 Fife Rd
020 8547 0717

• SHARP

SOUTHGATE
77 Chase Side
020 8886 2777

GLASGOW
88 Great Western Rd
0141 332 9655
GUILDFORD
73b North St
01483 536666

• PIONEER • SAMSUNG

Not in conjunction with anyether offer or promotion. EBOE. ' SRP ( Sevenoats Retail Price)

PRESTON
40-41 Lune St
01772 825777
READING
:3-4 The Walk, King St
0118 959 7768

EXETER
28 Cowick St
01392 218895

ALE offers
WITH A 26" SCREEN OR LARGER

u.

EALING
24 The Green
020 8579 8777

VISION

OUTSTANDING

LOEVVE • PANASONIC

PLYMOUTH
107 Cornwall St
01752 226011

18

&

included with all Plasma and 1._ein»eons purchased at our normal selling price'

CAMBRIDGE
17 Burleigh St
01223 304770

CHELTENHAM
14 Pittville St
01242 241171

SOUND

5 YEAR WARRANTY

ABERDEEN
57 Crown St
01224 252797

BROMLEY
39a East St
020 8290 1988

SEVEN0a<S

Excludes B&W, KEF ( SE/Reference), Monitor Audio ( Gold/Platinum)
and Spendor - but please ask and find out what we can do!

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
28-30 St Johns Rd
01892 531543

LEEDS
Ir. IMBUED TO MIIIERBV
62 North St
0113 245 2775
• •

WATFORD
478 St Albans Rd
01923 213533

LEEDS WETHERBY
15 The Hornet air Centre
01937 588886

WEYBRIDGE
43 Chun:h St, The Quadrant
01932 828525

OFF • DVD and more...

LEICESTER
10 Loseby Lane
0116 253 6587

WITHAM (
ESSE))
1The Grave Centre
01376 501733

We have ahuge range of end-of- line produacitpable with massive
saJings.See our website or separate adve
out more!

UNCOLN
20-22 Corporation St or Fria.%
01522 527397

WOLVERHAMPTON
29-30 Cleveland St
01902 312225

LOUGHTON
7-9 Goldings Hill
020 8532 0770

YEOVIL
14 Silver St
01935 700078

MAIDSTONE
96 Week St
01622 686386

▪ Cedia Member

'
912)
C

ur

CD
a•

ORIGINAL SELLING PRI

OFF

• Custom Installation Centre
• •

opertinl,nourd

We have ahuge range of end-of- line products available with massive
savings. See our website or separate adverts to find out more!

4- •

Opening hours and days vary between stores - please visit our
website or call your local store for details

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please confirm
before travelling. Any published prices were correct at time of going to
press. Special or added value otters are not in conjunction with any
ADVERT
other otter
VALID
or UNTIL
promotion
16/02.'2008.
( NICWA00).
EBOE.

.
•

•Flat Screen TVs
• Speakers and more.

SEVENOAKS SALE PLEASE NOTE
Only the brands featured in these adverts form part of the sale unless stated otherwise
and are not in conjunction with any other offer or promotion ( N CWA00), E&OE

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK
We always try to ensure nor prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can tind the,same products and excellent service
at alower price, please bring it to the store manager's attention.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options' are available on the majority of products we stock.

Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssay.com

'Written details on request.
Licensed credit brokers. Minimum affiance E400. Subject to status.
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TO SUBSCRIBE
b

d
h e
gSSIFIEDS
If you're sending in Hi Fi News
classifieds by post, please make
•

1

I

II

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
line at www.hifinews.co.uk

THE PLACE TO
BUY 8c SELL Au DIO
EQUIPMENT 8c
ACCESSORIES

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements

Carole Molloy, HiFi News,
IPC Media, Leon House, 233
High Street, Croydon CR9 1H

must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security

MUSICAL Fidelity Nu-Vista
3D CD player, excellent
condition, boxed £ 1600 Tel:
01303 863424 [ B8]
MARK Levinson
31.5 Reference CD
Transport, mint
condition £ 3399 (£ 9999),

please don't include acredit card number in an email. Call our

mint, as new, can

reader ad dept on 020 8726 8321 Fax: 020 8726 8399

demonstrate Tel: Rob 01386
446134 [ BC14]

1. ACCESSORIES

DENSEN B300 power amp,
Densen B100 integrated

demonstrate Tel: Rob 01386

ISOTEK 4k Qube (£ 2250

amp £ 350 Tel: 07973

446134 [ BC14]

new), £ 1100, good

189538 ( London) [AC17]

[BC14]

XMAS Sale! Wilson system

AUDIO Research VT 200,

3. CABLES

perfect & pristine, crates,

(12999), mint, as new, can

condition, lifetime warranty
Tel: 01803 293805 [ MB17]

7. SPEAKERS

7speakers, special finish,
silver 200 watts per channel,

ATLAS Elektra

SENNHEISER HD650

instructions & hardware, UK

superb £ 3000 (£ 9500) Tel:

interconnects, Nordost &

headphones, amazing

Bill 01993 851508 [AB14]

dealer purchased, also just

Hovland speaker cables,

dealer serviced, Levinson

sound, well reviewed, 8

Target R2 speaker stands

33H amps, astonishing
sound quality, contact via

months old, mint condition,

KRELL FPB 250MC

£175 Tel: 07973 189538
[AC17]

boxed £ 150, no offers

monoblocks amplifier,

Tel: 01623 744261/07816

Rothwell Indus SE stepped

063648 [AC17]

attenuator passive preamp

TRICHORD black box one

email: mrpauld@hotmail.
corn [ MB17]

NORDOST Blue Heaven

£3500 (£ 12700) Tel: 020

Rev-11 speaker cable, 3

8531 5979 [AC17]

metre £ 150 Tel: 020 8531

black, immaculate condition

5979 [AC17]

with new diffraction pads,

mains conditioner, ideal

WILSON Watt/Puppy 5s,

for source components,

QUAD 99 909 pre- power

stunning performance, does

amps, excellent condition,

MIT Proline Reference

not corrupt sine wave, cost

will split £ 1100 Tel: 01702

tails, paws and boxes,

Digital Interconnect, AES/

£120 sell £ 65, great value

truly excellent sound and

547604 [ B8]

EBU, £ 200 (£ 690) Tel Rob

condition £ 3400 (£ 14000)

01386 446134 [ BC14]

Tel: Bill 01993 851508

upgrade Tel: 01235 762171
(Oxon) [ B8]

grills, system 6tweeter,

MUSICAL Fidelity kW250S
all in one unit, practically

2. AMPS

[AB14]

4. CD/DVD PLAYERS

new, excellent sounding

KEF Concerto SP1006 30w,

product, original packaging

MARANTZ SA-7S1 best

KRELL KAV 2250 power

8ohm, 1973, good condition

etc £ 1750 Tel: 07527

build, best sounding one-

(£4274 new) £ 2500, mint

for year £ 100 Tel: 07976

033757 [ B8]

box CD/SACD player, mint

664220 [ B8:

condition, Krell KAV 280P

condition £ 3950, Marantz

Pre (£ 3229 new) £ 1900,

KRELL FPB 600 Power

DV7001 SACD/DVD player

good condition Tel: 01803

9. TURNTABLES

Amplifier, as new, awesome

black, mint condition £ 395

293805 [ MB17]

VOYD three motors, vgc

reference amp £4399

Tel: 020 8951 3178 [ BC]

£600 Tel: 01977 620558
[AB14]
MISCELLANEOUS

CONTACT US
If you're sending in Hi Fi News classifieds by
post, please make sure you address them to:
Carole Molloy, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ
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COLLECTION of
160+ LP records mainly
(90%) classical including
interesting HMV, Decca
and DG's £ 145, buyer
collects Tel: 01604 41726
(Northampton) [AB14]

hi-finews

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code: 31V or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

13 issues of hi4l news

11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS

Save 15% today

SYSTEM for sale, sensible
prices, excellent condition,
original packaging,
complete £ 1100, will split,
AVI S2000M preamplifier
£250, AVI S2000M power
amplifier, pair £ 350, ATC
SCM20 loudspeaker £450,
Trichord Genesis CD player
£125, good home wanted

•
1111111110
.
•

III

a=

for Audiolab 8000A Mk1
£50 Tel: 01728 684003

SUBSCRIBE to HiFi News and get the latest news,
analysis and opinions on new technologies, products
and formats from hi-fi to home entertainment
delivered direct to your door.
• UK ONLY- asix-monthly Direct Debit: E21.82 (Saving 15% off the full rate of E25.68) see gift offer p118
•Overseas readers will not receive the gift but can save up to 20%

hi"- news

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.

buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in

We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

the form printed left but for each
product category ( eg. accessories,
amps, CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD/DVD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11 - Complete Systems;

Tel (to appear in advert):

12 - Miscellaneous
•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'issues
Number of
Please print the above

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)
Card number
3 digit card security code

[I
I 1I

Expiry date

VAT) per 30- word insertion for one
issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for

advertisement for

three issues. Additional words are
50p each

issues

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box

II

if you want your

NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word ( eg.
Meridian 201 = two words),

advert to go into the
WANTED category

•We are not responsible for clerical errors
Name:
Pt each new advert with acircled number indicating the

Address*

section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £14 for the first 30 words
Postcode*

plus asingle payment of f1 ( 50p for each extra word).

Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
STANDS

Date of sending
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e- mails from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special offers. and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. Hi Fi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us C. IPC may occasionally pass yoJr wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.

REFURBISHED

hi-finews

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • 'REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha
OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 801_
0121 429 2311
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8J1
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY3 LAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
I0 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HA 3 4HR
020 8420 1725
DARLINGTON
17 Coniseliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418
MUSIC
MATTERS

lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi- Fi

Martin Logan - Van tag

60 Durhom Road. London. SVV20 OTVV
T 020 feate 15213/0331 E shapteobrienhffi.corn
Free parking • Five minutes fi-oin A3 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 5.30

-.onus Faber - Domus
Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company

Moon - Supernova

Creek. • Urea mvision • Dynavector • Epos • Guttvire • Lyra
Krell • Martin Logan • Micheil • Moon • Nairn • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Reson • Soimeteer
Somas Fat,/ • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us fix a list of ex -dom ar display

product

Chord - Cables
We are currently
aemonetra ting these
nnmg new pr.,1tacts
',Va.(' 6. • .... at 11,
arrange a tleneneer àeieen.

Sugden - A21SE Amp Et CD

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
i-wired

issn in
to achieve sound
and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of

TushiengetoLprange
quality drive
veunits
includeswend superb

£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT

SPEAKER UNITS
5"1PL Metal. 1"Seas tulle

S3t1
65" Kelm 1" See treble
S3tkn
651ft mect 1"Sere oebk
S311mRili 6.5"IPL metal,Ribbon treb
S4tI
SS6

CAB SIZE mm
810 x191x 261

PLUS KIT

£
215.00

P&P
£
930

903 x230x 350 £220.00 £10.00
903 x230 x350 £234A4 £10.00
903 x230 x350 £33728 £ 10.00

Í

PENTACHORD LOUDSPEAKERS
This advert does not necessarily signal the rebirth of Peraa-

chord Loudspeakers as acompany, but we have available for
sale several sets of Pentacolumns, brand new and never used.
in dark oak finish. Two amplifiers are needed to drive these
speakers via an active crossover.
Alan Sircom (HiFi World) said: "The Pentacolumns are among
the most revealing loudspeakers that Ihave heard, both from a
musical and asystem standpoint"

8"Kes 1 "Seas treble
930x276x400 £258.00 £11.00
101F1_, 3"Domemid,1"treb I
1:1 x320 x400
f419.0D
f12.130

Send deque cit-peal order) made payable to Mr 1P Leslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
%Torn Pali, Ilfracombe, Devon, EMI SAY, tel 01271 867439. Alternatisly visit
our ‘..% ebsite at onssiplacoustics.co.uk or send a50p S.A.E for catalogue detaihng
frammission line, Hi-l1 and AV kits. including Active Subwoofers, drive units,
Sum- FIFE cables, and Quality Accessories.

The speakers will be sold to personal callers only,
by appointment Phone for ademonstration.
Pentachord Loudspeakers (Oliver Brooke),
49 Rusholrne Road, London SWI5 3LF:
Tel: 0208 788 2228

Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005. "BEST CARTRIDGE
UNDER £ 1000! Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others. 'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE' Plus cartridge re-tipping service
r111.1111111Mumm•

Web Site: www.eartridgeman.com

Email: theeartridgemanebtinternet.com

020 8688 6565
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Hifi Exchange
Choice

free advertising ( no sale no fee)
Add your items for sale here and online
low 10% commission
100's of items online updated caily

hi - fi

750
800
000
750
5500
3995
3995
£750
£1595
£695
£4000
£2695
£350
£795
£1995

Krell AVS
Krell CTS
Lexicon DC2
Lexicon MC 12
Lexicon MC12 v5
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8 v2
Lumagen Vision HOP
McIntosh C39
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Pioneer VSA 06
Primare P30
Proceed PAV POSO

AV Receivers

£450

Pioneer VSO- D20 I1-S

CD Players and DACs

Aand RCambridge SCD-50T
Accuphase DP- 75V
Accuphase DP85
Accustic Arts DAC 1mklIl
Accustic Arts Player 1
Arcam 5
Audio Flioiht CD1
Audio Alchemy 200 transport et UDDE
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CO1
Audio Research CD3 midl
Audiolab 8000 Transport/Dac
Audtomecar Pierre Lurne Mephisto transport
black edition alpha 30
black edition alpha 3e
Bluenote Shbbert Tube
Burmester 001CDP
CEC DX 51 DAC
Cyrus cd7cipsre
Exposure CLIP CD Player
Goldmund Meta- Laser II
Krell KAS 20 IL
Krell KAS 25sc
Krell KAS 25sc 24/9'6
Krell (PS 28C CAST
Krell KPS20i/L
Krell KPS2Oil
Mark Levinson 390s
Mehdian Audio 200/203 Tran/dac
Meridian Audio 506.24
Meridian Audio 518 DAC
MS8 Link DAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 DOD/CD
Musical Fidelity a308cr cd player
NAD C521 BEE
ham Audio CD3
Onkyo MSB-1HDD-i-CD MSB-1 ADO recorder
Rega Planet
Straolino CDT 300 3ELSonics
Tag COT2OR-T2L
Teac Esoteric P-03/0-03
Theta Data Basic II DAC DS Pro Pone II
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data II Transport
Theta OSPro Basic II
Trichord GENESIS
Trichord Genesis
Wadia 2000 Digtmaster
Wadia X64 4Dipernaster
Yamaha CDX 10100
YBA 3Alpha
YEA CD1 Delta 2PSU
YBA yba cd3X
Zhaolu D3

£1000
£4000
£5795
£2795
£2295
£200
£2995
£420
£1695
£995
£2950
£695
£995
£1500
£1500
£1850
£6500
£1095
£750
£350
£1650
£2250
£9500
£8995
£4995
£2999
£2995
£3299
£350
£450
£495
£450
£1450
£975
£140
£350
£500
£299
f2495
£695
£9950
£750
£895
£295
£600
£250
£250
£1785
£1295
£350
£995
£2495
£995
£150

Da & Epos
Linn CD3.Nait3,Flatcap,Kans Naim cables
Linn Classic - Ninka LK140. Wakonda. Ikemi
Meridian Audio System
Naim Audio com02/180/58L
Rego Complete System
Yamaha

£2000
£750
£4300
£995
£2350
£2000
£750

Linn Intersekt 11W.;
on Knekt Line
nKNEKT RCL1
KNEKT Room Amp

£1400
£175
£300
£350

ream FMJ-DV27
Lexicon RT-20
endian Audio 598 CD/DVD/DVDA
eer DVD656A
shend Audio Pioneer DV- 747A

£740
£3000
£1650
£150
£995

and Cambridge
Aand RCambridge PMC
Arcam Alpha 6Plus
Audio Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Krell KAV 300i
Naim Audio Nail 3
Naim Audio Nail 3
Roksan Kandy L3
Roksan rocksan handy hat
Stemfoort SF 100

£75
£350
£100
£2995
£995
£895
£500
£300
£0
£450
£550

Complete Systems

Custom Installation Products

Players

rated Amplifiers

Loudspeakers

Acoustic -Energy AE1 Mk 3
Alun Phalanx/Poseidon
Apogee Caliper
Apogee Stage
Arcam One
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti Ç
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha
Audio Note AN- ESP SPEAKER
Audio Physic Brilon
Audio Physic Medea It
Audio Physic Spark (latest)
Audio Physic Tempo Ilatestl
Audio Physic Vera Floor
AudlOveçtoe M3signature active
Al

£930
£10000
£800
£1200
£300
£0
£0
£0
£1700
£1495
£13000
£1150
£1695
£795
£2100
£495
£3000
£1500

eHoward
Dolt Euphonta MS4
Definitive Technology BP3000
Dynaudio SI A
Eggleston Works Fontaine
Elac Jet CL310 Jet
Epos ES14
Gershman Avant Garde HO 20
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1+ 2
Hales concept 5
IMF MKIII Ref Pro Monitor
IMF TLS50 11
Infinity Kappa 9
Jamo Concert 8
Jamo 0830
JAS Ursa
JBL TLX103.121.111
JMLab Diva Utopia
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
JMLab Electra 1037 be
JMLab Electra 906
JMLab Micro Utopia BE * Stands
JMLab Micro Utopia Be , Stands
JR Jordan JR 150 oStands
KEF 035.2
KEF C150 .ref 90 -3013.70S
KEF 095c
King's Audio Queens
Leerna Acoustics SPLX12 sub woofer
Loin Kabers iPassivel
Linn Kan
Linn Keilidh
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
Magneplanar MG 20e
Magneplanar MG3 6,9
Maoneplanar SMG
Martin Logan Ascent
Martin Logan CLSIlz
Martin Logan Prodigy
Mirage FRX 9
Mission M33i
Monitor Audio Gold Het 20 iGR20i
Naim Audio SOL Walnut
Piega P4XL Mk2
PMC Loudspeakers 885
PMC Loudspeakers 181
Podium Podium one
Quad ELS 57
Quad el 57
Quad ESL 988
Quad ESL 988
Revel Ultimo Studio
Revel Ultimo Studio
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
%ark Roark Talisman 02
Genus Faber Extrema & Stands
SoundLab Al
Spendor S5e
System Audio SA2K
Talon Firebird Diamond
Tannoy Mercury MXC centre
TDL RTL 3
Velodine FSR 10
Vibe Alpha 2sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
Wilson Audio System 51
Wilson Audio WattrPuppy 5.1
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
Wilson Audio Witt
Wilson Benesch ACT
Yamaha NS 1000
Yamaha ns1000m

£3495
£2500
£1095
f2850
£550
£295
£2750
£26120
£2200
£795
£275
£1995
£325
£650
£995
£180
£7500
£3400
£5750
£595
£3600
£2750
£450
£200
£600
£75
£895
£650

4aDU

£600
£135
£850
£800
£1295
£6995
£2750
£2899
£995
£400
£2295
£2295
£5749
£4199
£300
£395
£3995
£8990
£695
£1595
£17500
£40
£300
£495
£250
£475
£4500
£28990
£5900
£6495
f3750
£3295
£3200
£1400
£1400

Lexicon CX5
McIntosh MC 7104
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound 051
Pioneer VSA-E07
Systemline MRA-4
Theta Theta Dreadnaught Il

£2590
£1495
£1595
£2895
£575
f350
£3900

creative 7700
Definitive Technology BP 3000 . LCR
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
JMLab Sib&Co
McIntosh HT1. HT2 FIT3
Panasonic scht990
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson

£150
£3250
£195
£600
£2195
£225
£2650

Multi Channel Speaker Systems

Accustic Arts Amp 2
Accrete Arts Power 1
Adcom GFA555
Alm ST 13 01
Alma ST 15 01
Audio Flight Flight One100
Audio Analogue Maestro Monoblock
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
Audio Synthesis Desee Monos
Audio Valve Baldur 70
Audiolab 8000 P/C
Audeilab 8000a mklIl
AVI Lab- Series Power Amp
OAT VK 6005e
BAT VK200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
CATJL2 Signature
Cary 572 SE -MONOBLOCKS
Chord Electronics spm600
Classe Audio CA 201
Classe Audio ORO power Amp
Cyrus 1111
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP- 60
Dual mono block- 200w 23 5
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
Goldmund 184

£4750
£4995

£7995
£1570
£1300
£6995

Are Amplifiers

Multi Channel Amps

Power Amplifiers

uppliers

Canon Kenton AP2500/PA7200
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
Jeff Rowland model 8
Krell FPO 700cx
Krell FPB 750 mcx monoblocks
Krell FP8 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FP8200
Krell (SA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson 432
Mark Levinson ML433
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
Mark Levinson ML9
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC 252
McIntosh MC 3000m
McIntosh MC352
Musical Fidelity KW550
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Naim Audio 180
Passlabs X600
Plums SA 100
1Mono dyi.0
Roksan Caspian M Serres Hotel rbl 090
Rotel RB981
Ruby Chamelen"
Samuel John,
PPA100
Tag Avantgard.
him Evans Lin. `,.be Technon..,
Monobloc
M

£3495
£2150
£350
£995
£1095
£4795
£5000
£12995
£3450
£1795
£785
£300
£950
£5995
£1395
£1900
£1250
£2300
£1950
£11500
£1200
£2000
£1800
£650
£275
£1250
£2200
£790
£475
£7365

£1495
f200
£1450
£995
£295
5:5017,
£2995
£2795
£395
£1295
£1495
£1500
£6495
£2995
£5995
£3000
£3000
£595
£3750
£325
£1095
£3999
£898
£1650
£375
£1150
£2299
£250
£500
£550
£295
£100
£595
£170
£250
£200
£850
£1995
£595
£2495
£1000
£6995
£795
£3495

¿1/0,0 PST 11.01,
Arcam Dee 110
ATC CA2
Audia Fright Flight 1Are
Audio Note MIUltimate
Audio Refinement Pm 5
Audio Research LS2 mk11
BAT VK30
BAT. VK3i
Boulder 1012
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
CAT Ultimare Reference
Cello Palette Pre
Chord Electronics. cpa2200
Conrad Johnson nim Pre Amp
ONM 3d twin
DAN series 2/3
GRAAF 3.5 Pre
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Jeff Rowland Consonance
Mark Levinson 38s
Marsh P2000
McCormak RIO 1
Melody Pure black 101
Meridian Audio 541 surround controller
Michell Argo HR Hera
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/liera
Musical Fidelity X10D
Naim Audio 102
Nairn Audio Flatcap
fia,ni Aidia Nac 62
Naim Audio NAC 92 preamp
Tact RCS 2.0
Tact RCS 2.0DD
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pre & Power Supply
VAC Renaissance Signature MKII Pre
YBA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre

SubWoofers

£1995
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer
£575
REL 0200E
£295
ROL Strata
Velodine 0015
£ 1900
Velodine OLD 15
£ 1200

lantablesMniss/Cartridges & Phonostmie

Clear Audio Accurate
Dynavector 1004
£ 150
EAR mc 3transfomer
£ 500
£ 390
EAR The Head
Fidelity Research FR64
£600
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up km200
£
Graham Sien Era Gold V
£ 395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£ 200
JVC 4DD-5 CD- 4Disc demodulator
£5 60
50
Koetsu Black
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Plat
£3250
£
£2
£18
4
59
5500
5
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon
Michell Gyro SE
Michell Orbe
Nairn Audio Phono boards
£0
Origin Live Encounter
£ 750
Ortofon 510 MM
£ 35
Ortolan Jubilee
1000
£
Ortoton Kontrapunkt E3
£650
Ortoton MC15 Super
£65
Ortofon MC25FL
£65
Oxford Crystal Reference f- Graham 2
£ 2£
99
08
Pro Ject RPM 4
Rego Planar 3
£ 300
Rega planar 3
£ 225
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1 5/Artemiz/Jubilee
SME Model 10A
£
£3
35
1
C
2?)
SME Model 20/2A
SME Model 30/20
££
101995
SME Series
Stanton
500V
AL
Arm
11
£
£
1450
50
VPI TNT 4 , Rokport Arm

£6500

Accustic Arts
Air Tangent
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audia
Aurosal
Bel Canto
Burmester
CAT
Clear Audio
Denon
Gamut
Graham Slee
Graham Tonearms
halcro
JM Lab
Lamm
Lexicon
Linn
Metronome
Monitor Audio
NAD
Nu Force
Origin Live
Ortofon
Panasonic
Parasound
Pioneer
Plinius
Primare
Project
QED
Revel
Roksan
SME
Tivoli
Ton-iEvans
Townsend
Usher
Velodine
YBA
And many more...

FULL AND LAI EST LIST GO TO

•email: info@choice-hifi.com

Tel: 020 8392 1959

Mobile: 07768 720456

h;- .

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at. ,
-vvs.c,•.uk

IAN HARRISON HIFI

Absolute Analogue

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. REE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

Address: PO leo% 30429, Tondo., NUB 7(y

SALE

Tel / Far: i-44 (0)10 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_ Analogue aetimil.nrio.com

CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DL103R
DENON DL103SA ( ANNIVERSARY)
DENON 01.103
DENON 01.160
DENON DL110
DENON DL304
GRADO 051000
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM " A"
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TRANSFIGURATION ORPHEUS
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU1
STAX HEADPHONES

%Mite: nnx.nbsoluteanalogue.co.uk

his not necessary to have great
hi-fi equipment in order to listen
to music......hut it helps.

Get it right!
'

'Truls Mc biggest lo prmeinent you

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA. - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ
TEL 01283 702875 9arri-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

ran make for ellis kind of norm'

Is this your problem?

loud

too loud

It's acommon problem

Here:4111r1111111

Oranges 8 'Lemons

"this accessory

way too loud

is heartily

The usable range on the volume control is all down

at the bottom erd and fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible. too. There is a simple and

recommended"

Hi Fi,

Gramophone

Home Cinema
& Multi-room
Specialist

effective solution - the Rothwell In-Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power nr integrated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and
bring sonic benefits with even the most expensive equipment

£39/pair - post free

01204 366133

www. rothwellaud ioprod ucts.

emit

020 7924 2040
www.oandlhilleo.uk
61 Webbs Road, Battersea. SW II6RX
email: oranges.lemonea Ni
rgin.n et

k

e
Save 30c/0 today
Q)
in 13 issues of

news

Siocidsts of: AkC1I1 DEW I
EPOS ' LOEWE
.11CROMEG.k IN,MM AUDIO ' NEAT REGA IROTH.
.ROYI) 1-11NieI TEAC IJJJJ MORE
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IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
GOLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE, WHES
AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA, TRIANGLE,
FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS, MISSION,
DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER, AKG, HALERO,
GAMUT, ALOIA, AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF,
TANNOY, MONRIO, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON
RESEARCH, BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARANT,
SUPRA, WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM,
SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION, CUSTOM
DESIGN, 'UAL, ERGO, ACOUSTIC SOLID, USHER
AUDIO

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING.ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES

Award's, inning anti-% ihration fret

oo

£P0A
POA
£169
£P0A
£85
£80
£69
£175
£845
£1300
£380
£P0A
£395
£1500
£2335
£800
£599
£850
£P0A

SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and get the
latest news, analysis and opinions on
new tecinologies, products and formats
from hi-fi to home entertainment
delivered direct to your coor.

n
KleinY
indecently good hi•fi

CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online
at www.hifinie.ws.co.uk/jhfan

9
High Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames,
Surrey KT1 OA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues-Sat10am-6pm

DNM STEREO SOLID CORE PRECISION SPEAKER CABLE
Incredible clarity and tonal accuracy.

ereo
411
111111111111

Ql.

ore

ecision

dmmummulim—

www.dnm.co.uk/cables.html#stereocable-or phone DNM Design 01480 457989
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TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

you bring the
music,

e

The unique

•

dedicated

Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,
Isotek, Naim, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,

web site

Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison
Research, and Wadia

that gives

and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin
Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,

you the

Revolver, Triangle and Usher

latest hi-fi

Audio we'll supply
the smile

news daily.
•

hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email:
news@thifisound.co.uk

VvVvVv erreglplin elne+
4.: + 44 (0)07.0 8133 300b
e:

Ptal;SI,Prregiolo9met :

rvlADisouND
BUILDERS WITH

Lev:

vvvvvv.Pr eSS 6.109.rie+

nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi
dealers are NOT the same

PROVIDES SPEAKER

THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas
C

> ATC
> AUDAX
> ETON

solen Inductors

> FOSTEX

Solen Fast Caps
rie:
£1
7
7:
Skaan ing
inukpeakur,

Fostex

CSOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

L
FLL
ACOUSTIC PANELS

AWA
PttritSS
Virà
i

hi-fi news

•FlREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

e

NÔÉDOST

FIWIN

TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e- mall mfo@machsound corn
Web Page htlp /
www madisound corn

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-48/0 • fax ( 215) 862-48/1

Visit our website at:
http://www.fotwyre.com
totwyre@fotwyre.com

scanspeaK
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON.WI53744-4283 USA

,COMPONEN TS
LACCESSORIES
J
IMP T
U
B
E
S

.,

THE
CAM
NIIICOMPRIN
125 Ihion Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

> LPG

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA

> VISATON

> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS,
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us

for the

free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

feel

oitt

00.
#

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel 450.656.2759
Fax 450 443 4949
EmaIl solenesolen.ca
Web www.solen.ca
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NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by enthusiasts
Below is just a small selection of
some of the exciting products we offer

Where Music Matters

The Denon DL110 is a high
output moving coil canridge.
It offers great performance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input.

annel / home-cinema specs
those who want the very best ...
Stockists of: ALR Jordan, Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Aye, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand Prix AJdio, Heed, lsotek, Leema Acoustics,
McIntosh, M JAcoustics, Monitor Audio, Mcon,
Nardost, Primare, Project, Stan, Tannoy Prestige, TEAC
Esoteric, Totem Acoustics, Unison Research, Var Den
Hal and many more.

>Fn3e Advice in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere
>0% Finance Available
>2Demonstration Rooms
New online
>Out of Hours Appointments
shop °Pen,.
>Home Demonstrations
please come in
>Open Mon - Sat: 9am - 5pm
and browse.

Call 01884 243 584
Mike & Caroline look forward to seeing you soon!
7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
info@audiodestination.co.uk

The Denon DL-103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic, not
jus' because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL-103R: £200.

MI

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
- , www.hifinews.co.uk

Heatherdale
eaudio limited

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BNI4 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwwbestereacom
Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEAKERS
Dynaudio Audience 42 white wall speakers

£75

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

£ 395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

£2895

Kef Concord Speakers

£150

Mordaunt Short MSS- 40 speakers

Denon DL304 This is a wonderfutly
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its midband
qualify which is especially amazeig
when its low £210 price is taken into
account

Mordaunt Short 902 speakers with stands

£ 125

New Acoustic Zen Adajio speakers

£3995

New Alamarro M3 speakers

£ 2695

Quad 21L speakers

£ 350

Rel Stadium 11 sub woofer

£495

Spendor SP1 speakers ( superb cond .with stands) £250

The Dynavector DV- 20 is available
in both high and low output versions.
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up transformer: £ 395.

Tannoy Mini Autographs ( ex demo full guarantee) £695
TDL RTL 2 speakers

£ 75

Thiel 2.2 speakers

£ 895

REAMPS
Audio Note 103 This 1:. Audio
Note's top MM cartridge ano it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully capture. the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £ 425.
Crtofon Kontrapunkt BACH' r
ange
ot moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £ 450, and evolve through the 1-1*
at £ 600. the '
B' at £ 750 and ultimately
to the C at £ 900.

Mark Levinson ML 26S Reference balanced pre- amp. £ 2495
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 995

Quad 44/405 per/power amp

£ 295

Wavac PR-T13 box pre-amp, I:co:seas new (£23500) orty£10750
AMPLIFIERS
ASR Emitter 1 Exclusive, as new/boxed

£ 5995

Conrad Johnson Premier 8monoblod(s (£ 18500) only £5950
Classe CA201 power amo

£ 1595

John Shearne Phase 11 Integrated amp

£ 395

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

'Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAIWC.71 Cones
Hotline at

wvirw.lockwoodauclio.co.uk
Call For appointment to visit us at Hdnwell on
Alb

Music Maker 3 The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartndges sound as if rhey're
trying much to hard: £ 625
The Lyra Argo is a high
performance nude design that
eses a Boron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
Fierformance.

£ 3500

Nakamichl Amp one with Cassette deck two and CD
player three

£ 795

Mark Levinson ML 432 power amp ( mint with manufacturers guarantee)

£4500

Mark Levinson ML436 monblocks

£4995

Quad 405/44 pre/power amp

£295

Wavac MD-805 monoblocks 55wpc, SET'S Brand new ( UK
retail f16500) only
nett,'

£7950

, PLAYERS 6 TRANSPORTS
Audion ( Digital Analogue co') CD/HDCD player

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the lot
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure sil eer wire.
Its sound is transparent yet dynamic, with a mid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1.850

+44(0) 20 8579 7755

The top model of the range model, the Audio Note lo Ltd

or Fax + 64(0) 20 8579 7156
mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead, which are powered lrom an
external power supply. It's performance has to be heard to be

jva:VméI

£99

believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of the ail
of cartridge design. This masterpiece costs £ 8.950 including
power supply.

£ 1995

Marantz CD873 CD player

£65

Mision DAD- 7000 CD player

£65

Sonic FronteIrs SFD1, Dac

£ 795

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£60

ISCELLANEOUS
3 mir' pair Zen Acoustics ref' speaker cable ..

£795

Accuphase PS- 1200V mains regenerator

£ 3495

lsoclean Power 50A 111 US power block/filter, new . £ 850
Nakamichi CR2 cassette deck

£ 125

Quad FM4 Tuner

£ 125

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

f60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£ 75

Techniques St- 610L tuner frn/mw/lw
Winds 01 stylist gauge

atc
arCalll
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
Ilexicon
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
primare
sme
spendor
runco

1pswic
ax ( 0147.3)
W

1130

W .

Dynavector 507 Mk2 arm

£ 1995

Dynavector 507 Mk 2 arm new factory sealed

signals •
hi-fi for grown-ups
(01473)
55 172

401
r

655171

ail.enqiesignalls.uk.com'

igna

uk.co
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We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up
transformer.
It is for this reason that we stock a range of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 (
pictured above left).
the Audio Note range priced between £ 399 ( above right) to
£4,950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1,500 to £2.750 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switc.hes.

Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturda y

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

£ 1995

Kuzma Airline tone- arm silver wired, new factory sealed £3500
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years*
•
On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH

£ 65
New 495

Evenings

—

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

z1COOL GALES
It's abreeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product
listings. Read how the extraordinary
Clearaudio Performance with magnetic
bearing " plays exactly what's on the vinyl
and most other decks don't" (
HiFi Plus).

Give us afree call on 0800 043
6710 if you need more info or prefer
to order by phone. We'll tell you the
astounding Leema Acoustics Antila
CD player " positively shimmers with
low-level detail and musical beauty"
(HiFi Choice).

»TR=

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including the astonishing
NuForce Reference 9SE monoblocs, "with startling dynamics, a
big and transparent soundstage, and outstanding resolution...
explosive transient impact and center-of-the-earth bottom-end
solidity and power" (
The Absolute Sound).

A 30-day money- back guarantee on most
products ( details on our website), including
Clearaudio's brilliant Smart Matrix record
cleaning machine. At this incredibly low price,
why listen to dirty records?

A huge selection of hi-fi components with style, like the
spectacular Eclipse TD712z, "whose clarity, transparency,
resolution, imaging, and timbral accuracy match or exceed
those of just about every other speaker I've had in my
system or heard at shows" (
Stereophile).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

www.co
ales.com
0 0043 6710
The Victoria School House

Henriett

oad
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KRELL KAV280 CD Player

3999

2296

AVI 52000 MP Pre

KRELL 300 cd player

4298

1996

AVI 52000 MA Stereo Power

1000
2998

KRELL KAV 250 MK11
KRELL KPS 20i CD Player
LINN KARIK

AUDIO RESEARCH PH3 Phono Stage
GOLDRING G185 (Very nice condition)

2199

1295

NA

175

LINN LP12 ( no arm)

1,200

398

KOETSU JADE ( 30 hours use)

5,000

2,995

KOETSU Red Ksignature

2400

1298

MICHELL Gyro SE/Techno Arm/BPS

1650

995

1,200

598

NOTTINGHAM analogue Interspace/RB300
ORACLE DELPHI 3 ( no arm)

5,000

1498

ROKSAN ARTA Phono Stage

300

125

SME10A/309 Tonearm Ex Demo

358

2955

6320

4296

500

145

THORENS TD 165 MK11

N/A

128

THORENS TD 318

400

105

UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono

900

595

2000

1496

SME20/2A 5/H
THORENS TD 280 Mk II

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

1296

COPLAND CDA535 ( 5o125 watts) ex demo

2995

CYRUS 5Integrated

1850

395

CYRUS DAC XP Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

349

195

CYRUS mono power

MERIDIAN 203 DAC

395

175

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

MERIDIAN G9I DH DVD Pre/DSP Processor

3895

3196

CYRUS PSX

MERIDIAN 598 DVD Player

2400

1398

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quartz ( Ex Demo)

700

200

96

CYRUS VS2 Preamplifier ( cs new)

600

PIONEER DVR7000 DVD Recorder

1299

496

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

PIONEER CLD-D925 Laser Disc Player

1000

298

ELECTOR MFL Pre

PRIMARE D30.2 CD Player ( Ex Demo)

1500

996

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC1/3 integrated Amplifier

PRIMARE D20 CD Player

448

EXPOSURE 17 ( prices)

1000

595

KRELL KAV300i Integrated amplifier

2700

SHANLING CDT300 ( as new) CD Player

4000

2798

KRELL KRS 2.3 box Pre/Phono Stage

9000

100

595

KRELL KST100

3800

2895

998

LINN Classic Movie AV Receiver

2895
1750

SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player
THETA MILES ( Bal) CD Player
THETA Carman CD/DVD Transport

3500

1296

LINN Kairn Pre

THETA Miles Balanced

2700

998

LINN LK100 Power

THETA Pro Prime 11 Dto AConvertor

1800

996

LINN Majik Integrated

1395

596

McINTOSH CR16 Multilane controller ( Ex Demo)

4467

4650

1495

McINTOSH MC 58 8ch power ( Ex Demo)

2999

4300

2768

McINTOSH MHT200 AV System Controller ( New)

5500

TRICHORD RESEARCH PULSAR 1DAC

1900

495

McINTOSH MC202 Power Arp ( New)

2995

TUBE Technology Fusion 64 tube DAC

2100

998

MERIDIAN 501 Pre Amplifier

600

75

Reference Valve DAC

YAMAHA CDV1700 CD/Laserdisc

1295

MERIDIAN 568 ver If AV Processor

3300

MICHELL ARGO

455

500

228

750

NAD 116 Preamplifier

400

NAD 208 Power amplifier ( IM)

1650

1350

750

395

4,500

2996

1200

498

CALIFORNIA LABS. SIGMA DAC

750

328

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CDS

150

85

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Player 192/24
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD Player
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3MK 11 black
AVI 52000 MC Reference CD Player

Amplifiers

700
2000

MUSICAL FIDELITY P100 preamplifier

1000

NAIM 112 Preamplifier

695

NAIM NAC 72 Preamplifier

750

NAIM NAP140 Power Amplifier

850

ONIX 0A24 soap power supply
800

895

MERIDIAN 562V Video switching unit

ONIX OA 601 Power amplifier

ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transport ( boxed)

NA

THETA David Transport
THOR AUDIO DC- 1000

NA
1250
995

PARASOUND HCA 1206 6CH Power Amplifier

1995

PLINIUS M8 Pre — Bal — Remote ( Ex Demo)

2300

QUAD 33 Pre Amp
QUAD 606 Power Amplifier

695

A8 RA60 ( classic) Integrated

395

115

ARCAM ALPHA 7Integrated

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier

249

138

REVOX 8252 Preamplifier

ARCAM ALPHA 9 ( incl mm/mc Board Int)

670

395

ARCAM AV 50

REVOX B242 Power Amplifier

500

198

ROKSAN Caspian M Integrated Amplifier ( ex demo)

1000

ARCAM Delta 110 Pre DAC (Audioquest wired)

550

198

SONNETEER Bronte Integrated

1000

1200
995
1495

1999

1195

ARCAM Delta 120 Power (Audioquest wired)

800

298

SONY TAE-1000ESD Pre

COPELAND ( DA 822

2100

1198

ARCAM Delta 290P

400

195

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

3000
1600

CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI Pre Amp

500

355

SPHINX Project II Pre Amu

AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETTI Power

500

355

2496

AUDIO Innovations Alto

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm 11 Ir t

600

295

THETA CITADEL Mono Blocks I
x-Dem

9500

4998

AUDIOLAB 8000C preamplifier

£495

£245

9500

4998

AUDIO RESEARCH 150.2 2ch Power ( New)

2300

1797

AUDIO RESEARCH I50m.5 5x150w Power ( New)

6495

4997

600

225

1100

595

DCS ELGAR ( NON FIREWIRE)

9500

DCS Elgar Plus
DCS Verdi Encore

YAMAHA DSPE390

1

375

COPLAND CDA288 CD Player

CYRUS CD7Q CD Player

1

600

THETA DS Pro Progen

Digital Sources
ARCAM CD92 CD Player

500
1599

750

NYTECH CA302 Int ( Classic)

125

400

1495

—

499

600
1000

ROKSAN Attessa CD Player

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308 Integrated

ARCAM ALPHA 8CD Player

600
2200

MARANTZ CD 65

MUSICAL FIDELITY X- 10D DAC

Vinyl

3500
10995

999

495

650
17000

9

250

The leading reseller of carefu
hi-fi components and systems. Buy,
www.hifitradin
TI:ADING
STATION

The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1N
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILAB

•

ALON LOTUS Elite Loudspeakers
ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus/sub/psu/stds Ex Demo
APOGEE Mini Grand GS ( Ex Demo)

3,500

1998

925

795

7597

4997

ARISTON QNR Monitors
B&W DM22 Loudspeakers

ON Electra Integrated Amplifier

1500

595

ON Talos Integrated Amplifier

1500

798

)10 INNOVATIONS S800 Power

1200

518

)10 RESEARCH ( 1150 Monoblocks

9998

3998

)10 RESEARCH V70 Power Amplifier

3795

1698

)10 RESEARCH SPIO RARE

N/A

2497

)10 RESEARCH CLASSIC 60

3000

1095

)10 RESEARCH VS110 ( EX DEMO)

3999

3198

)10 RESEARCH VSI 55 ( EX DEMO)

2895

2296

DIO RESEARCH LS5

2995

1495

DIO RESEARCH SP14 hybrid

2995

996

2000

1295

16000

5998

'IUD JOHNSON PV11 Pre

1950

748

NRAD JOHNSON MV55 power amplifier

2500

1298

NRAD JOHNSON PV1OA Preamplifier

1295

598

PLAND CVA306 ( multi- channel) Pre — ex demo

1999

1598

OAF GM100 OTL 100 WATT ( EX DEMO)

4995

4196

/IS DA5 Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

/IS DLP2 Pre Ex Demo

1799

1397

iK Point One Preamplifier

N/A

96

#K Varislope preamplifier

N/A

96

,NLEY VIL MB185 Power amplifier

5,500

2295

.INTOSH MC202 ( ex demo) Power amplifier

3500

2197

1HOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

3690

2956

fHOS Twin Towers Integrated

3700

1995

IMA LUNA PROLOGUE 2 ( AS NEW)

1195

895

'AD FORTY SERIES PRE/MONO'S ( AS NEW)

4000

2996

IISON RESEARCH S6 ( all tube int) ex demo

1995

1598

IISON 52K ( S,E) INTEGRATED

1695

1196

L ( vacuum tube logic) preamplifier

1000

345

DION Sterling ETSE Monos
`IUD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

B&W SCM8 THX Effect Loudspeakers
CASTLE Seven loudspeakers

eg

275

896

WEGG 3Stellar 1 , gloss black) Ex Show

4990

3998

NA

398

WHARFDALE SFE5/2 ( Classics)
WILSON AUDIO Max 1upgiaded toll spec

120

60

40000

21996
4496

WILSON BENESCH Discovery ( ex demo)

6000

WILSON BENESCH Centre inc stand Ex Demo

1775

1496

595

295

WILSON Watt/Puppy 5.1 black

20,000

5996

1345

EPOS E522 Loudspeakers

1200

495

HORNING AGATHON Loudspeakers

6800

3998

IMPULSE H7 black ( horn loaded)

1200

295

KEF HTS 2001 x3Egg Speakers

600

295

KEF 085 ( surrounds)

300

126

KEF Ref 102/2 Loudspeakers

995

180

KUPSCH SW15(15") Subwoofer

1500

798

KRELL RESOLUTION 3 - 2way loudspeaker ( EX demo) 3845

2847

KRELL Resolution C ( centre — as new)

1996

2980

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm/12"

NA

148

LEAK Sandwich 600 Loudspeakers

N,A

155

LINN Kabers ( passive)

2500

496

LINN ( abers ( active)

3000

895

300

148

4000

898

995

395

11800

4998

MARTIN LOGAN AEON I ( New)

2997

2397

MISSION 703 Floorstanders

300

128

1000

398

MOREL Music First 704

1095

98

1298

MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY

495

TRIANGLE Cellas Speakers Black, Cherry ( new)

398

2595

MAGNA PLANAR SMGA

1295

200

2500

LUMLEY REF II 61G Loudspeakers

175

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

1000

DALI Grand Diva Loudspeakers

Miscellaneous

M & K590 Wall Speakers

1200

396

McINTOSH MC CS350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

LUXMAN KX780 Cassette Deck

McINTOSH 15320 ( Ex Demo)

1950

1697

NAKAMICH1 ZXE Tri Tracer ( incl. NRS)

1750

598

McINTOSH LS340 ( Ex Demo)

4797

3297

NORDOST SPM 5m Pair

4500

2495

MERIDIAN DSP5000C Mkl

1950

998

MERIDIAN DSW2500 ( 24/96) Blk

2950

1498

MERIDIAN DSP33 24/96 Loudspeakers

QUAD ACOUSTICAL

NA

298

FM2

NA

85

RUNCO CL500 Projector

5,000

1995

SONY DIP Projector ( large ask for details)

15,000 offers

2448

1298

MISSION 737R loudspeakers

300

145

TEAC R1 DAT Recorder

MISSION 751 Bookshelf monitors

300

145

TEAC RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

MORREL BASS MASTER 602 Oak

1600

445

TDS audio transfotmer

500

176

MUSE 15 ( 15' inch active Subs)

4000

1498

750

450

PROAC Super Towers ( teak)

1000

445

QUAD ESL63 ( Brown Teak)

3500

795

REFERENCE 3A Veena

3000

1596

NAIM Intro

V

1200

DALI Grand Coupe

LINN Walls ( white)

3995

300

WHARFEDALE Diamond IV Loudspeakers

(Subs need paintwork)

Amplifiers

16,000

TANNOY D50 Loudspeakers

TALON Khorus XLoudspeakers

Loudspeakers

600

285

3000

1495

ROGERS LS 4A Loudspeakers

395

145

ROGERS LS 7monitor Loudspeakers

495

198

22000

POA

REL Q 150 Active Sub
REVEL Performa F30 loudspeakers

SONUS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red

1290

946

SOUNDLAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry)

16000

5498

SWALLOW ACOUSTICS ALS11 ( active)

N/A

298

SONUS FABER Gravis Sub ( New)

sed and mint condition
,exchange. Commission Sales.
tion.com
I: 0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com
pm ICLOSED MONDAYS
ETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

1000

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS

REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

398

eg'alist items at great prices with
Pro-ject
SPEAKER STAND

TURNTABLE

Nexus 10

RPM1 Genie

fr

fi
INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Atacama has always been known for offering customers

The Pro-Ject Genie turntable offers exceptional sound and
exceptional quality. This award winning manual turntable is
fitted with aOrtofon OM 3E cartridge and with it's stunning

outstanding value for money and the Nexus is no exception.
The complete stand is manufactured from heavy gauge steel
and the ac..mbly is made using upgraded high tensile fixings
to maintain optimum rigidify.

•

DIGITAL PROJECTOR
IN82

IFORMATION

design will without adoubt be the envy of your friends.

Brand new from InfOCUS, the lagship IN82 DLP projector is their
first Full- HD 1080p home cinema Drojector The projector utilises
the DarkSet 3DLP chip from Texas Instruments, technology whch
guarantees amazing viewing. Deep black, pure white and subtle
greyscales offers an experience which is unsurpassed across the
home cinema projector industry.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

CHECK ONLINE
BUY
NOW-PAY

DELIVERY
PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

The PRE30 employs aGass A coupled, discrete

The new L.III Kandy integrated benefits from totally

fully balanced circuit topology utilised for the best

amplifier internals. The mans transformer and the A

posstle signal-to-noise ratio and audio fidelity

circuitry are now moved to one side away from the

This combined with the A30.2 Dual More Power

amplifier main circuits thus dramatically reducing AC

Amplifier produces music and movie sound as

interference. After rectification arcuitr5r the power su

vibrantly as at the moment it was remitted.

layout. dstnbutori and tracking to different sections

PRE30/A30.2

amplifier have been greatly improved.
Kandy L.III Integrated Am

Primare

lifier MkIll

Roksan

1111111Pw
5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

AV PACKAGE

5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

M-Culy

Ikon AV Speaker Package

L-ITE

Xeno

£CALL FOR PRICE

MJ Acoustics

Quad
INFORMATION
• nirg MCube consists of an active
-'voler with 2x200mm (8') bass driver
,magnetically shielded centre arid satellite
sneaker,
5Wall brackets.

This five star What Hifi award winning speaker
package comprises of 2Ikon 6floor standing
speakers. tIkon Vokal 2centre. 2on wall rear
speakers and the Dalli Ikon subwoofer. All of
which are also available individually with free
QED speaker cable.
-

CHECK ONLINE FOR MORE PRODUCTS & PRICES

feloneer

creei
,...,ED

MONITOR AUDIO

£CALL FOR PRICE

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

• amplete 5.1
hg outstanding
performance from unbelievably small speakers.
Finished to the same high standard as the rest of
the L- series range of speakers, the system sold
complete includes four satellite speakers, a
dedicated centre channel and a300Wrms 10"
powered subwoofer.

_ ••• • E:NO system features High
çjracle
ability to be fed with afull range
signal, Pass driver technology. Tweeter employing
soft dome technology and Boundary effect rear
ports to enhance the refraction effects from the
lower frequencies.

kaudio
spoçor hew

91 audio pr.
.

tf . 1111,,
•
.
;
, 411.2/J,I, ' try properly of Hif, b.:i astil paid in full, In line with the Distance selling reg:,a,oi., 2000 you may carce;
Grils,
.vothno
This Must ter dine in thi form of aletter, fay or erne, ateieic,tx:ine call rices not ocffltitute caryallatIon ail gbpyls accepted for return under this regubtoon must be to Ihee ongth.el box and packaging and returne.1 through vrer (MT C01.10eY We,

It«

free delivery

HiFiBitZ

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

HiFiBitZ CO UK
ECALL FOR PRICE

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

CHECK ONLINE

11Plainell

7.1 AV AMPLIFIER

NTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

Me Destiny integrated amplifier produces world beating

The 8000P is aclassic two channel power amplifier,

Integrated Amplifier with 75 watts per channel into

ideo performance with its use of discrete analogue

delivering over 100W per channel and featuring a

8ohms, 200VA custom-made toroidal power

frequency response of 0.1 Hz - 75 kHz.

transformer, power supply capacitors and separate

v10S-FET, its new mains transforrner which produces

pre-amp output with class A buffer stage.

.rp to 100 Watts into 8Ohm operation and its 3Hz -

With the TX-SR505E HDMI transport enabling passthru sources up to 1080p and component video
supporting 720p and 1080 sources, this AA/ receiver is
afine investment for those who want the best of what
is available today and f
Orriurrow.

30kHz Frequency Response.

Destiny Series

8000P

2010s

TX-SR505

Dreek

Audiolab

Exposure

Onkyo

Mordaunt Short ; 0

Vita Audio

INFORMATION

The R2's eye-catching design undoubtedly adds grace

a

to any hang environment but on sound terms it also turns
in a beautiful performance Twin high-fidelity custom

BUY
NOW-PAY

ONIJNE

made dove units allied to clam leading electronics with
3D sound processing and variable FO provides ascale
and quality of sound that teles its compact dimensions.

DAR 1
-1
,1
R2

Fatman
The entry-level Falman product for use with Pod and any
other audio device leg. CD) Utilising ahybrid- tube design
platform. the iTube provides superb audio reproduction
and attractive design al an affordable pnce The
performance of the amplffer and dock has been
scrutinised by the world's press and they have awarded
it the best accolades possible.

FOR PRICE
VALVE AMPLIFIER

HOME CINEMA AT
AN INCREDIBLY
AFFORDABLE PR
FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

InFocue

T E AC

ims and conditions ut the sale are available at vv.-4.n.t.bit..
4, are 'scorned for training mimeses.

!TUBE

5.1 PACK
Introducing Alumni, the little home cinema
sçirrsiker package that thinks big Belying
indredibly compact dimensions, Alumni is the
latest in along line of elegant Mordaunt-Short
surround speaker systems. These stunning
high-gloss designs utilise the company's forty
year nr. -.arch and development expertise and
truly make your movies and music come alive

Breathtaking 5 1surround sound DVD home- theatre
system that creates an immerswe sound through five
tiny satellite speakers. Built-in upscaler generates a
720p or 1081) signal vla HDMI cable, for superb picture
quality on your high- clef TV. 450W (5x5OW) plus 2x1 COW

CHECK
ONLINE

for subwcofer, using efficent. high quality S- Master
digital amplification.

DVD SYSTEM
DAV-IS10

.te.,(i i.ar.4,

,G1
The terms of sale do not affect your

Iman
statutory

Finance options available

Q LA I)

through V12 Finance

nets. Finance opens am available on all items priced over £390 e.g Buy Now Pay May 2008

No comparison
No compromise
Make no mistake!
Today we have access to music quite literally everywhere,
its influence seems to be all pervading. Music excites us,
it relaxes us, we can enjoy it live, we buy recording and
'downloads' by the million. Music underpins every conceivable aspect of our lives. Music is our second language
and ' without it life would be amistake' Yes, philosophical
we know - but true.
At Ki West One we are all exposed and privileged to indulge
our senses in the absolute finest audio equipment available
today. 2007 is proving to be atruly remarkable year, aclassic one in fact for witnessing the introduction of several
groundbreaking products. Certain of these are responsible
for providing significantly higher levels of faithfulness in
sound reproduction which clearly exceeded all of our expectations. More on these later.
Once again we invite you to share the experience with us, so
call in soon or better still make an appointment for apersonal demonstration at your convenience.

Make no mistake - Visit Ki West One

www.kjwestone.com

AUDITOR ELIPSA
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PURITY COMPARE

EVOLUTION 302

Previ - take five
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1. Audio Research Reference 7CD player...
"arecord player for the digital age"

This press comment aptly sums up our thoughts on this wonderful CD player. For years now we
have witnessed steady progress being made in improving digital recording techniques, we have
also enjoyed the benefits achieved technologically in the replay. Sadly, however, there has still existed asense that fundamentally the CD format would never be able to replace the analogue masters of old. Audio Research are rightly proud to award the CD 7their 9th official ' reference' product,
this being given for the very 1st time to asource component. The Ref. 7is without doubt an authority in reproducing ' High Definition' in aunique Ea distinctly analogue way.

1=11

2. Krell Evolution 505 SACD/CD player....
"asynthesis of almost impossible contradictions..."

I-1—

This is an extract from aMessagewritten by Dan D'Agostino, the founder of Krell. It refers to the
latest range of electronics called the Evolution Series. These represent the culmination of 26
years of dedication Ea are considered to be the best sounding products ever built.
The eagerly awaited 505 player claims to be the 1st player to preserve the ' perfect' analogue of
any original recording. This inspired achievement in design ensures that the finest musical subtleties and textural shading remain undisturbed. This player will astound us all ' that's for sure' and
there is no contridiction there!

Sonus

c
a ber 3. Sonus Faber Guarneri Memento...
"Magnifico"

1993 heralded the revolutionary debut of awhole generation of Sonus Faber loudspeakers. The
original Guarneri was defined by the audio critics as " amusical instrument". Subsequently the
very 1st hand-crafted pair were later chosen by the museum of Cremona to voice the famous
'Sala dei Violini'. After 13 extremely successful years of production came the ' transition'. The renewal matured with the rediscovering of the core values of the Sones Faber sound,.. enter the
Guarneri Memento, the ultimate tribute to " del Gesu" - truly magnifico!

MtRit, lot.t•

4. Martin Logan Summit
'In search of the holy grail'

For over 50 years now, manufacturers have been trying to exploit fully the virtues of the electrostatic
speaker principle. It started commercially with Quad, followed by many others, KLH. Dayton Wright,
Beveridge, Acoustat, Stax, just to name afew. Martin Logan are now unequivocally the leaders in the
field. The new technology applied to the Summit successfully overcomes and perfects the electrostatic virtues. With the breakthrough 'X-stat' electrostatic panel coupled to the ' powerforce' active
base chamber the Summitreally is able to elevate you to anew and thoroughly convincing level of musical satisfaction, all with effortless ease. Search no more, the Summit has it all!

\/XliL
i:%8N

5. Wilson Audio Duette...
"when size really matters"

Pioneering to the extreme, has been the commitment David VVilsoni has dedicated himself to.
Building loudspeakers truly capable of transmitting the full force and intricate dynamics of live
performances. The engineering team at Wilson Audio have always claimed that the ' size' is irrelevant in their approach to design. However, when given the challenge to create aspealker
able to ' work acceptably' in so called compromising environments, they were forced to brainstorm the best way to the characteristic ' big' sound from asmall enclosure. Ultimately the solution ' the Duette' stunned and shocked them all. When size really matters, this is the only one...
Awesome achievement!

KJ
LONDON

Leaders in the worlds .finest high-fidelity
26 New Cavendish Street London WIG 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PE1 1NA

T. 020 7486 8262/3

T. 01733 341 755

wvw.kjwestone.corn

F: 020 7487 3452

F. 01733 358 141

.1.11

the absolute stud
2007 Golden Ear
Award Winner

MIT Oracle MA loudspeaker cable:
winner.
ir..1J1611;

7.10.Zitibisl LUZ

"Instrumental images within the

soundstage were presented
with more air and space around
them..,Had I
not heard the Oracle MA,
Magnum MA would be my reference."
Robert Harley— The Absolute Sound
Distributed by.

Amasterful cable that will cause astir.
P.O. Box 988, Cheltenham, Glos., GL50 9H

MIT Music Interface Technologies'
www.manger-audio.co.uk
At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

precision
in sound

wvvw.audlobility.co.uk
Telephone: 0870 777 2991

Rimier Audio
We

are

now demonstrating

Manchester -

in

Cleveland -

Humberside -

Yorkshire -

Nottingham -

Durham -

the

WaKefield 01924 255045
07970541239
Doncaster 01302 711528
07931524266

following

Cumbria -

Lancashire -

Leeds -

areas:

Linconshire Birmingham -

Sheffield

A small selection below of our current line

up

°vane

AVL4 -ri.try..tel bits

• Manger Speakers
• ASR amplifiers

St CV(

• HMS cables

exstm

Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

Abre
vt•Ci Pri.x A 1.401 i.c)

World's
Best
Amplifier?
103zerobox

ASR's Revolutionary
Emitter II Exclusive

vybi.soin. Research
eat

Bet.ccto..to

stereovox

This Amp is so far beyond the usual that Icall it " revolutionary," and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are, at best, evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process Ive
had to upgrade the reerence system to meet the ASR's mettle

CowsoK.Avuce
Path os

swing

info@manger-audio.co.uk

109zerobox

call:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619

PS Au_cno

Ao
A good

12ei.m.U0 CD

range

of

used &

ex dem

For latest deals & info

always

available

TraK.sport

'
ARC

Lou.eispectleers
at

affordable

prices

www.premier-audio.net

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord

inn ng North of England Retailers...

Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Aco
Monitor
MordauntNAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Prirnare
ProAc
Project

II Chord Electronics available. with up to 3yrs 0% finance

Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Huh
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Specialists
mitterRA

,Jrc
cfeek
arcam

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

introducing Lyngdorf

dynavector
epos

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accesso-les

it's good

ORDER SECURELY @ ^trips // shopanontra-audio.:o.uk

/
4'\
Auma0

SEE WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS & FULL FRODUCT RANCE
ITEMS EX STOCK DELIVERY BY tETURN OTHERWISE 3 - 10 DAYS

CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

focal

Elektra

Uli\11\11\\\\

£33

SR- 60

£75

£88

£65

SR80

£90

1012 OX

£ 116

£ 77

SR- 125

£140

1022 OX

£ 153

£97

SR- 225

£175

£ 120

SR- 325i

£260

RS1

£635

RS- 2

£450

1006

gradó•
ilitocue

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRAN Award winning Headphones

Goldring

1042

£ 24

£ 171

Eroica WH

£ 153 £ 122

EX

N/A

Elite

£273 £217

EX

N/A

2000 Series ( new) full range in stock

Prestige Series

Reference Series
New Goldring Headphones

Audio Technica

DR50

£30

AT 95 E

£25

£ 16

DR loti

£40

AT 110E

£30

£18

0131511

£70

NS 1000

£140

HD415

£29

AT 0C9 MLII

£330

£295

EX

£ 105

£95

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

Acrive Noise Reduction

Denon
DL 103

naim

DL 103R
neat OCOUE-fiCS

DL 110

ïdeedharn

DL 304

£ 190 £, 70
£ 79

DL 160

£ 190

£40

£29

Prestige Gold £ 110

£77

Lyra
Dorian

sim2

Argo

£495 £ 395

£ 795

£695

signals

stax

M 97 XE

ipswich ( 01473)
sIg

n

ols

EX

655171
uk

com

£54

ARTcrssories USO Phone Pus Pre-Amp
Golir ng Super Exstatic Brush
Shure SF62 Stylus Force Gauge

N/A

Milty Pixal II Roller plus Refill

£58
£ 165

EX

£ 585 £ 500

EX

£85

£ 13

N/A

£
98

Blue Point Special £ 195

hi-fi for grown-ups

HD485

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

Blackbird

tric:hord

£45

EX

Sumiko

sumiko

£38

HD465

EX

Shure

something solid

110435

HIFI ACCESSORIES

Prestige Black

7oksan

VV

£95 £83
£ 210

Grado

°Caton-

VV

£69

Sennheiser Headphones

£24
£ 16

£38

Bib Univesal Standard Headshell £ 15
Dunes J2R 35mm mini- ack to two Phono
plu:i 3m connectors

Exchange price same make moving colt cartridge

VISA

027

Over 500 replacement styli types stpcked

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

CO

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SILBO, NORTH YORKSHIRE 008 5SC

Q the
music!

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of choosing asophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless.The systrms we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons.
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

Art Audio Integra with GE6550s black / chrome

£2,500 £4,400

Border Patrol 300B SE with Western Electrics

£3.750 £ 5,750
£1,500 £ 3.000

Canary 601 line preamp - very smart with Living Voice upgrades

ART DUDLEY,

Mr N.W,

STEREOPHILE,
USA:
"Going from the very
good Nordost Heimdall
interconnect pair to the
JPS Aluminata made
for one of the most
remarkable differences
Ican remember
hearing between two
audio cables. With the
Aluminata in place, my

CUSTOMER,
UK:
"I felt the need to write to you one
day into my audition of JPS Labs
AC Power Cord+ and JPS Labs
Superconductor ' Q' interconnect.

I
connected said products to
my system in place of Nordost
TYR and normal power cord.
There are no words Ican use
to describe my sheer joy at
hearing my system with these

system's performance
was spacious and
smooth—extremely
smooth—and noticeably,
obviously noiseless.
Silences and spaces
between notes and

products in place. You told me the
combination of these products
would blow away Nordost I/C. You
were slightly incorrect. The ' Q'

£550

Monopulse 42A Floorstanders - Caramel - boxed - VGC
Stan headphones

£1.000 £ 1,495
£200

Nordost Blue Heaven 4m

£350

Nordost Red Dawn 4m

£450

Schroeder Reference tonearm - rare as hens' teeth
Quadraspire 4 level equipment table - cherry

£2,250 £ 3,000

JPS Superconductor 2 I
m interconnect with WBT's x 1
JPS Superconductor 23m set

£175

£400

£180
£500

JPS Superconductor Petite 2m set
Nakamichi 1000 ZXL - Monster tape deck

£200

VDH - various MC Colibri / Condor / Grasshopper / Black Beauty

pleuve call

Hovland HP100 preamplifier - factory updated - loved & spotless
Kuzma Airline tonearm with Kondo KSL - silver internal & externa

£2.900

Rogue Audio Zeus power amplifier - satin chrome - heavy weight

£3.000 £ 7,500

Canary 303 monos 22 watts.WE 300B & Living Voice upgrades

£3.500 £ 7,500

£950

£3,500 £ 7,500

Lavardin PE Reference line preamp - 1lady driver - perfect
Audionet Art V2 CD player - as new - boxed - perfect

£1,500 £2,400

Audionet SAM integrated amp - as new - boxed - perfect - 6 months
Sugden A2I amplifier - class A - solid state - nice
B&W Nautilus 804 floorstanders - cherry - VGC - boxed
EAR 534 50W EL34 / EAR 864 amplifier

£1.500 £2.500
£1,500 £ 2.500
£500

£2.750 £4,800

Art Audio VP Ipreamp - VGC

£750

products made the poor little

Bryston SP1.7 surround processor - preamp with remote

£2.000

lost in space it was.

£950

£1,700 £ 2,700

Nordost. Combined the JPS

out of its league, out of its depth,

£ 1,200

£1.900 £4,000

£750

£ 2.000

£600
£1,800 £ 2,500
£ 2.000

Canary 309 monos 50w parallel push/pull 300B's - V. substantial - boxed

£4,000 £ I
0000

Audio Innovations L2 preamp - had big Living Voice turbo - much loved!

£700

Tel: 0115 973 3222

Fax: 0115 973 3666

internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

JPS Labs have made my system
sound better than Icould have
believed possible. And the

High End Cable

combined price of I/C and power
lead are less than HALF the cost
of the Nordost cable would have
cost new."

Try and buy...
NEW! mid- price SuperConductor Q -- an
interconnect and speaker cable, which
blows the competition at all prices out of
the water. One metre interconnect pair
£285; £345 fully- balanced.
If you want to try and buy, we will pay
postage both ways. JPS need not be
expensive but at all price points it will
deliver what the others only promise.
JPSLabs Cables - why compromise?

0845 4000 400
Alegi°

£2.500 £4.000

Cairn 4808 integrated amp with remote control - boxed - as new
Tom Evans Audio Design Groove Plus
P.S.Audio power supply

The AC+ alone blew away the

Nordost seem like alost wee soul

just dead-empty.
Tunefulness, rhythm,
and musical flow were
all superb... At the end
of the day, all/can say is
that the Aluminatas are,
without adoubt and by
asignificant margin, the
best audio cables I've
used."

Canary 608 integrated with comprehensive Lining Voice upgared

Revel M20 loudspeakers - rosewood - boxed
Rega Jupiter CD player - professionally clocked
Leema Antila multi-dac CD player - excellent condition - 5months old

I/C alone blew away the Nordost.

sonic " images" weren't
even black: they were

New

info@audiosalon.co.uk
www.audiosalon.co.uk
www.jpslabs.com

www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects
Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse
Furutech
Hovland
Nordost
MIT
OeNbach
Purist Audio Design
Stereovox
Townshend
True Colour Industries
van den Hul
Wyrewizard
IsoTek
Cable Tower
Oehlbach Accessories
Bel Canto
Project Turntables
Audio Physic Speakers
STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arye CO - IsoTek CD
Lyra Moving Coil
Ortofon Moving Coil
Sumiko Moving Coil
Component cables
Digital cables
HOMI
Optical cables
Svideo
SCART
Firewire
XLR cables
Sub woofer cables
Chord iPod cables
Nordost iPod cables
DIN cables
Chord cables for Naim
Mains & Power cables
Jumpers
ONLINE SHOP

CHÓRD

NÔÉDOST
TOWNISMCN

Fc
,. -. :-.
7
:

k
4

?Aril

adrüctit

AUDIO

rhirr
OEFILBACH7

! mTe
wyrewizarg FURyTECH
,

1ES

bel canto

DeStat and DeMag
TRUE COLOURS
INDUSTRIES

11111ffliErà
Upto

25% OFF
when you trade in
your old cable

Chord HDMI

Previously owned cables. Reference cables include free Burn In.

Silver plus

R

adlett Audio

sensible hi-fi since 1973

ATC
Audio Physics
Bryston
Chord Cable
Dynavector
EAR/Yoshino
Helius
Isotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Nairn Audio
Neat
Npttingham Analogue
Rego Research
Spendor
Tannoy
Tron
TW Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact befo'e visiting
Emai:radlettaudioehctmail,co.uk www. radlettaudio.co.uk.

o

A picture can say
a thousand words
so we let them do
most of the talking

To find out more
visit www.tell.uk.com
or send an e-mail to
incoming@tell.uk.com
with 'tell me' as
the subject.

tell.uk.com
Technology let loose

Central Audio

AUDIOJUMBLE
2008
SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:
THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE, TONBRIDGE, KENT

SUNDAY 10TH FEBRUARY 2008

Open Mon SLn 10.00 to 8.00

www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: a.prutton@sky.com

10.30AM - 4.30PM

Website:

Tel:

Stalls £25-00

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 300 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDION SILVER NIGHT MK2 !NT 3008 4MTHS DL
AUDION SILVER NIGHT REF SILVER WIRED 3008
ACCUPHASE PS1200
ACCUPHASE DP78 EX OEM
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP90
ARCAM FMJ AV9
ARCAM FMJ P7
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX 2BALANCED
BAT P5 PHONO STAGE
B&VV 802D
B&VV SILVER SIGNATURE 30
BCD 1100 STAND
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE BRAND NEW
BOULDER 850 MONOS BRAND NEW
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO.
BURMESTER 956 MK2
DYNAVECTOR KARAT 17D2 EX OEM 2 HOURS USE
DYNAUDIO 1.3 MK2 BIRDSEYE MAPLE + STANDS
EAR 864
EMM LABS OCC2/CDSD
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS 1027 BE
FOCAL 1007 BE EX DEM INC STANDS
JADIS JA50 MONOBLOCKS
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2 + BATTERY PSU
KOETSU RED LOW HOURS
KRELL 20IL
KRELL KRC
KRELL KAV300 CD
KRELL FPB 400CX
KRELL KPS25SC
LINN ARTIKULAT 320 + STANDS 2WEEKS OLD
LINN C5100
LINN 2100 1WEEK OLD
MARTIN LOGAN AEON I
MARTIN LOGAN FRESCO
MARTIN LOGAN MOSSAIC
MARTIN LOGAN CLARITY
MARK LEVINSON 390S
MARK LEVINSON 336
MERIDIAN DSP7000 6MONTHS OLD
MERIDIAN 8000 V4 1YEAR OLD
MERIDIAN 861V4 1YEAR OLD
MERIDIAN G91A ? WEEKS OLD
MERIDIAN G55 2WEEKS OLD
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
MUSICAL FIDELITY KW CD/S.4CD
MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 POWER
NAGRA DAC EX OEM
NAIM 250/2
NORDOST OUATROFIL 0.5 MTR XLR
NORDOST VALHALLA 1MTR DIGITAL RCA
ORACLE DELPHI VSME BOARD TURBO PSU
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
QUAD ESL 63
SONUS FABER CREMONA
SPECTRAL DMC 15 EX OEM
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
SPECTRAL MIT 350 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SPECTRAL MIT 750 2X25 FT EX OEM
SILTECH SQ28 IMTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH L588 2X3 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
SILTECH SO 110 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SPX 30 2MTR NEW IN BOX SHUKO/IEC
SILTECH SPX 202 MTR SHUKO/IEC NEW IN BOX
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TANNOY TD10
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 BLACK
WILSON SYSTEM 6
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

3250 .... 1995
5200 .... 2995
32000... 11995
3000
995
10000
3995
2500.... 1295
2680.... 1395
N/A .... 1395
8000 .... 1995
7500 .... 4495
4600 .... 2495
6500.... 1995
3750 .... 2495
2900.... 1895
4800 .... 2495
1500
695
2095
895
8000 .... 5995
8000 .... 1495
1625 .... . 895
3500.... 1495
5500 .... 3495
7500 .... 4995
5000 .... 1495
8000 .... 3495
600
345
1800
895
2100
1195
13000 .... 5995
8500 .... 4995
4000 .... 2395
3100.... 1995
6000 . .. 3495
7500 . .. 2995
1500
695
13000 .... 2995
6000 .... 1495
3500
1195
12000 .... 4495
25000 .... 6995
9000 .... 4995
2200 . .. 1295
1400
895
3150.
695
1800
895
1500
895
2500.... 1695
5500 .... 3495
10000 .... 3495
16175.... 9995
11525 . . . 6995
10427 .... 6495
4300 .... 3295
2700
1995
2600. . . .. 995
4000 .... 1995
1500
895
1500
895
7300 .... 3495
2575.... 1695
1400
395
1450
795
4300 .... 2595
5000 .... 2795
3500
595
5000 .... 3495
4750 .... 2495
4750 .... 2495
1500
895
1600
795
400
245
1700
995
1430
995
550
395
315 .
195
595
295
5000 .... 1995
18000 .... 4995
22000 .... 6995
4000 . .. 1495

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Wanted quaility hifi

10.30am Standard Entry £4-00
9:30am Early Entry £ 10-00
BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022 /
info@audiojumble.co.uk
REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE.
•VALVE AMPS • TURNTABLES • RECORDS •
•SPEAKERS • COMPONENTS •
•BOOKS • TUNERS • C.D. PLAYERS •
•VINTAGE RADIOS •

www.audiojumble.co.uk

Kelease the Magic
After 5 years in production, the Dino is still one of the
best phono stages around.

Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of
cartridge and gain settings.

DiNo
Moving Coil
Moving MAGNET
SWiTCliAbk GAiN
SwirchAblE LoNiiitrq
SUpER RECiUlAIORS
Discant Ourpur STAgE
UpcorAdEAblE POWER Supply
REAd ThE REViEWS ON OUR tVEbSiTE:
WWW.TRiChORdRESEARCh.COM

-' Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology available
•
for this product further enhances
Never-Connected
sound quality.

TRiChORd RESEARCh

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

sales©trichordresearch.com

Fax: + 44 : 0)1684 311928

www.trichordresearch.com

£1/2 Million Moving Sale Now On
As soon as we can in the new year we'll be moving to our new 5000 sq ft premises, so help us move as much stock as
we can. We have just one of many of the items shown below, and upto amaximum of 5of some others - don't miss out!!!

tel 0845 6019390 Tues to Sat 10 tu l5, or email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Analogue
Acos Lustre Tonearm
ADC ALT Tonearm
Ariston RD80, excellent order
AR Turntable c/w arm
Avid Volvere

Digital
99
99
99
149
Call

Clearaudio Evolution with parallel tracking
arm
Clearaudio
Clearaudio
Clearaudio
Directwire
Clearaudio

Emotion
Performance
Satisfy Tonearm Carbon
Silent Matrix RCM

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Arcam
Arcam
Arcam
Arcam
Arcam

DV79,
DV89,
CD73,
CD72,
DV27,

Amplifiers

Load Speakers

excellent, boxed bargain
bargain REDUCED
excellent in silver
vgc boxed
excellent in black

Call Accuphase E212, mint boxed
Call
Call Arcam AVR200, ex boxed, REDUCED . Call
Call Arcam A65+, excellent intro amp ... 199
179 Audio Analogue Maestro Reference 150w
CallCallmonster Integrated
Audio Analogue Primo, mini size integratArcam CD23, excellent
Call
cd
Call
Audio Analogue Puccini ex dem
Call Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta.... Call
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem Call Audio Analogue Puccini
Call
Audiolab 8000DAX, vgc
Call Audio Innovations Series 700 integrated,
AVI Lab Series, mint boxed ex dem
Call excellent boxed
Call
Bow Technologies ZZ8, beautiful, vgc
Audiolab 8000/8000X7, as new procesboxed
Call sor/7 channel amp
Call

Clearaudio Master Solution AMG c/w
Satisfy arm
Call
Creek OBH15 mm/mc stage, as new .... 149
Creek OBH18 mm stage, as new
99

Cairn Fog v2
Call
Chord Blu Dual Data and DAC64
Call
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain WOW!
Call

Audiolab 8000A, vgc boxed
199
Audio Research L15 Preamp, ex boxed
with remote
Call
Audio Research D70 Power, ex
Call

Goldring GR2 inc 1012GX Cartridge .... 199
Graham Phantom
Call
Graham Slee Era Gold V
Call
Graham Slee Revelation
Call
Graham Slee Elevator
Call

Consonance CD120L, ex dem HiFi Plus
award winner
Call
Cyrus Quattra, c/w tuner , UNDER HALF
PRICE!
Call
Cyrus CD8, boxed ex c/ w remote
Call

Graham Slee Gramamp 2SE

DOE Elgar DAC/Pre, ataste of the high life! Call

ATC SCIA150/2
Call
AVI Lab Series Integrated
Call
AVI S2000 Integrated
199
AVI 52000Pre, superb little preamp .. 149
Bryston 4BST
Call
Chord Prima/Mezzo 140 Combo
Call
Chord SPM12006, boxed as new in black. Call
Conrad Johnson PV15, ex boxed .... Call
Croft Super Micro
149
Cyrus APA7 Monos
Call

199

Hadcock 228E, excellent boxed
199 DOE Purcell Upsampler, bargain upgrade ..Call
Hadcock 242
Call Esoteric SA60, ex demonstration, ex boxed
Heybrook TT2 c/w Linn Batik LVX .. ...... 199 etc, SAVE £ 1000
Call
Image/Dais, Dais deck, early Tom Fletcherr Efs
4o
0t
0
e0
ri +
c UX1, brand new sealed box save
design
i
Call
Linn LP12 c/w IttokLV11, one of the best
we've ever seen
Call
Linn LP12, OL DC Kit
Call
Linn Ittok LV11, vgc in rare black
Call
Linn lttok 12", VERY VERY RARE ITEM, ..Call
Linn Linto, nr mint boxed
Call
Linn LP12, Valhalla, AMU), in lovely

Esoteric X-01, ex demonstration, SAVE
£ 3000 +
Esoteric DVSOS Ex boxed
Heart Audio CD6000, valve output,
Trichord clock
Krell KAV300CD , excellent boxed
Linn Mimik

Rosenut plinth,
Lyra - Various
Michell Gyrodec SE
Michell Tecnoarm
Michell Orbe SE,

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Linn Karik, y late version ex boxed
Call
Linn Numerik, y late version
Call
Marantz CD1 0,Tr i
chor d cl
oc k
Call
Mer idi an G91DAB CD, Tuner, ProcessorCall
Mer idi an 507 , 24 bi t, exce ll ent boxed .. Call

Michell QC Supply for a/c motored decks Call
Michell Focus One, Focus arm, excellent ..Call

Meridian 200 Transport, Trichord Clocked,
excellent boxed
Call

Michell Tecnodec
Call
Mission 774 original arm
149
Musical Fidelity XLPS ex original
99
NAD Phonobox
19
NAD (Rega Planar 2), RB250
99
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck,
AceSpacearm, excellent
Call
Origin Live Ultra deck with off board p/s,
SME cut NOW
99
Ortofon - Various
Call
Project Experience X Pack Ltd edition ..Call
Project Expression, vgc
99
Project Phonobox SE, excellent
99
Rega Planar 2, RB250, vgc
159

Meridian 203 DAC, excellent
149
Micromega Stage 1, excellent
149
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CR CD player,
excellent, boxed
Call
Musical Fidelity kWSACD
Call
NAIM CDS1, boxed, p/s, new bumdy - Call
Pathos Endorphin
Call
Primare CD21, vgc
Call
Primare CD31,
Call
Quad 99CDP, as new boxed
Call

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Roksan Atessa, c/w Dac and power supply..Call
Roksan Kandy L3 CD player
Call
Roksan Caspian M Series CD Player
Call
Rotel RCD02, excellent boxed
129

Rega Planar 3, RB300, vgc

179

Roksan Radius 5
Roksan Xerxes 20

Call
Call

Sugden CD21 current version
Sugden CD21SE, ex dem
Shanling, CD3000

Call
Call
Call

SME
SME
SME
SME
SME

199
149
Call
Call
Call

Shanling CDT80
TEAC DV20, superb preogressive scan etc
TEAC PDD2610 Multi Disc player
TEAC VRDS10, good condition, boxed
remote

Call
Call
Call

SME Model 20A
Call
SME M2-10 Tonearm
Call
Systemdek IIX900, offboard p/s, acrylic
platter and RB250
Call
Systemdek II (biscuit tin), ADC arm, vgcCall
Technics SL10, good working order
99
Thorens TD125/SME3009,
Call
Thorens TD160
99
Thorens TD124/SME3009/Behrens plinth ..Call
Thorens TD125/5ME3012/SME2000 plinth..Call
Townshend Elite Rock c/w Excalibur arm
and Merlin p/s
Call
Transfiguration - Various
Call
Trichord Diablo
Call

TEAC VRDS9, excellent, remote
Wadia 302, as new boxed

Call
Call

Trichord Diablo NC Combination
Call
Zeta, famous heavyweight arm, excellent Call

3, lovely
3009, excellent
3012, excellent
309
Model 10A

Call

Cy rus Pre XVS , nr

m

i
nt boxe d

Call

Cyrus 2 & PSX
199
Cyrus PSXR, excellent
Call
EAR 834L Preamplfier
Call
Exposure 3010, as new boxed with £ 200
mm phono stage
Call
ITL MA80/MA100/MA100 Pre/Power x2
lovely combo NOW
199
Krell KAV300i, excellent boxed
Cal
Krell KAV400xi, excellent boxed ....
Linn Kairn, vgc
Linn LK100, excellent
Linn Wakonda, vgc
Linn Kolector ex boxed
Meridian 551 Integrated excellent boxed
Meridian 555 ex boxed
Musical Fidelity B200, vgc

Cal
Cal
Ca
Cal
Cal
Ca
Cal
Cal

Musical Fidelity kW500
Musical Fidelity XASO monoblocks ...
NAIM NAC62, excellent boxed pre ...
NAIM 32/90 pre/power, cute chrome
bumper pair
NAIM NAIT 5, ex boxed
NAIM 122/150 combo, excellent boxed
NAIM NAC112, current style preamp .
NAIM NAP180, Olive, boxed, excellent
NAIM NAP250 early version, serviced .
NAIM NAC32 Avondale modded
Pathos Classic One Mk2, ex boxed...
Pathos Logos Integrated
Primare A21

Cal
Cal
119
199
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Primare A31
Call
Quad 77 Integrated c/w system remoteCall
Quad SO monoblocks
Call
Quad 405 Power amps NOW from .... 99
Quad 33/303, vgc for year fully serviced 199
Quad 99 Poweramp, brand new boxed Call
Radford STA25 Rennaissance and SC25
Pre/Power, excellent
Call
Roksan Caspian M Series Integrated, ex

Nakamichi, ex boxed
Call
Pure 701ES, new
Call
Pure 702ES, excellent multiband tuner Call

remote
Call
Roksan Caspian M Series Pre and Power
amplifier
Call
Roksan Caspian M Series Monoblock
amplifiers
Call
Roksan Kandy L3 Integrated and Power
amplfier
Call
Roksan Caspian Integrated, ex remote Call
Rotel RB991, ex boxed
Call
Rotel RA01, excellent boxed
99
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Pre IL & Power 1,
Reduced to only
Call
Sugden A21 new version
Call

Quad FM3, excellent

Call

TACT/Lyngdorf Audio SDA2175, great

Quad FM4, excellent
Rega Radio
TEAC TR610DAB, FM/DAB tuner

Call
Call
Call

press, as new
Unison Research Preludio
Unison Research S6, superb

Radio and recorders
Arcam Alpha 7
Call
AVI Lab Series tuner, ex demo boxed ..Call
Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/FM New....Call
Meridian 204, excellent
Call
Nad 4020, y nice original

Call

Audiovector M3 Sig, active crossovers, new
£4k+, amazing
Call
Audio Pro Bravo FX-04 Piano black
Call
AVI Neutron IV
Call
AVI Pro Nine Plus Actives, less than 6
months old
Call
AVI Trio
Call
B&W 805 Nautilus, ex boxed
Call
B&W 8055, nr mint boxed in cherry
Call
Castle Harlech, excellent boxed
Call
Dynaudio Contour 1.8 mk2 ex boxed Call
199
Epos E514 c/w matching stands
JR149
Call
Jamo Concert 11, boxed
Call
Linn Tukan, excellent boxed
Call
Linn Sara, excellent boxed with Sara stands Call
Linn Isobarik DMS or PMS/Xoverbox/Dirak Call
Linn Kan 2, excellent boxed
Call
Mission 752, nice efficient floorstanderCall
Monitor Audio BR2, excellent
119
Monitor Audio BR4
Call
Monitor Audio RS1 in Natural Oak, nr mint
boxed
Call
Monitor Audio RS range - Various available Call
Monitor Audio 58, ex boxed in Natural Oak Call
Monitor Audio, mint boxed RSW12
Subwoofer
Call
Monitor Audio Silver LCR NEW
79
Monitor Audio GS range - Various available Call
Monitor Audio GS20 in Piano Black, BARGAIN
Call
Monitor Audio Radius range - Various
available
Call
Monitor Audio, R720 Subwoofer, excellent
boxed
Call
Neat Acoustics Petite 3 SE c/w Ultimatum
bass drivers NOW
Call
Neat Acoustics Motive Centre
199
Neat Acoustics Motive 2
Call
Neat Acoustics Motive 3
Call
Opera Duetto, superb little standmount199
Quad ESL989, excellent boxed BARGAIN! Call
Q Acoustics 1050
199
JM Reynaud Offrande, boxed superb c/w
matching stands
Call
Revolver Music 5 (RW45 replacement) Call
Roksan FR5
Call
Ruark Crusader 2, excellent in black Call
Ruark Sabre, vgc, nice mid sized stand mou nt
119
Spendor BC1, excellent
199
Spendor S5e, nr mint boxed in cherry Call
Spendor 58e, excellent in cherry
Call
TDL RTL2
79
TDL RTL3 mk2
119
Triangle Titus 202, c/w Tristands Call
Triangle Comete ES, ex demo nr mint
boxed
Call
Triangle Antal ES, nr mint boxed
Call
Usher Audio S520 in original birch Call
Usher Audio S525 in Birch
199
Usher Audio S103 in birch
Call
Usher Audio 718 Standmount
Call
Wharfedale Diamond 9.1, DFS, Centre etc
from
49
Warfedale 505.2
49

Accessories/Systems

B&O Full 5000 system inc CD and
turntable, excellent, serviced
Call
Chord cables - Various from
49
Cyrus PSXR
199
H Kardon AVR635 - was £ 999
Call
Isotek - Various power conditioners and
cables from
49
Linn Classik K with onboard tuner, as new
boxed
Call
Marantz Layla CD/Receiver and cassette in
Chelsea blue!
199
NAD 3020 amp and 4020 tuner, excellent 99
NAIM Flatcap 2
Call
TEAC Mini Systems - best deal in the UK! Call
Tara Labs Ref 8 Spkr cable
Call
Van den Hul - Various from
49

Call
Call
Call

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for? ail
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hi-finew
Pawnshop evisited
The recent launch of the anniversary issue
of Jazz at the Pawnshop in alimited edition
SACO set has rekindled memories of a
number of Proprius titles that were widely
used as reference and demonstration discs
throughout the ' 80s and ' 90s by virtually the
whole of the audio community.
Jazz at the Pawnshop - the Complete
Sessions is proof that good music never gets
old - it matures like fine wine!
This definitive three- album set comes

CAu.
D M/

complete with 20 minutes of previously
unreleased music, plus aDVD of an

N

interview that took place with George Riedel

INi4

and Lars Erstrand in 2006.

)11 •

clika-

•
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units

For those of you not familiar with the
disc that has been billed as ' the finest Jazz
recording of the 20th Century', Jazz at the
Pawnshop was recorded in the simplest
way by Gert Palmcrantz in the Stampen
restaurant ( yes, Swedish for pawnshop!)
in Sweden in 1976 using two Nagra
two- channel tape recorders set up in the
restaurant kitchen, one pair of microphones
at 20cm spacing for the main pick-up, with

in acrowded, smoky bar! For those not

awonderful piece with stunning organ

acouple of others placed to register the

convinced by the benefits of the digital

introduction, followed by pieces from

'live' atmosphere of the Pawnshop Jazz

format, we have managed to track down

Handel, Otto Olsson, Adam and a

club. It sounds simple, but the results are

alimited quantity of the original double

selection of Swedish Folk songs with

downright remarkable!

album LP, pressed on 180g premium vinyl

Christmas flavour.

The line-up included Arne Domnerus
(alto sax), Bengt Hallberg ( piano),

in Germany - finest quality recording on
finest quality vinyl!

George Riedel ( bass) and Egil Johansen

To complete the Proprius picture, we

(drums), with guest soloist Lars Erstrand

have included Cantate Domino and Antiphone

(vibraphone), swinging through limehouse

Blues both in SACO and vinyl format.

Blues', ' Mood Indigo', ' Take Five', ' Lady

Antiphone Blues, awonderful mix of jaz
and folk music including Ellington titles,

Cantate Domino is famous for its

again features Arne Domnerus, this time
with Gustaf Sjokvist at the organ in the
Spanga Church, recorded by Hakan Sjogren.
As well as 'Antiphone Blue', tracks include

Be Good' and awhole string of other

incredible sound quality. It starts with

favourites, all recorded with the most

Enrico Bossi's ' Cantate Domino' for

'Sometimes IFeel Like A Motherless Child'

startling ambience - you really are there

choir, organ, trumpets and trombones,

and ' Largo'.

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Name

Address

Telephone

Post Code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

(pounds sterling) made payable to: 'HFN Accessories

'Nobody Knows The Trouble I've Seen',

Item

Prices

Jazz at the Pawnshop three album
Anniversary SACO

£24.00

Jazz at the Pawnshop two- album
180gm LP

£29.00

Cantate Domino SACO

£16.00

Cantate Domino LP

£16.00

Antiphone Blues SACO

£16.00

Antiphone Blues LP

£16.00
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Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)
TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy of the form) to: HFN

Card Number

Accessories Club 8CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK OR Fax your completed

I
Expiry (date)

order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR email: sales@hifiaccesso
riesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility a: www.hifiaccecsoriezlub.com UK SALES All
CV Security Number

prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices inoude postage and pack:ng for all items, whatever
their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT (Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.

Signature

Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. [SOL
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30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME 11LD - 01634 880037

oç

7Zaqso trier

UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR ALL RAYSONIC & ORACLE PRODUCTS.
ANATEK, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD COMPANY, CHORD ELECTRONICS, CLEARAUDIO,
CREEK, DALI, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT, METRONOME, NORTHSTAR,
NOTTINGHAM, ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, PARTINGTON, PRO-JECT, QUAD,
QUADRASPIRE, RAYSON/C, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, TANNOY PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi fi.co.uk
HOW TO CONTACT US...
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CLOCKWISE FROM BELOW: The
4ft Tractrix horn; brochures for
the Domestic Corner Horn and

1,64

Tractrix horn; the permanent
magnet drive unit

VOIGT
LOUDSPEAKER

Think of corner speakers
and the name Paul Voigt
comes instantly to mind.
John Howes has the story...

p
aul

Voigt was born in London on
9th December 1901. His early
working life began in 1922 with

JE Hough Ltd. at the Edison Bell
Works in London where he was employed
primarily for radio research. By 1926 he

•••••••••

r.nr•=

Voigt was convinced
that life- like reproduction

we'
Z.:

walnut cabinet and
came complete with
a 12W amplifier and

was only possible when the
sound leaving the speaker
was between three and five

deluxe domestic corner
horn loudspeaker. The

recording system, using an advanced

feet off the floor as this is the
height at which avoice or the
sound of aviolin is heard in real life.

moving- coil cutter head. With his constant
search to improve sound quality, Voigt

Another unique feature incorporated into
the cabinet design was areflector which

developed aslack diaphragm condenser
microphone, ahigh-flux energised speaker

for its remarkably lifelike and natural

WAR BREAKS OUT

drive unit using an aluminium voice coil

presentation, this speaker is also incredibly

World War Two saw the sales of high -

and horns using the ' Tractrix' contour. All

efficient. With only around 400 ever having

quality sound equipment diminish sharply.

had developed the first British electric

price was £ 150, asum
that included one year's
guarantee and quarterly visits to
ensure that the instrument is always
at its best'.

eliminated directional effects. Renowned

these Edison Bell products were protected
by patents taken out by Paul Voigt himself,
under mutual agreement.

BELL RINGS THE CHANGES

'The price included quarterly visits " to
ensure the instrument is always at its best"

In April 1933, Edison Bell ceased trading

been made, these corner horns are very

due to an economic slump. Shortly after,
Voigt set up ' Voigt Patents' in Sydenham,
London. Production of the energised drive
units and the Tractrix horns was increased,
mainly for the cinema and public

scarce and difficult to find nowadays.
In 1934 Paul Voigt met OP Lowther
from the Lowther Manufacturing Company
Ltd and astrong alliance was formed. In

address market.
The Voigt
Domestic Corner

1936 asales brochure entitled
'Lowther Voigt Radio' was released,
which gave details of arange of
high- quality equipment available

,

Horn made its

for domestic use. Three models
of radiograms. separate

debut in 1934. This
ingenious design

Voigt kept busy maintaining his horn
speakers installed in cinemas. After the
war, with new magnetic materials being
available, the design of apermanent
magnet drive unit was given priority.
This was released in 1949, having aflux
dersity of 18000 gauss ( 1.8 tesla) across
a 11
2 mm air gap. This drive unit weighed
/
30Ibs ( 13.6kg) and cost £ 40.0s.0d.
Due to ill health, the rationing of raw
materials, and slow sales figures. Voigt

amplifiers and loudspeakers

move to Canada with his wife in April

were described. Their most

1950. He died on the 9th February 1981,
leaving .
3 legacy of landmarks in pursuit of
high- quality sound reproduction. , l

used wall and floor
boundaries as an

expensive model, the

extension of the horn.

housed in abeautifully veneered

was

Mara
issue goes on sale

08"
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ON TEST:
Sub- £ 500 Turntable Group Test
—> Yamaha S2000 CD & amp
Belles pre/power combo
—+ Sony Blu-ray player
—> Super Systems: Talk/ATC

FEBRUARY 2008

We celebrate 60 years of the LP and
50 years of stereo
PLUS:
Movers and Shakers: We interview
PS Audio's Paul McGowan
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$ounds of Music will bring that picture to life for you
We are expert interior designers of music & video!
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'Blows everything away'
'Nothing else comes near'
However, we do have some of the worlds very best hi-fi
products on dem in 8beautiful demonstration rooms.

We have anuge range of loudspeakers from the likes of
QUAD (still one of the best speakers of all turre) to Wilson,
Kharma, Lumley, Ascendo, Eben etc, some of the real
corltenders at the very top of the market.
We have amplifiers from AVI to Ypsilon, two extremes
ana two world class products to rival the very best.
We have cd players, cables, turntables, stands and of
course, the Stratosphere so don't get fooled - come and
enjoy your ride through the best to arrive at the best
choice for your personal application.
Tel: +44 (0) 1435 865 212
Fax: +44 (0) 1435 865 213
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Frgrove Business Park, Frgrove Road,
Cross in hand, Nr Hecrthfield, East Sussex,
TN21 OQL By appointment only please.

(»St.?.

Sourds of Music will design and build your
dream system or help you choose the right
product within your chosen budget and...
we can offer arange of payment schemes
to spread the cost and help make your
pJrcnctse even easier...

'Best thing since sliced bread'

We won't tell you what to buy but we will guide you
through the maze to make sure you make the right
choice for your particular situation.
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Acapella, Acoustic Arts, Acoustic Solid, Acoustic Zen, Aesthetix,
Ascendo, Aurios, Atacama, Art Loudspeakers, ATC, Audience,
Audio Physic, Audio Research, AVI, Ayon, BAT, Base, Basis, Bel
Canto, Boulder, Burmester Clearaudio, CAT, coda, Copulae,
Copland, Dartzeel, DCS, Dreamvision, Eben, Echo Busters,
Edgar, Furutech, Gamut, Graaf, Halcro, Hansen Audio,
Harbeth, Hovland, HRS.f-lyperion, JAS Audio, JM _ab, Koetsu.
ktiarma, Krell, Lexicon, LSA, Lumley, Lyra. MIT, /vtarantz, Malin
Logan, Mastersound, MBL, Merlin, Michel', MonopJlse, Music
First, Music Tools, Nola, Nordost, NuForce, Opera. Ortofon,
Parasound, Phonosoohie, Prima Luna, Primare, QUAD, REL,
Rockport, Sennheiser, Seauerra, Shanling, Shun lviook, SME,
Sound Lab, Sonus Faper, Stands Unique, Smixo, 7+A, Theta
Digital, Tom Evans, Tawnshend, Transfiguration, transparent,
Trichord, Unison Research, Usher, Vitus, Vincent/TAC, Vivadi,
VTL, Vutech, Wadia, Waterfall, Wilson Audio, Ypsilon
and more....

HOMAGE SERIES. MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS

"A MAGICAL SOUND BACKED UP
BY ONE OF THE BEST LOOKING
CABINETS MONEY CAN BUY"
HI Fl CHOICE / ALAN SIRCOM / GUARNERI MEMENTO

"IF YOU WANT TO OWN THE BEST- LOOKING
SMALL SPEAKER EVER MADE, WHICH JUST
HAPPENS TO SOUND AS AMAZING AS IT LOOKS, ,
TURN YOUR EYES TOWARD ITALY .
"
HI Fl NEWS / KEN KESSLER / GUARNERI MEMENTO

THIS OUTSTANDING SPEAKER CARRIES MY
ENTHUSIASTIC RECOMMENDATION"
HI Fl NEWS / MARTIN COLLOMS / AMATI ANNIVERSARIO

For nearly three decades, Sonus Faber have treated us
to speakers so elegantly styled arid crafted that tr-ey've
revolutionised the entire audio irdustry. Where once
there were only parallel sides, we now have curves.
Where once we suffered poor veneers, we now savour
finishes worthy of the finest furniture. The exquisite
Homage series represents the utimate in Sonus
Faber artistry, exhibiting all the vir ,ues o the
company's philosophi and the vision and passion of
the Sonus Faber team, without any recotrse to
compromise.
When Sonus Faber created the Ho -nage family, a5 an
homage to hkeaLy's greatest lu tor kers, it was
always inten— iat its three o nal members
would evolve. Benefiting from the disc
during the development of the flagship
fl,
botn of its predecessors - the GJa-neri :End Amati have arrived their in second .generatiors'.
Amati Anniversario and Guarneri Memento have
been subtly refined externally, to identify the nev\
editions, while key components have been changed
to improve the performance. The floor- standing
Arrati Anniversario provides fut. -range scund for
rocms that demand a larger speaker, while the
Guarneri Memento, with redesigned pedestal,
satisfies the demanc of those fo - whom asmaller
system will suffice.
Beel
'th
i esheer beauty of the Homage system s
is the sound, intended to reflec: the majesty of
the violin makers that they honpur. For the only
time in the history o: audio, here are
loudspeakers that - truly - sound as beautiful as
they look.

For your nearest dealer contact:

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T + 44 (0120 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absoluteNounds.com

